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The title clearly defines the limits of the fol- 
lowing work. Only those elements of the Camp'bellian theology 
which have had definite relation to the origin of the Dis- 
ciples of Christ, are considered. LIr. Gampbell's doctrine of 
the Atonement, peculiar to himself, and decidedly interesting 
though it is, has received no consideration because it has
not largely influenced Disciple thought. Numerous other
»
theological positions, v/hich he shared with devout men of the 
Christian communions of his day, have "been excluded for the 
same reason. Only those distinctive elements of his teaching, 
the dissemination of v/hich produced the "Disciples of Christ," 
"Churches of Christ," or "Christian Churches, 51 have logical 
place in the following treatise.
Those who have embraced the Campbellian principles, 
have grown, in one hundred and sixteen years, from a little 
country church of thirty members, to a world communion of ten 
thousand churches, eight thousand five hundred ministers and 
missionaries, and one million six hundred "thousand communicants.
Five hundred and thirty five Mission Stations and out-stations
<
are sup'oorted, in twelve different countries, and in this enter- 
prise, about two thousand missionaries and native Christian 
workers are employed. The communion has four universities and 
twenty six colleges, in v/hich candidates for the ministry and 
mis si on-fields are trained. "These institutions of higher 
learning have a total enrollment of about fourteen thousand 
students. During the year 1924-1925 the Disciples in the united 
otates of America, registered a net gain of ninety six thousand
Ill
members,- double the percentage increase :,f any other ^merican 
Christian body.
In setting forth the distinctive Campbellian teach- 
ings, out of v/hich the Disciples of Christ grev/, the follov/ing 
method has been employed. The first tv/o chapters are historical, 
special emphasis being given to the sources of the theology in 
the influences which were exerted upon the Campbells, father 
and son, and its development through the pears of association. 
v:ith the Baptists, and up to the time when the Disciples began 
to exist as a separate body in 1852. Chapters three and four 
discuss exhaustively the actuating Camp "belli an passion for 
Christian unity. In chapters five to nine inclusive, an ex- 
position is given of the doctrinal positions resultant from the 
application of the principles which the Oarnpbells believed 
basic to Christian unity, Chapter ten attempts a critical 
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CHAPTER I 
RISE OF THE MOVBMSUT
In dealing with the origin of the communion various- 
ly known as "The Disciples of Christ," "Christians," or "Churches 
of Christ," one instinctively feels that he is considering a 
movement rather than a church or ohurch.es, In its beginning days 
there was no thought among any of those whose efforts resulted 
in its ultimate formation, of the organization of a new Church 
or religious party. The high ideal which had been the moving 
cause of all they thought and did, was diametrically opposed to 
such a course; indeed, to abolish all divisions and parties was 
the lofty resolve to which they heartily directed their every 
energy. At the time of its inception, it profoundly affected the 
whole of American religious society, ^ike a new Renaissance or 
Reformation, it was an imperative call to freedom of thought, 
freedom of speech, and the right of the individual to interpret 
the Christian Scriptures. Its first leaders did not hesitate to 
openly preach its doctrines as calculated to reform the Church, 
to accomplish a destruction of sectarian walls, and to bring all 
Christians to a unity upon the truth, tfor the first period of 
its existence, it v/as a movement for Reformation, and those who 
espoused its principles were known as "Reformers." Gradually 
recognizing the fact, however, that a new reformation as such, 
v/as seemingly doomed to fail because of the simple fact that 
those to whom their appeals were addressed and in whose interests 
the work was being propagated, were treating it all with bland 
indifference, the movement began to crystallize into an indepen- 
dent organization. Since the reformatory principles would not
be received into the Churches, the "Reformers" decided to organ- 
ise around them, drawing to them Christians from the churches 
as well as sinners from the world. About the year 1830, therefore 
the movement definitely changes its character and becomes a 
movement for the "Restoration of Primitive Christianity." The 
great principles forged in the days of Reformation, were now 
courageously and unshrinkingly put to the acid test of actually 
trying them out in organizational life. In this period the 
movement definitely becomes a propagandist organization, tre- 
mendously militant and daringly evangelistic. Br. Moore correct- 
ly dates the distinctively Restoration phase from 1830 to 1870.
With 1870 began the third great era of Bisciple history,- that
1 
which may be termed "the period of toleration." Having waged to
victory their war against what they considered the despotic 
reign of priestcraft, and having won a powerful and influential 
place in the religious life of America, there grew up at the 
close of the Civil War, a spirit of toleration wMch manifested 
itself in a hearty welcome of every opportunity to federate with 
other communions in furthering the progress of the kingdom of 
God. Points of agreement were more and more emphasized, while 
those things which divide were considered less frequently than 
in the former years. Our study has to do with the progress of 
the movement up to the year 1870, since this is the period in 
which Alexander Campbell did his epochal work.
As far as national character can be ascribed to any 
Christian communion, it must be acknowledged that that of the 
Disciples is American. While its basic principles have been 
preached with success in Great Britian, South Africa, and Aus- 
tralasia, its major victories have been won upon American soil.
1 "History of the Bisciples of Christ," lloore, pp. v, vi.
During the life time of Alexander Gamp.be 11 alone, five hundred 
thousand converts were made to the new position - a record not 
only unique in the annals of religious leaders, but one probably 
without parallel in the history of the Church on earth. At 
this hour the Disciples constitute the most numerous, most
wealthy, and most influential communion which has had its in-
2 
ception in the new world.
Two streams united to form the movement for Christian 
Unity as it exists today; one from tfest Virginia and Pennsylvania 
under the leadership of the "Sage of Bethany", and the other 
from -Kentucky under the leadership, of Barton W. Stone, while 
the first followers of the teachings of the Gampbells, were 
mainly Presbyterians, the largest number of converts made by 
them and their immediate circle of coadjutors, were of Baptist 
persuasion. The i^entucky stream, on the other hand, was almost 
entirely Presbyterian in extraction. The result of the union 
of these two types of religious mind, is of paramount influence 
in the final formation of distinctive Disciple thought. While 
necessarily obliged to consider them in their proper place in 
the rise of the communion, the study of Barton Vf. Stone and the 
"Christians" is a separate field, richly deserving an exhaustive 
treatment. Because he was eclipsed by the great man at Bethany, 
in those general qualities which malce for leadership, Stone has 
never fully received the honor which is his due. The early 
history of the Disciples is a history of two outstanding per- 
sonalities, the Campbells,- father and son, and of the theology
which was the creative force in all their labors.
3 
Thomas Campbell, according to the "Memoirs" written
by his son, was the son of Archibald Gampbell, who as a mere lad
2 "Lectures on the Pentateuch," Campbell, Introduction by cegar,
9, 10.
3 "Memoirs of ^Ider Thomas Campbell, Alexander Gampbell, 1, 23.
enlisted in the British army and served with General ^olfe in 
his campaigns in the West Indies and Ganada. He fought in the 
battle of Quebec, and there was a tradition preserved in the 
Gampbell family, that General rfolfe, after his crushing defeat 
of lion to aim, died in the arms of Archibald Gampbell. Thomas 
Gampbell 1 s grandfather, James Gampbell, was born in County Down, 
near Dyerlake ^ood, Ulster, Ireland. The Gampbells were among 
the Scottish settlers who had colonized Ulster, and were descended 
from the Gampbells of Argylle. The head of the Gampbell clan 
was Sir Archibald Gampbell who at one time commanded a regiment 
of men, every one of whom was Gampbell by name. James Gampbell 
belonged to the Homan Catholic Church, and in this faith he 
rigidly brought up his son Archibald. He lived to the ripe old 
age of one hundred and five years. After the battle of Quebec, 
Archibald Gampbell returned to Ireland where he spent his re- 
maining years. Soon after his return lie renounced his Catholic- 
ism, and became a devout member of the Church of England, in 
which faith he remained until his death at the age of eighty- 
eight. He was the father of four sons, Thomas, James, Archibald, 
and Bnos. The last named died in 1804, three years before the
father. The other sons were all members of the Anti-burgher
4 
Presbyterian Church. Archibald was for many years ruling elder
in this communion in his home town of Uewry, while 3nos was, for
some time before his death, head master of one of the most
popular academies in the same town.
I. THOMAS GAMPBELL IB IBiJLAItD AitD AMc&IGA.
That Thomas Campbell was the founder of the com- 
munion sometimes .cnown in America as the "He format ion Movement 
of the Nineteenth Century," is beyond refutation. The ground
4 "Memoirs of Alexander Gampbell," Hichardson, I. 19, 21.
principles were worked out "by him, and the beginnings of the 
effort were well under way before his distinguished son had any 
part in it, Alexander became the most illustrious advocate of 
these principles, and, because he was a better propagandist than 
the father, has virtually eclipsed him in the place which was 
really by right, his own. The son, however, never failed to 
give to his father, the credit for inaugurating the movement 
in his composition of the "Declaration and Address," and even 
in the work which preceded it, and out of which it grew. Any 
historical presentation of the theology of Alexander Campbell ... 
must, therefore, in brief at least, ta/:e into account the pre- 
fatory work of the father.
1. Sarly life and work.
Thomas Gampbell was born in County I>own, ^eb. 1, 1763. 
rtith. his brothers, he received an excellent English education 
at a military regimental school not far distant from Hewry. 
He early experienced a vital spiritual awakening which was the 
fountain of all his subsequent religious life. The cold for- 
mality of the Episcopal ritual, and the apparent lack of a deep
and vital piety which he considered to be the essential thing
to
in Christianity, caussd him £»» early lose interest in the faith
to which his father belonged, and to seek instead the society 
of the more rigid and devout Covenanters and Seceders. After 
attending their meetings for some time, he finally became a 
regular communicant in the Seceder Church. It was during his 
attendance upon the Seceder services, that he became deeply 
concerned about his own salvation, and for some time sought 
peace in vain. Though aided by the sympathy and prayers of many 
earnest friends, he could not find the assurance of forgiveness 
which he craved with an agony born of a realization of his own 
exceeding sinfulness and his impotence to do anything for his 
own redemption. "While in this state, and when his mental dis-
tress had reached its highest point, he was .one day walking alone 
in the fields, when, in the midst of his prayerful anxieties 
and longings, he felt a divine peace suddenly diffuse itself
throughout his soul, and the love of God seemed to be shed
5 
abroad in his heart as he had never before realized it." All
doubt and fear vanished as if "by magic, and he knew himself
to be a child of God. At this very moment, he felt himself<
to be called, and the feelings which he experienced, - the 
sudden change from doubt and fear, to peace, - he regarded as 
proceeding from a direct divine influence which, had miracu- 
lously imparted to him a saving or justifying faith.
billed with an ardent desire to devote himself to 
the ministry in the Secession Church, but unable to secure the 
consent of his father, who as a member of the Ohurch of England, 
looked with no great favor upon his connection with the Seceders, 
and while a final decision was pending , he engaged in teaching, 
first in an English Academy wMch he established in Connaught, 
and later in a school at Sheepbridge, near l^ewry. Mr. John 
£inley, through whose influence he had obtained his latter posi- 
tion, impressed with his high abilities and the deep piety of 
his life, urged him to carry out his desire to enter the ministry, 
and even proffered tne means to defray the expenses of his 
classical and ministerial education. His father's opposition 
having finally been overcome, he proceeded to Glasgow, where 
he became a student in the University.
The course prescribed for students in Divinity, at 
this time extended over three years. It being considered 
proper for ministers to have some knova edge of medicine, Thomas 
Campbell, while carrying on his other studies, also attended 
the mediaal lectures. At the conclusion of his University
5 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, n Hichardson, I. 23.
career, he entered the Divinity Hall of the Secession or Anti- 
burgher Ohurch, which at this time was at Whitburn. Boctor
Archibald Bruce was minister of a Secession church there, and
6
during the week conducted the classes in Bivinity. Having com- 
pleted the five sessions of eight weeks each, required by the 
Synod, he submitted to the usual examination and trials for 
license before the Presbytery in Uorth Ireland, and became a
probationer or preacher, under the direction of the Synod, to
7 
such churches as were destitute of a fixed ministry. It was
during the vacations between his periods of study in Scotland, 
that he became acquainted with the descendents cf the Huguenots 
who had settled on the shores of beautiful Bough iieagh. These 
deeply religious people had fled from France upon the revocation 
of the indict of Nantes by Bouis XIV, and had settled first in 
Scotland, and later in Ireland, where two families, the Bonners 
and the Gorneigles, purchased an entire townland on the shores 
of Bough Meagh. Here they devoted themselves to agriculture, 
and established schools in which the Bible was carefully taught,
and -che forms and practices of the Presbyterian Ghurch were
8 
faithfully inculcated. While engaged in teaching school during
the vacation periods, Thomas Gampbell met Jane, the only daughter 
of the Gorneigles, and in June of his twenty-fiftfLyear, he was 
married to her. To this union, on September 12th, 1788, in 
Ballymena, about a mile from the silvery waters ox Bough Meagh,
*/
was born his first child, Alexander Gampbell.
After a ministry of several years among various con- 
gregations near Sheepbridge and Market Hill in County Armagh, 
Thomas Gampbell was called, in 1798, to a newly established 
church at Ahorey, about four miles from the town of Armagh, and
6 "Memoirs of Alexander Gampbell," Richardson, I. 33, 87.
7 Ibid., E7.
8 Ibid., 19, 80.
9 Ibid., 19.
8
about ten miles from the flourishing town of iiewry. He accepted 
the call and moved to a farm near Rich-Hill. It was here that 
most of the boyhood of Alexander was spent, and those early im- 
pressions made, which so largely formed the character of his r
10 
thought in after years. It was here also, during his ministry
at the little country church in Ahorey and as master of the 
academy which he later founded at Rich-Hill, that Thomas Camp- 
bell was brought into contact with tnose influences which bred 
within his heart that hatred of sectarianism which, in the new 
world, grew so amazingly into a mighty movement for a return to 
the pristine unity arid purity of the Church.
2. In order to an understanding of his subsequent 
course in America, it is essential that some of these influences 
be detailed and the impressions made by them evaluated.
(l) The politico-religious distraction of Horth 
Ireland at this time-, was undoubtedly one of the most powerful 
of these influences directing Ifc. Campbell 1 s mind toward a con- 
sideration of the necessity for Christian unity. His ministry 
was co-incident with those travail years viiich. brought forth the 
rebellion of 1798, and ended with the attempt of iSmmet and others 
in 1803. i/ith the seeming purpose of driving the Roman Catholics 
from i^orth Ireland, the society of Orangemen v/ere formed in 
County Armagh in 1795. Various contending parties such as the 
"Defenders", the "Peep-o 1 day Boys", etc., kept the whole pro- 
vince of Ulster in constant commotion. Under the pretense of 
searching for arms, many went around by night, and since the 
doors v/ere generally opened at the first summons, common robbers 
often took advantage of this excuse to carry out their deprada- 
tions against the property of the ravaged and distracted people. 
In the midst of all this anarchy, Theobald ^olfe Tone, a Pro- 
10 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 28, 30.
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testant lawyer of Dublin, organized his secret order, irnown as 
the "United Irishmen", the purpose of which was to launch a 
rebellion against the government, which would eventuate in an 
Irish Republic. The Catholics became members of this order that 
they might secure protection against the Orangemen; the Pres- 
byterians in order to bring about reform in Parlirnent, through 
which they hoped for equality in taxation and representation. 
The organization eventually came to have a membership of one 
hundred and fifty thousand men. The Presbyterians of the six 
Northern Counties formed the major part of it, and the fact that 
Mr. Campbell steadfastly refused to have anything to do with it, 
was calculated to bring him into disfavor with many of his people 
who were ardent in its support. He went even to the lengths of 
denouncing secret societies and secret oaths. There can be no 
doubt but that the political and social disorder made a pro- 
found impression upon his mind. The firm conviction which fol- 
lowed him, and also his son, through life, that secret societies 
were wrong for Christians, can be traced directly to the exper- 
ience of these chaotic times.
(2) The divisions in his own Presbyterian family 
were also a source of sorrow to him. In 1733 had occured the 
defection from the National ^irk of Scotland, on the part of
Brskine and his three confederates, under the designa-
tion of the "Associate Presbytery," which resulted in the organ-
11 
ization of the Seceders. This schism extended to Ireland, and
as early as 1736, a request was sent to the Synod, for minis- 
terial aid. It was not until 1742, however, that this request 
was complied with, and lir. &avin Beugo was sent over to form 
churches of the new order. Soon after this first great rent in 
the body of the National ^irfc, Thomas Boston and his coadjutors
11 "Ecclesiastical History of Scotland," Grub, IV. 61.
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also seceded and formed the "Presbytery of Kelief." This move- 
ment differed from the Seceders, only in entertaining more lib- 
eral views of the communion.
The ''Associate" or "Secession 11 church had but a
short period of peace, and then it was disrupted by the question 
as to the propriety of subscribing to certain oaths required by 
the burgesses of the towns, that "they would support the religion 
presently professed within the realm." To many, this seemed 
to be a sanction of the very abuses which had caused the first
great defection from the National Church. The Secession, there-
13 
fore, became divided into the Burghers and Antiburghers. A
half century later these, in turn, were split into the "Old 
Light Burghers" and the Ifilew Light Burghers$V and in the case of 
the party to which Thomas Oampbell belonged, into the "Old 
Light Antiburghers," headed by Oampbell 1 s former teacher of 
theology, Dr. Archibald Bruce, who with several others formed
a Presbytery known as the "Gonstitutional Associate Presbytery,"
14 
and the "Hew Light Antiburghers." Hence the Secession itself
divided into four main bodies, not counting several others of 
minor importance, who during the heated discussions of Synods 
and Assemblies, "flew off like sparks from a forge."
The depth$ of aversion with which Mr. Campbell 
viewed these schisms in his beloved Presbyterian Church, is 
manifest by the fact that he had frequently urged upon all, the 
desirability of a union between the various branches of the 
Seceders. Largely through his influence, a committee of con- 
sultation met in October 1804, at Kioh-Hlll, at which a report, 
with propositions for union, prepared by Mr. Campbell, was 
adopted and forwarded to the Synod at Belfast, where it was very 
cordially received. In March 1805, a joint meeting was held at
12 "Ecclesiastical Historv of Scotland," Grub LV. 79.




Lurgan, and on each side an earnest desire for union was ex- 
pressed. The fact that the Burgher oath had never been required 
in Ireland, was evidence that there was nothing in the state of 
things existing there, to warrant a division. The General 
Associate Synod in Scotland, however, hearing of these growing 
movements for union, expressed their dissent in advance of any 
application, and for a time, put an end to the matter. In the 
following year, the Provincial Synod made application to the 
Scottish Synod, 'to consider if it would mot he better for the 
brethafo&n in Ireland to transact their own business without being 
in immediate subordination to that body. Thomas Campbell was 
sent to Scotland to lay the matter before the General Synod, and
although he argued the case with great earnestness and clarity
15 
before that body in Glasgow, the Synod decided that the proposal
was inexpedient, and accordingly matters remained, as they had 
been before. The efforts were not unavailing, however, for on 
September 5th, 1820, in the very church in Edinburgh where the 
division had occured seventy-three years before, a union of the
Burghers and Antiburghers was consummated amidst great rejoicings
16 
and impressive ceremonies.
(3) One other influence, which must have impressed 
the mindly soul of Thomas Campbell during the European period 
of his life, emanated from an earnest body of Independents that 
had a church at Hi oh-Hi 11, and with whose pastor, Mr. Gibson, 
and the members, he was on terms of friendly intercourse. While 
not oerrnitted to neglect any service of his o?m communion, a
15 While Alexander Campbell was in the University, four years 
later, a gentleman who heard his father on this occasion,^ 
said to him: "I listened to your father in our General . 
Assembly in this city, pleading for a union between tne 
Burghers and Antiburghers. But Sir, while in my opinion 
he out-argued them, they out-voted him." "Memoirs of 
Alexander Campbell," Kichardson, 1. 58.
16 "Ecclesiastical £1story of Scotland," Grub IV. 167, 168. 
"Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Kichardson, I. 58.
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Seoeder minister was given the privilege of "occasional hearing," 
and frequently after his evening services at Ahorey, Thomas 
Campbell and his son attended the meetings of the Independents. 
Their people being more liberal than the other communions in 
granting the use of their meeting house to preachers of other 
churches, opportunity was given to hear some of the most illus- 
trious men of the period. Rowland Hill, one of the most cele- 
brated men of the time, preached here, as did also James Alex- 
ander Haldane. John Walker, formerly fellow and teacher at 
Trinity College, Dublin, and minister of Bethesda Chapel, a man
whose great ability and learning made a profound impression upon
17 
the young Alexander, preached at Rich-Hill during the time of
the Campbell ! s residence bhere. It was his custom to invite 
any who desired to do so, to come to his room and talk with him 
concerning the things of the kingdom of God. Thomas Campbell 
and one of his elders accepted this invitation, and enjoyed a 
long conversation with Mr. talker. Before the talk was over, 
Alexander joined the party. The work and teaching of Walker 
eventually resulted in the organization of the Plymouth Brethern, 
who, while not according with all his views, really owe their 
origin to him. Just how far the Campbells were influenced by 
this one conversation, is not known. Whether the views con- 
cerning the ministry, which they held in the earlier days of
/
their reformatory ministry, are traceable to this incident, can- 
not be determined with certainty.
The Scottish Independents differed somewhat from the 
English Congregationalists. Though nominally in connection with 
the Independents of Scotland, the Rich-Hill people were Haldan- 
ean in sentiment. The Scotch branch of the Independent move-
Lment, had its rise in the eloquent preaching of John Glas^,
17 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson I. 60, 61.
18 "Ecclesiastical History of Scotland," (*rub, IV. 55.
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an able minister of the National Ohuroh of Scotland, who, in- 
fluenced by the works of John Owen, seceded from the Church, 
about 1728, giving up his parish of Sealing near Dundee, and 
began to organize churches in the larger Scottish cities, on
Independent lines. The followers of his views were called 
19
Glassites. Robert Sandeman, about 1755, developed and sustained
the views of Glas^, and through his controversy with Hervey 
concerning the nature of faith, the leading doctrine of his 
"Theron and Aspasio," became the acknowledged champion of the 
Scottish Independent movement. His most distinctive doctrines 
were that faith in Christ is merely an assent to the testimony 
concerning Him, which was first given by the apostles and pre- 
served for us in the New Testament; it therefore, differs not 
at all from faith in any other fact or truth. He advocated the 
weekly observance of the Lord's Supper, love feasts, weekly 
contributions to the poor, mutual edification on the part of 
members of the Church, a plurality of elders, conditional com- 
munity of goods, etc. He was also very liberal in his views 
concerning theatres, public and private amusements whan uncon- 
nected with, influences positively wrong.
The Hich-Hill Independents did not sanction all the 
views of Sandeman. They observed the Lord's Supper weekly, as 
they did also their contributions, but they were opposed to 
theatre-going, feet washing as an ordinance of the Church, com- 
munity of goods, and some of the other extremes preached and 
practiced by Sandeman. They were also free from much of the 
bitterness and the dogmatic and controversial spirit which all
19 "He had some followers, but they were neither numerous nor 
' influential The sect which he founded, continues to exist 
in Scotland Its opinions were considerably modified by 
SbeSt aSSJman. a Ln-in-law of its founder, from whom.
its members received the name ^^n^ns - 
"Ecclesiastical History. of ocotland, IV. 55.
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too often characterized the work of the distinguished advocate 
of Scottish Independency.
Just how far the little Independent Church influenced 
the Carapbells, cannot be inferred with certainty. If either 
of them, at this time, made a study of the Sandemanian views 
concerning faith, with which at a later perudtfeity we re assuredly 
in partial accord, there is no evidence of the fact. It is 
certain that both father and son carried to America substantially 
the Presbyterian conception, both as to the nature of saving 
faith and the manner of its coming. That the great Independent 
doctrine of private Judgement, did have some influence, at least 
upon Alexander, is affirmed by Dr. Richards on. "It was the 
natural tendency of his rnind to seize upon principles, and this 
doctrine, so consonant with his own native independence of 
thought, was peculiarly agreeable to him. He does not appear, 
however, to have fully or practically adopted this principle, 
so entirely at variance with the denomination to which he be- 
longed, and with the religious authority he had been taught to
20 
revere." It is certain that the aversion to the doctrine that
the authority to interpret the Scriptures is exclusively con- 
fined to the clergy - a doctrine held almost universally by 
the Churches of the day with the exception of those who had 
adopted congregational government, found its beginning in his 
own experience with the clergy of the Seceder denomination, and 
the influence of the Kich-Hill Independents. The wrath which 
later, in the "Christian Baptist, 11 flamed forth with such power 
against the authority of Presbyteries, Synods, Conventions, 
Church courts, etc., must have found its first kindling in his 
resentment toward the experiences which he laiew his fatner had 
gone through with the leaders of his own communion in Ireland.
20 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, 11 I. 64.
21 Ibid., 64, 65.
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(4) The movement for a more "evangelical" style in 
preaching, was the fourth influence which was exerted upon 
 J-homas Campbell during his last years in the mother country. The 
great revival under the Lesleys'and tfhitfield, attended at first 
with almost fanatical manifestations of excitement, had toward 
the close of the century, given place, in a large degree, to 
indifference and conformity to worldly pursuits. The influence 
of infidel ideas from France, and the general commotion which 
was everywhere manifest as the result of the French and American 
wars, had wrought sad havoc in the Church. In order to counter- 
act this spiritual stagnation with its accompanying immorality, 
numbers of earnest men had resolved themselves into a body for 
the promotion of field preaching, which was known as the "Evan- 
gelical Society." It was not confined to one denomination, and
some of its most enthusiastic members were communicants in the 
Church of England. Thomas Campbell was a member of this Society, 
and much interested in its mission. Its greatest exponents in 
Scotland were the Haldanes. The later enthusiasm for evangelism, 
such a powerful factor in the growth of the Bisciples, assuredly 
owes much to the influence of this early Society in the old world.
3. Thomas Campbell emigrates to America.
In 1807 the health of Thomas Campbell began to fail*, 
and being advised that a sea voyage would probably benefit him, 
he decided to go to America. He landed in Liay 1807, and find- 
ing the Antiburgher Synod of liorth America in session in Phil- 
adelphia, he presented his letters of recommendation, and was 
cordially received and assigned to the Presbytery of Chartiers 
in Western Pennsylvania. After a long and wearisome journey, 
he reached his new field, presented his credentials, and was 
received into the membership of the Presbytery. A charge was
immediately assigned to him, and without delay he took up his 
labors. His liberal action in allcw/ing members of tne various
16
Presbyterian organizations, other than his own, and even those 
who did not "belong to the Presbyterian communion in any of 
its brancas, to come to the communion table, soon involved him
difficulties with the Presbytery. The censure which they 
imposed upon him, caused him to appeal his case to the Associate 
Synod, which, while reversing the decision of the Presbytery, 
referred the whole matter to a committee which reported that his 
utterances and actions were not in accord with Seceder usage, and 
were deserving of censure. -'hile submitting to the disposition 
of his case on the part of .the Synod and the committee, in order 
that he might not evince a refractory spirit, he attempted to 
continue his labors. The constant suspicion of the Seceder 
denomination, soon made it clear that he could no longer work 
in harmony with that body. Though regretting profoundly the
necessity for his action, he saw that there was no course-but 
to withdraw from them. He, therefore, withdrew from the Pres- 
bytery, severing all ministerial connection with it. His 
popularity as a preacher had caused him to be in great demand, 
so that the rupture with the Presbytery did not occasion any 
diminution in his ministerial services. On September 7th, 1809, 
the people to whom he had been ministering, resolved to form 
an association for the promotion of the cause which had now 
become dear to them all, that of restoration to the Church of 
God, of her original unity and purity. At some time previous 
to this, a committee of those interested, had met with l£r. Gamp- 
bell, and had discussed the way to unity. They had also re- 
quested him to compose a document setting forth the principles 
which dk>uld best bring the results which they all so ardently 
desired. This brochure was read by its author on the day of 
the organization of the "Christian association of Washington." 
The events leading up to the publication of this remarkable 
treatise, and an analysis of its contents, will be given in
17
detail, in consideration of the Campbellian doctrine of Christian 
Unity.
II. DJFLUiilWES IU THcl PORMA.TIOH Ob1 ALj&CAHEER OAMP- 
BELL'S THEOLOGY.
Before noting the part which Alexander played in the 
plea for Christian unity, it will be necessary to consider brief- 
ly, those influences, exerted upon him before he left the old 
world, which were so powerful in shaping his theological thought. 
Some of these are direct, and there is no trouble in discovering 
just what they are and just how far they maize their impressions 
upon him; others, while none the less important, are indirect, 
influences from the very air which he breathed. He v/as accus- 
tomed to look with little interest, upon the works of some whom 
later generation have thought to have exerted strong influence 
upon him. But he was not a man apart from his time. Conscious- 
ly or unconsciously, the time in which he lived with its char- 
acteristic modes of thought and life, got into his spiritual blood 
In addition to those which he shared with his father, and which 
have already been discussed, there were some which were his 
alone.
1. Early religious influences.
The devout family into which he was born,in addition 
to the strict observance of religious duties which was the 
custom of Seceders of the period, and especially in the homes of 
the ministers, constituted a religious and spiritual environment 
which was calculated to give him a profound respect for divine 
things. The minister's family was supposed to be a model for 
all in the patish. To this end, the Synod had prescribed that 
the minister !l should worship God in his family by singing, read- 
ing, and prayer, morning and evening; that he should catechise 
and instruct them at least once a week, in religion; endeavoring 
to cause every member to pray in secret, norning and evening;
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that he should remember the Lord's day to keep it holy, and 
should himself maintain a conversation becoming the gospel." 
Thomas Campbell and his wife were very prompt in the dutiful 
observance of all these things. It was a rule of the family 
that each member should, during the day, commit some passage 
of Scripture, to be recited at the evening worship. Long pas- 
sages were frequently quoted by the older members, and on the 
Lord's day, all the verses learned during the week were rehearsed. 
Faithful observance of the Lord's day was inculcated, each 
member of the family being expected to attend the services, and 
to be able, on return, to give the text and the main points 
discussed in the sermon. During enforced absences of Thomas 
Campbell, the family worship was regularly continued by his 
wife whose early religious training and thorough icnowledge of 
the great teachings of the Scriptures, made her eminently able 
to perform this duty with gracious effectiveness. In after years, 
Alexander, speaking of these very influences which were so power- 
ful in his early life, paid her a loving tribute: "Having a 
peculiarly ready and retentive memory, she treasured up the Scrip- 
tures in early life, and could quote and apply them with great 
fluency and pertinency from childhood to old age. She, indeed, 
also possessed a mental independence which I have rarely seen 
equaled, and certainly never surpassed, by any woman of my ac- 
quaintance. Greatly devoted to her children, and especially to 
their proper training for public usefulness, and for their own 
individual and social enjoyment, she was indefatigable in her 
labors of love, and in her religious training and development." 
In regard to her influence in stimulating Mm to a study of the 
Scriptures, he says; "I can'But gratefully add, that to my mother, 
as well as to my father, I am indebted for having memorized in 
early life almost all the writings of ^ing Solomon - his Proverbs, 
his Jioclesiastes - and many cf the Psalms of his father David.
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They have not only been written on the tables of my memory,
22 
but Incorporated with my modes of thinking and speaking."
The influence upon the son, religiously and spirit- 
ually, of suoh a family life as the Campbells lived, cannot be 
over-emphasized. Hext to this benign atmosphere of the family 
life as a whole, must be considered the personal influence and 
example of Thomas Oampbell as a man and a father. Possessed 
of the warm Irish temperment, essentially social in nature, he 
was one whose company v;as always agreeable, and it was the test- 
imony of his son, that none was a more delightful companion. 
While he loved the graver topics of conversation, he enjoyed 
with his family and his parishoners, the occasional good times 
which are so characteristic of the Irish people. In his bio- 
graphy, Alexander Campbell says of him: "We only express a pre- 
iailing public opinion, wnen we say that he was the most earnest, 
indefatigable, and devoted minister in the presbytery and synod 
to which he belonged. In preaching, teaching, and visiting 
his charge, inculcating personal and family religion, he had 
certainly no superior; and so far as we could ascertain, no 
equal. His family training and discipline were peculiarly di- 
dactic, biblical, and strict. The Bible, with Brown's CJatechism, 
was, during the minority of his family, a daily study and a 
daily recitation. He instituted these customs in all the families 
of his congregation. His congregation at Ahorey, in the County
Armagh, was therefore regarded as the best educated community in
25 
the presbytery of Ivlarket Hill, to which he belonged."
Nothing:in the character of Thomas Campbell is more 
marked than his supreme reverence for the Bible as the word of 
God. It is evident in every thing he wrote, and it was the 
testimony of his entire family, that during the early days of
22 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 37.
23 "Life of Elder Thomas Campbell," Alexander Campbell, quoted 
by Kershner in "Christian Union Overture," 16.
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his ministry in Ireland, this love was manifest in all his 
teaching and preaching. Probably the greatest impression made 
upon the mind of the son, was this reverence in which his father 
held the sacred volume. He relates the fact that while his 
father was possessed of a large and well-stocked library, he 
was wont, upon entering that room, to see on the table only 
his Bible and Concordance, and a simple outfit of pen and ink. 
Of this custom, he writes: "Whether he had read all these volumes
and cared nothing more for them, or whether he regarded them as
24 
wholly useless, I presumed not to inquire and dared not decide."
Later, during the performance of his duties, finding that the 
children were confounding the words of the Scriptures with those 
of the Catechism, Thomas Oampbell dispensed with the Catechism,
fearing -ahat they might assign to ct the same importance as they
to
did^the Holy Word itself. This constant exaltation of the
Scriptures above all other books, arid the attitude of reverence 
for its authority in all things divine, was to result in a 
great distinctively Bible movement, when his life should be lived 
in the new world. The young lad in his ovm home, who was to be
\
the future leader, was being unconsciously trained by this in- 
fluence, as well as by the direct inculcations of the divine truth
2. Philosophical influences.
J?or two or three years of his boyhood, Alexander 
Campbell was in school in the town of Uewry, where his uncles, 
Archibald and finos, had opened an academy. With the desire of 
sending him eventually to the University of Glasgow, Thomas Camp- 
bell undertook the superintendency of his studies on his return 
to his home, binding him, however, much more in love with sport, 
and inclined to spend his life in the out-of-doors as much as 
possible, he decided to put the boy to work on the farm for a
24 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, 11 Hichardson, 1. 39.
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time, until his love of the purely physical side of life should 
"be somewhat subdued. For some years, therefore, Alexander 
labored in the fields, developing the strong body which was to 
stand him in such good stead during the rigors of the life he ' 
was to enter later. In a few years the intellectual side of 
his nature began to display itself in an eager thirst for know- 
ledge, and Thomas Campbell then resumed his tuition. His 
studies were such as should anticipate the usual university 
course. Very early he became proficient in Latin and Greek. 
It was his custom to commit the select passages of the best 
authors, both from the desire to please his father, and because 
of his love of them for themselves. His biographer makes a 
statement about this early education, which is of utmost im- 
portance in understanding his later thought. "His mind became 
stored with the finer passages of the British poets, which he 
was able to retain through life. He was extremely fond of 
reading, and became gradually quite conversant with many of the 
standard English authors, especially with such as were of a 
moral, philosophical, or religious cast. As he advanced in age, 
he learned greatly to admire the character and works of Locke, 
whose 'Letters on Toleration 1 seem to have made a lasting 
impression upon him, and to have fixeethis ideas of religious 
and civil liberty. The "iissay on the Human Understanding" he 
appears to have thoroughly studied under the direction of his 
father, who was earnestly desirous that his son should make
all possible advancement and preparation, trusting that he 25 
would be able, after some time, to send him to the University."
The frequent allusions ,vhi<sh Campbell makes to Locke and his
writings, and their evident influence in the formation of some
of his most characteristic positions, will appear as his
25 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Bichardson, I. 33, 34.
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theology is studied in detail. It is of interest to note, how- 
ever, that thus early he grasps the only philosophical instrument 
which was available.
Anything more than a cursory view of the Lockian 
system, cannot be attempted in this study. Locke relates, in 
the preface to his "Essay on the Human Understanding," the 
circumstances which led him to a consideration of the problems 
which he attempts to solve, ^ith a party Ox friends , he had
been considering "the principles of morality and revealed
86 
religion," when he was suddenly brought to a halt by the ques->
tion as to the actual constitution and limits of human knowledge. 
The key note of the philosophy of a century was struck by his 
inquiry into this problem.
The most outstanding feature of the Lockian phil- 
osophy, and that which was of greatest influence on the thought
 
of Alexander Gampbell, was his doctrine concerning the source of 
ideas. Denying the Cartesian doctrine of innate ideas which all 
men possess in common, he went to the very lengths of philosophical
individualism. All ideas are the result of sensation and re-
27 
flection. The mind of man is like a blank sheet of paper. It
is capable of receiving impressions; it may combine and compare
these impressions, but it can do no more. Since there are no .
28 
innate ideas, the idea of God, the law of cause and effect, etc.,
must be the result of sensation and reflection. All knowledge 
comes from the impressions which are created upon the mind by 
external objects. An object, therefore, is ^nown to us only if 
the impression which we receive of it, corresponds with the 
external reality of that which has made the impression. The
26 Locks himself does not relate the subject which, on this 
occasion, puzzled the assembled friends, and caused him to 
make his inquiry. James Tyrrell, a member of .t&e jXHtfc , 
recorded it in a note on the margin of his copy, now in the 
British Museum. "Locke's tissay on the Human Understanding,"
Eraser. I. XVII.
27 Ibid./I. 121, 122.
28 Ibid., I. 37.
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validity of knowledge depends, then, upon one thing only, the 
trustworthiness of the report which our senses make concerning 
the objects "by which they are stimulated.
Locke, however, aclmowledges that the greater part 
of our sensations are not exact copies of the external objects 
which stimulate them. They are not absolutely accurate. There
are two classes of qualities which we may know through sensation:
29 
primary, such as form, extension, solidity, mobility, - such
qualities which necessarily exist in external objects as we per- 
ceive them, and ore therefore connected with our conception of all
30 
external realities; and secondary, those of color, sound, smell,
etc., which are only the manner in which objects affect us. Sec- 
ondary qualities, being subjective, are really nothing more than 
sensations. In this classification of l»ocke, we see the first 
gleam of that scepticism which should later find an irremediable 
weakness here, but it did not so appear to the Philosopher. His 
successors were to ask the perfectly obvious question, "What 
evidence have you for the actual existence of primary qualities, 
if your sensations do not tell you the actual truth about those 
which are secondary?" In the Lockian system there is no answer 
to this question.
The human mind cannot really know the nature of sub- 
stance, since substance cannot maice any direct impression upon
31 
it through sensation. Only qualities are knowable; therefore,
substance is but the combination of certain simple ideas which
32 
we receive together. When metaphysics endeavors to get below the
primary and secondary qualities, such as iorm, hardness, softness,
color, smell, etc., it goes beyond its depths,- it transcends the
33 
limits of human knowledge. Cause and effect are also combinations
29 "Locke 1 s Bssav concerning the Human Understanding," Eraser I, 
169, 170.
30 Ibid., 170, 173.





of simple ideas, We observe that one action always follows
another, and therefore reason that one is the cause of the other.
It is evident that upon a purely sensational theory 
of knowledge, such as thus developed, we can have no knowledge 
save of particular things. The universal, species, genus, etc.,
are but combinations of, and abstractions from, the simple ideas
35 
which nave come to us of the individuals. We assume that our
simple ideas have given us a knowledge of reality, because they 
are not the products of our own minds, as they are those which 
are complex. Since they have come to us from without, we assume 
that there is something which is externally real, but this can 
not be proven.
There are four lines of development of the theory 
of the source and nature of knowledge, from the Lock!an basis. 
Berkeley annihilated all reality external to ourselves, Jyy asking 
the simple question, "If secondary qualities are only subjective, 
why is it not also true of those which are called primary? If 
it is impossible to know substance through sensation, it will 
be impossible to know it at all. If primary and secondary 
qualities are only subjective affections, there is no reality 
outside of the individual." Berkeley did retain the idea of cause 
since only through cause could the impressions come to us and 
the simple ideas rise in our minds. £od is this cause, and the 
only external reality. The result of the development of Lock-
ianism through Berkeley, is a system of absolute idealism o£
36 
spiritual monism.
While Berkeley had destroyed all reality external 
to the individual, save the Beity himself. Huiae attacked the 
idea of causation, and demonstrated that it had no more validity
34 "Locke's iJssay concerning the Human Understanding," Eraser« I
433, 434.
35 Ibid., II. 63, 64.
36 Ibid., Prolegomena, I. cxxviii, cxxix.
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than the assumed primary or secondary qualities or substance. 
The cionolusion was a logical deduction from the Lockian "basis 
that knowledge can come only through sensation and reflection. 
If we can have^no knowledge except that which comes through
sensuous impression, there is no way by which we may know the
37 
cause for these impressions, either physical or apiritual.
In the field of natural science, the same principles 
which had "been applied by Berkeley in the development of his 
system of absolute idealism, and by Hume in his sceptical theory 
of knowledge, were applied by Newton and Hartley, respectively, 
resulting in a purely mechanical view of tne universe. God 
created the universe as a perfect machine, and left it to run 
according to the laws of its own nature. The only place for 
the Deity, in such a system, was at the beginning. 'Urns the 
application of the Lockian principles to religion produced 
Deism. As a movement, more especially of English thought of 
the 17th and 18th centuries, it was the chief exponent to the 
tendency to sacrifice the immanence of £od, to his transcendence. 
In this manner the divine or progressive element is eliminated 
from history; the only religion which men can believe, becomes 
"the religion of Nature", which is the apprehension of the 
religious truth inhering in human reason as such. The historical 
religions are but degenerations of this inherent religious truth, 
through the accretions of superstitions, priestcraft, etc. 
Deism, therefore, became the religion of reason par excellence, 
iivery tenet, dogmatic or historical, which could not stand in 
the light of reason, was resolutely uprooted, until eventually 
the system had resolved itself into a purely ethical affair, 
with one article of faith, "Believe in &od," and one command 
to the conscience, "Do your duty." The seeptieism of Hume
37 "Locke's Es'say concerning the Human Understanding," Eraser, 
Prolegomena, I. cxxxiv, cxl.
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made even this one article untenable, for "by reason alone God 
could not be known. On the very principles which Be ism had 
taken for its foundation, It was eventually overthrown. The 
fourth line of development proceeded in the realm of Ethics, 
resulting in a purely hedonistic theory. The pains and pleasures 
of the individual, be came the ultimate oource of ethical control.
Tha relation of Alexander Campbell to the philosophy 
of the eighteenth century, will become evident as his doctrines 
are set forth in detail. In the main, it may be said that while 
he reacted vigorously against the tendencies which it developed, 
he accepted the methods by which it worked. This double attitude 
he held with most of the theologians and apologists of his time, 
who tried to confute the scepticism and infidelity which had 
come in like a tide, with the development of Deism. This denial 
of the results is illustrated in his numerous battles with the 
Deists. Their inconsistency in accepting the principles of 
Locke's theory of knowledge, while endeavoring through reason 
alone, to know God, brought down his criticism upon them. Since 
they could not know God through reason, and yet the God idea 
was in the world, the only conclusion was that it must have come 
from God himself, - it must have been a revelation. Writing 
in the "Christian Baptist," he says: "They are the poorest 
driveling philosophers that ever assumed the name --  for they 
pretend to hold principles which have no foundation at all, 
which is sublimated enthusiasm. They boast in the belief in 
one Grod, of the immortality of the soul, and a future state - 
but ask them, how they caine b tr it, and they will tell you, by 
the use of their reason 1. Reasoning on what? the things that 
are made - but who made them? Thus it goes in a circle; they 
prove that there is a creator, from the things created; and 
they prove that things are created, because there is a creator."
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He states, in a sentence, the dilemna in which the Beists found
themselves, and from which, according to him, there was no escape
• t ~ 
"Either Athiesm, unqualified Athiesm, or jft.-M.-fe in Jesus as the
Son of God, are the legitimate stopping places on the principles 
of sound reason and good logic. All that fcalt "between these 
extremes, are besotted with a brutish stupidity. The ox and the 
ass are their reprovers."
The studies of the Loclcian philosophy, begun in his 
youth, under the direction of his father, seem to have been con- 
tinued, for as late as 1844 he published, in several numbers of 
the "Millennial Harbinger," numerous lengthy extracts from the 
"Essay on Toleration." With all its manifest faults, this sy- 
stem of philosophy was the only one ready to Iii& hand. He found 
it peculiarly adapted for the work: of reformation, which he 
believed himself called to do.
3. Early theological influences.
(l) The influence of the Covenant Theology of 
Gocceius, »Jitsius, and their associates.
Cocceius was a professor of theology in Leyden, where 
he died in 1669. There are three high points in the teaching of 
this school of Dutch theologians, which are of interest to the 
student of Alexander Ganrpbell. The emphasis placed upon these 
same positions, in his own teaching, is almost conclusive proof 
that he must have had more than a casual acquaintance with them. 
The idea that the plan of salvation has been a gradual develop- 
ment,- that it has a very clearly outlined history,- was one of 
the contributions of this school, to theological thought. Out 
of the distinction between the covenants, they were also enabled 
to set forth a more sane arid satisfactory method of exegesis 
than was generally prevalent. The relation between £od and man, 
as that of a covenant, was a third contribution, which was a
38 "Christian Baptist," 271
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decided advance, in that it emphasized man's ability to do 
something in his own salvation. These doctrines were salutary 
because they met the three evident defects of the Calvinism 
of the time. These three defects were as follows: first, a 
failure to realize that the method of salvation offered by 
God in the Old Testament and that in the Hew, are not identical,- 
that the revelation, in a word, has been progressive; secondly, 
growing out of this, a mechanical use of the Scriptures; and 
thirdly, a failure to recognize the fact that since salvation 
is a covenant, there is something which man must do in his own 
behalf. That the idea foundational to this school of Theology, 
was the distinction which they made between the covenants, may 
be gathered from the titles of a few of their works: 
Cocceius, l1 Summa Doctrinae de tfoedere et Testarnentis Dei." 
V/itsius, "Economy of the Covenants between God and Man." 
Burmann, "Synopsis Theologaiae et CEcononiiae Foederum Bel. 11 
Braun, "Doctrina tfoederum."
Mona, "Be Varia Conditione et Statu ^cclesiae Dei sub Triplici 
QSconomis Foederum Dei."
At first the covenant theology openly opposed Cal- 
vinism, endeavoring to interpret its doctrines in a more liberal 
spirit. In the stress of theological controversy, however, the 
true implications of the system became apparent, and for a time 
there was grave danger that the Reformed Church in Holland 
would be divided over its teachings. A timely compromise averted 
this, and the school continued to exist as a school rather 
than as a sect. Because of this character, its teachings were 
widely disseminated among thinkers of all denominations, both 
upon the continent and later in the British Isles where its 
influence colored the theological thought which v/as to be the 
heritage of Alexander Campbell. The first influence of this 
new doctrine is noted in the Church of England after the Synod
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of Dort. The Westminster Confession distinguished, as Cccceius 
had done, between the Covenant of Works and tte Covenant of 
Grace, making the dividing line at the flail. Its doctrine of 
the atonement was also stated in terms of the covenants. The 
rise of the controversy "between the Antinomians and the iJeonom- 
ians, inconsequent^ except for the influence which it exerted
upon the Scottish Church, emphasized the two sides of Cocceius 1
» « 
teachings. The Anttnomians, perceiving the distinction between
"£&  diotinotioH b o two on the Jewish and Christian dispensations, 
maintained that the Christian is HO longer under the old law, 
in any sense, "but is under grace alone. The Ueonomians, on the 
other hand, declared that while we are not under the old law 
in the sense that we are required to obey all its commands, we 
are still under a new law, since in the teaching of Christ and 
his apostles there are certain commands which must be obeyed in 
order to salvation.
In the Church of Scotland, the influence of the 
Covenant Theology was much more marked than it had been in Eng- 
land. The enforced exile of many of the Presbyterians during 
the period when Episcopacy was enforced in Scotland, was spent 
in Holland, where, despite its condemnation by the Synod of 
Dort, Arminianism was prevalent, and the Covenant Theology was 
at the zenith of its influence. £ven after Presbyterianism 
was restored to its rightful place, it was customary to send 
students to Holland, for ,their theological education. The 
influence of Arminianism in Scotland continued even after Pre- 
lacy was withdrawn, and the battle between the Antinomians and 
the Ueonomians was transplanted from the southern kingdom to 
the northland. The eighteenth century, the period of division 
in Presbyterian history, witnessed a growth of more liberal 
views among many, but, at the same time, it gave rise to a great 
popular conservative revolt. The Secession, a counter-reformation
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of Calvinism, vigorously reaffirmed the doctrine of Predestin- 
ation as it had been interpreted by the English Antinomians. 
An old book, "The Marrow of Modern Divinity," which ably dis- 
cussed the points at issue in the controversy, was adopted and 
widely circulated by the Seceders. This work was written in
1646 by Edward Fisher of the University of Oxford, an English
39 
Antinomian. It was resurrected by Thomas Boston, the well
40 
known author of "The fourfold State," and republished in 1718.
The whole theology of the Seceders was oast in the mould of the
dispensations as representing the various stages of salvation
M&d-eTYi
which God has vouchsafed unto men. The "I*2arrow Aof Divinity"
and the "Fourfold State" were almost universally read by them, 
both clergy and laity, ^hila toward the close of the century 
many of the positive virtues of the Covenant Theology, as it 
had been set forth by its Dutch founders, were lost, the in- 
fluence of it was still strong, especially as it was embodied 
in the two books which will forever be associated with the 
name of Thomas Boston.
That this conception was of profound influence upon 
the teaching of Alexander Gampbell, does not seem to admit of 
serious doubt. His father was a Secession minister, educated
in a Secession Seminary. It is known that Alexander read the
41
"Fourfold State," on his voyage to Scotland. It is not pro- 
bable that he was ignorant of the "Marrow of Modern Divinity," 
a book which was as widely circulated amongst his own people
as a popular novel. Vfhile there is no direct evidence that he4S 
read this work, he casually refers to it in after years, as
one would speak of a book with which he was intimately acquaint- 
ed. His frequent quotations from the works of Gocceius and
39 "Church History of Scotland," Cunningham, II. E49, 250.
40 Ibid., 252, 356. nn
41 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, 1. 99.
42 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 346.
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Witsius, as well as the fact that his won theology, in so many
regards, was similar to theirs, is evidence that he knew their 
teaching. It is not necessary to prove that he read these in 
the original, to substantiate the contention that the Covenant 
Theology influenced him. However, that he was acquainted with 
the original works is probable.
(2) The influence of the Protestant Reformers.
In reply to a letter from iilder William Jones of 
London, a Scottish Baptist, inquiring as to the sources of his 
theological thought, among many others to whom he confesses 
himself indebted, he warmly mentions the great Reformer. "For
my own part I am greatly indebted to all the .Reformers, from
44 
Martin Luther down to John Wesley." While he does not tell just
when he read the works of Luther, or how extensively he had
explored into the voluminous writings of the greatest of the
45 
reformers, his frequent quotations from him, and the admiration
in which he held him, is sufficient testimony to the fact that 
he was largely influenced by Luther's life and work. Bven in a 
cursory reading of Oampbell's works, one is constantly reminded 
both of the language and the thought of the great leader of the 
Reformation. In his reverence for the Scriptures, in his doc- 
trines of their content and authority, and in his insistence 
upon the Tl&ht & pri^dtt- judgemsnt, he reflects the great 
German theologian, though criticising Luther's attitude in 
his dispute with the Swiss reformers, he pays him a high compli- 
ment, and thus indirectly shows the admiration in which he held
him referring to him as "the great Luther, so conversant with' 46
language, and so just in general in his views of divine truth."
43 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 153, 261; "Christian Baptism," 146.
44 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1835, 103.
45 "Christian Baptism," 146; "Gampbell-Rice Debate, 460, 461; 
"Millennial Harbinger, Volume for 1832, 574; 1842, 143; 
1854, 635; 1858, 191; etc.
46 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," I. 191; V.for 1849.
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Just how early the works of the reformers exerted their influence 
upon him, -.there is no way of knowing; but that he studied then 
early, one may fairly conjecture.
4. Influences during university life.
On October 1st, 1807, Thomas Gampbell, having de- 
termined to remain in the new world and continue the work of 
the "Christian Ass-o oiati on," the; Campbell family set sail for 
America. On October 7th, their ship was wrecked on the island 
of Islay, off the Scottish coast. This experience was one of 
the most important in the life of the younger Campbell. */hile 
sitting on the stump of a broken roast, watching the frightened 
passengers, "he thought of his father's noble life, devoted to 
G-od and the salvation of his fellow-beings, and felt that such 
a calling, consecrated to the salvation and everlasting happiness 
of mankind, was, indeed, the highest and most worthy sphere of 
action in which any human being could engage. It was then, in 
that solemn hour, that he gave himself wholly to God, and resolved 
that, if saved from the present peril, he would certainly spend 
his entire life in the ministry of the gospel. It was at this
moment that he, for the first tiem, rally decided to adopt the
47 
ministry as his profession." He ever afterward looked back to thU
experience as the moment of his greatest decision.
The wreck off the coast of Scotland was important, 
also, in that through this accident, it was decided that Alex- 
ander should attend the University of Glasgow. The season 
being too far advanced for the family to brave the perils of 
the Horth Atlantic, they proceeded to Glasgow, where Alexander 
enrolled as a student. Here he was surrounded by an environ- 
ment which was to influence his whole future course. In addi-
47 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 101,
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tion to the influence of his university Glasses, and his out-
49 
side reading in which he seems to have indulged freely, he
was thrown into religious circles which were to leave their 
impressions upon him for life.
Dr. Kichardson admits that tba religious conditions 
by which he was surrounded in Glasgow, were of such a nature, 
that while leaving his main purpose to dedicate his life to 
the ministry, unaffected, he experienced an entire revolution 
in his views concerning the Seceder church and all the existing 
denominations. At this time, the work of the Haldane brothers 
was at the height of its influence. These two devout men, with 
their co-laborers, becoming interested in stimulating evangelistic 
seal through out Scotland, had given largely of their means, 
for this purpose. Eventually, they had constituted themselves 
into a Congregational Church with the purpose of enjoying the 
benefits of Christian fellowship according to the Scriptural 
plan, to observe the Christian ordinances, and to avoid a nar- 
row spirit which would exclude from their pulpit, any true 
preacher of the Word. Among the new Congregational Churches 
which grew up from this movement, James A. Haldane became the 
first minister. He continued in this capacity until his death,
48 He entered the classes of Professor Young, both public and 
private, in Greek; those of Professor Jaraine, both public 
and private, in Belles Lettres; and that of Dr. Ure in 
Experimental Philosophy. In addition, he resumed the study 
of French, and gave much time to English reading and com- , 
position. Professors Young and Jardine had been his father's 
professors, twenty-five yea±s before. They had also been 
favorite professors of the poet Ccunpbell. "Memoirs," I.130T 2
49 In a memorandum of this period, ne records that from
May iLt, 1809, he read Dr. Seattle's Minstrel, "Life ana 
Poems of James Hay Seattle." In addition, he read a 
work of Stuart's, .Mackenzie's "Man of Feeling," Buffon's 
"Natural History," Johnson's "Lives of the Poets," Dr. 
Seattle's "Ethics. u Many passages appear in his notes, 
from Johnson's "Lives of the Poets," and even more from 
Seattle's "Ethics." "Memoirs," Hichardson, I. 137, 138.
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or for a period of fifty-two years. 'The Haldanes, while admir- 
ing many of the teaoMngs of (Jlasfc, Sandeman, and Walker, were 
much opposed to the "bitter spirit which their followers mani- 
fested. The Sandemanian view of faith,- that it is mere assent 
to testimony,- appeared to them cold and frigid. They would 
add to the credence of testimony, trust in Christ as Saviour 
and Lord. Their view of faith was adopted by Campbell. The 
Haldanian conceptions of the independency of the local congre- 
gation, the teaching concerning the necessity for a plurality 
of elders in every church, their constant insistence upon the 
Scriptures as the only authority for Christians, the practice 
of weekly communion, and the example which they had set before 
him, of preaching without salary, all impressed Alexander deep- 
ly. In regard to tne last named item, it is significant that 
throughout his life, he refused compensation, either for his 
services or for the expenses he incured in preaching the gospel. 
The intimate association which he enjoyed with Mr. SraVille 
Swing, one of the most prominent of the Haldanian ministers, gave 
him opportunity to know personally many of the leading men in 
tie new communion. Dr. Hichardson says that it was from this 
movement that Mr. Campbell "received his first impulse as a 
religious reformer," and that it "may be justly regarded, indeed,
as the first phase of that religious reformation which he sub-
50 
sequently carried out so successfully to its legitimate issues."
III. ALKiAlDKH CAHPBBLL JOI1IS THE 1&1W UOVSLffilTT.
On August 5th, 1809, the family again set sail for 
America, arriving in New York on September 29th. After a short 
stay, they proceeded directly to Washington, Pennsylvania. The 
"Declaration and Address" was, at tne time of their arrival, on
50 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Hichardson, I. 149
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the press, and Alexander read the proof sheets with great in- 
terest and approbation. Though his education and talents com- 
manded immediate attention and the tendering of several flat- 
tering offers which meant much pecuniarily, he resolved to re- 
nounce every thing and enter upon the ministry of the Word. 
His father, much gratified at the career which his son had 
elected, immediately outlined for him a course of ministerial 
preparation. To a man classically trained, "both in Ireland 
and during his stay in the University of Glasgow, the intensive 
private method thus employed, resulted in rapid progress. It 
was the habit of the young student, to ta/:e his books, in pleas- 
ant weather, out under the spreading limbs of a great tree, and 
to wear a path in the green sward as he walked up and down in 
his "peripatetic and healthful mode of study," much to the 
wonderment of the simple country folk who we're his neighbors. 
On July 15th, 1810, he preached his first sermon, in a maple 
grove on the farm of Major Temple ton, eight jailes from Wash- 
ington. His text was Matthew 7: £4-87, the parable of those who
built urjon the sand to their destruction, and those who built
51 
upon the rock to their salvation. The sermon made a profound
impression, and many who heard him that day, saw by the direction 
of the young preacher 1 s mind and the fire and earnestness which 
he manifested in the delivery of his message, that soon the 
leadership of the whole movement, was to be transferred to 
younger hands. About a year after the delivery of this sermon, 
he was married to Miss Margaret Brown, who lived on a neigh- 
boring farm. This marriage, March lEth, 1811, determined that 
he should spend the rest of Ms life in the community. The 
farm became the property of his wife, and formed the foundation 
of the fortune which he later amassed, through the importation
51 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Hichardson, I. 95, S56.
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from Scotland, of pure-bred sheep.
There occured, in the autumn of 1810, an experience 
which hastened toe formation of tne infant movement t oward an 
independent body, although, at the time, none of its leaders 
even dreamed of such a possibility. Thomas Gampbell found 
much sorrow in the course which the "Christian Association" was 
talcing. A building for worship had been erected on Buffalo 
Greek. In this place he and his son, were ministering weekly, 
to the Brush Hun congregation. About this time, several of 
his friends, and among them a number of ministers of the Pres- 
byterian Church, urged him to request membership in the Synod 
of Pittsburg. tfor two reasons he was strongly inclined to 
make the request: in tne first place, the work of Christian 
Unity, upon which he had entered with such high hopes, was not 
making any appreciable progress; and, secondly, the "Christian 
Association of Washington" was rapidly crystallizing into a 
new party or Church. To one who had striven so manfully against 
division, and whose very foundational plea was that the people 
of God might be united, such a tendency was particularly ab- 
horrent. Alexander was not at all in favor of the move, for he 
anticipated no change on the part of the Presbyterian Church, 
toward the new venture; therefore, he did not expect favorable 
results. He solved to make one more attempt to bring about 
unity, Thomas Campbell made his overture to the Synod of Pitts- 
burg, which met October 2nd, 1810. After considering the re- 
quest, the Synod unanimously declined to admit the "Christian 
Association." Being urged by Thomas Campbell, to state their 
reasons for denying this membership, they replied as follows: 
"It was not for any immorality in practice, but, in addition 
to the reasons before assigned, for expressing his belief that 
there are some opinions taught in our Confession of Faith which
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are not found in the Bible, and avoiding to designate them; 
for declaring that the administration of baptism to infants is 
not authorized by scriptural precedent or example, and is a 
matter of indifference, yet administering that ordinance while 
holding such an opinion; for encourageing or countenancing his 
son to preach the gospel without any regular authority; for 
opposing creeds and confessions as injurious to the interests 
of religion; and, also, because it is not consistent with the 
regulations of the Presbyterian Church that the Synod should
form a connection with any ministers, churches or associations;
52 
that the Synod deemed it improper to grant this request."
On the first of November, Alexander replied to the 
action of the Synod, in an extended discourse, and before a 
large congregation. He vigorously defended the principles of
the "Declaration and Address," and answered, in order, the ob-
53 
jections which the Synod had filed. The beginnings of his
leadership of the movement, are seen in this action. She method 
of Thomas Campbell, that of prayer and association, alone, to 
bring the divided Ohurch of God to reunion, from this time be- 
gins to be definitely discarded, and that of the son, more and 
more to assert it self   i'he younger man felt the challenge 
which the Synod had flung out in its characterizations of the 
Gampbellian plea for unity as "specious" and "seducing", and 
its classification of the principles advanced with "similar 
projects" which were of "baleful tendency", leading to "destruct 
ive operations", "errors in doctrine," "corruptions in dis- 
cipline," and a "degrading of the ministerial character." It 
would have been far more consonant with the dignified nature 
of such a body, had it simply stated that the request was 
refused because it was not within the power of the Synod to
52 From the minutes of the Synod, as approved by the general 
Assembly, ^liphalet Uott being the Uoderator, May 21 1811. 
Quoted by Hichardson, "Lfemoirs of Alexander ^ampbell, I.
53 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, i. ^6, 346.
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alter the polity of the Presbyterian Church, This aggressive 
attitude, in line with what Alexander had confidently expected, 
aroused his naturally combative soul, and he unhesitatingly took 
up the gauntlet which he felt had "been thrown down.
The Brush Hun Ohurch, having been refused admission 
into the Presbyterian family, now stood alone. 'The position of 
its members may be outlined in a paragraph, (l) They regarded 
the Churches around them as having the substance of Christianity, 
but as lacking n the form of sound words." The object of the 
reformation in which they believed themselves to be engaged, 
was to persuade the denominations to discard human systems, and 
to embrace that which is taught in the tford of God. (£) They 
regarded each Ohurch as an independent organization, governed 
by its mm officers,- bishops or elders, and deacons. Though 
independent, they were still bound to other churches in frater- 
nal relations. (3) Denying the distinction between the clergy 
and laity, they insisted that lay preaching was authorized. 
(4) V/hile finding no scriptural authority or precedent for in- 
fant baptism, they were willing to treat it as a matter of for- 
bearance, having respect to those with whom it was a matter of 
conscience. (5) Though reprobating the thought of the organi- 
zation of a new party, it was already apparent to some of them, 
that if the principles of the "Declaration and Address" were to 
live, the formation of a Ohurch must ultimately be inevitable. 
(6) In receiving nothing into the constitution and worship of 
the Ohurch, save that for which a "thus sayeth the Lord" could 
be given, they foresaw that that many things, precious because 
of age and long usage, must be discarded. On'the whole, the 
position which they now occupied, was almost exactly that of 
the Haldanean movement, with which Alexander had been in such 
close touch during his university career in Scotland.
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The year 1811 was one of the most notable in the 
Mstory of the new movement. Convinced, at last, that the 
"Christian Association of Washington" could continue to exist 
°nly as a separate organization or Church, it was decided to 
reduce it to that character. In April, therefore, it was 
constituted into the "Church of the Christian Association of 
Washington." Thomas Campbell was appointed elder, Alexander 
was licensed to preach, and four deacons were chosen. Amidst 
solemn services through the day, the infant Church, out of
which was to evolve the whole Disciple communion of the future
54 
was born. In company with most of the Independent Churches of
the period, the practice of the weekly observance of the Lord f s 
Supper, was established. In order that the solemnity of the 
act of becoming a member of the Church, might be duly impressed 
upon the intending candidate, the first members of the Brush 
Hun congregation, were asked the question, "What is the meritor- 
ious cause of a sinner's acceptance with God?" Two of the 
prospective members failed to give a satisfactory answer, and 
their acceptance was postponed. Some time later, the presence 
of LIr. James Foster, one of those who had j*&4 been very active 
from the beginning, but who was absent on the day the organi- 
zation was consummated, occasioned the question, "Is James 
Foster a member with us, seeing the question has not been put 
to him?" Alexander immediately answered, "Certainly he is a 
member, since he has been with us from the beginning, and his 
character and life are well known by all." From this time on- 
ward the question was never asked of those who desired to be-
55 
come members of the Church.
The first immersions, in'the ne'w organization, grew
56 
out of the observance of the Lord's Supper. Joseph Bryant, one
54 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Hichardson, I. 365, 366.
55 Ibid., 367, 373.
56 Ibid., 371, 372.
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of the two who had given an unsatisfactory answer to the question 
Propounded on the occasion of the organization of the Church, 
was the first to "bring the problem forcibly to the attention 
of all. In the first communion service in the new building, it 
was noted that he did not partake, and <<on being questioned as 
to his reason, replied that he did not feel that he had the right 
to do so, having never been baptized. Margeret I'ullerton, whose 
father had been a Baptist, and Abraham Alters, the son of a 
&eiit, considered the matter in the same way. While reluctant 
to baptize those whom he considered already members of the 
Church, Thomas Campbell at length decided to comply with their 
requests. Accordingly, on July 4th, in a deep pool in Buffalo 
Creek, the first immersions of the new movement, were solemn- 
ized. Thomas Campbell, whose clear and forceful enunciation 
of the new principles of Christian Unity, had brought it into 
being, performed the ceremony which was to hold such a large 
and important place in the after life of the new communion.
During the year Alexander Campbell devoted himself
to the study of two subjects, the organization and government
57 
of the Church, and ordination. It is remarkable to note that
the positions on both questions, to which he came at this early 
time, were held by him until his death. They vail be considered 
exhaustively v/hen a study is .made of his teaching concerning 
the kingdom of Grod. Convinced that the authority to ordain, 
was vested in the congregation or Church, he considered it his 
solemn duty to submit to the imposition of hands, and thus to 
be formally set apart to the ministry of the Word. While be- 
lieving that the exercise of the ministerial function was in 
no way dependent upon such an act,- knowing that such men as 
Calvin and 4nox had exercised it without ordination,- he yet
57 Compare" Observations on Church Government* quoted by 
Richardson in "Memoirs/1 I. 384, 386.
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became certain that the New Testament teaching was all on the 
side of an ordained ministry, elected and set apart by the Church. 
°n the first day of 1812, therefore, he was ordained by the 
Brush liun Church, by the laying on of hands and with prayer.
The Church, which thus ordained him, had now only about thirty 
58
members.
The birth of his first child, a daughter whom he 
named Jane, after his mother, occasioned an important change in
regard to his views on baptism. He had been studying the 
tion from the day of his first reading of the "Declaration and 
Address." The subject of infant baptism now came up for crit- 
ical questioning. On June 12th, 1812, having convinced his 
father and mother and several others, of the scripturalness of 
the position, he and the little party were immersed in Buffalo
V
Creelc, where the first immersions had taicen place. In compar- 
itively a short time, virtually the whole Qhurch had followed 
this example. Seeing the direction in which the Church was 
tending, several who could not renounce their pedobaptist teach- 
ing, dropped away from the organization. The Brush Run Church, 
however, continued to meet each Lord's day to break bread and 
study the Scriptures. While great numoers were not added to 
their membership, there v/ere occasional accessions, and those 
who did come, united with them under the urge of strong con- 
victions. Alexander Campbell continued to preach from time to 
time, growing rapidly in popularity. His natural endowments 
and the splendid training he had received, both in Ireland and 
in the University of Glasgow, made him a much admired preacher 
and teacher, among the simple country people who composed the 
major portion of the population of Western Pennsylvania.
58 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 373.
CHAPTER II 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAMPBELLIAN THEOLOGY
The manner in which the ministry and the churches 
generally, had received the "Declaration and Address", was a 
keen disappointment to Thomas Campbell, more so perhaps than 
to his son, to whom their action was probably not unexpected. 
The people to whom it had been addressed with such earnest- 
ness and with such rosy anticipations of success, simply did 
nothing about it at all. No minister accepted the principles 
embodied in it; no new church was organized; no new associa- 
tion was formed. While holding the Cainpbells as Christian 
men, and in the highest esteem, their position was treated as 
of no consequence. The denominational leaders, if they read 
the document at all, persuaded themselves that they were al- 
ready substantially in agreement with its leading ideas, and 
while all believed that unity was highly desirable, they felt 
that in his advocacy of the method by which it could be ac- 
complished, Mr. Campbell had allowed his zeal to outrun his 
loiowledge. It is evident, also, that he had vastly under 
estimated the tenacity of denominational prejudice which pre- 
vailed almost universally. On the whole, the people were ig- 
norant, and their ministers, in this regard, were not far 
ahead of them, though many of them were devout and earnest 
men. As a plain matter of fact, the very liberality of the 
Campbellian principles at this period, was the chief cause 
of the meagre progress which the movement made. The "Declar- 
ation and Address" was simply above their heads. People of 
the type which then formed the larger part of the population 
in the newer parts of the world, must have something more
43 
olear-cut and definite than the general principles as stated
r-
by Thomas Campbell. The reception accorded it, therefore, 
illustrates the fact that the whole movement was an evolution. 
Progress was made step by step, and the radical departure 
taken in 1818, in the immersion of the Gampbells, began the 
definite process that was to eventuate in the presentation of 
a message, which in contrast to the glittering generalties of 
the "Declaration and Address", was to strike the minds of the 
people as clean-cut and definite, resulting in the forging of 
the movement into an independent and tremendously militant 
organization.
I. THE UHIOU OF THE REFORMERS WITH THE BAPTISTS.
The conversion of the Brush Run Church into a 
body of immersed believers, excited wide-spread interest among 
the Baptists. While there were but few of these people in the 
immediate neighborhood of the Church, they were very friendly 
and were insistent in their invitation for the Campbells and 
their brethern to become members of the "Redstone Association", 
the official Baptist organization to which they belonged. Alex- 
ander Campbell at first was not at all enthusiastic about the 
proposed union, as his opinion of the Baptists, especially 
their ministers, was not very high. Writing of this period, 
in 1848 he says: "I had no idea of uniting with the Baptists 
more than with the Moravians or the mere Independents. I had 
unfortunately formed a very unfavorable opinion of the Baptist
preachers as then introduced to my acquaintance, as narrow, con-
1 
tracted, illiberal and uneducated men." The ordinary members
of the denomination seemed to have made a better impression 
upon him. "The People, however, called Baptists, were much 
more highly appreciated by me than their ministry. Indeed, the
1 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, 11 Richardson, I, 438. 
"Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 344.
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ministry of some sects is generally in the aggregate the worst 
portion of them. It was certainly so in the Bedstone Associa- 
tion thirty years ago. They were little men in a big office. 
The office did not fit them. They had a wrong idea, too, of 
what was wanting. They seemed to think that a cfooUge of apparel - 
a black: coat instead of drab - a broad rim on their hat instead 
of a narrow one - a prolongation of the face, and a fictitious 
gravity - a longer and a more emphatic pronounciation of certain 
words, rather than Scriptural imowledge, humility, spirituality,
zeal, and Christian affection, with great devotion, and great
2 
philanthropy, were the grand disiderate."
Since at laast some of the friction which subsequently 
arose between Campbell and the Baptists, must have resulted 
from his opinion of their leadership, it is well to note fur- 
ther, the strictures which he passed on them. "They had but 
one, two, or, at most, three sermons; and these were either 
delivered in one uniform style and order, or minced down into 
one medley by way of variety. Of course, then, unless they had 
an exuberant zeal for the truth as they understood it, they were 
not of the calibre, temper, or attainments, to relish or seek 
after mental enlargement or independence. I, therefore, could 
not esteem them or court their favor by burning any incense at 
their shrine. I resolved to have nothing to do with them spec- 
ially, more than any other preachers and teachers. The clergy 
of my acquaintance in other parties of that day, were, as they 
believed, educated men; and called the Baptists illiterate and 
uncouth men, v;ithout either learning or academic accomplishments, 
or polish. They trusted to a moderate portion of Latin, Greek, 
and metaphysics, together with a synopsis of divinity, ready 
made in suits for every man's stature, at a reasonable price.
2 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 344.
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They were as proud of their classic lore, and the marrow of 
modern divinity, as the Baptist was of his 'mode of baptism1
and his 'proper subject 1 , with sovereign grace, total depravity,
3 
and final perseverance," Allowing for the fact that the per-
secutions which Mr. Campbell endured from the clergy of his 
day, might have influenced his attitude toward them, there 
can be no doubt but that in the main, his description of them 
was true to the facts.
The more he visited the Baptist people, the more 
he became convinced that his first opinion of them was ill- 
founded. "I confess, however, that I was better pleased with 
the Baptist people than with any other community. They read 
the Bible and seemed to care but little for anything else in 
religion than 'conversion' and 'Bible doctrine'. They often 
sent for us and pressed us to preach for them. $e visited
some of their churches, and, on acquaintance, like the people
4 
more and the preachers less." In order to confirm this atti-
tude, Mr. Campbell, in the autumn of 1818, visited the Bap- 
tist Association at Uniontown, Pennsylvania, as an auditor and
spectator. He returned home more disgusted than ever, and
5 
firmly resolved never to attend another Association. While
at the meeting he was repeatedly urged to preach, but he firm- 
ly declined all such invitations with the exception of one, and 
that in a private family before a dozen preachers and twice as
*
many laymen. On his way home, he learned that the Baptist 
people were as much disgusted with the ignorance and general 
inefficiency of their leaders, as he had been. More and more, 
he accepted the invitations of the Baptist churches to minister 
to them, until he had become imown in most of the Baptist con- 
gregations within a radius of sixty miles. The people and many
3 "Millennial Harbinger, Volume for 1848, 344.




of the preachers urged him to join the Bedstone Association.
The question as to the wisdom of this step, was 
finally considered "by the Brush Run Church. Mr. Campbell re- 
lates this event, and describes the conditions upon which they 
at last decided to become members. As this is a very important 
event in Disciple history, it is best to let Gampbell tell of 
it in his own words. "We laid the matter before our church in 
the fall of 1813. Me discussed the propriety of such a measure. 
After much discussion and earnest desire to be directed by the 
wisdom which cometh from above, we finally concluded to make 
an overture to that effect, and to write out a full view of 
our sentiments, wishes, and determinations on that subject. We 
did so - some eight or ten pages of large dimensions, exhibit- 
ing our remonstrance against all human creeds as bonds of union, 
or communion, among Christian Churches, and expressing a will- 
ingness, on certain conditions, to cooperate or unite with the 
Association; provided only, and always, that we should be al- 
lowed to preach and teach whatever we learned from the Holy 
Scriptures, regardless of any creed or formula in Christendom. 
A copy of this document, we regret to say, was not preserved;
and when solicited from the Cleric of the Association, was re-
7
fused." The proposition thus submitted, was carefully dis- 
cussed at the meeting of the Association, and while there was
considerable objection to it, the Brush Run Church was. finally
8 
received by a substantial majority. It should be noted that
the Campbells and their followers did not enter the Baptist 
fold under any false colors, whether or not the Redstone Asso- 
ciation understood all the implications of the document which 
had been presented them as the basis of union, cannot be deter- 
mined. They seemed to be captivated by the fact that the




Brush Run Church had "become an immersionist body, and by the 
personal magnetism and ability of Alexander Campbell.
II. THE DEVELOPMENT OF OPPOSITION ALIGNS THE BAPTISTS 
The opposition against the new church, which began 
on the very day of their reception into the Association, devel- 
oped by certain stages and through certain events easily trac- 
£ble, until the period of actual disruption.
1. i'he first cause of opposition was, unfortunate- 
ly, of a personal nature. Several families who adhered to the 
Brush Hun position, lived at Wellsville, not far from the 
meeting house of the Brush Hun Church. These having no meet- 
ing place, Alexander Campbell volunteered to raise funds to 
build a house. At the close of 1815 and the beginning of 1816, 
he did this, and the house was constructed. At the meeting of 
the Hedstone Association, at which the Brush Hun congregation 
had been received, there were four men who confederated to- 
gether to oppose the union. These ministers were Elder Pric- 
hard of Cross Creek, Virginia; Elder Brownfield of Uniontown, 
Pennsylvania; Elder Stone of Ohio; and his son, Elder Stone 
of the Monongahela region. Elder Prichard's Baptist church 
was but three miles from Weiisville, and he considered Mr. 
Campbell 1 s activity in regard to the new building there, a
personal affront to himself. His opposition, therefore, from
9 
this time on, was more determined than ever.
2. Alexander Campbell 1 s famous "Sermon on the Law11 
was a further source of irritation, and provocative of more 
determined opposition. At a meeting of the Hedstone Association, 
convened at Cross Creek, an insistent demand was made by the 
people for Mr. Campbell to speak. This he refused to do.
9 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 345.
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a place being made for him on the program, he consented to ad- 
dress the people. Every eifort was made by the little clique 
who had opposed him from the first, to keep him from deliver- 
ing the address. At last, he once more declined to preach, and 
fcfre his name was substituted with that of Elder Stone of Ohio.
Elder Stone being ill on the next day when it came his time to
10
speak, Gampbell was again importuned to address the eager people.
Not having a sermon at command, he arose and in impromptu fashion, 
delivered a discourse on the relation of the law and the Gospel. 
He showed that Christ had fulfilled the law, and that we are 
now, as Christians, no longer under the Old dispensation, but 
under the New. Out of this sermon grew his subsequently distinct- 
ive teaching regarding the relations of the covenants and their 
relative authority. To Baptists of his day, however, every part 
of the Bible was of equal authority with every other part. To 
openly declare that a Christian was not under the Old Testament
but under the New, not under Moses but under Christ, not under
11 
law but under grace, was to be guilty of unforgivable heresy.
Yet these views were not new to Campbell; he had held them 
before he became a member of the Association. The Elders who 
had now become his enemies, endeavored to call a council, and 
condemn the doctrine from the pulpit, but wiser advice pre- 
vailed. Mr. Campbell, describing the furor caused by the de- 
livery of this sermon, writes: "Thus originated my Sermon on
12 
the Law. It was forced into existence; and the hue and cry
raised against it all over the country, obliged me to publish 
it in print. It was first issued from the press in 1816, and 
became the theme of much discussion; and by a conspiracy of
the Elders already named, it was brought up for trial and
13 
condemnation at the next Association at Peter's Greek in 1817. n
10 "Milennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 347, 348.
11 "Memoirs of Alexander Gampbell," Richardson, I. 469, 483.
IE Published in full, "Millennial Harbinger," 1846, p. 493.
13 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 348, 349.
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In reference to the practice of the preachers of his time, he 
writes to his father: "How many disciples of Moses are to be 
found in the professed school of Jesus, and how few among the 
teachers of the flew Testament seem to know that Christian min- 
isters are not able ministers of the Old Testament, but of the 
New. Do they not, like scholars to their teachers, run to 
Moses to prove forms of worship, ordinances, discipline, and
government, in the Christian Church when asked to account for
14 
their practices? 11
3. A third cause of opposition, grew out of what 
was by Baptists everywhere, hailed as a glorious victory for
the Baptist cause, at the hands of Alexander Campbell - the
"frh e. debate with Reverend John talker, a minister ofASecession, on
the subject and design of baptism. While among the minsiters 
of the denomination, opposition to Mr. Campbell had been stead- 
ily growing, yet when the Baptist cause was challenged "all eyes
turned to the brilliant and versatile disputant from the Buffalo
15 
Seminary, and he was unanimously chosen by the Baptists as
16 
their champion." The debate took place at Mount Pleasant, Ohio
on June the nineteenth and twentieth, 18£0. Mr. Walker ad- 
vanced just one argument for his position on Infant Baptism,
namely, that baotism had come in the room of circumcision, and
17 
could therefore be administered to infants as well as adults.
The very principles which the Baptists had condemned as the 
rankest heresy, were now marshaled in defense of their position, 
and to the refutation of their opponent. The ground usually 
fought over by Baptists and Pedobaptists in those days, was 
traversed by the disputants. Household baptisms were discussed, 
and with ease, Mr. Campbell showed the fallacy of attempting to
14 Quoted in "History of the Disciples" Moore, 159.
15 Ivlr. Campbell opened Buffalo Seminary, a training school for 
young men, in his own home, in 1818.
16 r'Barly delation and Separation of Baptists and Disciples, 
Gates, 31.
17 "Campbell-Walker Debate," 9.
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18 
to derive direct proof from mere assumptions. On the second
day, Iflr. Walker hastily abandoned his argument from circumcision 
and planted his feet on that of antiquity. The close of the 
debate saw the Baptists elated at the victory which was univer- 
sally accorded to their defender, bat not at all pleased with 
the method by which he had accomplished it. It would now be 
conceded, even by the strictest, that it was the only procedure 
by wMch he could have met the arguments which itr. Walker had 
advanced.
The Walker debate is epochal in the history of Mr. 
Oampbell's relations with the Baptists, for three reasons, other 
than that of the employment of his covenant theology in refu- 
tation of the opponent who had challenged them, (l) In this 
discussion, though he did not at the time fully understand it, 
he gives expression to an entirely novel conception of the de- 
sign of baptism - a conception which, when developed to its 
maturity, was more than any other cause, instrumental in the 
separation which eventually resulted. "Baptism," he said, "is
connected with the promise of the remission of sins and the
19 
gift of the Holy Spirit." (E) The disputation is a high point,
also, in that it was utilized by Campbell to make a vigorous 
defense of his positions, and to disseminate his views, know- 
ing theft tfhat he said would be read everywhere among the Baptists
he used the opportunity to great advantage in setting forth
20 
the principles of what he conceived to be the new reformation.
(3) The debate is probably most important as the actual begin- 
ning of the determined and aggressive efforts out of which grew 
the movement ultimately 1m own as the "Disciples of Christ." The 
effect upon Mr. Campbell himself was electric. At the close
18 "Campbell-Walker Debate," 72, 74.
19 Ibid., 13. "Memoirs," Hichardson, II. 11, 39.
20 Ibid., 147, 207.
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of the debate lie becomes the challenger, and issues the follow- 
ing invitation; "I this day publish to all present that I feel 
disposed to meet any paedobaptist minister of any denomination, 
of good standing in his party, and I engage to prove in a debate 
with him, either viva voce or with the pen, that infant sprink- 
ling 'is a human tradition and injurious to the well-being of
ai
society, religious and political." In commenting upon this 
debate in the "Christian Baptist", he later attributed to it 
great importance in its influence upon himself, and through him, 
upon the movement to which he had dedicated his life. "Having 
been educated as Presbyterian clergymen generally are, and 
looking forward to the ministry, as both an honorable and useful 
calling, all my expectations and prospects in future life were 
at the age of twenty-one, identified with the office of the 
ministry. But scarcely had I begun to ma^e sermons, when I 
discovered that the religion of the Uew Testament was one thing, 
and that of any sect which I knew was another. I could not 
proceed. An unsuccessful effort of my father to reform the 
Presbytery and Synod to which he belonged, made me despair of 
reformation. I gave it up its a hopeless effort; but did not 
give up speaking in public assemblies upon the great articles 
of Christian faith and practice, in the hope, the humble hope, 
of erecting a single congregation with which I could enjoy the 
social institutions. I had not trie remotest idea of being able 
to do more than this; and, therefore, I betook myself to the 
occupation of a farmer, and for a number of years attended to 
this profession as a means of subsistence, and labored every 
Lord's day to separate the truth from the traditions of men, and 
to persuade men to give up their fables for the truth - but with 
little success." After relating the ocourances leading up to
21 "Oarapbell-talker Debate," 144.
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the debate, and detailing his reasons for hesitating to enter 
into any controversy at all, he concludes: "It was not until 
after I discovered the effects of that discussion, that I
began to hope that something might be done to rouse this gen-
22 
oration from its supineness and spiritual lethargy." It is
evident from this statement, that the idea of a reformation 
on a large scale did not occur to him until after he saw the 
results of the Walker debate.
Dr. Haley actually goes to the length of saying 
that this, the first of 14r. Campbell's great debates, is the 
actual beginning of the whole movement. This disputation, 
he affirms, "was the real beginning of the Heformation under 
the leadership of Alexander Gampbell. The idea that this 
movement began in 1809 with the organization of the Christian 
Association in Washington, Pennsylvania, and the publication 
of the Declaration and Address by Thomas Campbell, is one of 
those historic mistakes, which it is difficult to explain, in 
view of the actual facts of the case. The conception of a
^
great constructive movement within the ohurch looking to its 
reformation, the correction of abuses, and the union of Christ- 
ians upon the one foundation laid in £ion, did not enter into 
the mind of Alexander Campbell till the dynamic thrust and
shock of a great debate, aroused him to a consciousness of his
23 
power to reach and convince the public." Whether we can go
this far with Dr. Haley or not, it is at least evident that with 
this debate, a new and aggressive phase of Campbell 1 s career 
began. In book form, the discussion was widely read among the 
ministers of all the denominations, and resulted in a great ac- 
cession of Baptist friends to Campbell 1 s cause. (4) Another 
result of the encounter, and one in line with his discovery
22 "Christian Baptist, 11 661.
23 "Debates that l&ide History," 35, 36.
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of this method as an instrument for the dissemination of his 
views of Heformation, was the publication of the "Christian 
Baptist." As an instrument, this was in no way inferior to 
the public discussion, as subsequent history demonstrated.
4. The "Christian Baptist".
On August 30th, 1820, the Mahoning Baptist Asso- 
ciation of Ohio, was formed. This was an important event in 
the rise of the Disciple movement, as it was this organization 
which was to become the home of Campbell and his followers, 
and was later to go over in a body to the new movement. In 
July 1821, Sidney Higdon and Adamson Bentley, the latter of 
whom had been converted to Mr. Gampbell's position through 
the reading of the Walker debate, visited Mr. Campbell at 
his home for two days, and were taught the principles of the 
reformation. Both later became distinguished advocates of 
the new movement.
On July 4th, 1823, the first number of the "Christ- 
ian Baptist" was issued. Its publication for seven years, must 
be reckoned as one of the most potent causes of the increasing 
opposition to Mr. Campbell and his co-ajutors, because through 
its pages, he, as the editor, carried on a tremendous campaign 
of propaganda for the reformatory movement. Mr. Campbell still 
regarded his relation with the Baptists as one of expediency 
only. The absolute independence which he felt of all parties 
and divisions, is boldly asserted in the prospectus to the new 
monthly. The "sole object" of the new paper "shall be the 
eviction of truth, and the exposure of error in doctrine and 
practice. The editor, acknowledging no standard of religious 
faith or works other than the Old and Hew Testaments, and the 
latter as the drily standard of the religion of Jesus Christ, 
will, intentionally at least, oppose nothing wiiich it contains,
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and reoommend nothing which it does not enjoin." The dedica- 
tion of the work is also significant of the direction which it 
is to take: "To all those, without distinction, who acknow- 
ledge the Scriptures of the Old and Hew Testaments to be a 
true revelation from God, and the New Testament as containing 
the religion of Jesus Christ; who, willing to have all religious 
tenets and practices tried by the Divine Word; and who, feel- 
ing themselves in duty bound to search the Scriptures for them- 
selves in all matters of religion, are disposed to reject all 
doctrines and commandments of men, and to obey the truth, hold- 
ing fast the faith once delivered to the saints - this work is
25 
most respectfully and affectionately dedicated by the editor."
The Baptists looked upon the venture with grave misgivings, 
and even held the editor himself in doubt, though his popular- 
ity had grown mightily because of the Walker debate.
In the very earliest numbers of the "Christian Bap- 
tist", Mr. Campbell, in scathing language, held up for carica- 
ture in turn "missionary societies11 , "ordination of the clergy", 
npew-rent system", "ministerial calls", ''salaried clergy", 
"Bible societies", and "church associations". The language 
was often bitter, and his"spirit of iconoclasm led him to de- 
molish very many useful and indispensable customs of organized 
Christianity", because he considered, them inextricably entangled
with errors of doctrine. When older he came to regret much of
26 
the bitterness which shows itself in the "Christian Baptist".
There can be no doubt but that the Bisciples suffered for many 
years, from these vitriol-filled pages, both in their lax atti- 
tudes toward the whole missionary program of trie kingdom of 
God, and in the indifferent support which they too long accord- 
ed their ministry. In this extreme period of his work, he was
S4 "Christian Baptist," 1.
25 Ibid., 4.
26 "Milennial Harbinger," Volume for 1831, 432.
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especially venomous in his castigations of the clergy, his un-
 
sparing denunciations of church associations, and in his deter- 
mination to overthrow the creeds. As regarded the clergy both 
of the Roman Catholic Church and the Protestant denominations, 
"there was a certain pique in all his fury against them, in
that they were the chief obstacles in the way of his success
27 
with the people." Many were his grievences against them; their
assumed piety in dress, speech and manners; their devotion to 
the progress of a sect or party before the kingdom of Christ; 
their utter indifference to his plea for untiy; their Calvin-
~£H£ff* 
istic and textual preaching; their pretensions to a Divine call
to the ministry, etc. Next to his fiery denunciations of the
28 
clergy, he trained his guns upon the Church Associations.
Among the Baptists generally, these bodies had first but an 
advisory power, but later some of them had become legislative 
in character. These and the Assemblies of the Presbyterians, 
and all other legislative councils for the Church of God, came 
under the power of his thunders. One of the first responses
from the Baptists, came from his crusade against the abuses of
29 
the church Associations. In this communion, in the eastern
and central states, the "Philadelphia Confession of Faith",
virtually but a modified form of the "Westminster Confession",
30 
had been widely adopted. Mr. Campbell 1 s constant strictures
upon the creeds as provocative of division and every evil work, 
could not fail to bring a reaction from them. "There was not 
an ill or disorder in the church, not a reproach upon religion,
that he did not trace directly or indirectly to the use of
31 
creeds."
27 "The Sarly Relation and Separation of Baptists and Disciples," 
Gates, 43.
28 "Christian Baptist," III, 154.
29 Ibid., V, 13.
30 Ibid., Ill, 91.  
31 "The Sarly Helation and Separation of Baptists and Disciples,'
Gates, 44. i
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A series of thirty-two articles, entitled "The Re- 
storation of the Ancient Order to Things", brought into compar- 
ison with the faith and practice of the Apostolic Church, the 
whole round of Baptist usage and practice, and that of all the 
other churches as well. Br. Sates speaking of the party which 
inevitably grew up within the Baptist Church, as a result of 
such continued teaching, says: "This (the Restoration of the 
Ancient Order of Things) became a favorite phrase, a kind of 
Shibboleth or watch-word for those who shared his views. It was 
inevitable that his course would give rise to a party within 
the Baptist churches, to which should be applied a distinguish- 
ing name. This came to pass in 1826 when 'some religious edi- 
tors in Kentucky 1 began to 'call those who were desirous of 
seeing the ancient order restored 1 , 'The Restorationers', or
'Campbellites 1 , and the most reproachful epithets were shower-
32 
ed upon them. 1 Evidences of the presence of this element in
Baptist churches are to be found in the correspondence of this 
period. They were easily marked by their incessant talk about 
the authority of the New Testament and the restoration of the 
ancient order of things. Bvery body knew where that battle-cry 
originated. Where whole churches had been changed, they were 
distinguished from other Baptist churches by this talk of re- 
formation; a desire to measure everything by the New Testament
standard; by their opposition t® creeds, the authority of the
33 
clergy and associations; and by the adoption of the weekly and
34 
open communion of the Lord's Supper."
All this provoked open hostility on the part of 
those who remained true to the old Baptist positions. No asso- 
ciation was so determined in its opposition as the one to which
32 "Christian Baptist," IV. 96; V, 94, '262.
33 Ibid., V, 210; III, 286. .  
34 "Barly Relation and Separation of Baptists and Disciples, 
Grates, 47.
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Gampbell and his fellow-laborers first belonged, the Hedstone. 
tfrom the beginning, some of its members had resented the re- 
ception of the "Keforrners", as the followers of Gampbail were 
now called. The articles in the "Christian Baptist" only 
urged its members on to greater and more determined efforts to 
destroy the influence of the new element. In August 1883, Mr. 
Gampbell and several others had organized a church at Wells- 
burg, outside the jurisdiction of the Hedstone Association. 
When, in 1824, he found that this body had planned to pass a 
resolution to the effect that only those who had entered in 
a constitutional manner, were entitled to membership, he and 
his friends applied for membership in the ilahoning Association 
of Ohio, where they were heartily received.
The three remaining causes of opposition, only 
crystallized the sentiment which had already been created by 
those which have been noted. They were the debate with Mr.
McCalla, the rise of evangelism under Walter Scott in the
>
Western He serve and John Smith in Kentucky, and the union with 
the movement under Barton Vil. Stone.
5. The debate with Hev. W. I. McCalla, a Presby- 
terian minister, at Washington, Kentucky, from October the
15th to the 2End, 18E3.
In answer to the challenge which Campbell had thrown 
out at the close of the debate with Walker, Hev. McCalla agreed 
to defend the practice of infant baptism. He took the exact 
ground which Walker had occupied, namely, that H the Christian 
Church is a branch of the Abrahamic - that Jewish circumcision
before Christ and Christian baptism after Christ are one and
35 
the same thing." The positions which he had used against Walker
with such telling effect, were now rehearsed by Mr. Campbell. 
35 "Oampbell-McCalla Bebate," 65.
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asseveration concerning the connection between "baptism and 
the remission of sins, is now developed, and a considerable 
advance beyond his former ground, made. "The water of baptism, 
then, formally washes away our sins. The blood of Christ 
really washes away our sins. Paul's sins were really pardoned 
when he believed. Yet he had no solemn pledge of the fact, no
formal acquital, no formal purgation of his sins until he
36 
washed they away in the water of baptism." Added to this, the
following statement was peculiarly odious to his Baptist 
breth^nan, as whose champion he was presumably appearing. "The 
value and importance of baptism appear from the view of it. 
It also accounts for baptism being called 'the washing of re- 
generation 1 . It show® us a good and valid reason for the dis- 
patch with which the ordinance was administered in the prim-
itive church. The believers did not lose a moment in obtain-
37 
ing the remission of their sins." Realizing that he was not
in agreement with the prevailing Baptist teaching on this point, 
he tal^es occasion to say: "My Baptist brethern as well as the 
pedobaptist brotherhood, I humbly conceive, require to be ad-
monished on this point. You have been, some of you, no doubt,
38 
too diffident in asserting this grand import of baptism." Grow-
ing out of this view of the ordinance, is another position to 
which he gave expression for the first time, and which also was 
directly contrary to what his brother Baptists taught; "that
bantism was never designed for, nor commanded to be administered
39 
to a member of the church." From tfcis time on, he always held
40 
that baptism is the way into the Church of Christ.
The effect of this debate in enhancing Campbell ! s 
influence arid the cause of the reformation which he espoused,






was immense. Since it was conducted in the Baptist meeting house, 
and since Mr. Campbell was the acknowledged defender of the 
Baptist teaching, the hearing from the Baptist section of the 
community, was large and cordial. It is significant that up 
to this time, the "Christian Baptist" was unknown in Kentucky - 
in fact, Mr. Carapbell purposely withheld it from the state,
fearing that he might face a prejudiced audience on his arrival
41 
at the place of discussion. At a private meeting of "all the
principal Baptist preachers of the state", held at the home 
of Idajor Davis, Mr. Campbell 1 s host, he took occasion to intro- 
duce himself "more clearly to their acquaintance". All present 
had been felicitating him upon the power which he had shown in 
the debate, and he considered the occasion opportune for a 
further dissemination of his views. He, therefore, said to 
them, "Brethe&n, I fear that if you. knew me better you would 
esteem and love me less. For let me tell you that I have almost
as much against the Baptists as I have against the Presbyter- 
42 
ians." At their earnest request, he brought forth several
copies of the first numbers of the "Christian Baptist" which 
he iiad brought with him for distribution. They were enthus- 
iastically received, and he was urged to give the new period- 
ical an immediate and wide circulation through out the state. 
Being invited to ma^e a tour of the Baptist churches in Ken- 
tucky, he filled a few appointments before his return home. 
The most important reception accorded to him, was in Lexington 
in the church of which Dr. James Fishback was minister. From 
the time of this brief tour, the "Sage of Bethany" had cap- 
tured for his own views, the blue-grass section of the state. 
Dr. iialey, himself a blue-grass Kentuckian, trenchantly re- 
marks: "The discussion with IfcCalla, in 1825, in its most im-
41 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 613.
42 Ibid., 613, 614.
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portant record, was the beginning of the current reformation 
in Kentucky. The forces liberated, and the influences set in 
motion in that discussion, were electrical, illuminating, and 
far reaching in the consequences that followed. The effects 
were more pronounced and effective than they had been at Mt. 
Pleasant (the Walker debate) three years before. The person- 
ality of the reformer, his extraordinary dialectic power, the 
freshness of his thoughts, the origanility of his conceptions, 
the simplicity and clearness of his manner of interpreting and 
teaching the Holy Scriptures, made a great impression on the 
susceptibilities of the orator-loving, brain-admiring, and 
genius-worshiping Kentuckian of the blue grass regions." His 
introduction to the Baptists of Kentucky, made possible the 
wide circulation of the "Christian Baptist" in those parts,
and paved the way for the veritable landslide of Baptists into
43 
the new reformation which followed.
6. The rise of evangelism upon the Campbellian 
principles, must be classed among the most powerful of those 
causes which eventuated in a separation of the Baptists from 
the Heformers. The first great evangelist of the new movement, 
was a young man from Scotland, Walter Scott. He was born in 
Dumfriesshire, October 31st, 1796; was educated in the Univ- 
ersity of Edinburgh; and in 1818, emigrated to America, where 
at Pittsburg, he became acquainted with the plea for Christian 
unity. Later he came to know the Gampbells personally, and 
most heartily embraced their leading contentions. His in- 
fluence in the formation of the final Campbellian conceptions, 
will be noted in the proper connections, ^specially strong
43 "Bebates that IJade History," 55.
The influence of this discussion upon Hr. Campbell himself, 
was marked. Thoroughly converted to this as a method of 
propaganda, he afterward said,"a week's debating is worth 
a year's preaching, such as we generally have." "Memoirs, 
Richardson, II. 90.
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was his influence in the formation of the final position which
oame to be almost universally adopted by the ite formers, in
44 
regard to baptism for the remission of sins, while the origin
of the doctrine must undoubtedly be conceded to Alexander 
Campbell, Scott profoundly influenced its final form, in the 
practical use which he made of it in his preaching. The old 
fashioned mourner's bench was almost universally prevalent in
denominational evangelistic efforts. Even the ''Stone Movement"
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employed it, until taught better by l&. Campbell. Through
this device, the people were wrought up to a terrible state 
of excitement and deep contrition for sin was secured. But 
evangelists often found themselves face to face with the fact 
that while they could thus produce penitence, they very fre- 
quently could not bring their hearers to surrender themselves 
to Christ. Elder B. P. Hall, one of the greatest evangelists 
of the Stone connection in Kentucky, writes of the wonderful 
joy which came to him as he read the Campbell-lfcCalla debate, 
and made the discovery that he ought to tell his converts to 
be baptized fcr the remission of sins. He felt that "he had 
found the keystone to the arch."
While "alter Scott, who had been appointed evan- 
gelist for the Western Reserve, at the meeting of the Mahoning 
Association on August 25th, 1827, and while Adamson Bently 
and Sydney Rigdon were permeating all the Baptist churches of 
the Western Reserve, with the reformation doctrines, a number
44 William Baxter, the biographer of Walter Scott, erroneous- 
ly ascribes the authorship of the doctrine of "baptism 
for the remission of sins", to him. 'Mr. Campbell first 
spoke of it to Scott, who finally acquiesed in his view. 
See Moore "Comprehensive History of the Disciples of 
Christ " 180, footnote. Thomas Campbell, writing to his 
son from New Lisbon, Ohio, April 9th, 1828, affirms that 
Scott has put into practice the theory which they had 
been correctly teaching, "ifemoirs of Alexander Oampbell, 
Richardson, II. 219, 220. Dr. Richardson sums up bcotts 
contribution to the subject as a "practical restoration of 
the design of baptism." "Ifemoirs." II, 214.
45 Autobiography of aider Samuel Rogers, 58, 60.
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of strong evangelists in Kentucky, who had accepted Campbell 1 s 
views, were making converts to the new cause by the thousands. 
Among these were John Smith, Jacob Creath, Sr., Jacob Greath, Jr., 
£  S. ffall, and John T. Johnson for several years a member of 
the United States Congress. All these were Baptist preachers 
who had acceded the reformation doctrines, and were preaching 
them with great effectiveness. The difference between the 
regular Baptist ministers and the "Heformers" was to be found 
in the fact that the latter continually talked about the 
"restoration of the ancient order of things", and baptized 
their converts "for the remission of sins". All were members 
of the Baptist Church, and the converts which the "Reformers"
were making by the thousands, became members of that communion. ,t
through the writings of Ifr. Ganrpbell in the "Christian Baptist", 
and the growing tide of evangelism, the "ancient order" spread 
iike a flood-tide among the Baptist churches, "both Uflnfch and ! 
south. It was a conspicuous fact that at every association
i
meeting, while many of the regular Baptist churches reported : 
no gain and oft-times a positive loss in membership, those 
churches in which the Reformers were in the majority and where 
the reformed doctrines were being preached, were growing by 
leaps and bounds. f£he greatest number of defections from the 
Baptists to the Reformers, took place in the years from 1825 
to 1830. Ihiring these years the preachers of the new order 
were easily introduced in the Baptist churches without suspicion
* 
of any irregularity in their teaching. After 1830, they were 
better iaiown, and were more effectively kept out of those 
churches which had determined to abide by the distinctively 
Baptist usages. So mighty was the influence exerted fcy the new 
evangelistic wave, both for the dissemination of the Campbellian 
views, and for the welding of the Reformers into a new body, 
that Bean Kershner claims for it the distinction of being the
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actual time when the Disciples began to exist as an indepen- 
dent communion. "In the course of another decade, the churches
belonging to this group, definitely launched the independent
46 
propaganda of the Discipletof Christ."
III. THE SEPARATION OF BAPTISTS tfBOM DISCIPLES.
The year 1830 is the real year of separation of 
the Baptists and the Disciples. Whole Baptist Associations 
such as the Mahoning and the Stillwater in Ohio, desolved as 
Associations and went over bodily to the Reformers, continuing 
simply as yearly meetings without legislative powers. Churches 
divided everywhere, "but there is on record not a single case 
in which the Reformers instituted proceedings against the 
regular Baptists. It was truly not a separation of Baptists 
and Reformers, but a separation of Baptists from Reformers. 
In the autumn of 1832, the Dover Association of Virginia, one 
of the most influential in the United States, took the fol- 
lowing action, which may be considered the culmination of the 
separation in Virginia: "We, therefore, the assembled ministers 
and delegates of the Dover Association, after much prayerful 
deliberation, do hereby affectionately recornnend to the churches 
in our connection, to separate from their communion all such 
persons as are promoting controversy and discord under the 
specious name of 'Reformers^1 ." The resolution then proceeds 
to name several ministers who have been guilty of such a charge.,
and who have recently attended a meeting composed entirely of
47 
those who hold the reformed views. For some time before this,
those who held to the Campbellian positions, had been holding
separate meetings; this was one of the grounds for the action  
48 
of trie Dover Association. The year 1830 may be taken as the
46 "The Christian Union Overture," ^ershner, 39.
47 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, II. 364.
48 "Life of Elder John Smith," Williams, 310, 325, 484,-486. 
"Milennial Harbinger," Volume for 1830, 238; V. 1832, 572.
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time when the Disciples of Christ, or Christians, began to exist 
as a separate communion. The separation was not entirely com- 
pleted until two years later, but its virtual consummation at
49 
this time, is now acknowledged.
1. The Union between the Disciples and the Stone 
Movement.
On January 1st, 1832, in the Keformers meeting house 
at Lexington, Kentucky, amidst great rejoicing and impressive 
ceremonies, was effected the union between the "Heformers" and 
the "Christians1*, or those belonging to the movement led by 
Barton W. Stone.
Stone was born December 24th, 1772, near Port Tobacco,
50 
Maryland. After a long religious struggle, he became a member
of the Presbyterian church, and later a minister in that denom- 
ination. After a time, becoming unsettled in his mind regarding 
some of the doctrines of Calvinism, he, with five other ministers, 
who had similar difficulties, withdrew from the Lexington, Ken- 
tucky Synod and formed themselves into what they called the 
"Springfield Presbytery". In August 1803 occured the great 
"Cane Ridge Revival11 in which Stone took a leading part. On 
June 28th of the following year, appeared the fundamental
document of the whole movement,- the "Last Will and Testament
51 
of the Springfield Presbytery". While much shorter than the
"Declaration and Address" of Thomas Gampbell, the plea con- 
tained in its pages is for the same great object. It is a 
plea for Christian unity, and a return to the Word of God as 
the only authoritative rule of faith and practice in matters 
pertaining to the kingdom of God. In the "Last Will and 
Testament", therefore, the Presbytery is dissolved, and the 
churches formerly belonging to it, became bodies which governed
49 "Early ^elation and Separation of Baptists and Disciples, fT 
Gates, 102.
50 "Biography of B. W. Stone," Rogers, 5, 6, 383, 386.
51 Quoted by Moore in "History of the Disciples," £47.
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themselves independently of every other. It was not the de- 
sire of Stone and his fellow members to dissociate themselves 
from the Presbyterian church, binding, howevar, after con- 
sultation with the representatives of the Synod, that they 
oould not remain in the old church without a sacrifice of 
their principles, they withdrew from that body. They hesi- 
tated to take such a step, committed as they were to the advo- 
cacy of Christian union. However, it "became apparent that 
they oould not reroain where they were and still contend for 
that unity which all felt to "be the most crying need of the 
age, and the method by which it could, in their opinion, "be 
"brought about. They promptly faced the issue and withdrew. 
About this time, also, the "Christians" as they were now 
called, resolved to practice immersion only, as baptism, al- 
though they did not make it essential to membership in their 
churches. With the issuance of the "Last will and Testament" 
and the adoption of immersion as baptism, the movement may 
be said to have been launched in central Kentucky. The growth 
of it was amazing, and in a short time it was influential in 
many parts of the state.
In 1824, Mr. Gampbell and Mr. Stone met for the 
first time, at Georgetown, Kentucky. It was not hard for them 
to discover that both were aiming at the same thing, and that 
they held similar views. Stone had been watching the Camp- 
bellian Movement with interest, from the time of the publica- 
tion of the "Declaration and Address." The "Christian Baptist" 
had circulated widely in Kentucky, and had been read with 
interest by the "Christians . Thus in many v/ays, the two 
movements had touched each other. In 1826, Stone started the 
publication of his "Christian Messenger", in which he vigor- 
ously advocated the principles of reformation for the reunion 
of the Church. With the gradual discovery of the identity of
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aim arid method of the two bodies, steps were taken which re- 
sulted in the union of 1832. Misunderstandings arose, however, 
regarding some of the doctrinal positions of the "Christians", 
which caused a hesitancy among the "Reformers" in some quarters, 
to accept the union with alacrity. John Smith, who had repres- 
ented the "Reformers" so effectively at the union meeting at 
Lexington, and John Rogers who became the biographer of both 
Stone and John T. Johnson, were sent among the churches on a 
mission of conciliation and explanation. So carefully, and 
with such kindness and taot, did they do their work, tliat by 
1835 the union was an actuality, and has never since been dis- 
turbed. Some of those who had followed Stone and who had never 
become reconciled to the position concerning baptism, which 
was finally adopted, organized a body which is today Jmown as 
"The Christian Connection". It has not, however, made any con- 
siderable growth.
There were two differences between the Stone move- 
ment and that which had been led by the Campbells, which were 
of profound influence in relation to the further reformation 
among the Baptists. They differed, first of all, in their 
practice in regard to baptism. The "Reformers", being Baptists, 
would receive no one into their churches unless that person 
had bsen immersed; the "Christians", though practicing immersion 
exclusively, would yet admit the unimmersed to fellowship. 
Uotfcing was said in reference to the subject, in the meeting in 
Lexington. This was one of the matters which had to be ironed 
out by Smith and Rogers, in their itinerant mission among the 
churches. The two movements differed, again, in the influence 
upon them, of the positions of their leaders in regard to the 
God-head. Mr. Campbell was a Trinitarian, while Stone held a 
view vihich had given rise to the wide spread accusation that 
he was a Unitarian. INo one can read Mr. Stone's defense of
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Ms position, and believe that he held this view. That which
is of interest here, is the fact that the almost universal 
belief concerning the supposed Arianism of Stone and the "Christ- 
ians" , immediatley influenced the progress of the Campbellian 
reformation among the Baptists. Those who had not already ac- 
cepted the new positions, were now sceptical concerning the 
whole movement, because of its union with, these so-called Arians. 
The practice of these people in receiving the unimmersed to 
fellowship, was also used with great effectiveness, by such Bap- 
tist preachers as were determined opponents of the new order. 
The result of it all, was that from this time on, the influence 
of the Campbellian reformation, on the Baptist churches, in 
any large scale, gradually ceased. Up to this time, the move- 
ment had been sweeping everything before it in Kentuclcy and 
Ohio. The union, however, only more firmly established what 
had already become an inevitable reality, that from this time 
the Disciples were to exist as a separate body.
3. Reasons for the separation of the Baptists from 
the Heformers.
(l) Reasons growing out of the differences in 
teaching.
(A) The relation of the Old covenant to the New.
The differences between the Reformers and Baptists 
on this point, were utterly irreconcilable. Mr. Campbell had 
come to the conclusion that the Old Covenant was abrogated, and 
that only the Hew could be the constitution of the Church of 
Christ. The Baptists, however, believed that the Old was still 
in force and as binding upon the Christians now, as is the Hew. 
A classic statement of the Baptist position was made by Bishop
52 Campbell and Stone conducted a discussion covering some of 
their differences, which led to a partial clearing up of 
matters. "Millennial Harbinger," V. 1839: 243, 289, 387, 464. 
V. 1840: 246, 294, 391, 471.
53 Letter to ^endricfc in "History of the Disciples," Moore, 396,
400.
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Robert Semple of Virginia, "I aver that the Old and Hew 
Testaments are essentially the same as to obligation, and 
stand in the same relation to each other and to us, as differ- 
ent parts of the New Testament do to each other. Some parts 
of the Old Testament have been declared in the Eew''Testament 
as abrogated; and many others, being obviously temporary,
ceased to be obligatory, because every object has been accom-
54 
plished for which they were originally given." One of the
most effective accusations used against Mr. Campbell, was 
that he threw the Old Testament away.
(BO The difference in conception as to the design 
of baptism, was a second bone of contention.
The Gampbellian teaching concerning the import of 
baptism, will be considered at length in another connection. 
While he was manifestly misunderstood by many, and grossly 
misrepresented by some of his own fellow-laborers, yet it is 
clear that even in his true conception of the meaning of the 
ordinance, he was so far from the position held by the majority 
of the Baptists, that there was no possibility of a reconcilia- 
tion. The Baptists believed that a man was baptized because 
he was already a Christian; while Gampbell taught that baptism 
was one of the steps in becoming a Christian, ^hile he insisted 
upon this as true, he nowhere made the acceptance of his teach- 
ing in this regard, essential to membership in the church.. Had 
both sides been willing to adopt the attitude which was taken 
at the union meeting in Lexington in 183S, namely, that so long 
as one obeyed the Lord in this command, he was afehristian, 
leaving its design to be held as private property, there might 
never have been a break on this point. By this time, however, 
the division had progressed so far that there was no going back.
54 "Milennial Harbinger," Volume for 1831, 9.
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The practical use of the doctrine, made by the sweeping tide 
of evangelism, and its effectiveness in bringing men to decision, 
was greatly resented by the Baptists, and contributed to the 
final schism.
(0) The operation of the Holy Spirit in converting 
sinners and sanctifying saints, was a matter on which the Bap- 
tists and Reformers were far apart.
The Baptists, in company with most of the religious 
bodies of the day, held that the Spirit operated immediately 
upon the soul which was dead in trespasses and sins. £ach con- 
version was a divine miracle. Gampbell inveighed against the 
resulting Protestant mysticism, and emphasized the fact that 
while the Spirit was perfectly able to operate immediately in 
conversion, we have no record that he does so worfc. All we can 
affirm with confidence is that he works through the Word of 
truth. Such an attitude struck at the whole Baptist conception 
of conversion, and was a source of constant friction between 
the two parties. A chapter will later be devoted to this im- 
portant Gampbellian doctrine, since it occupies a large place in 
his thought.
(D) Reformers and Baptists differed sharply on the 
uses of creeds and confessions of faith,
The Baptists contended that creeds were necessary as 
bonds of union and communion. They could not understand how 
Unitarianism, x Arianism, etc., coald be Kept out of the church, 
without them. The union between Regulars and Separates had been 
made possible only by the adoption of a doctrinal statement. 
Gampbell and the Reformers contended that creeds had never served 
as bonds of communion, but had always resulted in division. 
Their very use was a confession of the inadequacy of the Scrip- 
tures as a divine Rule of Faith. In the final separation, many 
of the formal charges against the Reformers had to do with
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their rejection of creeds and such human doctrinal standards. 
The whole Campbellian teaching concerning creedal statements, 
will be reviewed in a study of his doctrinal positions. It 
is sufficient now, to note that his constant castigations of 
the creeds was a cause of much of the discussion which even-- 
tuated in division,
(8) There were some very notable differences in 
usage or practice, which go far to explain the final separa- 
tion.
(A) Differences in the method of receiving people 
into the local church.
The Baptist custom had long been, that one to be- 
come a member of the church, must relate an experience of con- 
version, and then await the vote of the congregation. While 
the Reformers did not object to the experiences as such, they 
did resent the usages which were then made of them. The often 
ridiculous stories related as actual experiences of conversion, 
brought reproach upon the Christian community. Then, also, the 
position which they.had taken, to speak only where the Scriptures 
speak and to be silent as they are silent, influenced their re- 
jection of the method. Appealing t.o the apostolic plan of 
receiving members, they asked men to believe on Ghrist, repent 
toward Him, confess His name before men, and be baptized in 
obedience to His commands. There can be no doubt but that 
this was the most serious of all the offenses committed by 
the Reformers, against the Baptist customs. There was no 
possibility of misrepresentation here; the practice was plain, 
and it is correctly set forth in all the complaints of the 
Baptists of the period. "The Baptists could not be reconciled 
to an abandonment of the examination into the experience of 
the candidate for church membership. This would have been, 
in their minds, to open wide the doors and throw down the very
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walls of the church to unregenerate persons - a thing that 
was intolerable to a Baptist. Whether this jealous maintain- 
ance of such a custom results in a purer church membership 
for the Baptists than to other bodies that resort to no such 
safe-guard, is not easy to determine," Though probably find- 
ing it difficult to buttress their position with scripture, 
it is clear that "they intended only the good of the church
thereby, and believed themselves in accord with the spirit of
55 
the Scriptures, if not the very letter."
(B) The Oampbeilian teaching, that in case of 
necessity, unordained Christians have the right to baptiae, 
was another intolerable heresy on the part of the Reformers, 
which could not be accepted by the Baptists. While Mr. Gamp- 
bell did not encourage unordained people to baptize if there 
were ordained bishops or elders who could do it, he believed 
that there were cases where a Christian could and should per- 
form the ordinance.
(0) The method of observing the Lord's Supper, 
was another point on which the two parties found themselves 
in disagreement. The Baptists had been accustomed to observe 
the Supper once each month or once every three months. The 
Keformers, on the other hand, were strict in its observance 
each Lord's day, and as the fundamental reason for the as- 
sembly of the church. At the communion service everything 
else was secondary in importance. They were, also, generally 
more in favor of open communion than were the Baptists.
(B) A fourth difference, which was much referred 
to, was that which had to do with the call to the ministry. 
The Baptists generally believed that one, to preach with 
authority, must have received a direct call from heaven, made
55 "Early Relation and Separation of Baptists and Disciples," 
Gates, 122.
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known by some unmistakable spiritual or octtfaxV/ 3ign. Gamp- 
bell utterly rejected, not only the theory, but the assumption 
upon whieh it was based. To him, every one was called to 
preach the Word, who had the proper knowledge of Bivine things 
and a desire to tell the gospel story. Such an one "who has 
attained to the full assurance of understanding of what Paul 
and Peter and James and John, and the other writers of the 
Hew Testament have taught, concerning the way of life and 
salvation; when he finds persons ignorant or unbelieving,.either 
in public or private, is called by the Word of God, and the 
circumstances of the case, to teach or preach Ohrist, or show 
the things that the ambassadors have taught and authenticated;
these things he may urge on their authority, who confirmed
56 
their testimony with signs arid wonders."
(3) Conditions among the Baptist. Churches, favor- 
able to the spread of the new doctrines, help to explain the 
inevitable separation.
(A) The separation of the church into the Regulars 
and Separates. The latter body had arisen out of the Great 
Awakening in Hew England under the fiery preaching of Whitfield 
and Sdwards. Some of them had come down into Virginia, and 
their work had so rapidly extended there, and over the neigh- 
boring state of Carolina, that they soon came to be the most 
influential communion in that section. These people endeavored 
to restore as far as possible, many of tne Apostolic forms, 
such as that of feet washing, the holy kiss, the anointing of 
the sick, love feasts, the laying on of hands, and the weekly 
communion. They even tried to form an apostolate, but event- 
ually ga¥e up the plan. They did not believe in the use of 
creeds, not because of any opposition to the creedal idea, but
56 "Christian Baptist," I. 69. "Life of Elder John Smith," 
377, 380.
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"because of the errors they believed to be in them. They were 
also opposed to Associations, fearing their growth toward 
ecclesiastical dominion. Because of these attitudes, their 
union with the Kegular Baptists, those who held more tenacious- 
ly to the older theories, was not consummated until 1787. The 
Separates finally adopted the Philadelphia Confession with re- 
servations. Alexander Campbell found, therefore, a very fruit- 
ful soil for his teaching, among those who had been Separates 
or who came from Separates families. They already held to 
many of his basic positions. It is significant that practically 
all of those who constituted the defection to the Reformers, came 
from this section of the Baptist community.
(B) Other Baptist attitudes favorable to the success 
of the rising reformation, may be summarized in a paragraph. 
In many sections, the churches were hopelessly hyper-Oalvinistic. 
Their preaching, therefore, was the very antithesis of the 
evangelistic message of the Heformers. Their attachments to 
creeds and confessions, and the prevalent anti-missionary spirit 
among many of the churches, was another cause of amazing success 
to the new doctrines. Mr. Campbell 1 s determined opposition 
to missionary organizations in the early numbers of the "Chris- 
tian Baptist", secured from these anti-missionary Baptists, a 
sympathetic hearing. While he did not share the hyper-Calvin- 
ism of this party, they considered him with them in his attacks 
on societies organized for missionary propaganda. How many 
converts from this source, came into his cause, if any, it is 
impossible to determine. The baleful results of his opposition 
to missionary societies, was soon seen by Mr. Campbell. It 
has already been noted how he himself came at last to be the 
President of just such an organization, the American Christian 
Missionary Society.
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(4) The attitude of the Reformers toward the Bap- 
tists.
(A) It was decidedly an attitude of "Reformers". 
They were never truly Baptists, from the very time of their en- 
trance into the membership of the Bedstone Association. They 
tried to make this fact clear at the time of their acceptance, 
in the ten page article which they then handed to the clerk of 
the Association. Whether or not the Baptists realized all that 
this implied, cannot "be known. It is more probable that they 
wished to secure to their membership, a man who was as powerful 
a leader as Campbell was already acknowledged to be. There 
can be no doubt but that he was the most outstanding man among 
the Baptists of the period. This is admitted by friends and 
foes alike. His undisputed victories over Walker and McCalla, 
brought glory to the Baptist cause. His defeat of Robert Owen, 
a sceptic known and feared both in Europe and America, won for 
him the gratitude of the entire Christian world. The converts 
which he and his made, became members of the Baptist churches. 
Dr. Hewman writes of him at this period of his life, "He was 
possessed of a powerful personality and was one of the ablest 
debaters of his age. In the use of caricature and sarcasm, he 
has rarely been surpassed. Throughout the regions that he chose 
for the propagation of his views, the number of Baptist ministers
who could in any way approach him in argumentative power or in
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ability to sway the masses of the people, was very small."
Jeter, while violently attacking what he was pleased to call
"Campbellism" , conceded the influence which accrued to Campbell
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through his victories over talker and ifoG
(B) The absolutely unswerving direction of his 
course, from the beginning to the end of his work, is illustrated
57 "History of the Baptists," 441.
58 "Campbellism I&amined," 80.
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in Mr. Oampbell's relation with the Baptists. He consented ,to 
become a member of that communion only because he became con- 
vinced that through them, he could most effectively propagate 
his reformatory doctrines. In his writings, he was careful to 
ma&e it clear that whenever it became evident that he could no 
longer preach and teach, among them, what he believed to be the 
divine revelation, his formal relationship with them would cease 
Dr. IT/. £. Pendleton, in his memorial address, is probably cor- 
rect, when he says: "Alexander Campbell was recognized as a 
Baptist everywhere in his travels, for many years after his 
withdrawal from the Bedstone Association; and would, of his own 
accord, never have broken fellowship with them, if they had 
allowed him the freedom which he claimed, in preaching what he 
believed to be the simple truth of the gospel, and at the same 
time the right of exhorting his brethern to return in all mat-
ters of faith and repentance, to>y express teaching of the Word
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of God." It was only as religious bigotry infringed these
divinely given rights, that separation was considered inevitable 
In the "Christian Baptist", January 17th, 1826, in reply to a 
correspondent, he says*. "As you ioiow, I have no faith in the 
Divine right of association; yet to shield me from such far-off 
and underhand attacks, as well as other important purposes, 
that I may be under the inspection and subject to merited re- 
prehension, I and the church with which I am connected, are in 
full communion with the Uahoning Baptist Association of Ohio; 
and through them with the vmole Baptist society in the United 
States; and do intend to continue in connection with this 
people so long as they will permit me to say what I believe, to 
teach what I am assured of, and to censure what is amiss in 
their views and practices. I have no idea of adding to the
59 "milennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II. 571.
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catalogue of new sects. This game has "been played too long. 
I labor to see sectarianism abolished, and all Christians of 
every name united upon the one foundation upon which the apos- 
tolio church was founded. To bring Baptists and Pedobaptists 
to this is my supreme aim. But to connect myself with any 
people who would require me to sacrifice one item of revealed 
truth, to subscribe any creed of human device, or restrain me 
from publishing my sentiments as discretion and conscience 
direct, is now, and I hope ever shall be, the farthest from 
my desires, the most incompatible with my views. And 1 hope 
I will not be accused of sectarian partiality when I avow my 
conviction that the Baptist society have as much liberality 
in their views, as much of the ancient simplicity of the
Christian religion, as much of the spirit of Christianity
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amongst them, as is to be found amongst any other people."
This uncompromising attitude of the reformer, could not but 
result in division in the day in which he lived.
The remaining events of Mr. Campbell's life, may 
be briefly summarized. In 1829, he conducted his world-famous 
debate with Hobert Owen, the communistic infidel of Lanark, 
Scotland. This was held in the I^ethodist church at Cincinnati, 
Ohio. Mr. Owen had thrown down the gauntlet to the clergy of 
America, to discuss the foundations of the Christian Religion, 
and Jdr. Campbell had accpted it. This discussion was read 
throughout the English speaking world, and gave ilr. Campbell 
world recognition. In the same year, seeing that the work of 
destructive criticism was completed, and fearing that the people 
who had become members of the new movement, would be called 
"Christian Baptists", he discontinued the publication of the 
paper which he had been editing for seven years, and which con-
60 "Christian Baptist," 217.
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wastains some of the finest work of his life. In August, he
elected to the Constitutional Assembly of Virginia, where he
61 
served with distinction until the following year. The first
of the new year, saw the "birth of the "Millennial Harbinger"
which he was to edit for thirty three years. In 1836, while
j
in Cincinnati, he met Bishop Purcell and clashed with him over 
the use of the Bible in the Public Schools, and the general 
results of the Protestantism in the new world. The Campbell- 
Purcell debate on the Roman Catholic Religion, arranged at 
this time, was conducted the following year, January 13th to 
17th. In January 1840, the charter of Bethany College was 
secured; in May the first meeting of the trustees was held; and 
in October its doors were first opened. At the second meeting 
of the trustees, Mr. Campbell was elected President of the new 
institution. Beginning on November 15th, 1843, and continuing 
for sixteen days, he engaged in his last public debate. His 
opponent was Hev. If. L. Rice of Paris, -Kentucky. The debate 
was held in the "Reformers" meeting house in Lexington, and 
was presided over by the eminent statesman, Henry Clay. The 
whole ground of differeifl&e between the Disciples and the 
Presbyterians, was thoroughly canvassed during this discussion. 
The Presbyterians were so confident that Mr. Rice, whose 
numerous witticisms and facetious handling of great questions
61 While a member of the Constitutional Assembly of Virginia, 
Mr. Campbell was in close association with some of the 
great statesmen of America. Kx-President Madison was a 
member of this convention, as were also Sx-President Monroe, 
Chief-Justice Marshall, John Randolph, and many others of 
distinction. Campbell spoke every Sunday on the great 
things of the primitive Gospel, to large audiences. At 
this convention Six-President Madison, after speaking in 
highest terms of his political ability, said to Mr. Pendleton, 
"But it is as a theologian that Mr. Campbell must be known. 
It was my pleasure to hear him very often, as a preacher 
of the gospel, and I regard him as the ablest and most 
original expounder of the Scriptures, I have ever heard." 
"Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, II« 312, 313.
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"brought frequent applause, had won a glorious victory, that 
they had the debate printed and widely disseminated. It soon 
becan® apparent, however, that they had mistaken witty sallies 
for sound arguments, for the published debate made so many 
converts to Mr. Campbell's cause, that they soon ceased its 
distribution. It is now owned and sold by the Disciples. In 
1847 Mr. Campbell made a tour of the British Isles, speaking
to crowded houses in all the larger cities of England and
62 
Scotland. In 1849, the question as to missionary cooperation
having been long discussed, the Disciples took a forward step 
in the organization of the American Christian Missionary 
Society, and the election of Gampbell as its first President. 
In the following year, while on a trip to Baltimore, he re- 
ceived a pressing invitation to address both houses of the 
United States Congress. On June End, he preached from John 3;17, 
to the Senate and the House, in the hall of the Representatives. 
In 1852, he made a visit to the state of Missouri, and at the
62 The following letter, forwarded to Mr. C'ampbell by Henry 
Clay, on hearing of his contemplated European journey, is 
of interest. "The Rev. Dr. A. Campbell; the bearer hereof, 
a citizen of the United States of America, residing in the 
Commonwealth of Virginia, being about to make a voyage to 
Europe and to travel particularly in Great Britian, Ireland 
and France, I take great satisfaction in strongly recom- 
mending him to the kind offices and friendly reception of 
all persons with whom he may meet and wherever he may go. 
Dr. Campbell is among the most eminent citizens of the United 
States, distinguished for his great learning and ability, 
for his successful devotion to the education of youth, for 
his piety, and as head and founder of one of the most im- 
portant and respectable communities in the United States. 
Hor have his great talents been exclusively confined to the 
religious and literary walks in which he has principally 
moved; he was a distinguished member, about twenty years 
ago, of the convention called in the State; of Virginia to 
remodel its civil constitution, in which, Resides other 
eminent men, were iibc-Presidents Madisfca and i^onroe, and 
John Marshall, the late Chief-Justice of the United States. 
Dr. Campbell, whOHkl have the honor to regard personally 
as my friend, carries with him my wishes and prayers for 
his health and happiness whilst abroad, and for his safe 
return to his country, which justly appreciates him so 
highly. H. Clay. Ashland, Kentucky, May 1847." 
Quoted in "Alexander Campbell 1 s Tour in Scotland," Chalmers, 
30. "Memoirs," Richardson, II, 548.
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urgent invitation of the Legislature, addressed that body, on 
two occasions before his return to Bethany. Thomas Campbell, 
the father, passed away January 4th, 1854, at the advanced age 
of ninety-one. In 1863 Alexander Gampbell delivered the 
president's address on the occasion of the fifteenth anniversary 
of the American Christian Missionary Society. 2he following 
year he attended the general convention for the last time. At 
1U45, the night of March 4th, 1866, after an illness of a few 
days, he finished his life work, sincerely mourned around the 
world, by a communion of more than a half million members.
In addition to his work as President of Bethany 
College, editor of the "Christian Baptist" and the "Milennial 
Harbinger", and President of the American Christian Missionary 
Society, Mr. Campbell made scores of trips in which he touched 
almost every part of the eastern, middle western, and southern 
sections of the United States. Many of these journeys were for 
the purpose of collecting funds for Bethany College; others in 
order that i» v&d&ae 1*3*^4. he might more widely disseminate the 
principles of the Hestoration Movement. As a lecturer on pol- 
itical, economic, and literary subjects, he was very popular, 
being invited frequently to address various learned societies 
as well as the colleges and universities of the young republic. 
In such pursuits his influence was widened, and it is signifi- 
cant that many of the leaders in university life, especially 
in ^entucicy and the middle west, came into the Disciple move- 
ment largely through the personal influence exerted in these
various visits.
LIr. Campbell was a voluminous writer. In addition 
to the seven volumes of the "Christian Baptist," 1825 to 1830, 
and the thirty-four volumes of the "Millennial Harbinger," 1830 
to 1863, there are extant six volumes of his published debates. 
That with Walker appeared in 1820; that with McCalla in 1823;
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and -that with Owen in 1829. The discussion with Purcell appear- 
ed in 1837 and was read from one end of the country to another, 
and also in Europe. The Rice debate, the largest volume of 
all his works, was published in 1843. The debate with lar. Skin- 
ner on Universalism, ran for two years in the Harbinger, and 
was later published by Mr. Skinner. In addition to his debates, 
the works in which his doctrinal system is best set forth are 
the "Christian System" 1835, and "Christian Baptism - Its Ante- 
cedents and Consequents" 1852. In 1827 he published the tran- 
slation of the Hew Testament by Doctors George Campbell, Dodd- 
ridge and Macknight, with notes and annotations: this work he
*
called "The Living Oracles". The year 1828 saw the publication 
of his first hymn-book, which was later revised and enlarged. 
In 1855 he finished his revision of the book of Acts, with 
critical notes: this task he had accepted at the request of the 
Bible Union of I^ew York. Many requests having been made for 
his popular Addresses, a large edition of these appeared in 
1861, under the title "Popular Lectures and Addresses." The 
same year he published a biography of his father, entitled 
"The Life of -Elder Thomas Campbell", but it by "no means met 
public expectations; for, though it contained many interesting
facts and documents worthy of preservation, it was scanty in
63 
its details and defective in its arrangement." One other work,
the "Christian Preacher's Companion, or Infidelity Refuted by 
Infidels", should be mentioned, although it does not rank with 
his primary works. A volume of the morning lectures which 
President Campbell was accustomed to deliver before the students 
of Bethany College, was edited by Br. <f- T. Lloore, in 1881. 
They are entitled "Lectures on the Pentateuch1'. They were not 
corrected or revised by Campbell personally. In all, however,
63 "Jvfemoirs of Alexander Campbell," Hichardson, II, 645.
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Campbell was the editor or author of about sixty volumes.
The late Archibald IfcLean, at one time President 
of Bethany College, and at this death President of the Foreign 
Christian Missionary Society of the Disciples of Christ, in 
his "Alexander Campbell, Master of Assemblies" , quotes an inter- 
esting statement from General Hobert E. Lee, Commander of the 
Confederate Armies in the American Civil War. "Referring to 
Mr. Campbell, General Lee quoted the words of Dr. Symonds, spoken 
about Milton: ! He was a roan in whom were illustriously combined 
all the qualities which could adorn or elevate the nature to 
which he belonged; itnowledge the most various and extended, 
virtue that never loitered in her career nor deviated from her 
course. A man who, if he had been delegated as a representative
of his species to one of the many superior worlds, would have
64 
suggested a grand idea of the human race."
64 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 629.
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CHAPTER III 
THE PLEA FOR CHRISTIAN UNITY
An -understanding of the plea for the unity of the 
Church, advocated by Alexander Campbell with such ardor and 
success, presupposes an acquaintance with the events leading 
up to the publication of the "Declaration and Address" of the 
nChristian Association of Washington, n and a imowledge of the 
contents of that remarkable document itself. These events, 
with the publications to which they gave rise, form the log- 
ical introduction to the ground which finally came to be 
occupied by the Disciples, as their distinctive platform. The 
events in which the principles of the Restoration Movement 
of the Nineteenth Century, were wrought out,unay be grouped 
into three periods: first, the conflict of Thomas Campbell 
with the Presbytery of Chartiers and the Associate Synod of 
North America; second, the meeting of brethern to whom the 
call of Christian Unity made special appeal, in which the 
foundations! principle of the coming movement was announced; 
and third, the organization of the "Christian Association of 
Washington" and the issuing of the "Declaration and Address." 
These three important periods will be considered with their 
relation to the growing clarity of understanding concerning 
the basis upon which an enduring unity might be consumated.
I. EVENTS LEADING TO THE PUBLICATION 01* THE 
"DECLARATION AND ADDRESS"
1. The conflict with the Seceders on the question
of Christian unity.
One of the first duties which devolved upon Thomas
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, after his assignment to the Presbytery of Chartiers, 
took the form of a visit to some of the scattered members of 
his flock, who lived some distance up the Alleghany River, 
above Pittsburg, to conduct among them a communion service, or, 
as it was then called, a "sacramental celebration". He was
accompanied on this mission by a Ur. Wilson who acted as his
1 
assistant. The thinly-settled condition of the country made
frequent visits for instruction in the Scriptures and cele- 
bration of the Lord's Supper, impossible. This destitution 
of religious services was rendered even more accute by the 
almost infinite variety of religious views entertained by the 
population, drawn from various parts of the old world, with 
the resulting sectarian strife and party bickerings. It has 
'already been noted to what extent such schism had rent the 
Presbyterian family, in the bosom of which Thomas Campbell 
found his labors. Deeply touched by the paucity of religious 
opportunity everywhere evidenced among the new settlements 
which had been thrown up by an ever-increasing tide of immi- 
gration from Europe, and especially by the evident destitute 
condition of the divided members of his own religious commun- 
ion, many of whom had not had the opportunity to partake of 
the Lord's Supper for years, Thomas Campbell boldly launched 
out on a program which was to eventuate in an entirely new 
movement. In his sermon, in preparation for the communion, 
he lamented in vigorous terms the existing divisions, and 
invited all who loved the Lord, without respect to party af- 
filiations, to enjoy the privileges of the communion season
23
which his visit had so providentially provided.
Jfr. Wilson did not, at the time, openly oppose this
1. "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 223,224 
£. Ibid., I. 225.
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action which was so manifestly out of line with the usage of 
the Seoeders, but learning in many conversations with Ifr. Gainp- 
bell, of the light estimate in which he held party walls and 
religious distinctions, fit deemed it his duty to lay the whole 
case before the next meeting of the Presbytery. His chief 
charge against Campbell was w that he had failed to inculcate 
strict adheranoe to the Church standard and usages, and had
even expressed his disapproval of some things in said standard,
3 
and of the usages made of them". When asked certain questions
by the Presbytery, Itr. Campbell, desirous to continue his 
labors among the friends whom he loved, made guarded replies, 
appealing the while to the Scriptures, and against the sad 
divisions which had rent the body of Christ into so many 
unhappy sects. His plea fell upon deaf ears, however, for 
the Presbytery found him deserving of censure for failing to 
adhere to the "Secession Testimony1*. Mr. Campbell protested 
against the decision, which action automatically brought the 
case before the next meeting of the Synod. Desiring to be 
understood, and realizing that a tide of opinion against him, 
was steaiily rising, he addressed a very earnest written de- 
fense to the Synod. He clearly foresaw that should this 
body uphold the decision of the Presbytery, his connection 
with the Seceder communion must cease. As the defense contains 
the germs of the "Declaration and Address", and also gives a 
faithful reproduction of his mind on the whole question of
Christian unity at the time, liberal quotations from it are
4 
given here.
After addressing the brethern with his accustomed 
courtesy, he calls their attention to the gravity of an act 
of expulsion against one who has sinned only in advocating
3 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, H 225.
4 Ibid., I. 225, 226.
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the pure word of God. "How great the injustice, how highly 
aggravated the injury will appear, to thrust out from commun- 
ion a Christian brother, a fellow-minister, for saying and 
doing none other things than those which our Divine Lord and 
his holy apostles have taught and enjoined to be spoken and
done by his ministering servants, and to be received and ob-
5 
served by all his people." Humbly disclaiming any desire to
be considered infallible, and heartily promising to relinquish 
any position shown to be out of line with Scriptural teaching, 
he continues; "So far am I from this, that I dare not venture 
to trust my own understanding so far as to take upon me to 
teach as a matter of faith or duty, but what is already ex- 
pressly taught and enjoined by Divine authority; and I hope 
it is no presumption to believe that saying and doing the 
very same things that are said and done before our eyes on the 
sacred page, is infallibly right, as well as all-sufficient
for the edification of the Ghurch, whose duty and perfection
6 
is to be in all things conformed to the original standard.
It is, therefore, because I have no confidence, either in 
my own infallibility or that of others, that I absolutely 
refuse, as inadmissible and schismatic, the introduction of 
human opinions and human inventions into the faith and worship 
of the Church, is it, therefore, because I plead the cause 
of scriptural and apostolic worship of the Church, in op- 
position to the various errors and schisms which have so aw- 
fully corrupted and divided it, that the brethern of the Union
should feel it so difficult to admit me as their fellow-
7 
laborer in that blessed work?"
5 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," I. 826.
6 "Comprehensive History of the Disciples of G^ist, 100,103.
7 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 226, 227.
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Having no desire to dictate to others as to the 
manner in which they feel impelled to proceed in the noble 
cause of restoring unity to the distracted Ghurch of God, he 
yet claims the right to go forward in his own way, so long as 
his efforts do not contravene the express teaching of the 
Divine standard. "Nor do I presume to dictate to them or to 
others as to how they should proceed for the glorious purpose 
of promoting the unity and purity of the Ghurch; but only beg 
leave, for my own part, to walk upon such sure and peaceable 
ground that I amy have nothing to do with human controversy, 
about the right or wrong side of any opinion whatsoever, by 
simply acquiescing in what is written, as quite sufficient 
for every purpose of faith and duty; and thereby to influence 
as many as possible to depart from human controversy, to betake
themselves to the Scriptures, and, in so doing, to the study8 
and practice of faith, holiness and love." A distinction
which late^ was to become so powerful in shaping all the plans 
of Alexander Gampbft.ll, for Christian unity, the distinction 
between faith and opinions, is here clearly set forth. Con- 
tinuing his plea, Thomas Gampbell asks to be informed as to 
the nature of his offenee. "All this, without any intention 
on my part to judge or despise my Christian brethern who may 
not see with my eyes in those things which, to me, appear 
indespensibly necessary to promote and secure the unity, peace 
and purity of the Ghurch. Say, brethern, what is my offense, 
that I should* be thrust out from the heritage of the Lord},or 
in serving him in that good work to which he has been grac- 
iously pleased to call me? 2 or what error or immorality ought 
I to be rejected, except it be that I refuse to acknowledge 
as obligatory upon myself, or to impose upon others, anything
8 "Memoirs of Alexander Gampbell," Richardson, I. 227 
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as of Divine obligation, for which I cannot produce a 'Thus
9 
sayeth the Lord 1 ? 11 His sincere desire to labor with the
brethern of the Synod, even thoughtnot agreeing with them in 
all things, was manifest in his voluntary application for 
membership in their body. "Surely, Ire them, from my stead- 
fast adherence to the Divine standard - my absolute and entire 
rejection of human authority in matters of religion - my pro- 
fessed and sincere willingness to walk in all good tinderstand- 
ing, communion, and fellowship with sincere and humble Christ- 
ian brethern, who may not see with me in these things - and 
permit me to add, my sincere desire to unite with you, in 
carrying forward that blessed work in which you have set out, 
and from which you take your name - you will do me the justice 
to believe, that if I did not sincerely desire a union with
you, I would not have once and again made application for
10 
that purpose  " While perfectly willing to accord to others
the right to be judged by the standards which they have em- 
braced, he reserves to himself the sane right, to be judged 
only by the Divine standard as tt is revealed in the Sacred 
Writings.
After reading his defense and hearing the case 
before the Synod, it was deciddd by that body "that there 
were such informalities in the proceedings of the Presbytery 
in the trial of the case, as to afford, sufficient reason to 
the Synod to set aside their judgement and decision and to
release the protestor from the censure inflicted by the
11
Presbytery." This was accordingly done, but all the docu- 
ments in the case were referred to a committee, which, after 
deleberation, reported that since Mr. Campbell 1 s replies
9 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, " Richardson I. 227.
10 IM&., 227, 228.
11 Ibid., 229.
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were evasive, and sinoe it was evident that he had expressed 
views very different from the Seoeder articles of faitfc, suoh 
utterances constituted sufficient grounds to infer censure. 
The hopes of Thomas Campbell for further amicable relations 
with the Seoeder brethera, were thus dashed to the ground. 
Be submitted to the disposition of his case on the part of the 
Synod, serving notice that he did so only that he might not 
give offense to his brethern "by manifesting a refractory 
spirit". It was soon apparent, however, that he would no 
longer be able to work in peace and harmony with the Seceders. 
His every movement was watched, misrepresentations and! cal- 
umnies were constantly employed to detract from his influence, 
until he at last, reluctantly realized that only one course 
was left to him- separation. Accordingly he presented to the 
Synod a formal renunciation of its authority, announcing that 
he had severed "all ministerial connection" with it, and
would hold himself thenceforth "utterly unaffected by its
12 
decisions", Though he certainly had no realization of it
at the time, this break was fraught with momentous consequences
13 
in his own life.
14 
2. The meeting at the home of Abraham Altars.
The severance of his relations with the -Seceders, 
occasioned no relaxation in the ministerial services of Thomas 
Campbell. His large personal influence, the friendships he 
had formed in Ireland with many of the new settlers before 
their emigration to America, his learning and talents, eon- 
spioious in a pioneer country, and, above all, the novelty 
and force of his plea for Christian unity and liberality, upon 
the basis of the holy scriptures, continued to draw large
12 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, 230.
13 "Comprehensive History of the Disciples of Christ," 103.
14 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell 5 W Richardson, 234, 238.
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numbers to his ministry, whenever it was possible for him to 
hold meetings, Sometimes, when the weather was favorable, 
such services were held in the deep shade of a maple grove, 
but more often in the homes of his Irish neighbors whom he 
nad known in the days of his early ministry. Observing that 
many continued to come week after week, and that they were 
representative not only of his own former communion, but of 
many others as well; persuaded, also, that many, especially 
among the Seoeders, were convinced of the correctness of the 
principles which he taught, and were anxious for the success 
of his efforts for Christian unity upon the Bible alone, 
Campbell finally proposed to some of the leading attendants 
upon his ministrations, that a meeting be held in which the 
whole question as to the future of the work should be con- 
sidered. So far, they had been co-operating without any for- 
mal arrangement or definite organization. His proposal receiv- 
ing the immediate and hearty approbation of these leaders, 
such a meeting was announced to be held at the home of Abraham 
Altars, who lived between Mount Pleasant and Washington, and 
who, though a member of no church, was very much interested 
in the new movement.
Up to the time of this epochal assembly, meetings 
under the leadership of Thomas Campbell had been held solely 
for the purpose of edification and worship. While in his 
earnest messages, Mr. Campbell had insisted upon the Bible 
as the all-sufficient guide to faith, as yet no definite 
plan had evolved, nor was there any apparent desire to 
formulate a platform for carrying out the reformation for 
which all felt a crying need* Ho desire for separation from 
the existing parties was contemplated, no bond of union had 
been forged to hold together those who were one in their de- 
sire for unity and purity of the Church. The little band
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was held together "by a vague sentiment for Christian Union,
by the personal influence and character of Thomas Campbell." 
Campbell had no wish to form a new denomination. His 
whole desire was to put an end to partyism and, if possible, 
to induce the denominations to unite upon the basis of the 
holy Scriptures, and to desist from their controversies about 
those things which were purely matters of opinion and ex- 
pediency. He wished not to do away with the creeds, for 
at this time, he had no objection to creeds as such. There 
was nothing in the Westminister Confession which he felt 
called upon to renounce nor with which he found himself at 
variance, save possibly its teaching concerning the position 
and authority of the clergy, an "authority which he felt un- 
authorized, and which he had found by experience, could be
16 
readily abused. n Dr. Richardson, speaking of his mind at
this period, says: "He was well aware that it was already 
conceded, in the Protestant formularies, that the Bible was 
the only rule of faith and practice; he felt that he had the 
right to urge upon all parties the practical adoption of 
this concession, and the pressing need there was that it
should be at once cordially accepted as. the only true basis
17
of Christian union. 11 He was urged further by the immed- 
iate success he had experienced on his withdrawal from the 
Seceders, in surrounding himself with many from the several 
denominations, who were like-minded with him in their dis- 
satisfaction with the strife and partyism of the time.
On the day appointed for the meeting, a large as- 
sembly congregated at the place designated. It was indeed, 
a unique group. Here were men and women still holding coa-
15 "lemoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, 831.
16 Ibid., *  231, 232.
17 Ibid., I. 235, 236.
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neotion with their denominations, and having no desire to 
dissociate themselves from such communions, yet, sick and 
tired of party strife, and anxious for a unity which would 
make possible the preaching of the gospel to the farther- 
most reaches of the earth, met together to discover a common 
ground upon which all could unite without sacrifice of 
opinions which, though dear, were not necessary to salvation. 
"A deep feeling of solemnity prevaded the assembly when 
Thomas Campbell, having opened the meeting in the usual man- 
ner, and, in earnest prayer, specially invoiced the Divine 
guidance, proceeded to rehearse the matter from the beginning, 
and to dwell with unusual foroe upon the manifold evils re- 
sulting from the divisions in religious society - divisions 
which, tie urged, were as unnecessary as they were injurious, 
since God had provided in his sacred Word an infallible
standard, which was all-sufficient and alone sufficient as
18 
a basis of union and Christian co-operation." Showing that
men had not been satisfied with the plain revelations of the 
Scriptures, but had gone outside these to manufacture opinions 
and speculations which were the real occasions of the unhappy 
strifes and controversies which had so long desolated the 
Christian world, he earnestly urged a return to the Divine
standard, casting out from religion everything fD» which there
19 
could be found no Divine warrant. He then proceeded to
announce the dictum which was destined to be quoted more by 
future Disciples than any other statement of the movement, 
the great rule or principle by whioh he trusted they would 
continue to adt consistently and perseveringly, to the end.
18 "Jiflemoirs of Alexander Campbell, n Hichardson, I. 235, 236.
19 ^Comprehensive History of the Disciples of Christ,"
, 104, 105.
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"That rule, my highly respected hearers," said he, in conclus- 
ion, "is this, that where the Scriptures speak, we speak;
ao
and where the Scriptures are silent, we are silent."
The impression created by the reading ofltMs rule, 
was immediate and profound. &ever before had religious duty 
been presented in such simple language andyyet fraught with 
such far-reaching results. The Word of God was thenceforth 
to be their only guide in matters pertaining to life and 
salvation. Its silences were to be respected, as well as its 
express statements. Dr. Richardson refers to this statement 
and the meeting out of which it grew, as the true beginning 
of the Disciple movement. w lt was from the moment when 
these st&mlfigant words were uttered and accepted, that the 
more intelligent ever afterward dated the formal and actual 
commencement of the Reformation which was subsequently 
carried on with so much success, and which has already pro- 
duced such important changes in the religious society over
21 
a large portion of the world." A considerable time elapsed
after Thomas Campbell had announced the guiding principle of 
the new Reformation, before any one attempted to speak. 
Finally, a shrewd Scotch Seceder, Mr. Andrew Monro, a book- 
seller and the postmaster at Canonsburg, arose and said:
"Mr. Campbell, if we adopt that as a basis, there is an end
22 
of infant baptism." A profound sensation was produced by
this statement, carrying with it as it did, a seemingly 
immediate conviction. Mr. Campbell replied by saying that 
if infant baptism conflicted with the Scriptures, "of course, 
we must have nothing to do with it." Upon hearing this, 
Mr. Thomas Ache son of Washington, a man of very warm impulses
20 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 236.
21 Ibid., I. 237.
22 Ibid., I. 237, 838.
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arose and advancing a short distance, placing his hand on 
his heart, said: "I hope I may never see the day when my 
heart will renounce that blessed saying of the Scripture, 
'Suffer the little ones to come unto me, and forbid them not, 
for of such is the kingdom ol heaven 1 ." ifa.cn affected after 
saying this, lie was about to retire to an adjoining room, 
weeping the while, when Mr. James Foster, unwilling that 
what he considered a misapplication of the Scripture, should 
go unchallenged, exclaimed: "Mr. Acheson, I would remark 
that in the portion of the Scripture you have quoted, there 
is no reference, whatever, to infant baptism." Mr. Acheson 
passed out of the room to weep alone. This one incident 
but foreshadowed the many trials which were before those 
who, without knowing the far-reaching implications of the
principle they had adopted, were now embarking upon a course
23 
which was to produce the Disciple communion.
One immediate result of the meeting at the home 
of Abraham Altars, was that several, seeing the direction in 
which the new movement was tending, ceased their attendance 
upon the meetings. These defections from the ranks, and the 
discussions which frequently brought theia about, caused 
some concern among those who were to carry on the work to its 
conclusion. However, they had set their faces toward the 
unity of the household of faith, and they were not to be de- 
terred, even though loved friends walked no more with them. 
James ^Poster, having given the question of infant baptism 
exhaustive study, became convinced of its unscriptural char- 
acter, and frequently urged his views upon Thomas Campbell. 
While admitting that there was no express command on the 
subject, nor any definite statements in the Hew Testament
25 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Bichardson, I. 237, 238.
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which seemed to warrant its practice, he was reluctant to
renounce what he considered could be substantiated upon
24 
other than scriptural grounds. So ardent was he for
Christian unity that he felt this question, as well as that 
concerning the so-called mode of baptism, should be left to 
the individual conscience. One day while riding with James 
Foster, the question of infant baptism came up for discussion. 
Foster urged his position with more than usual warmth. Afc 
length, turning to Mr. Campbell, he said with great emphasis; 
"Father Campbell, how could you, in the absence of authority
in the Word of &od, baptize a child in the name of the Father,
25 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit?" Campbell, not a
little confounded at this question, coloring, said in a
somewhat irritated tone: "Sir, you are the most intractable
26 
person I have ever met."
3. The organization of the "Christian Association 
of Washington".
On the 17th. of August, 1809, at a meeting held 
on the headwaters of Buffalo Creek, it was resolved to or- 
ganize those who still persisted in their belief in the prin- 
ciple announced at the meeting in the home of Abraham Altars, 
into an association under the name of "The Christian Asso- 
ciation of Washington". The purpose of this organization 
should be to carry on the work of bringing about Christian 
unity. A oomintttfcee of twenty-seven of their number, was ap- 
pointed to confer with Thomas Campbell as to the most effect- 
ive means to forward the work of the Association. Not being 
satisfied with meeting in the various frjomes, or in the groves 
in the summer season as they had been doing, it was decided
24 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Bichardson, I. 238, 239.
25 Ibid., I. 240, 241.
26 Ibid., I. 240.
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to build a meejtiag^irduBe. Accordingly, the neighbors assem- 
bled, and in a short time "erected a log building on the 
Sinclair farm, about three miles from Mount Pleasant, on 
the road leading from Washington to that place, at a point 
where it was crossed by the road from Mi Idletown to Canonsburg.
This building was designed, also, for the purposes of a com-
27 
mon school, which was much desired in that neighborhood."
In this new house of Sod, Thomas Campbell continued to meet 
his brethefn regularly. Since he was accustomed to go after 
each meeting to the home of Mr. Welch, who lived nearby, a 
little room was fixed up specially for him and was considered 
thereafter his apartment* Here he lived during the weelc, and 
in the quiet retirement which it afforded, wrote the "Declar- 
ation and Address"  When the document was completed, he called
a meeting of the members of the Association, and read it to 
them. It was received with hearty approval, and was at once 
ordered to be printed. This meeting, September 7th., 1809, 
is most frequently alluded to by Disciple writers, as the 
actual beginning of the Disciple movement. In order to intro- 
duce the work of Alexander Campbell, a rather careful ana-
- 28 
lysis of this historic monograph must be given.
V
II. AN ANALYSIS OF THE "DECLARATION AND ADDRSSS"
The "Declaration and Address" has already been 
casually noted, but an exhaustive analysis of it must be made 
in order to an understanding of Alexander Campbell 1 s final 
position on the question of the unity of the Church. The 
great principles of the movement,which afterwards became so
27 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 241, 242
28 "History of the Disciples of Christ," Moore, 109, 110.
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distinguished because of its plea for Christian unity, are 
all to be found in this epochal document. The work of the 
ion was simply to elaborate, clarify, and follow to the 
logical conclusions, the fundamental principles ennunciated 
by his father, in the now, among the Disciples at least, 
immortal brochure* Reference has been made to the fact that 
Alexander, on his arrival from Scotland, read the proof sheets 
of the document, which at that time were in his father's, hands 
for correction* A study of the positions advocated, evidently 
brought to definite focus, his past inclinations and caused 
him to resolve to make the ministry and the propagation of 
the plea for Christian unity, his life calling. His bio- 
grapher speaks of this high moment* "To all the propositions 
and reasonings of the Address, Alexander Campbell gave at once 
his hearty approbation, as they expressed most clearly the 
convictions to which he had himself been brought by his 
experience and observation in Scotland, and his reflections 
upon the state of religious society at large. Captivated 
by its clear and decisive presentations of duty, and the 
noble Christian enterprise to which it invited, he at once, 
though unprovided with worldly property, and aware that the 
proposed reformation would, in all probability, provoke the
hostility of the religious parties, resolved to consecrate
29 
his life to the advocacy of the principles which it presented."
Soon afterward, when asked by his father as to Ms life f s 
work, Alexander replied that he had firmly resolved to enter 
the ministry and to devote his life to the reformation which
must assuredly result from the publication of the Declaration
30 
and Address.
29 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I. 273, 274.
30 A lawyer of Pittsburg, about this time, made him a flat- 
tering offer of a thousand dollfc^s per year, to take 
charge of an academy of which the lawyer was principal 
trustee. He gave as his reason, his determination to 
devote himself to the new Reformation. Richards on ,1.274.
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It is of interest to every student of the Camp- 
belllan movement, to note this incident as the changing 
point in the life of Alexander Campbell, and the reason for 
the change. At the present time it is freing debated in some 
Disciple quarters, as to just what was the actuating motive 
in the work of the Caanpbells. There can be no doubt that 
from the time of his reading the "Declaration and Address" 
until the very day of his death, the great motive in all 
Alexander Campbell did and said, was the desire to see the 
Church reunited. Even in the heat and fire of those days, 
which may be most fitly denominated "the days of Restoration", 
when the communion which was to be known as the "Disciples 
of Christ" was being forged, he never forgot the primary 
motive which had urged him to the great undertaking. In 
the brief historical statement with which he prefaces the 
"Christian Systenf , he refers to this motive. "Next to our 
personal salvation, two objects constituted the summum bonum, 
the supreme good, worthy of all the sacrifice of all tempor- 
alities. The first was the union, peace, purity, and harmonious 
co-operation of Christians, guided by an understanding en- 
lightened by the Holy Spit^tures; the other, the conversion 
of sinners to God, Our predilections and antipathies on 
all religious questions arose from, and were controlled by, 
those all-absorbing interests, S'rom these, commenced our 
campaign against creeds, tfe had not at first, and we have 
not now, a favorite opinion or specualtion which we would
offer as a substitute for any human creed or constitution
31 
in Christendom." In an article in the "Harbinger" entitled
32 
"Our Mission", written in the last years of his life, he
affirms that the earlier passion which inspired him, has not
31. "Christian System," 9.
32 This article was written in 1854 when Mr. Campbell was 
sixty-seven years of age.
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become less, but still remains the paramount object of his 
every effort. Discussing his life's plea for unity, he says; 
"The realization of this object should be, and, indeed, is, 
the sole purpose and intent of the present Reformation; the 
realization of the desire of Jesus Christ in his ever- mem- 
orable prayer to His Father, in behalf of those who should 
believe on Him upon the principles there laid down. This I 
understand to be the whole gist of this effort; for this done, 
all that God or man desires is accomplished. All else is false, 
deceptive, and useless; all else burlesque and nonsense, 
futile and contemptible. It is this alone that can make a 
man a fit associate of £od and angels; this union alone that
will preserve him from eternal ruin; He the only Ark in
33 
which we may safely ride the billows of life and death. 0
The supreme object of the Campbellian movement is clear, 
and without it no plausible explanation can be given of its 
unprecedented growth in power and influence. It is manifest, 
also, that its foundational document is the "Declaration and 
Address", and this must be considered in order to compre-
hend the course followed by the movement after its publication.
34 
1. The Introductory Statement.
introductory statement of the Declaration is 
important in its announcement of four fundamental propositions.
(l). The familiar Protestant principle of the 
Right of Private Judgement is boldly asserted. From the 
situations it exists in the Western country among the various 
churches, and from the widely known condition of the religious 
world every where, "we are persuaded that it is high time for 
us not only to think, but to act, for ourselves; to see with
33 "Millennial Harbinger," Vol. 1854, 373, 374.
34 The best critical edition of the "Dedlaration and Address" 
is that by Dean Frederick Kershner of Butler University, 
entitled, "The Christian Union Overture". This is the 
edition employed in the present analysis.
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our «wn eyes, and to take all our measures directly and im-
35 
mediately from the Divine standard." No man has the right
to judge his brother, and no one can be Judged for his 
brother. Each must give his own account to God. The stern 
Puritanical background of Thomas Campbell f s theology, shows 
itself in his assertion of this principle which has ever
been the very core of the Protestant Gospel, this right of
36 
private judgement for which Luther so grandly battled. In
almost prophetic language, Thomas Campbell urges his readers 
not only to think for themselves as a duty, but also to act.
(2). The Protestant principle of the authority 
of the Scriptures, as the court of final appeal in things 
pertaining to the kingdon of Christ, is firmly maintained. 
"We are also of the opinion, that as the Divine word is 
equally binding upon all, so all lie under the obligation
to be bound by it, and it alone; and not by any human inter-
37 
pretation of it." tfor this reason, no man has any right
to judge his brother "except in so far as he manifestly 
violates the express letter of the law." Any such judgement 
would be itself, a violation of the law of Christ, a daring 
usurpation of His throne, and the gravest sort of intrusion 
upon the rights and privileges of those who belong to Him. 
This second principle, so fundamental to Protestantism, was 
basis in everything Thomas Campbell taught, as it was, also, 
to the development of his positions in the later teachings 
of his illustrious son. The Scriptures, freely interpreted
in accordance with the individual conscience and judgement,
38 
"furnishes the religious standard of the Declaration".
35 "Overture" Kershner, 3E.
36 Iiuther's Primary Works, Wace and Buchheim, 170, 171.
37 "Overture," Kershner, 32.
38 Comment by -Dean Kershner, "Overture," 41.
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The seemingly implicit contradiction between these two prin- 
ciples will be considered later; it is sufficient here to 
note Thomas Campbell f s confident affirmation of them.
(3). The sad divisions among the people of God 
are bitterly decried. Being aware of the terrible consequences 
of religious controversy among those who love the same Lord 
and even wear his name, w tired and sick of the bitter jarrings 
and janglings of a party spirit, we would desire to be at 
rest; and, were it possible, we would also desire to adopt 
and recommend such measures as would give rest to our brethern
throughout all the Churches, as would restore unity, peace,
39 
and purity to the whole Church of God."
(4). The only way to that unity which would bring 
the desired peace and purity, is pointed out. The rest so 
earnestly wished for wwe utterly despair either to find for 
ourselves, or to be able to recommend to our brethern, "by 
continuing amid the diversity and rancor of party contentions, 
the veering uncertainty and clashings of human opinions; nor, 
indeed, can we reasonably expect to find it anywhere but in 
Christ and His simple word, which is the same yesterday, 
today, and forever. Our desire, therefore, for ourselves 
and our brethern, would be, that, rejecting human opinions 
and the inventions of men as of any authority, or as having 
any, place in the Church of God, we might forever cease from 
further contentions about such things; returning to, and 
holding fast by the original standard; taking the Bivine word 
alone for our rule; and the Holy Spirit for our teacher and 
guide to lead us into all truth; and Christ alone, as exhib- 
ited in the word, for our salvation; that, by so doing, we
may be at peace among ourselves, follow peace with all men,
40 
and holiness, without nfcich no man shall see the Lord."
39 "Overture," Kershner, 38.
40 Ibid., 32, 33.
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In reality, this paragraph contains the whole plaa and plan 
for the consummation of the unity and peace which the gentle 
soul of Thomas Campbell longed so fervently to see established. 
On almost every one of the fifty-four pages of his epoch 
making monograph, he evidences the pain which the divided 
and distracted state of the Ohurch of his time, gave him.
The resolutions which form a part of the introduct- 
ory statement, are of ;noconneBrn in the present analysis, save 
the one in which any intention to form a new church or party, 
is vehemently denied. "This society by no means, considers 
itself a Church, nor does it assume to itself the powers 
peculiar to such a society; nor do the members, as such, 
consider themselves as standing connected in that relation; 
nor as at all associated for the peculiar purposes of Church 
associations; but merely as voluntary advocates of Church 
reformation; and, as possessing the powers common to all in- 
dividuals who may please to associate in a peaceable and
41 
orderly manner, for any lawful purpose." This, and the other
resolutions of which it is a part, evidences the fact that 
at this period, one of the most abhorrent of possibilities, 
to the mind of Thomas Campbell, would be that of adding 
another sect to the already great number of those whose wars 
and bitter backbitings were such a source of anguish to his
soul. These resolutions have to do only with the formation
42 
of an association for the promotion of Christian unity. The
colossal task which such principles involved, apparently 
did not manifest itself to the author of the "Declaration", 
and to his earnest associates at the time.
41 "Overture," Kershner, 33.
42 Ibid., 33, 34.
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2. The Plea for Christian Unity.
(l). The clamant necessity for unity. 
(A)» Since love is the foundational principle of the 
Christian religion - since its first aim is to reconcile man 
to God and man to his brother man - it will be to the glory 
of the everlasting Father if Christians in the present sad
state of affairs do all within their power to heal the schisms
43 
which have rent the Church asunder.
Q5X That awful and distressing effects have been 
produced by divisions among God's people, is patent to all. 
"What dreary effects of those cursed divisions are to be seen, 
even in this highly favored country, where the sword of the 
civil magistrate has not yet learned to serve at the altar. 
Have we not seen congregations broken to pieces, neighborhoods 
of professing Christians first thrown into confusion by party 
contentions, and, in the end, entirely deprived of Gospel 
ordinances; while, in the meantime, large settlements and 
tracts of JQUEcountry remain to this day entirely destitute 
of a Gospel ministry, many of them in little better than a 
state of heathenism, the Churches being either so weakened 
with divisions that they cannot send them ministers, or the
people so divided among themselves that they will not re-
U 
ceive them." One of the dread results of such a state of
affaits is that some who live next door to a brother in Christ 
dare not worship with him or commune with him else they 
bring upon themselves the displeasure and censure of others 
of the same faith. Discipline is relaxed to such an extent 
that if one be excommunicated from one communion for gross 
immorality, he can find no difficulty in eventually securing 
shelter in the fold of some rival denomination. Upon all this,
43 "Overture," Kershner, 51, 58.
44 Ibid., 52.
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there is evidence of thi Divine displeasure in that sucfc.
schismatics are given up to all manner of grevious scandals
45 
and are visited by Divine Judgements."
&• Upon the Church in America rests a special 
responsibility because of her freedom from the awful judgements 
which at the moment, are being heaped upon the devoted nations 
"that have given their strength and power unto the beast; in 
which, of course, no adequate reformation can be accomplished,
until the Word of £od be fulfilled, and the vials of his
46
wrath be poured out upon them." 3?reed form the baneful in- 
fluences of any civil establishment in masters of religion,
the hope for a reformation eventuating in Christian unity
47
lies in America. While the task is a heavy one and the dis- 
couragements many, yet, if ever such an enterprise can succeed,
48 
it must be in a land favored as America is favored. Therefore,
"with such encouragements as these, what should deter us from 
the heavenly enterprise, or .render hopeless the attempt of 
accomplishing, in due time, an entire union of the churches 
in faith and practice, according to the Word of God? Hot 
that we judge ourselves competent to effect such a thing; we 
utterly disclaim the thought; but we judge it to be our bounden 
duty to make the attempt by using all due means in our power 
to promote it; and also, that we have sufficient reason to
rest assured that our humble and well meant endeavors shall
49 
not be in vain in the Lord." The cause is not that of one
45 "Overture," Kershner, 58, 53.
46 There can be no doubt that in his appeal for the unity of 
the Ghurch, Thomas Campbell squints somewhat in the dir- 
ection of premillenarianism. At the time of the writing 
of the "Declaration and Address" Kapolean was at the zenith 
of his power. In 1807 the treaty of Tilset, which probably 
marks the loftiest point in his career, had been signed. 
The few years immediately following saw him the undisputed 
sovereign of Europe. In the thought of many devout Chirst- 
ians of the time, he was identified with tfe* boaot »£ the 
beast of Revelation^ , It is practically certain that Mr. 
Campbell held this view. "Overture," 53.




man, or of one party; it ought to be the cause of all who love 
the Lord Jesus "to forever put an end to our hapless divisions,
and restore to the Church its primitive unity, purity, and
60 
prosperity."
The basis of the proposed unity can be found 
only in the Church as it is described in the Hew Testament. 
That there is such a Church is clearly manifest, and a return 
to it sureiy ought not to be a thought incredible. "Or, is 
there anything that can justly be deemed necessary for this 
desirable purpose, but to conform to the model and adopt the
practice of the primitive Church, expressly exhibited in the
51 
New Testament?" Even were this to necessitate alterations
in the present churches we ought to be happy to make them for 
the unity which would result, and the glory that such unity 
would bring to the cause of Christ. Were we, then, "in our 
Church constitution and managements, to exhibit a complete
conformity to the apostolio Church, would we not be, in that
52 
respect, as perfect as Christ intended we should be?" In
this position, namely, that Christian unity can be brought to 
pass only by a return to the model of the New Testament 
Church, is the germ of the whole future movement as a distinct 
communion for the restoration of the primitive Christianity 
as the New Testament declares it.
Q9« A survey of modern Christianity enforces the 
fact that the communions are not divided over essential things. 
There is a ground which all hold in common.' ll Xt is, to us, 
a pleasing consideration that ail the Churches of Christ 
which mutually acJoaowledge each other as such, are not only oxraed 
in the great doctrines of faith and holiness, but are also




materially agreed as to the positive ordinances of the Gospel 
institution; so that our differences at most, are about the
things in which the kingdom of God does not consist, that is,
53 
in matters of private opinion or human invention." Christian
54 
unity, then, may be stated at its lowest terms. "With you
all, we desire to unite in the bonds of entire Christian 
unity - Christ alone being the head, the center, his word the
rule, an implicit belief of and manifest conformity to it,
55 
in all things, the terms." Such a union is reasonable and
56 
timely. There can be no decline of bigotry under the divided
conditions which obtain; it will only be as those who love 
the Lord make an honest effort to return to the New Testament 
basis, that the discordant notes will gradually die away* 
Such a unity can be accomplished by a return to the platform 
universally acknowledged to be Divine. The general plea, 
here made, assuredly cannot hurt the feelings or excite the 
jealousy of any party, "on the contrary, every effort toward 
a permanant Scriptural unity among the Churches, upon the
solid basis of universally acknowledged and self-evident truths,
57 
must have the happiest tendency to enlighten and conciliate.*1
If there be no such Divine and universally acknowledged plat- 
form, it is difficult to see how any unity of God's divided 
people is possible. "Indeed if no such Divine and adequate 
basis of union can be fairly exhibited as will meet the-appro- 
bat ion of every upright and intelligent Christian, nor such
oiot 
mode of procedure adopted in favor of the weak as wi11ioppress
their consciences, then the accomplishment of this grand ob-
58 
ject upon principle must be forever impossible. 11
53 "Overture," Kershner,
54 Ibid. 60, 61.
55 Ibid. 61.




81 The plea for Christian unity which composes 
this section of the "Declaration and Address" includes just 
here, an earnest appeal to the ministry tif the time, as leaders
of the flock of God to take the lead in this reform which cries
59 
out so insistently for attention, throughout the land. Since
Christians are to be united in the great hereafter, since
there are to be no divisions in the grave, why not be united
60 
here. The glorious result can be furthered by fraternal
association, by prayer together in all things as far as possible 
Following this plan, Grod's people in the various communions
will come to know each other, and this is assuredly a neces-
61 
sary requisite to the healing of divisions. The plea for
unity is not one which would be content that the freedom so 
dearly bought in the long and bloody struggle with the Roman 
Church, should be now lightly oast aside, far from it 1 It 
is rather a plea to stand fast to that liberty in which Christ 
has made his people free, a plea to hold precious that "lib- 
erty from subjection to any authority bjit His own in matters
62 
of religion."
61 In the closing paragraphs of this section, Thomas
Campbell introduces plainly his proposed platform for unity,
63
and definitely denominates it as such. The thirteen propos- 
itions which he sets forth are not in any way to be considered 
as a final program for unity; they are rather, merely to "serve 
as a preliminary, to open up the way to a permanent Scriptural
unity among the friends and lovers of truth and peace through-
64 
out the Churches. 11 The devout mind of the whole Church
should consider a matter so fundamentally important as that 
of its own unity. That all men who love the Master will
59 "Overture," Eershner. 70.
60 Ibid., 70, 71.
61 Hid, 70.
62 Ibid., 72.
63 Ibid., 72, 73.
64 Ibid., 72.
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immediately and heartily concur in this effort, can "be con-
65 
fidently expected.
The modesty which is evinced in these paragraphs, 
was characteristic of Thomas Campbell in all his handling of 
the subject of the unity of the Church, He felt himself but 
one man, humble but courageous and above all reverently de- 
sirous to forever put an end to the dreadful state of the 
_ 66 
Church of his time, resultant from her shameful divisions.
That his hopes for a ready and whole souled response to his 
"Declaration and Address11 were far too sanguine, was soon 
apparent. Its reception at the hands of his own time has 
already been considered.
(H). Before introducing his basis for unity positively, 
he once more carefully guards against any possible misappre- 
hensions as to the purpose he has in mind, by an out and out 
denial that he intends to form a new party on the basis of 
his brochure as a creed or term of communion. "Let none im- 
agine that the subjoined propositions are at all intended as 
an overture toward a new creed or standard for the Church, or 
as in any wise designed to be made a term of communion; 
nothing can be further from our intention. They are merely 
designed for fcfce- opening up the way, that we may come fairly 
and firmly to the original ground upon clear and certain 
premises, and take up things just as the apostles left them; 
and thus disentangled from the accruing embarrassments of 
intervening ages, we may stand with evidence upon the same 
ground on which the Church stood at the beginning." The 
daring of this position, even at this day when for more than 
a hundred years the Campbellian principles have been taught,




arrests the reader. Hone of the Protestant reformers had 
presumed to take such a position, passing over so lightly as 
it does, the authorities, usages, and decisions of so many 
intervening ages. The words of one who perhaps better than 
any one save his own son, knew his mind, clearly and sue- 
oinotly set forth his ^hole purpose. "Here, indeed, was the 
startling proposition to begin anew - to begin at the begin- 
ning; to ascend at once to the pure fountain of truth, and to 
neglect and disregard, as though they had never been, the 
decrees of Popes, Councils, Synods and Assemblies, and all 
the, traditions and corruptions of an apostate Ghurch. Here 
was an effort not so much for the reformation of the Church, 
as was that of Luther and of Calvin, and to a certain extent 
even that of the Hal dan es, but for its complete restoration 
at once to its pristine purity and perfection. 3y coming 
at once to the primitive model and rejecting all human ial- 
tations; by submitting implicitly to the Divine authority 
as plainly expressed in the Scriptures, and by disregarding 
all the assumptions and dictations of fallible men, it was 
proposed to form a union upon a basis to which no valid ob- 
;) eat ion could possibly be offered. By this summary method, 
the Church was to be at once released from the controversies 
of eighteen centuries, and from the conflicting claims of 
all pretenders to apostolic thrones, and the primitive gospel 
of salvation was to be disentangled and disembarrassed from
all those corruptions and perversions which had heretofore
68 
delayed or arrested its progress." The principles by which
this restoration of New Testament Christianity with its con- 
sequent reunion of the divided Church of God may be accom- 
plished, form the next section of the'v Declaration and Address^
68 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, 11 Richardson, I. 257, 258.
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(2). The Basis of Christian Unity.
@» Proposition One is an affirmation of the unity 
of the Church of Christ, and defines clearly who are members 
of that Church. "That the Church of Christ upon earth is es- 
sentially, intentionally, and constitutionally one; consist- 
ing of all those in every place that profess their faith in 
Christ and obedience to Him in all things according to tha 
Scriptures, and that manifest the same "by their tempers and
conduct,and of none else; as none else can be truly and
69 
properly called Christians." There is probably no statement
in all the vast round of Christian Union literature which 
has come into being during the last hundred years, more justly 
famous than the statement of Thomas Campbell "that the Church 
of Christ on earth is essentially, intentionally, and con- 
stitutionally one." Bean Kershner calls attention to the 
fact that the emphatic and comprehensive nature of Mr. Camp- 
bell's definition is indicated by the three adverbs which he 
uses. The word "essentially" carries with it the idea that 
the Church possesses a unity which is not extraneous or in- 
significant, but that it is of its very essence or nature. 
It belongs there inherently, so that a divided Church is a 
contradiction in itself. The whole denominational theory 
of the Church is, therefore, absolutely without foundation. 
In this attitude Thomas Campbell is decidedly at one with 
the High Church view. As "intentionally" one, the Church 
possesses a norm or standard, one given to it by its author. 
Unity is °ne °£ "the distinguishing characteristics of the 
Church as the Divine founder conceived it. To divide it is 
to commit one of the gravest sins against it and the purpose 
which it has for the salvation of the world. As "constitution-
69 "Overture]1 , Kershner, 81.
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ally1* one, the Church possesses a political organization; it 
is structurally one. "The underlying philosophy involved 
in Christian union is brought out in the word 'essentially*   
The mystical and sacramental feature is embodied in the word 
'intentionally 1 , and tb» political and organizational elements 
in the word Constitutionally 1 . The Church of Christ has a 
constitution, a definite structure, an organization which it 
must maintain in the world. It belongs to the very warp and 
woof of the organization that it should be unitary. The idea 
of a federation of churches for example, violates the con- 
stitutional unity of the body of Christ. There is no place 
in the political framework of the ecclesia for separate
denominations or sects. The Church is a seamless robe and
70 
not a Joseph 1 s coat of many colored patches."
JB). In the second proposition the province of the
71 
local church is defined. It must be understood in connection
with number one. While the Ohurch of God must exist in many 
separate congregations, yet there must be no schism in the 
body; it must remain one. It must be a unity in which there 
is congruity, sameness of mind and £4*e word.
Propositions three, four and five will be quoted
in toto in the consideration of the Campbellian conception of
72 
the Rule of Faith. They affirm the authority of the Scrip-
73 
tures, the proper distinction which ought to be made between
the Old and New Testaments as constitutions respectively of 
the Old Testament Church and that of our Lord in the new dis-
pensation, and the proper attitude which should be observed* 74
toward the New Testament ordinances. In proposition five
occurs the famous statement which defines the limits of the
70 "Overture^, Kershner, 82 »
71 Ibid., 83, 84.
72 See page
73 "Overture}"1 . 84, 85.
74 Ibid., 85.
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Campbellian movement in its backward journey to discover the 
pure source of Christianity, "Nothing ought to be received 
into the faith or worship of the church, or be made a tens of
communion among Christians, which is not as old as the New
75 
Testament."
The place of inferential truths is clearly set 
forth in the sixth proposition. Theology has a very definite 
place, but not in the confession of the Church. "That although 
inferences and deductions from scripture premises, when fairly 
inferred, may be truly called the doctrine of Sod's holy word; 
yet they are not formally binding upon the consciences of 
Christians farther than to perceive the connection, and evid-
Tltft
ently see that they are so; for their faith must^stand in the 
wisdom of men; but in the power and veracity of God - there- 
fore no such dd&&fcMonsiican be made terms of communion, but 
do properly belong to the after and progressive edification 
of the church. Hence it is evident that no such deductions
or inferential truths ought to have any place in the churches
76 
confession." In these words Thomas Campbell prepares for
that fuller discussion of the whole question of the distinct- 
ion between faith and opinions, which was to be made by his 
son, and which was to become so foundational in all the 
Disoiple conceptions of Christian unity.
(JO* In proposition seven, the futility of human 
creeds is considered. It is of interest to compare the 
father's handling of the question with the later vigorous 
denunciation of these human documents, by the son. "That 
although doctrinal exhibitions of the great system of divine 
, and defensive testimonies in opposition to prevailing
75 "Overture'J , Kershner, 86.
76 Ibid., 87.
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errors, be highly expedient; and the more full and explicit 
they be, for these purposes, the better; yet as these mast 
"be in a great measure the effect of human reasoning, and of 
course must contain many inferential truths, they ought not 
to "be made terms of Christian communion: unless we suppose, 
what is contrary to fact, that none have a right to the com- 
munion'Of the church, but such as possess a very clear and 
decisive Judgement; whereas the church from the beginning dLid,
and ever will, consist of little children and young &en, as
77
well as fathers," This proposition is really but a contin- 
uation of the one preceding. It has to do, however, with 
those opinions and specualtions as they become csry stall zed 
into oreWal form.
U> In proposition eight, the subject of terms of 
admission into the church is considered. Assuredly all Pro- 
testant bodies could give unqualified assent to the position 
here advocated by 2fr» Campbell, for there has never really 
been any division on those things essential to the appropriation 
of the salvation in Christ. "That as it is not necessary that 
persons have a particular loiowledge or distinct apprehension 
of all divinely revealed truths in order to entitle them to 
a place in the Churchi neither should thej1 , for this purpose, 
be required to make a profession more extensive than their 
knowledge; but that, on the contrary, they having a due 
measure of self-lmowledge respecting their lost and perishing 
condition by nature and practice, and of the way of salvation 
through Jesus Christ, accompanied with a profession of their 
faith in a313- ofce&ience to him, in all things, according to
his word, is all that is absolutely necessary to qualify
78 




hinted at in the foregoing statement, which Thomas Campbell 
later gave up, that referring to original sin, in the words 
"by nature and practice". This can only be understood in 
reference to the current distinction between "original" and 
"positive" sin. Otherwise the position here set forth is 
in agreement with the terms of salvation; repentence, faith 
and obedience, as universally accepted by the leaders of the 
Church in all ages.
(§). Propositions nine and ten have respect to the
79 
necessity for love to obtain among the people of God if
any agreement is to be reached, and also continue the de- 
nunciation of divisions in the body of Christ. Such divis- 
ions are antiChristian, antiscriptural, and antinatursl,
80 
resulting in confusion and every evil work.
The eleventh proposition considers the causes 
which have operated to divide the Church of Sod, "That (in 
some instances) a partial neglect of the expressly revealed 
will of Sod, and(in others) an assumed authority for making 
the approbation of human opinions and human invenitfcns a 
term of communion, by introducing them into the constitution, 
faith, or worship of the Church, are, and have been, the 
immediate, obvious, and universally acknowledged causes, of
all the corruptions and divisions that ever, have taken place
81 
in the Church of Sod." It is evident that the language of
3jr. Campbell in this paragraph is not entirely free from 
exaggeration. In his own time these two causes, the neglect 
of the word and the introduction of human innovations and 
human speculations into the constitution and worship of the 
Church, were doubtless the paramount causes of the distant aficn 
which everywhere existed. They would be true today but they
79 "Overture^, Kershner, 90.
80 Ibid., 91, 92.
81 Ibid., 93.
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would not explain all the reasons underlying the perpetuation 
of that divided state whloh is even now the sorrow of all 
devout Christians. Division is a far more complex affair than 
Thomas Campbell, environed as he was, could see. It is obvious 
that Dean Kershner is right when he opines "We question 
whether Mr. Campbell, if he were fre-oLive today and were re-
writing his platform, would use precisely the same language
82 
in Proposition Eleven which he used in 1809."
0). Proposition Twelve is really a summary of the 
program for the Church as it id given in the "Declaration and 
Address". "That all that is necessary to the highest state 
of perfection and purity of the Church upon earth, is, first, 
that none be received as members but such as having that due 
measure of scriptural self-lmowledge described above, do 
profess their faith in Christ and obedience to Him in all 
things according to the scriptures; nor, secondly, that en»y 
be retained in her communion longer than they continue to 
manifest the reality of their profession by their temper and 
conduct. Thirdly, that her ministers, duly and scripturally 
qualified, inciOacate none other things than those very articles 
of faith and holiness expressly revealed and enjoined in the 
word of God. lastly, that in all their administrations they 
Keep close lay the observance of all divine ordinances, after 
the example of the primitive Church, exhibited; in the
Testament; without any additions whatsoever of human opinions
83 
or inventions of -wen."
GJV In the thirteenth proposition Mr. Campbell 
makes a somewhat hesitant pronouncement concerning the law 
of expediencey. His son, later, was to ma&e this a fundamen- 
tal law in the accomplishment of unity, Thomas Campbell,
82 "Overture?/ £ershner,93.
83 Ibid., 94, 95.
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however, because he realised so keenly the tremendous 
purely human considerations had played in the division of the 
Ofcuroh, was somewhat reluctant to admit too much for exped- 
iency. "Lastly, That if any circumstantials indispensably 
necessary to the observance of divine ordinances be not found 
upon the page of express revelation, such, and such only, as 
are absolutely necessary for this purpose should be adopted 
under the title of human expedients, without any pretense to 
a more sacred origin, so that any subsequent alteration or
difference in the observance of these things might produce
84 
no contention nor division in. the Church. " In strong con-
trast to this somewhat timorous handling of the subject is 
the clear and vigorous manner in which Alexander later faced 
the whole issue which necessarily rises when differentation 
is made between those things which are matters of command- 
ment and those which are left to the good sense of the people
of God.
(3). The Method and Purpose of the Platform forms
85 
the last portion of the Declaration. It reads almost
a sermon, so filled is it with exhortation to those who ought, 
as Sod's children, to heed it with utmost reverance. Thomas 
Campbell appeals to the common enlightened mind and affirms, 
in essence, that this is the same in its pronouncements as 
though such pronouncements had come from a general council. 
Yet, though such decisions be slow in coming, they will come 
eventually, and it behooves those who see the truth, to act 
upon it* n *t is not the voice of the multitude, but the
voice of truth that has power with the conscience; that can
86 
produce rational conviction and acceptable obedience."
84 "Overture?,' Kershner, 95.
85 Ibid., 96 - 99.
86 Ibid., 97.
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The motto of the Association under whose direction 
the "Declaration and Address" was sent out and that which later 
was to become the motto of the whole Campbellian movement, is 
declared in significant words. Continuing his discussion of 
the courage necessary if the work for reunion is abundantly 
to succeed, he says: "Union in truth has been and must ever 
be, the desire and prayer of all such; Union in truth is our
motto. The Divine word is our standard; in the Lord's name
87 
do we display our banners." Certainly this is about the
last word that can be said in relation to the whole mooted 
question of the basis of unity. The manner of discovering 
what that truth is, how it may be disentangled from the 
admixture of error which has accrued through the ages, was 
another problem, one which wan left for the son to solve. 
3. The Appendix.
The "Declaration and Address" closes with the Ap-
88 
pendix which constitutes about three-fifths of the document.
While containing some very valuable passages, it is in the 
main identical with the position of the "Declaration" proper. 
It is really a commentary on the positions already advanced. 
Two important facts Campbell stresses with great earnestness;
bt^f
first, that it is not intended to proselyte "or by endeavor-
int to erect Churches out of Churches, to distract and divide
89 
congregations"; and, secondly, that the unity desired can
only be brought about by a return to the faith, to that for 
which a ' thus sayeth the Lord 1 can be given, and not to 
opinions. It will never be possible for God's people to see
alike on all things, nor is it necessary that they should
90 
to do so on those things which are non-essentials. He is
87 "Overture^, Kershner,
88 Ibid., DeajJ £ershner f s edition gives thirty- two pages to 
the Appendix.
89 Ibid., 98.
90 Ibid., 131, 138.
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firm in his belief that there is a core of assured Divine re- 
velation which is so obviously divine and so clearly set forth 
that there is universal agreement upon it. This, and this 
alone, is essential as a basis or system upon which unity may 
become a fact. Alexander Campbell clarified this position; 
he preached and defended it; beyond its foundational content 
he does not go. It is not too ranch to say that every basic 
thing in the whole Disciple plea for unity, is found in the 
now immortal document of which, without a doubt, Thomas 
bell was the sole author.
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CHAPTER IV 
THE BASIS. OJ? CHRISTIAN UNITY
Whether or not tiie earnest plea of Thomas Gampbell 
and his devoted fellow-members in the Christian Association 
would ever have resulted in more than the slight stir which 
created the few churches to which he ministered for ten years, 
is very seriously to "be doubted. Thomas Campbell was a man 
of peace. Nothing so filled his gentle soul with anguish 
as the thought that he mi^rf wound a brother or sister in 
the Lord. At the very moment of the publication of the 
"Declaration and Address", another type of leader was needed, 
one who could through courage and untiring energy, put the 
great principles enunciated with such clarity and persuasiveness 
in the immortal document, to the test. The leader was dis- 
covered in the son. The ministers to whom Thomas Campbell 
sent the Declaration with such eager expectation of an im- 
mediate and glorious reformation, were not excited about it 
at all; they did not even read it, or, if they did, they 
said nothing about it. Had the plan been followed to its 
conclusion under the continued leadership of the senior Camp- 
bell, it must be acknowledged that it wtiuld simply have died 
out. ?rom this period onward the amazing success of the 
movement must be attributed to the energy, the fighting spirit, 
and the unflagging zeal of Alexander Campbell.
Yf&ile every principle discoverable in Mr. Campbell ! s 
final position, is to be found in the "Declaration and Address", 
these principles are resolutely pushed to their logical con- 
clusions in the years of conflict which their active .proclamation 
engendered. Realizing that such revolutionary positions oould
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not be advocated in the churches of the day, Alexander Campbell, 
determining that they should not be thrust aside to die out in 
defeat, decided to organize upon them and thus to stand as a 
witness for them before the religious world. While reluctant 
to form a party - shrinking from the anomaly of advocating 
union, yet creating another division - he saw that this was the 
only way, unless the plea for Christian unity was to be forgotten, 
He, and those who labored so valiantly with him, determined that 
the principles of the plea should be put to the test as a basis. 
They resolved to try it out in practice, and with what astonish- 
ing results, is evidenced in the fact Already noted, that be- 
fore Mr. Campbell 1 s death, five hundred thousand converts'had 
been won to his cause.
I. THE BASIS FOR CHRISTIAN UNITY AS FINALIZED IS 
THE MA.TURED WRITINGS OF ALEXANDER CAMPBELL
1. In 1824, in the second volume of the "Christian 
Baptist", Mr. Campbell published the first of a series of thirty
two articles, entitled "The Restoration of the Ancient Order of
1 
Things". In these essays he develops the principles set forth
in the "Declaration and Address" with special emphasis upon 
just what the Ancient Order was, meaning by this the Church as 
described in the New Testament. The thesis of the whole series 
is stated: "A restoration of the ancient order of things is
all that is necessary to the happiness and usefulness of Christ- 
2
ians." Following the negative method which characterized his
3 
work in the "Christian Baptist", he devoted three articles to
a vigorous denunciation of creeds as bonds of union and communion
Reformations have not been reformations of, rel|gixm but of creeds
4 
and clergy. Creeds are condemned because they have perpetuated
1 "Christian Baptist," 126.




the theologies of men and thus have caused divisions in the
5 
Church. They are not plainer than the Scriptures, else the
Scriptures have failed in the very purpose for which they
6 
were written. They fail, also, in the voiry purpose for which
their .protagonists avow their creation as bonds of union.
They have been responsible for division in that they have al-
8 
ways excluded every one who has held opinions contrary to them.
In doing this, they have excommunicated the voiy best minds of 
the ^hurch. Since they are composed of the infersnces of 
human minds, they cannot be made tests of fellowship for the
Church, nor can they be thus placed upon the same plane as the
9 
assured revelation in the word. In the remainder of the. series
10 
Mr. Campbell devotes two essays to "Purity of Speech", one to
11 
the flew Testament "Order of Worship", four to the "Breaking
IE 13 
of the Loaf", one each to the "Fellowship" and "The Washing
14 15 
of Feet", three to the "Bishop's Office", one each to "Love
16 17 
Feasts" and "Tfee Spirit of Ancient Christians", one to a re-
18
futation of "Arguments against the Ancient Order", one each
19 20 21 
to "Devotion" and "The Deacon's Office", two to "Singing",
22 23 
one to "The Church", eight to "Discipline", and one to "Official
24 
Names and Titles". From this list it will be seen that he
dealt with the whole question of the life and worship of the 
ancient Church. These essays formed an outline of the writings
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which were to follow. They belong to the immature stage of 
his theological thought and are noted here only because they 
occupy a certain place in the journey toward his final position. 
That position may be found in his writings in the "Harbinger", 
"The Christian System", "Christian Baptism", and "The Campbell- 
Rice Debate",
8. To the very last he decried division among God's 
people, considering it the grossest evil of his time. Among 
the scores of eloquent and sometimes vitriolic paragraphs which 
might be quoted, two are here given as indicative of the inten- 
fcity d^ his hatred of schism in the body of Christ. If it be 
true that in the beginning Christ's followers wore united , 
"AmA true it is if Jesus be the Messiah, in what moral desolatio: 
is the kingdom of Jesus Christ! Was there at any time, or is 
there now, in all the earth, a kingdom more convulsed by in- 
ternal broils arid dissensions, than what is commonly called 
the church of Jesus Christ? Should any one think it lawful 
to paganize both the Greek and Latin churches - to eject one 
hundred millions of members of the Greek and Roman communions 
from the visible §nd invisible precincts of the Christian 
family or kingdom of Jesus Christ, and regard the Protestant 
faith and people as the only true faith and the only true 
citizens of the kingdom of Jesus; what then shall we say of 
them, contemplated as the visible kingdom over which Jesus 
presides as Prophet, Priest, and King? Of forty millions of 
Protestants shall we constitute the visible kingdom of the 
Prince of Peace? Be it so for the sake of argument; and what 
then? The Christian army is forty millions strong; how do 
they muster? Under forty ensigns? Under forty antagonistic 
leaders? Would to God there were but fortyl In the Geneva 
department alone there is almost that number of petty chiefs.
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soul sickens at the details'" In one of the sweeping sum-
maries of his whole program, which appear so often in his 
writings, near the close of his great debate with Rice, he says: 
wlf the sects would sheathe forever the sword of partizan strife 
if they would make one auto da fe of all their creeds and shib- 
boleths; if they would make one grand burnt-offering of their 
sohismatical constitutions, and cast forever to the moles and 
bats their ancient and apocryphal traditions, and then unite 
on the apostolic and divine institutions, the Christian re- 
ligion might be sent to the farthest domicile of man in less
26 
than a single age - in less than the life of one wan." 0?hese
words are almost like a thousand others which we are hearing 
today. In earnest Christian minds everywhere there is the 
conviction that were we truly united as followers of Christ, 
the gospel could be preached to the whole world in this gen- 
eration. Campbell continues in the same vein: "PrDtastant 
England and Protestant America have, at their disposal, all 
the means necessary to send the gospel from pole to pole, 
and from the Thames or- the Euphrates to the ends of the earth. 
They have men enough; genius, learning, talent, books, money, 
enterprize, zeal, adequate to such a splendid scheme; if they 
would, in Christian faith and purity, unite in one holy effort, . 
on the book of God, to humanize, civilize, and evangelize 
all the brotherhood of man. The unholy warfare of this age 
is international, inter-sectional, interpartizan. All the 
artillery - intellectual, moral, physical - is expended upon 
the little citadels, fortifications, and towers of partyism. 
It is a barbarous, incivil, savage warfare against our own 
religion, against ourselves, against the common Saviour, against
25 "Christian System," 105.
26 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 903.
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the whole family of man." In a brief comprehensive statement
he bespeaks the reason for his whole life's work and the plan 
by which this condition of affairs so faithfully described as 
it existed in his day and so utterly abhorrent to him, might 
be remedied, "For all these reasons, I pray for the annihil- 
ation of partyism, and of everything that, directly or in- 
directly, tends to keep it up; and instead of these human 
devices, of which I have so often spoken, these ordinances 
and traditions of men, I -plead for the Bible, and nothing but 
the Bible, as the standard and rule of all the personal and 
social duties; our bond of union, our terms of communion, the
directory and formulary of our whole church relations -faith,
28 
discipline and government."
3. The causes of division among God's people are 
considered, since an understanding of what divides must nec- 
essarily precede the formulation of any acceptable platform 
for unity. In the main, Mr. Campbell agrees with the father's 
position in the "Declaration and Address11 ; as regards items 
he goes farther. There are four great causes of a divided 
church; others might be enumerated, but these are comprehended 
in the four which he names. They are considered generally 
in the following order.
(l). Bivision is due, first of all, to incomplete 
efforts at reformation. "A reformation of Papacy was attempted 
in Europe full three centuries ago. It ended in a Protestant 
hierarchy, and swarms of dissenters. Protestantism has been 
reformed into Presbyterianism,- that into Congregationalism,- 
and that into Baptistism, etc. Methodism has attempted to
reform all, but has reformed itself into many forms of Wes-
29 
leyism." Oampbell does not mean to be understood as denouncing
27 "Campbell-Rioe Defeat®," 903.
28 Ibid., 903.
29 "Christian Baptism," 15.
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these laudible attempts at reformation, tfot at alll His tnra 
work, he well understood, was based upon what these men whd 
had preceded him, had so gloriously accomplished. The in- 
completeness of their reformatory efforts, however, coupled 
with the fact that they began at the wrong place, has resulted 
in an almost oeaseless multifdtcation of seots and parties. 
The denominations have done well as far as they have gone, but 
no one of them "has begun in the right place. All of them
retain in their bosoms, in their ecclesiastic organizations,
30 
worship, doctrines, and observances, various relics of Popery."
Here was a favorite Campbellian objection to the whole denom- 
inational sustem. The church is not divided now, and has 
never been divided, upon the divine revelation, but by her
X
inheritances from the Roman Church, in her human names, human 
creeds and frrmularies of belief, human substitutions for the 
baptism taught in the New Testament, human innovations in 
Church government,- these and many others which are direct 
"relics of popery" divide the Church into warring sects and par- 
ties. His whole program as he conceived it, was to de-Romanize 
the Church of his day by a return to that Church which existed 
as the creation of the Apostles.
Because of the admixture of distinctively Roman 
elements with those which were originally Christian, in the 
church of his time, Campbell did not consider it to be the 
Church of Christ as exhibited in the New Testament writings. 
"Having long reflected upon these premises - these creeds, 
schisms, and parties - as well as on the sacred writings of 
Apostles and Prophets, arid the primitive communities founded 
on them, we are fully convinced that neither Popery, nor any 
of its Protestant reformations, is the Christian institution
30 "Christian Baptism," 15.
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delivered to us in the Holy Scriptures. What is Popery but 
the extreme of defection and apostaoy? What is prelacy but 
a reformed modification of Popery? What is Prestbyterianism 
but a reform of Prelacy? What ia Congregationalism or In- 
dependency but a reform of Presbyterianism? And v/hat is 
Wesleyan Methodism but a popular emendation of English Epis- 
copacy, combined with the enthusiasm of ancient *Q,uakerism? 
Amongst them all, we thank the grace of God that there are 
many who believe in, and love the Saviour, and that, though
we may not have many Christian churches, we have many C&rist-
31 
ians. M
The divisions which have resulted from the incom- 
pleteness of attempted reformation, in that they have retained 
in their various organizations the inheritances from Homanism, 
have eventuated in almost disasterous consequences. The great 
denominations have, because of their disunity, impaired their 
efficiency for the extension of the kingdom. "The doctrines 
and traditions of men yet impair the power and progress of 
the gospel in their hands; and, therefore, as communities, 
they are not distinguished by the ancient piety, zeal, and 
humanity, nor for their efforts and success in evangelizing 
the world at home or abroad. It is probable that as many 
of their own offspring are converted to the world, or to
infidelity, as they have reclaimed from the world and the
<£ 
various forms of infidelity, during any given period of years.
Most of the Socialists, Agrarians, ^ourierists, Owenists, 
Rationalists, Pusjyists, etc., now in Protestant countries, 
are of Protestant ancestry. Our missionary gains from heathen 
lands do not more at most than fill up the apostasies from 
Protestant households to the numerous and various forms of
31 "Christian Baptism," 15.
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infidelity." These words would doubtless be an exaggeration
if applied to conditions of our day; they were not in the day 
in which they were written, It Is probably true that defect- 
ions from Protestant ran&B in our time are due to causes other 
than those Itfr. Campbell mentioned, but in his own hour nothing 
contributed more to apostacy from the Christian faith than the 
very causes which he delineates in suoJb. vigorous and pointed 
language.
(2). A second cause of division, he found in the 
emphasis of peculiarities rather than that common ground of 
faith which is the possession of all evangelical bodies. In 
those things which are matters of faith, there has always been 
universal agreement; in the circumstantials of the gospel only, 
has there been division. "Protestant parties are all founded 
upon Protestant peculiarities. Indeed, there is but one 
radical and distinctive plea in any of them. That is their 
centre of attraction ankof radiation. They baptize themselves 
at the layer of that idea, and assume the name of it, whatever 
it may be, Episcopalian, Presbyterian, or Methodist, etc. etc. 
They build on what is peculiar, and thus, in effect, under- 
value that which is common to them all. And yet, themselves 
being judges, that which is common is much more valuable than
that which is peculiar. The sub-basis of all parties is the
33 
tenet which is itheir cognomen."
Mr. Campbell proceeds to illustrate the difference 
between that which is foundational to faith and that which is 
a peculiarity. The difference between a Churchman and a
Ctv.
Presbyterian is neither Calvinism nor Armintysm, faith nor re- 
penta^nce, righteousness nor holiness, baptism nor the eucharist,
38 "Christian Baptism," 15 
33 Ibid., IV.
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but the politics of ecclesiastical organization - the policy 
called Episcopacy or Presbytery - the idea of a Bishop, or 
two Bishops in one church, a Prelate or a Presbytery. Bvery
other peculiarity is but the coloring, modification or devel-
34 
opment of this idea. This consecrates the sacramental table."
The fact that there is a common ground held by all evangelical 
Christians, was a favorite topic with him. The Church is not 
divided by essential things but by those which are peripheral,- 
the circumstances of the Gospel. Those things most commonly 
believed are assuredly far more valuable than those which are
but the peculiarities, dividing their devotees from all other
35 
Christians. If these peculiarities were to be given up and
a union consummated upon the commonly-held ground, it would be 
Scriptural and enduring. "We conclude, then, that a party 
founded on all that is commonly received by Komanists, Greeks, 
and Protestants, and nothing more, would not only be a new party,
one entirely new, but incomparably more rational, and certainly
36 
more spiritual than any of them." Speaking of a division which
he would make of the whole Christian Institution, were he to fol- 
low the schools of his day, into Christian faith, Christian
i
worship, and Christian morality, he makes reference once again 
to the commonly accepted belief upon which Christian Unity, if 
it ever comes, must be established. "How, in the first eh^ter, 
we and all Christians are agreed; for as Christian faith has 
respect to the matter of fact recorded - to the direct testimony 
of God found in the New Testament concerning Himself - concern- 
ing His Son and Spirit - concerning mankind - what he has done 
arid what he will do - on it there is no debate. I find all con- 
fessions of faith, properly so-called, like the four Gospels,
tell the same story as far as matters of fact or faith are con-"37 
cerned."
34 "Christian Baptism," 17.
35 Ibid., 17.
36 Ibid., 17.
37 "Christian System," 184.
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In a somewhat caustic paragraph at the close of the 
Campb ell-Rice debate, he sums up his position as regards the 
difference between that which is essential and commonly held, 
and that which is peculiar, dividing God's people. "Ho man 
thinks that the world will ever "be converted to Episcopalianism, 
Fresbyterianism, Methodism, etc. All these denominations are 
creatures of the apostacy. Christianity was before them all, 
and will survive them all. They must all perish. Take from 
each of them its peouliarites, and Christianity remains, so far 
as they possess parts of it. What all sects have in common may
be Christianity; but what they have in particular most certainly
38 
is not." The progress of a divided Uhuroh as represented by
these denominations, has been most discouraging. In their 
divided state they will never be able to bear a united testimony 
to the Lord whom they claim to love and serve. "They are not 
suited to the genius of human nature and must give place to 
something that is. That popular something is the pure and un- 
corrupted catholicity of original Christianity, in letter and 
spirit, as inscribed upon these pages. These partizan institu- 
tions, built upon peculiar phrenological developments of human 
nature, must give way to the whole genius of human nature. We
want a broader, higher, deeper, purer Christianity than any of
39 
them. The world wants it, and Christians pray for it." While
not many modern Disciples would follow Mr. Campbell in his 
phraseology, his main thesis, that Christians are united in 
belief upon essentials and divided only by those peculiarities 
in which the kingdom of God does not consist, would find among 
them almost universal acceptance. Christian unity is not im- 
possible; the difficulties in its way are not al all insurmount- 
able.
38 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 903.
39 Ibid., 903.
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(3). A third cauBQ of division among Christians, 
according to the Campbellian view, is to be found in the attach- 
ment of men to great personalities and the doctrines propounded 
by them. This was the fruitful cause of division in the prim- 
itive church, as illustrated in the attachment of the Corinthian 
Christians to Paul, or Apollos, or Cephas, or Christ. Paul
warns against such attachments for in them he saw the dissolution
40 
of the Church. Such attachments which result in drawing away
members from the body of Christ, is heresy in the true meaning 
of the term. "The whole philosophy of the matter, then, is 
that separation is the effect of alienation of heart, alienation 
the fruit of rival attachments ,/hich in the church generally
begin in personal sympathies or personal antipathies, and end in
41 
detaching the subjects of them from the body of Christ." To
prefer the works of Calvin, or Wesley, or Luther, to Christ is 
to be^sectary. No man really can love any one of these or others
in the kingdom more than Christ, without first losing some of
42
his love for Christ. Thus it is true "that all strifes, con- 
tentions, parties and sects grew out of corruption. Sects are 
the egress of corruptions. The approved hold to Christ, and 
thus become manifest; the disapproved follow human leaders, and
are also made manifest. There appears to be no other cure for
43 
a ourrupt and mixed community than heresies or sects." The
majority of these, even in the various divisions of the Church,
imagine that they are following the Lord v/hen they really are but
44 
following the words of men." In their desire to advance the
kingdom of the Lord, they are not sectarian. The true sectarian 
is that one who deliberately endeavors to keep alive a sect or
fleshly division, relegating the true Grospel of Christ to the
45 
background while slavishly following the teaching of some man.







(4). A fourth cause of division, and one which he 
condemned most untiringly, Campbell discovered in Human spec- 
ulation, philosophy, and tradition, crystalized into creedal 
formularies. J?or this reason we find him insisting that human 
traditions or speculations should, never be made tests of fel- 
lowhsip. "We think we have discovered that all the divisions 
in Protestant Christendom - that all the partyism, vain jang- 
ling, and heresies which have disgraced the Christian profession, 
have emanated from human philosophy and human tradition. It 
is not faith, nor piety, nor morality, but philosophy and 
tradition, thatAalienated and estranged Christians, and pre- 
vented the conversion of the world. Socrates, Plato, and 
Aristotle deserved not the reputation of philosophers, if 
Calvin, Arminius, and Lesley were not worthy of it. 2?he for- 
mer philosophized on nature and ancient tradition - the latter,
46
in the Bible and human society." Campbell harks back constant- 
ly to his ground position, that division is not caused by diver- 
sity on essential things, but on those in which the kingdom of
47 
(Jod has never consisted. This is true as regards speculation.
On the great facts of the Gospel the Church is united in faith; 
she is divided concerning her specualtions on the meaning o£ the 
facts. "It requires but little reflection to discover that the 
fiercest disputes about religion are about what the Bible does 
not say, rather than about /hat it does say - about words and 
phrases coined in tne mint of speculative theology. Of these 
the homoiousios and homoousios of the ever-memorable Council of 
IHce, are a fair sample. Men are neither wiser, more intelligent 
nor better after, than before, they know the meaning of these 
words. As far as known on earth, there is not, in the 'Book 
of Life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world 1 ,
46 "Christian System," 1S4.
47 Ibid., 125.
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the name of any person who was ever converted or sanctified 
to God by any of these controversies about human dogmas, nor
by anything learnedHfeoM the canons or creeds of all the Councils,
48 
from that of Uioe to the last Methodistic Conference." This
seemingly express statement shows the depth of aversion in Mr. 
Campbell 1 s soul towards what he perhaps considered the most 
fruitful cause of schism in the body of Christ,- speculations 
in which salvation does not consist at all.
Had speculations and traditions never been made 
t«sts of membership in the Church by being written out in the 
form of creeds, they, would nat ,hava>outlived their own time. 
When formulated into a creed, however, they have come down to 
* modern generations, as the fruitful and perpetrating cause of 
continued divisions. S'or these reasons, as v/ell as others, 
they are supremely iniquitous. "All creeds are mere theories 
of Christian doctrine, discipline, and government, exhibited 
as a basis of church union. Being speculative, they have 
always proved themselves to be 'apples of discord 1 or 'roots 
of bitterness' amongst the Christian profession. They have, 
in days of yore, erected pillories, founded prisons^ provoked 
wars, kindled fires, consecrated autos da fe, instituted star- 
chambers, courts of high commission and horrible tribunals of 
Papal inquisition. Exile, banishment, and confiscation of 
goods, lands, and tenements, and martyrdom, have been their
convincing logic, their persuasive rhetoric, and their tender
49 
mercies." These orystalized traditions of men "are easily
distinguished from the Apostles traditions. Those of the
Apostles are found in their writings, as those of men are found
50 
in their books."
48 "Christian System," 126
49 "Christian Baptism," 16.
50 "Christian System," 126.
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these inherited speculations formulated into 
the creeds of the various divisions of the Church, are a per- 
petuating cause of such divisions. In reply to fiice who had 
accused him of affirming that creeds had been the originating 
cause of divisions, Campbell saye? "I-teach that parlies are 
older than written creeds; that there were persons who had 
made divisions, before there were written creeds, Satan was 
the first sectary that ever lived. He made a party. He is 
the prime heresiaroh, and the author of the oldest schism in 
the universe. I could trace through two centuries before Arius 
and the Council of Nice, other causes for parties than creeds. 
But it is important to know, that whatever causes operated to 
produce divisions, the great source of all ecclesiastical div- 
ision was the dogmatical opinions of churches and synods. 
These preserved the strife; consolidated and perpetuated the
enterprise, which, but for them, had spent its strength and
51 
given up the ghostl" The basic reason for the Campbellian
opposition to creeds, will be considered in another connection; 
it is sufficient to note here that, to him, speculations and 
traditions are preserved in the creeds, and that divisions are 
caused, not by truth which all the creeds contain and which 
is the very ground work of them, but by such speculations which 
may or may not be true. He clearly sets forth his own attitude 
toward all such speculative theories and doctrines, and the 
attitude which he believes every Christian should hold. "Con- 
cerning these and all such doctrines, and all the speculations 
to which they have given rise, /e have the privilege neither 
to a-firm nor deny - neither.to believe nor doubt; because God 
has not proposed them to us in his word, and there is no com- 
mand to believe them. If they are deduced from the Scriptures,
51. "Campbell-Bise debate," 796.
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we have them in the faots and declarations of God's Spirit; 
if they are not deduced from the Bible, we are free from all
the difficulties and strifes which they have engendered and
58 
created." This is "but to say, as, he does so frequently and
vigorously elsewhere, that these things cannot be made tests 
of fellowship in the creeds and result in union among God's 
people. There must be a commonly ac]mowledged foundation 
which shall be considered by all as the irreducible minimum 
of faith; on this, and on this alone, can there be hope for 
reunion.
4, The basis of Christian Unity - the restoration 
of New Testament Christianity.
(l). In considering the basis for Christian Unity, 
Mr. Campbell was very careful to make it clear that it was 
original and not merely ancient Christianity, which he wished 
to restore. "The plea of ancient tradition is the strength 
of Popery and the weakness of Protestantism. We advocate not 
ancient but original Christianity. The plea of high anti- 
quity or tradition has long been the bulwark of error. It
cleaves to its beloved mother, Tradition, hoary Tradition, with
53 
an affection that increases as she becomes old and feeble."
The wtiole method through which he hopes to accomplish the 
great purpose of bringing about an enduring unity, is suc- 
cinctly set forth in a Kindred statement. "IProm a full survey 
of the premises of ecclesiastical history, of human creeds 
and sects,- and especially from a profound regard for the 
wisdom and Icnowledge that guided, and the Spirit that inspired 
the Apostles of Jesus Christ, and that qualified them to do 
his will,- we have proposed an Evangelical Reformation - or
52 "Christian System," 125.
53 "Christian Baptism," 233*
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rather, a return to the faith and manners anciently delivered
to the saints - a restoration of original Christianity both
54 
in theory and practice. 11 The title of the "Christian System?
is significant as suggestive of the great Campbellian ideal,- 
"The Christian System, in Reference to the Union of Christians,
and a Restoration of Primitive Christianity, as plead in the
. 55
Current Reformation." In his introduction to this work, he
elaborates the meaning of the title and sets forth in un- 
mistakable language, the method by which he hopes to bring 
about the results so ardently desired. "Tired of new creeds 
at\d new parties in religion, and of the numerous abortive 
efforts to reform the reformation; convinced from the Holy 
Scriptures, from observation and experience, that the union of 
the disciples of Christ is essential to the conversion of the 
world, and that the correction and improvement of no creed, 
or partizan establishment in Christendom, could ever become 
the basis of such a union, communion, and co-operation, as 
would restore peace to a church militant against itself, or 
triumph to the common salvation; a few individuals, about the
beginning of the present century, began to reflect upon the
56 
ways and means to restore primitive Christianity," In, a
passage in the debate with Rice, widely known and much quoted 
in Disciple ranks, he affirms that the only way. to the pristine 
unity of the Church is to return to the basis upon which that 
unity was formerly enjoyed. "The fact that all synods, councils, 
and convocations are, by Protestants, acknowledged to have erred, 
will forever stain the pride of their boasted glory, impair 
their authority and convert their wisdom into folly. Whenever 
the time comes for the one fold, the one shepherd, and the one 
holy and beloved brotherhood, to combine all their energies
54 "Christian Baptism," 18.
55 "Christian System, Titifi Page.
56 Ibid., 5.
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the holy cause, they will as certainly reprobate all human de- 
vices, and rally on the identical ground originally consecrated 
by the feet of the apostles. If, then, there is to be any 
millenium, any thousand years of triumphant Christianity before 
the Lord cornea, these systems must all be abjured, and men
must place the church exactly on the ground, the identical
57 
ground, on which she stood at the beginning." It is evident
that ISr. Campbell would have but scant interest in some of the 
modern sohemes for Christian unity} which propose a return to 
the Council of Hioea and the creed which it gave to the world. 
His plan is to go back of all councils and creeds to the ground 
on which the Church stood at the death of the last of the 
Apostles. The passages in which this position is affirmed are 
so plain that they need no expounding.
(3). In placing his feet firmly upon the position 
which has been outlined, Kr. Campbell made two assumptions. 
Upon these assumptions all for which he contended rests; with- 
out them his plea falls to the ground. He assumes first that 
there was a consistent Sew Testament Christianity. It was 
united in its faith in Jesus as uniquely the Son of the living 
God. "kindred drops do not more readily mingle into one mass,
than flowed the souls of primitive Christians together in all
58 
their aspirations, loves, delights, and interests." It has
been noted that Thomas Campbell before him, had assumed the
essential, intentional, and constitutional unity of this Hew
59 
Testament Christianity. In the second place, he assumes that
there is a self-consistent Sew Testament which attests this 
Christianity. It is difficult to see how there could be any 
place for such a plea as the Campbells make, apart from these
57 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 878.
58 "Christian System," 95.
59 "Overture," 81.
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assumptions. That the Disciples, even with
 the critical at- 
titude which most of them are free to take a
nd willing to take, 
believe these assumptions to be fundamentall
y sound, is evid- 
enced by their influential and rapidly growi
ng communion. 
While it is obvious that modern men do not h
ave the reverence 
for the Hew Testament which manifests itself
 everywhere in 
the "Declaration and Address11 and which is s
o conspicuous in 
the writings of Alexander Campbell, yet it i
s impossible to 
explain the growth and influence of the Disc
iples on the pos- 
ition of the Campbells, on other ground than
 that they too, 
have accepted these two assumptions as self-
evident.
(3). The principles underlying his plea for
 Christ- 
ian Unity on the basis of a restored Hew Tes
tament Christianity, 
according to Mr. Campbell 1 s own outline, are
 five.
A return to the "Christian Scriptures, the 
only
60 
rule of Christian faith and learning." It 
has already been
noted in these pages that he speaks of unity
 as to be consum-
61 
mated on the "Bible alone," In the study 
of the Rule of
Faith, his qualifications of this term will 
be noted. All 
denominations profess to go by the Bible alo
ne. If by the 
whole Bible in every 3ot and tittle, such un
ity is proposed, 
immediate and determined objection would be 
found from many 
quarters. In numerous statements, therefore
, Mr. Campbell 
declares hie meaning when he contends that u
nity must be on 
the "Bible alone". After allowing for these
 qualifications, 
his proposal for unity really resolves itsel
f into a contention 
that unity can only come upon the great savi
ng facts of the 
Divine revelation. It is the peculiar Campb
ellian doctrine 
that revelation has to do wholly with facts 
and upon those 
facts which are universally accepted, is uni
ty to be consum-
60 "Christian Baptism," 18.
61 "Campbell-Hioe Debate," 903.
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mated. "All the modes of faith and worship are "based upon a 
mistake of the true character of revelation, which has long been 
°ur effort to correct. With us, revelation has nothing to do 
with opinions or abstract reasonings: for it is founded 
wholly and entirely upon facts. There is not one abstract 
opinion, not one speculative view, asserted or communicated 
in Old Testament or Hew. Moses begins by asserting facts 
"that have transpired in creation and providence; and John ends 
by asserting prophetic or prospective facts in the future
displays of providence and redemption. Facts, then, are the
62 
alpha and omega of both Jewish and Christian revelations."
The manifest unsoundness of this statement in the light of 
our modern attitudes on Biblical criticism, does not impair 
its fundamental meaning, namely that revelation really has to 
do with great faote and not with abstractions. Were Mr. 
Campbell re-writing this in our own time, he would doubtless
emphasize this point more and generalize in his statement less.
63 
A fact is something done. In Jesus Christ, God has wrought
mightily in the world, for the redemption of men. The power of 
the gospel is the power of its facts which constitute the great- 
est series of moral deeds on the part of heaven, that the world
64
has ever seen. Testimony brings to us these facts. The test- 
imony was first given by the apostles and confirmed by the Holy
65 
Spirit wfcich gave unto them the power to work miracles. Hence,
"when the confirmation of the gospel is spoken of in the apos- 
tolic writings, it is resolved into the doings or works of the
66 
Holy Spirit." To enumerate all the gospel facts, would be to
narrate all that Jesus did from His birth until His ascension.
62 "Christian System," 109,110.
63 Ibid., 110,111.




These may be concentrated into a few prominent ones: that He 
iied for our sins; that fie was buried in the, nsrw tomb; that He 
was raised on the third day by the power of God; and that He
ascended to Heaven where He sits on the right hand of the
67 
father.
The revelation of God in the mighty acts of the 
life, death, resurrection, and ascension of His Son, is made 
known to the soul in all its saving power, when these facts 
are presented to the mind through the preaching of the gospel. 
In a word, they evoke faith. wWhen these facts are understood, 
or brought into immediate contact with the mind of man, as a 
moral seal or archetype, they delineate the image of God upon 
the human soul. All the means of grace are, therefore, only 
the means of impressing this seal upon the heart,- of bringing 
these moral facts to make their full impression on the soul 
of mant Testimony and faith are but the channel through which 
these facts, or the hand of God, draws the image on the heart 
and character of man. If, then, the fact and testimony are
both the gift of God, we may well say that faith and eternal
68 
life are also the gift of God, through Jesus Christ our Lord."
How all that is necessary to become a Christian, is that one 
should believe these facts, or rather the one great proposition 
for the proof of which they have been revealed, that Jesus 
is the Christ, the Son of the Living God. The belief of this 
n one fact, and that upon the best evidence in the world, is all 
that is requisite, as far as faith goes, to salvation. The 
belief of this one fact, and submission to one institution
expressive of it, is all that is required of Heaven to admission
* 69 
into the Church." Every such person"is a disciple in the




fullest sense of the word, the moment he has believed this one
, upon the evidence, and has submitted to the above-men-
70 
tioned institution." There is nothing upon which there is
more universal agreement among Christians, than upon these 
conditions necessary to admission into the Church of Christ, 
for all agree "that whosoever confesses that Jesus is the Christ, 
and is baptized, should be received into the Church; and not
an instance can be produced of any person being asked for any
71 
other faith, in order to admissipn, in the whole Mew Testament."
since this cardinal matter - the steps necessary to salvation- 
is so uniformly accepted as the very essence and heart of the 
Christian revelation, this ground about which there is no con- 
troversy should form the basis for Christian unity. "The point 
is proved that we have assumed; and this proved, everything is
established requisite to the union of all Christians upon a
72 
proper basis."
A summary of this important point in the Campbellian 
theology should here be given. The unity of the Church, ac- 
cording to Mr. Campbell, can never be consummated upon any 
system of Biblical or dogmatic theology, nor upon any source 
of authority which is to be found in the individual himself, 
but rather upon the authority of Christ and the terms of sal- 
vation as laid down by Him. This precisely, is what is meant 
by union upon the "Bible alone". He does not mean, certainly, 
that this union is to fae upon his own theology or his inter- 
pretation of the Bible. This would have been a return to the 
position that "the Bible and the Bible alone, is the religion 
of Protestants," The Campbellian idea, without a doubt, is 
that tne Scriptures are to be taken as the authority, deter-




mining what is essential in Christianity. It is clear that 
the Bible as a whole is not concerned about setting forth 
such essentials. Therefore, it is not upon the whole Bible, 
concerning many parts of which there would be diverse opinions 
and interpretations, but rather the example of the early Church 
under the guidance of the apostles through whom the Holy Spirit 
directed, as representing the authority of Christ. The question 
then would be, "What did Chirst and the apostles taught by Him, 
consider the essentials in salvation and in the form, worship, 
and government of the Church?" Dean Garrison has so clearly 
expressed this Oampbeilian distinction, that he is quoted liber- 
ally here. "The distinction between union on the Bible in the 
sense of union on all the doctrines which each individual con- 
ceives to be taught in the Bible, and union on the Bible in the 
sense of union on Biblical statements regarding the essentials 
of Christianity, is an important one to bear in mind, as it helps 
to define the position which Mr. Campbell*s theology occupied 
in his general scheme of thought. His theology was his inter- 
pretation of the teaching of Scripture on a great many points, 
and it shows the influence of some contemporary systems of theo- 
logy and philosophy. But he did not make his theology his basis 
for union. For example, he conceived that faith, repentance, and 
baptism were essentials of Christianity, and were therefore in- 
cluded in the basis of union. But his interpretation of the 
nature of faith, the manner in which the Holy Spirit operates 
in conversion, and the design of baptism in the scheme of redemp- 
tion were parts of this theology which he taught as truths but
' 73 
did not erect into tests of fellowship." This distinction will
appear even more clearly in our discussion of the difference be- 
tween faith and opinion.
73 "Alexander Campbell 1 s Theology," 70,71.
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The seoond principle necessary to a restoration
primitive Christianity, is a return to "the Christian oon-
74 
" as "the foundation of Christian union and communion".
Under this general division may be considered Mr. 
Campbell 1 s opposition to human creeds, fhis aversion has al- 
ready been casually noted from time to time; in this'connection 
it is essential that it be considered exhaustively. He defines 
in unmistakable terms, what he means when he discusses "creed" 
and "creeds", and gives the reason for his opposition to them. 
In the Rice debate he says: "Ecclesiastic creeds and the faith 
apostolic are just as diverse as inference and premise, as 
fallibility and infallibility, as human reason and divine wisdom. 
When, then, we use the word creed in this discussion, we do not 
mean the truth nor the faith, the law nor the gospel, the 
apostles 1 writings, or those of the prophets, ft or do we mean 
our simple belief of the testimony of God. We all have a belief 
and :a;knowledge of Christian doctfrtne; but this belief or know- 
ledge is not what is indicated by a creed. A creed or confession 
of faith is an ecclesiastic document - the mind and will of 
some synod or council possessing authority - as a term- of com- 
munion, by which persons or opinions are to be tested, appro-
75 
bated, or reprobated." Defending himself against the accusation
of Mr. Kice, that his "Christian System11 is the creed or state- 
ment of belief of the Disciples, he observes that there is a 
great difference between one man's views on theological themes
contained in a book and "a creed, a test by which to try the
76 
principles of men, in order to church or ministerial fellowship. 11
He allows every man to have a statement of belief if he desires - 
he may write it out and have it printed if he wishes; it is the
74 "Christian Baptism," 18.
75 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 762.
76 Ibid., 78£.
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making of any such creedal statement a test of membership in 
Christ's Church, to which he objects. He concludes another 
eloquent answer to Rice, with an invective against the decisive 
nature of creeds. "We all see, that Christendom is, at present, 
in a disturbed, agitated, dislocated, condition - cut up, or 
frittered down into sects and parties innumerable, wholly un- 
warranted by right reason, pure religion, the Bible, the God of 
the Bible. Before the high, and holy, and puissant intelligen- 
ces of earth and heaven, this state of things is most intoler- 
able. I have, for some five and twenty years, regarded human 
creeds as both the cause and the effect of partyism, and the
main perpetuating causes of schism, and, therefore, have remon-
77 
strated and inveighed against them. 11
In his memorable debate with Rice, Hr. Campbell 
affirmed as his sixth proposition, that "human creeds, as bonds
of union and communion, are necessarily heretical and schismat-
78 
ical. w It is impossible in this connection even to summarize
the thirteen arguments by which he sought to substantiate his
79 
proposition. His objection to these documents as disturbing
the peace of £ion, is that which concerns the present inquiry.
As a matter of fact, all of his other objections may be engross-
80 
ed into this one. For this reason, through a lifetime, he
fought against them. "Hot like many who oppose creeds, because 
they first opposed their peculiar tenets; we opposed them on 
their own demerits, not because they opposed us. In this par- 
ticular at least, if not on other accounts, we differ from the 
majority of those who oppose them,-because old parties were 
sustained by them, because they made new parties, and because 
they were roots of bitterness and apples of discord, we opposed
77 "Oampbell-Rioe Debate," 783, 784.
78 Ibid., 759.
79 #or summary of his arguments, see 901-903. C-R Debate,
80 "Campbell-Rice Debate/ 796,799. "Christian Baptism," 16.
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them." In the "Christian System" he makes the somewhat start- 
ling declaration: "It were useless to furnish other evidence 
in proof that human opinions, inferential reasonings, and de- 
ductions from the Bible, exhibited in tlie form of creeds, can 
never unite Christians; as all their fruits are alienation, 
repulsion, bickering and schism. No human creed in Protestant 
Christendom can be., found that has not made a division for 
every generation of its existence. And I may add, the more
thinking, inquisitive, and intelligent the community which owns
82 
a creed, the more frequent their debates and schisms." His
main reason for such unremitting opposition to all creeds, is
83 
summed up in one trenchant sentence. "Our opposition to
creeds arose from a conviction that, whether the opinions in 
them were true or false, they were hostile to the union, peace,
harmony, purity, and joy of Christians, and adversw to the
84 
conversion of the world to Jesus Christ."
As a solution of the whole knotty problem presented 
by the creeds, Campbell proposed a return to the baptismal con- 
fession of the primitive church. Since faith is personal, a 
personal trust in Jesus Christ as the Son of God, it can be 
expressed in the simple words of the confession which was 
manifestly made by all who became members of the Hew Testament 
church* ^o the objection that such a confession is too narrow, 
Campbell would reply that all the gospel is implicit in it. If 
one believes that Jesus is the Christ, uniquely the Son of God, 
he believes all that is essential to his salvation. "Here,
81 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 784. 
83 "Christian System," 109.
83 In the debate with Sice, page 760, Mr. Campbell makes an 
interesting distinction between Grecian symbols and Roman 
creeds. Grecian symbols are "compounds of Christian truths," 
summaries of prominent facts, "of which the document called* 
the apostles 1 creed is a fair specimen." Homan creeds, how- 




then, is the whole revelation of the mystery of the Christian 
institution - the full confession of the Christian faith. All 
that is peculiar to Christianity is found in these words; not 
merely in embryo, "but clearly expressed in outline. A clear 
perception, and a cordial belief of these two facts ( that
Jesus is the Messiah and uniquely the Son of God) will make
85 
any man a Christian." "On that simple confession with the
lips, that he believes in his heart this glorious truth, he is,
86 
by the authority of the heavens, constituted a Christian."
Any party building on a foundation other than this one on which 
the Hew Testament believing community was builded, will event- 
ually perish from the earth. "I again say, that every denom- 
ination built on any other foundation than this rock - on 
this simple confession of faith, in the fair, just, and well- 
defined meaning of its words, will as certainly perish from
87 
the earth as man does." Campbell does not mean here that
they shall cease as organizations in so far as they are Christ- 
ian, "but only as sects and parties. "They may have much truth.
in their systems, but they have so much mortality with it,
88 
that perish they must, as sects, parties, and denominations."
This will be brought to pass by a gradual change in the atti- 
tudes of these bodies, and in a few years or generations they 
will be found to be standing upon the truth and that only. It 
is remarkable how largely Mr. Campbell 1 s prediction has already 
been fulfilled.
That unity of Christians upon this great confession 
is possible, Campbell claims to have demonstrated in the move- 
ment of which he was the acknowledged leader. "We have made





an experiment under conditions not the most propitious, in the 
midst of many conflicting and rival institutions, to lay again 
the same well-tried cornerstone •> the primitive confession on 
which the church was built - the .stone which the Ifester laiftcl 
at Caesarea PhiXLippi, on which to "build his church, in first 
commending it to the notice of the world, promising most sol- 
emnly to build his church of all nations and ages upon it. The 
experiment for the time has been most successful. Probably ttot 
less than two hundred thousand persons of all creeds, and parties, 
and various associations around us; persons of all sorts and 
varities of mind, education, and circumstances in Christendom, 
as well as those from the ranks of scepticism in various forms,
have united in making the same confession, and have associated
89 
upon the same grand fundamental and constitutional principles."
Erom the acknowledged success of this movement on the simple 
New Testament institution alone, $3r. Campbell argues that it 
is possible as a foundation for the unity of the whole Christ- 
ian world. "How, we argue, that if so many persons of all 
these Varieties, before mentioned, can meet, unite and co-oper- 
ate in faith, hope, and love, on this foundation, under the 
new constitution; all the world - all who know, believe, and
love the same Saviour, might. It is broad enough and strong
90 
enough for them all," If asked how can this be, the answer
is to be found in the foundation, "the charter, the confession
of our faith, the creed, the constitution if you please, under
91
which we are incorporated." The strength of the whole edi- 
fice is in trie foundation and that foundation is Jesus Christ 
in His unique character as Grod f s Son.
Here we find Campbell once more upon his true basis




the unity of the Church upon those things essential to 
salvation and universally acknowledged by Christians. #or the 
more than one hundred years of their history, the Disciples 
have had no written creed, and yet they have given to the world 
a demonstration of unity which has never before been equaled 
in the modern Christian era. One of their mottos expressing 
what we have found Mr. Campbell teaching in this connection, 
is "Ko creed but Christ; no book but the Bible. 11
(ol A third principle upon which the success of the 
Campbellian program lot* Christian Unity rests, is that a return 
must be made to "the Christian ordinances - baptism, the Lord's
Bay, and the Lord's Supper, as taught and observed by the
92 
Apostles."
The Campbellian teaching regarding the ordinances 
of Christ as observed by His Church in primitive days, will 
later be considered at length. In the teaching of Paul, the
ordinances were regarded as acts "monumental to the Christian
93 
facts, Christ's death, burial and resurrection (Rom. 6:4,5) w
They were symbols of the unity of the Church. In the great 
experiences of baptism and the Lord's Supper, into which the 
Christian entered, he was definitely at one with all others 
who shared with him these experiences. Principal Robinson has 
well stated the Pauline conception, and also that of the New 
Testament Church, when he says, "we have seen how in St Paul's 
Christianity, unity was centered in these two institutions, 
how thay stood as barriers to division. Sacramental Christ- 
ianity is essentially corporate as opposed to more individual 
types, whether mystical or otherwise. Sacraments stand as. a
witness to ,the fact that 'Grod is no respecter of persons 1 . What
94 
is the possession of one may be the possession of all."
92 "Christian Baptism," 18.
93 Ibid., 19.
94 "Essays on Christian Unity," 177, 178.
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Campbell contends that only a return to what he 
"believed to be the unoontested position of the New Testament 
Churdh in the manner of observance of these unifying ordinan- 
ces of the Lord, could Christian unity ever be brought about. 
This conviction is the foundation of all the voluminous writing 
which he did on thjfc subject.
®. A fourth principle which is absolutely essential 
in a return to primitive Christianity that the Church may be 
reunited, is "that instead of the modern ecclesiastic and sect- 
arian terminology, or technical style, we adopt Bible names for
95
Bible things." To Mr. Campbell, this was one of the most nec- 
essary requisites. "There is nothing more essential to the
96 
union of :,the disciples of Christ than purity of speech." "If
we could, by any means, restore a pure speech to the present 
church militant, we might have some hope of an evangelical 
union, communion, and co-operation in Protestantdoin - that would 
give an impetus to the Apostolic Gospel, adequate to the wants 
of distracted Christendom; and to the prevention t>£ the daily 
accummulating influence of infidelity and practical atheism,
within the territory which we rather, as now existing, ironically
97 
call Christendom."
Mr. Campbell objected to the theological terminology 
of his day because he was certain that there lurked in it the 
speculation of the various schools. "I object to much of the 
nomenclature of modern theology. We hare drawn too much on the
paganized vocabulary of Rome. Keither Jewish, Christian, nor
98
Pagan, but a mongrel dialect is the jargon of the present age."
He frequently illustrates his meaning on this point, by sub- 
stituting the words used in the Sacred Writings in place of those
95 "Christian Baptism," 20.
96 "Christian System," 125.
97 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 33.
98 "Oampbell-Rioe Debate," 709, 710.
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which were current. "Instead of 'sacraments 1 , we prefer 'or- 
dinances'; for 'the Eucharist', the Lord's Supper; for ' cove- 
nant of works 1 , the law; for 'covenant of grace 1 , the gospel; 
for 'Testament', Institution or Covenant; for 'Trinity', God- 
head; for 'first, second, and third person', the father, the 
Son, and the Holy Spirit; for 'Eternal Son, 1 the Son of God; 
for 'original sin', the fall or offense; for 'Christian 
Sabbath' t the Lord's Day or flirst Day; for 'effectual calling 1 , 
calling or obedience; for 'merits of Christ' , righteousness or
sacrifice of Christ; for 'general atonement', ransom for all;
99 
for 'free grace 1 , grace; for 'free will 1 , will; etc., etc."
A study of these terms and many others which wiii readily come 
to mind, will assuredly "bear out the Campbellian contention 
that the terminology of modern theology contains many specula- 
tions which may or may not be Christian. Campbell believed 
that if the Christian world could get behind all this phrase- 
ology which had grown up through the centuries of speculation, 
to the original text and speak in the language employe.d during 
the days of the $ew Testament community, a great stride toward 
unity would be made. He states clearly his own reason for 
using Bible names for Bible things. "We choose to fc<pea& of 
Bible things by Bible words, because we are always suspici<S>uat 
that if the word is not in the Bible, the idea which it repret
sents is not there; and always confident that the things taught
Vs/Goi ave V»«*fc«* lm<&&
in the words and under the names which the Holy Spirit has
chosen and appropriated, than in the words which man's wis-
100 
dom teaches." He relates his o«^ experience in attempting
reformation in this regard, and confesses that it has been 
only with the greatest difficulty that this necessary principle
/
has been applied, and that even up to the time of his writing
99 "Christian Baptism," 20.
100 "Christian System," 1E5.
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he had not been absolutely - successful. "The Bible alone is 
the Bible only, in word and deed, in profession and practice; 
and this alone can reform the world and save the Churelu 
Judging others as we once judged ourselves, there are not a 
few who are advocating the Bible alone and preaching their 
own opinions. Before we applied the Bible alone to our views, 
or brought our views or religious practices to the Bible, we 
plead the old theme,- f ^he Bible alone is the religion of Pro- 
testants*, But we found it an ardous task, and one of twenty 
year's labor, to correct our diction and purify our speech 
according to the Bible alone; and even yet we have not fully 
repudiated the language of Ashdod. We only profess to worfc 
and wallc by rules which will inevitably issue in a pure speech, 
and in right conceptions of that pure, and holy, and celestial
thing called Christianity,- in faith, in sentiment, and in
101 
practice."
The Campbellian principle of purity of speech has 
been rigidly applied by the Disciples, especially in the matter 
of names which should be worn by the Church as an organization, 
and the individuals as members of it* Very early in the move- 
ment the question as to just what name should be worn, agitated 
the leaders. The discussion began in the days of the "Christ- 
ian Baptist". It appears in a very interesting form in the 
"Harbinger" for 1839. The determining reason, Mr. Campbell 
tells us, for his change in the name of the "Christian Bap- 
tist" to that of the "Millennial Harbinger" was that those who
10E
were following his views were being called "Christian Baptists".
Because of the position which they advocated, nicloiames were 
peculiarly odious to the Disciples. Campbell himself was con- 
stantly busied in trying to make his opponents see that his
101 "Christian System," 6
102 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1839, 337, 338.
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co-laborers resented being called by any human name. "We do 
protest against christening the gospel of Jesus and the, Christ- 
ian religion, by the name of any mortal man. To carry the prin- 
ciple out, we ought to call every man^ sentiments by his name. 
Because we have disclaimed creeds, names, and sects, our adver- 
saries seem to take a pleasure in designating our writings and 
speeches by the name oreed, Campbellite, theory, system, etc.
This is both unmanly and unchristian. -Men, fond of nicknaming,
103 
are generally weak in reason, argument, and proof." In another
connection, he states the foundational position upon which he has 
stood from the very beginning of his work, in regard to the whole, 
much-discussed question of a name. "Call no man on earth Father, 
or Leader, or Master, is a positive precept. Under that flag
we put forth to sea when we set sail from the moorings of sectar-
104 
ianism for the haven of ancient and primitive Christianity."
In almost sarcastic language he strikes back at those of his day 
whom he believed were endeavoring to sectarianize his movement. 
"The Iqitherans, Calvinists, Arminians, judging us according to 
their standard, and weighing us in their balances, have nick- 
named us 'Campbellites 1 . They wish, us to take no precedence of 
them. 3?hey are very proud of the livery they wear, and would 
have us to he like themselves - the followers of an earthly 
fallible leader. Bu£ our Master forbids as to assume any such
designation as derogatory to him and to ourselves, and tending
105 
to schism."
The name above all others, preferred by Mr. Campbell, 
was "Disciple". The names "Reformers" and "Bible Christians" 
receive severe treatment at his hands. Of the former he says; 
"Some would have us call ourselves Reformers, as if this word
103 "Milennial Harbinger," Volume for 1830, 118.
104 Ibid., Volume ££r 1839, 338.
105 Ibid., Volume for 1839, 337, 338.
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was specific of anything, kike the word Protestant, it means 
nothing definite, either in principle or in practice. 2?here 
have been protestants and reformers, political, economical, 
ecclesiastic, and sacerdotal, times and ways without number. 
We are not reformed Baptists.^ifetfeBidista, ̂ Presbyterians, or 
such things. Why, then, misrepresent ourselves? We may
be reformed Baptists or reformed sinners, and yet a great way
106 
off Christians. !t Of the suggested name "Bible Christians",
he writes in the same style: "Some like the name 'Bible 
Christians 1 , as if there were Christians without the Bible; 
or Bible, and not Bible Christians. There are no £oran 
Christians. Hence Bible before Christian is like human before
man, or female before woman. A human man, a female woman,
107 
and a Bible Christian are creatures of the same parentage."
He presents four arguments in favor of the name
108 
Disciple, (l). It is more ancient. 3?he followers of Christ
were called Disciples before they received the name Christian 
in Antioch. "Disciples of Christ, is, then, a more ancient 
title than Christian, while it fully includes the whole idea.
It is, then, as divine, as authoritative, as the name Christ-
109 
ian, and more anciant." (2). It is more descriptive. Christ-
ian, as a name, ma^y be confusing. It may be that some one 
would confound it with a title of citizenship in a country, 
like that of an American, a Roijan, etc. Disciple is more 
descriptive in that it indicates the relation of the follower
to his I*ord, as that of a learner or scholar. (3). It is
110 
more scriptural. Luke wrote his Acts some thirty years after
Jesus had ascended to Heaven. In his writings, which relate 
at least thirty years of the history of the primitive church,
106 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1839, 338.
107 Ibid., 338.
108 Ibid., 338, 339.
109 Ibid., 339.
HO Ibid., 339, 340.
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the word Christian is used but twfcfce - once by the people of 
Antiooh (Acts 11:26), and once "by King Agrippa; "but no disciple, 
as far as Luke relates, ever spoke of himself or brethern after 
that designation. More than thirty times they are called dis- 
ciples in the Acts of the Apostles. Luke and other intelligent 
men call them 'bretheSfn 1 and ^disciples 1 , but never Christians. 
Again we have the word Christian but once in the epistles, and 
then in circumstances which make it pretty evident that it was
used rather by the enemies, than by the friends of the brother- 
Ill 
hood." (4). As it distinctly regards our own communion, it
is a name unappropriated at the present time. In Hew England 
and in other sections of the country, there are those who are 
Unitarians yet they wear the name Christian. Those who believe
in the restoration of primitive Christianity, do not wish to be
11B 
confused with Arians and Unitarians.
Thomas Campbell contended for the name Christian 
(l)"because of the radical and comprehensive import of its appel-
ative signification", and (2) "because of its Scriptural Con- 
113 
sistency with the intention of the proposed reformation." With
regard to the former, it is evident that the name means one who 
is a disciple and follower of Christ. Erom Him it receives all 
is significance. All of the titles used by the early followers 
of the Lord, are comprehended in this one. As regards the second 
argument, it must be evident that such a name is more in harmony 
with the reformation, the fundamental principle of which, has 
been a return to the foundational things of the Christian religion 
For this reformation "some of us have been laboring both by 
tongue and pen, by pulpit and press, for, at least, thirty years. 
The professed object is, and has been, from our commencement
111 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume of 1839, 559
112 Ibid., 337. Also, see 339.
113 Ibid., Volume of 1840, 21, 22.
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the restoration of pure, primitive, apostolic Christianity in 
letter and spirit, in principle and practice; witness our
declaration and Address, published at Washington, Pennsylvania,
114 
in the fall of 1809." 3?his name which was given at Antioch,
the name which we have the right to wear because we have been 
baptized into Christ (Gal. 3:27), because the Church is the 
bride of Christ and ought to wear her husband's name - what 
more suitable or Scriptural name or one more in harmony with 
all we have taught, can be foundl "Surely, no name can pos- 
sibly combine in it so many interesting considerations to ex- 
cite us to everything that is good, honorable, and praise- 
worthy, as the name Christian. It is, without exception, the
most exalting, the most honorable, and distinguishing title
115 
under heaven."
In reply to his father, Alexander Campbell, begin- 
ning with an affirmation that enough has already been said on 
the matter, since we cannot help what the outside world may 
call us anyhow, affirms that there is but one question in his
own mind regarding the name Christian. Have we really any
116 
divine authority for the title at all? Was the name first
given by heaven or earth? Was it recommended first by human 
authority, and finally adopted by divine authority? IT or three 
reasons, he believes that the name does not come to us by 
direct divine authority, (l) The arguments for its divine 
character from the days of John Hewton until his own time, based 
upon the term kxpTQjaetntrav, in Acts 11:26, are inconclusive. It 
has never been clearly proved that the word means "divinely 
called". Those who have contended that it is the "new name" re- 
ferred to in Isaiah 60:3, are employing a type of argument which 
ought to be discredited. In this connection, Mr. Campbell shows
114 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume of 1840, 22.
115 Ibid., 22.
116 Ibid., 24, 25,
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the critical attitude of his own mind and gives us a hint at 
least, of what his posture on the Biblical criticism of our 
own time, might be. Speaking of the method by which those 
substantiate their position who hold the view that Isaiah had 
in mind the name Christian, he says; "But that was in the days 
of text-preaching, when the context had little or nothing to 
do with the interpretation of any passage; for now all are 
satisfied that the new name there spoken of is Hepzibah - 'the 
deligjit of the Lord 1 , or 'My delight is in her 1 . 11 (2) A 
second argument M&ich seems to indicate that the name Christian
has no directly derived divine authority, is to be found in the
117 
very fact that it w$s not given at Jerusalem but at Antioch.
From Jerusalem went forth the law and the word of God. Since 
the Holy Spirit was then fully communicated to the Apostles, and 
they had a full revelation of the whole institution and of the
Master's will, whatever name they gave to the followers of
118
Christ was of divine authority, and no other." How it is cer- 
tain that they were not then called Christians, for that was 
not done until the name was given at Antioch. Unless the Apos- 
tles received a new revelation on the subject some fourteen 
years after Pentecost, we cannot say that it was given by direct 
divine authority. (3) In the third place, Luke must have been 
an ungodly man, if during the twenty-one years after they were 
called Christians first at Antioch. and the fourteen years be- 
fore that time, he refused to call them by this divinely given
119 
title. Instead of doing so, he constantly calls them disciples.
"Unless, then, we suppose this man Luke to have been a bold and 
daring offander against a divine revelation, it is infallibly 
certain that he and his companions, the Apostles, did not re- 
ceive the name Christian as coming from Heaven, but from the
117 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1840, 85.




rude and profane Antiochans." (4) The reference to the name in
I Peter ^:16 is not conclusive as an argument for the divine 
source of derivation. The writer is "but exhorting those who 
are suffering fiery trials in this name which is to the pagans 
one of reproach and derision, not only to deport themselves
honorably, but in their suffering, to even glorify &od ¥in this
^ name. While Peter uses this term in his exhortation, at the
same time "the saints called themselves brethern and disciples". 
"For A.D. 60, Luke says f the disciples 1 came together to break 
the loaf at Troas; while Peter spoke of their persecution under 
the title of Christians in the same year, and not far from the 
same place. The world, then, it seems called them Christians
while they called themselves disciples and brethern, etc., down
123 
to A.D. 64."
While believing it to be of humble origin, Gamp- 
bell evidently became convinced that the name Christian had been 
adopted by the early disciples, and that it was therefore divine- 
ly approved, for his final position is that any and all Hew 
Testament names should be worn by Christ's followers. While his 
own preference was expressed for Disciples, any name which had
  j**^
the sanction of the $ew Testament, was permissible. "The breth*rr 
all have a vote in this matter; and among the candidates for 
public favor, I give my vote for *The Disciples 1 or for 
disciples, of Christ 1 . This is, for the reasons now given,
my choice; but I will not contend with any man for a mere name,
124 
especially when they are all good." It is interesting to note
how the Disciples have followed Mr. Campbell in this regard. In 
the eastern part of the United States, they are generally known 
as flDisciples of Christ". In the middle west and south, due
1£0 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume of 1840, 25.
121 Ibid., 26.
122 Campbell believed Acts to have been written in 64 A.D. and 
First Peter in 60 A.D. See Harbinger, Vol. 1840, 26.
123 Ibid., 26.
124 "lailennail Harbinger," Volume for 1839, 536.
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largely to the influence of those who had composed the movement 
under Barton W. Stone, they are called "Christian Churches", 
while in the far west of the continent they are more frequent- 
ly known as "Churches of Christ11 . The latter name is employ- 
ed exclusively "by the churches in Great Britian and Ireland, 
and in Australasia. The "Year Book" of the United Christian 
Missionary Society, which officially tabulates the membership
of the churches, and records their missionay and benevolent
185 
gifts, is entitled, "Year Book, Disciples of Ohrist". To Mr.
Campbell, however, the thing was so much more important than 
the name, that he refused to contend about one designation 
more than another. In the closing paragraph, of his article 
against the direct divine authenticity of the name Christian, 
he writes: "But let all remember that those who were first 
called Christians in Antiooh, were persons who had first believ- 
ed the gospel preached by the Apostles - had then repented of 
their sins - were then immersed into the name of the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Spirit - met the first day of the week - 
showed forth the Lord's death - contributed freely to the neces- 
sities of the saints, and kept the apostolic ordinances. Will 
those who contend for this name do the same things, and exhibit 
the same moral excellencies 1. If so, I will call them Christians, 
if that will please them better than Disciples, or any other 
name; so far superior, in my judgement, is the thing t© the 
name - the fruit to the blossom - the living man to the inanimate 
statue - the character to the profession. It will be remembered 
that I have used almost indiscriminately sundry names, and will
likely continue to do so; for where the I«ord has made me free,
126 
I canot, without good cause, agree to bind myself."
Year Book for 1925. 
1B6 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1840, 26
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Ui> The fifth "grand proposition essential to the 
evangelical reformation - to Christian union and co-operation 
in the kingdom of Christ, is,- that unity of faith, and not 
unity of opinions, must be publicly and privately taught and
advocated as prerequisite to the communion of the children of 127
God." Conscious that they were attacking the knotty question
of how an enduring unity could be preserved with the greatest
128 
degree of liberty of opinion, the Campbells, and practically
every one of their fellow-followers, wrote largely upon this
angle of the unity issue. Alexander Campbell often and clearly
def/nc3
Athe distinction. In the Rice debate, he makes a very clear
statement concerning it, "With us, then, faith is testimony 
believed; knowledge is our own experience; and opinion is pro- 
bable inference. Whenever we have clear, well authenticated 
testimony, we have faith, and this faith is always in the ratio 
of the testimony we have, or in the apprehension of its truth 
and certainty. Our personal acquaintance wi th men and things 
constitutes our knowledge; of which, different individuals, 
according to their discrimination and capacity, have various 
proportions. But, in the absence of our own personal acquaint- 
ance, observation and experience, and in the absence of good
129
and well authenticated testimony, we have mere opinion." Illus- 
trating this definition, he says, "I believe that Julius Caesar
127 "Christian Baptism," 21.
128 A paragraph from Chillingsworth, often quoted by Disciples, 
discusses this distinction. "Let all men believe the 
Scripture, and that only, and endeavor to believe it in the 
true sense, and require no more of others, and they shall 
find this not only a better, but the only means to suppress 
heresy and restore unity. For he that believes the Scrip- 
ture sincerely, and endeavors to believe it in the true 
sense, cannot possibly be a heretic. And if no more than 
this be required of any man to make him capable of the 
Church's communion, then all men, so qualified, though they 
were different in opinion, notwithstanding any such dif- 
ference, must be of necessity one in communion." "The 
Religion of Protestants a Safe Way to Salvation," 23. Bonn 
edition.
129 wCampbell-Ri«e Bebate," 835, 836.
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was assassinated in the Roman senate-house, at the statue of
Pompey; I Icnow that the sun is the source of our light an heat;
130 
and I am of the opinion that Saturn is inhabited."
But where does faith cease and opinion begin? How 
are we going to discover that which is the basic foundation
upon which, we may all be one? This question was repeatedly asfc-
131 
ed by Dr. Sice. In answer to it, Mr. Oampbell defines the dif-
ference between "faith* and "the faith". This distinction is 
essential to a further elucidation of the domains of faith and 
opinion. " 'Faith 1 and l the faith1 are not identical. They
are never used as synonyms; eonsequently they represent two dis-
133 
tinct ideas. 11 "Christians have faith in the faith originally
133 
delivered to the saints." Faith, according to the writer of
the Hebrew letter, is the eAeyx$S x the. conviction or persuasion 
of things not seen. It is of the nature of a proof, a conclusive 
argument, a demonstration. It is clear that the writer, in this 
word, means that central body of assured, saving truth which the 
early Christians believed to their salvation. "Faith, therefore, 
has nothing to do with opinions, theories, or speculative reason-
ings, of any sort whatever. Its field is facts reported, well
134 
authenticated, and nothing else." While in modern times, we
have many "Faiths, falsely so called", the plain and definite 
statements of St Paul indicate that there was in the primitive 
Church but "one evangelical faith - as there is but one Sod and
Father of all, one Lord and Savior of all, and one Holy Spirit -
135 
the Holy Guest of all who receive Jesus as the Christ of God,"
This faith, this body of assuted divine truth, which they be- 
lieved unto their salvation, is contained in the Hew Testament. 
"The primitive Christians had one, and but one faith, written
130 "Campbell-Rice Bebate," 835,836. "Harbinger Abridged, II, 39
131 Ibid., '775, 780, 818.





out for them "by apestles and prophets; we have it in the one
136 
volume, usually called the Hew Testament." Now it is also
indisputable that this "body of truth was called "by different 
names. "In the days of the apostles, there was something called 
'the faith 1 , 'the form of sound words 1 , "the truth 1 , 'the
gospel 1 , which was to them something more than our summaries,
137 
called creeds and confessions of faith." The faith, then, is
the gospel, the divinely authenticated deposit of revelation 
enshrined within the New Testament Scriptures. Such a revela- 
tion is made Icnown to us through the words or testimony of the 
apostles. "'Contend earnestly for the faith once delivered to 
the saints.* Jude wrote his short and comprehensive epistle 
near the close of the apostolifc age. He saw an approaching 
defection and enjoined, in these words, an antidote against 
the early workings of the mystery of iniquity. He saw efforts 
to introduce new things by the converted Jews and Pagans, incor- 
porated in the Christian family, and in the midst of these 
efforts wrote his epistle. Such a precept, emanating from such 
circumstances, is equivalent to a positive prohibition of every- 
thing but the faith, the truth, the identical words, commended
by apostles and prophets, as the foundation of the Christian
138
temple, and the constitution of the Christian Church." Mr. Gamp- 
bell does not mean to ta.ke a legalistic turn in this affirmation; 
his thought is rather that in the express words of the apostles, 
we have the revelation vouchsafed to us. In his identification 
of the faith with the Divine revelation, we have an echo of the 
words of Thomas Campbell in the "Declaration and Address". He 
appeals to the ministry of his day "to remove human opinions
and inventions of men out of the way, by carefully separating
139 " 
this chaff from the pure wheat of primary and authentic revelation





But just what is this "primary and authentic revel- 
ation"? Of what elements is it composed? Mr. Campbell answers 
with an exposition of 1 3?im. 3:16. The six items related in 
this passage concerning the life, work, and person of the Christ, 
form the summary of "the faith. God manifest in the flesh, 
justified in the Spirit, seen or attended upon by Angels, announced 
or preached to the Gentiles, believed on in the world, taken
up into glory - these are the great facts of the good news
140 
that God has granted salvation to men." "This is the most
splendid summary of the faith; not of faith alone; but of the 
transcendent facts of the peerless majesty, the more than regal 
glory, honor, and official grandeur of Jesus the Christ, cul- 
minating in his absolute Lordship, constituting him the annoint-
ed High Priest, the glorified &ing, the Oracle of the Absolute
141 
Jehovah." "This is the faith, the hope, the rejoicing of the
142 
regenerate."
There is another approach to an explication of the 
nature of "the faith". It is to be found in Paul's definition 
of the gospel (I Cor. 15; 1-5). Mr. Campbell once more identifies 
the gospel with "the faith". "low the question, the great 
question, with many of our contemporaries is, wha/fc was the gospel 
which Paul preached - or in other words, what was the faith, 
the gospel faith which Paul preached to the Gentiles?" Paul,
YC.himself, tells us. "How I make known unto you, bretheam, the 
gospel which I preached unto you, which also ye received, wherein 
also ye stand, by which also ye are saved, if ye hold fast the
*
word which I preached unto you, except ye believed in vain, l*or 
I delivered unto you first of all that which also I received: 
that Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures; that
140 "Millennial Harbinger, Abridged? 34,
141 Ibid., 34.
14E Ibid., II. 34.
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he was buried; and that he hath been raised on the third day 
according to thr scriptures." Here are the facts that con- 
stitute the gospel, without which there would be no gospel. The 
Apostle does not state them merely as interesting facts, but 
with the statement, includes their gospel interpretation, and 
declares that these words are not inventions of his -asm; this 
is the authentic tradition which he has received. The Apostles, 
doubtless, did have their various theologies - this we now know 
to be a fact established beyond the region of controversy, but
in these great foundational facts and their meaning for salva-
143 
tion and the future life, they were at one. "These, then, are
the saving, soul-redeeming elements, or the principles - the
life-giving principles, of the faith then delivered to the
144 
saints in Corinth." So man of discernment and culture, with
the Hew Testament in his hand - even without that spiritual 
culture which is so essential to the truest interpretation of
things Divine, "can for a moment doubt that this is the kernel
145 
of the tree of life eternal."
From the definition which Mr. Campbell gives of 
"the faith", there appears a further reason for his continued 
opposition to partyism in the Church. While holding to the 
same fundamental faith, the various denominations stand apart 
from each other, divided, not by what is essential to the very 
life of Christianity - the common faith, but by their opinions 
and speculations. "How these sects are all founded on opinions 
and not on faith. Every society in Christendom admits the 
same faith, or builds on the same grand evangelical facts; though
indeed, by their opinions and traditions, some of them have
146 
made the faith of God of none effect." The error which has
143 "Millennial Harbinger, Abridged," II. 35.
144 Ibid., 35, 36.
145 Ibid., 36.
146 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 835.
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made Protestantism into a horde of warring sects, increasing 
in numbers year by year, is the failure to differnetiate be- 
tween faith- that which must be held by all and without which 
there can be no salvation on gospel terms, and opinions - 
specualtions which, though they cjay be in themselves interesting, 
are not essential to salvation. The making of such opinions 
into tests of fellowship by reducing them to creedal formu- 
laries, has held followers of the same Lord, in various and 
rival camps. The "grand error" of Protestant Christianity, 
then, "is, that it seems never to recognize where faith ends, 
and where opinion begins; nay, it very often confounds faith 
and opinions, and lays full as much emphasis upon right opin- 
ions, as upon right faith; and, in some instances, places 
opinion above faith. Our faith, then, and our opinions, do
not clash for we can never have both faith and opinion on the
147 
same subject."
In the light of the above definitions and distinct- 
ions, the way to unity, as Gampbell conceived it, is obvious. 
The Christian world must cease making opinions, those positions 
v/hich are not clearly matters of Bivine revelation, tests of 
membership in Christ 1 s Church; but allowing each man to think 
as he pleases on such things, to unite upon that great common 
faith, the gospel of the Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. It is 
evident that men can never give up their opinions. Think, we 
mast I Think, we ought I But should the fact that men must 
have opinions on Biviaa things, and that they cannot give them 
up, stand in the way of the unity of Christians? JSTot at all, 
answers Campbell, for "we do not ask them to give up their 
opinions - we ask them only not to impose them upon others*! . -
Let them hold their opinions; but let them hold them as pri-
148
vate property." It is only as we try to measure all Christians
147 "Campbell-Biue 3>ebate," 835.
148 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 37.
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by the standard of opinion, that we divide. "Men have foolish- 
ly attempted to make the deductions of some great minds, the 
oommon measure of all Christians. Hence the deductions of a
Luther, and a Galvin, and a Lesley, have been the rule and
149 
measure of all who coalesce under the names of the leaders."
Unity in the faith is not incompatible with diversity in opinions. 
Only as this basic fact is appreciated by the Churches, can 
there ever be any hope of reunion. "In religion we have one 
Lord, one faith, one baptism, one body, one spirit, one hope, 
and one God and Father. The Churdh, then, may have opinions 
by the thousands, while her faith is limited to the inspired 
testimony of apostles and prophets; where that testimony begins 
and ends, faith begins and ends. In faith, then, all Christians 
may be one, though of diverse knowledge and of numerous opinions. 
In faith we must be one, for there is but one Christian faith; 
while, in opinions, we may differ. Hence we are commanded to
receive one another without regard to differences of opinion,
150 
Romans 15;1,2."
The relation of unity in the faith, with liberty
of opinions, to the problem of the conversion of the world, re-
151 
ceives careful attention from Campbell. In the "Christian
System", he states it in two syllogistic sentences, (l)"Noth- 
ing is essential to the conversion of the world, but the union 
and cooperation of Christians. (2) Nothing is essential to the 
union of Christians but the Apostolic testimony." To arrange 
it in another order: "(l) The testimony of the Apostles is the 
only self-sufficient means of uniting all Christians. (8) The
union of Christians with the Apostles' testimony is all-sufficient
15B 
and alone sufficient to the conversion of the world." In
149 "Millennail Harbinger Abridged," II. 37.
150 "Campbell-Bice Debate, 11 836.
151 "Christian Baptist," II. 66,67. See, also,"Essays on th£ 
Westminster Creed,"II. Uote "Review of Dr. Noel's Cir- 
cular," V.
152 "Christian System," 107.
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His so-called intercessory prayer, Jesus definitely associates
 unity, the words or testimony of His apostles, and the salvation
153 
of the world. "Neither for these only do I pray, but for them
also that believe on me through their word; that they may all be 
one; even as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they
may also be in us: that the world may believe that thou didst
154 
send me." "Who does not see in this position, that the words
or testimony of the apostles, the unity of the disciples, and the
conversion of the world, are bound together by the wisdom and
155 
love of the Father, by the devotion and philanthropy of the Son."
"The words of the apostles are laid as the basis, the unity of
the disciples the glorious result, and the only successful means
of c onverting the world to the acknowledgement that Jesus of
Uazareth is the Messiah or the Son of the Blessed, the only
156 
Savior of men." The historical fact that the primitive church
was firmly united on the faith as expressed in the testimony of
the apostles, though free to hold and express such opinions as
157 
they pleased on those matters not clearly revealed, - the further
fact that through many years, Campbell and his colleagues had 
been trying this plan out to the very letter, made him believe 
implicitly that such a basis is possible for all the numerous 
sects of the Christian world. Referring to the Church in its 
pristine unity, he says: "When they came to baptism, they all
153 "Christian Baptist," 135, 136, 139.
154 John 17:20,21.
155 "Christian Baptist," 135.
156 Ibid., 135.
157 Mr. Campbell instances the fact that in the time of Paul, 
while united in the faith, the early Christians hesitated 
not to hold and even preach and express in other ways, their 
various opinions. Some taught that the world was coming 
to an end very soon, others that the law of Moses was 
still binding on those who had become Christians, while 
others preached that the resurrection was already passed. 
ifa.cn pf Paul's writings are taken up with earnest and 
firm refutations of erroneous opinions. We need not be 
troubled, then, today when these opinions are expressed 
within the church. We have the right to differ, but not 
to divide. "Campbell-Hice Debate," 810, 811.
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made the same confession, and were builded together upon the 
same foundati. on; and having only the apostolic writings, easily 
maintained the unity of the spirit in the bonds of peace, They 
had no formula of doctrine as yet, other than the apostolic 
formula which we still have in the living oracles of the New 
Testament. I presume that it is always a safe argument, that 
the same cause will always produce the same effect. If, then, 
we take the Divinely authenticated and authorized creed of the 
sacred writings, and allow for differences of opinion, not 
properly called the faith, we might all unite on the same found- 
ation, and enjoy the same peace and harmony. We are making the 
same experiment now, and so far, it proves itself to he Divine- 
ly effectual, as in the first and second centuries. It has 
been tried in different nations, and works well both in the old 
world and the new. ^rom the history of former times, and from 
our own experience, as well as from doctrines delivered in the 
book, we have the fullest assurance cf its adaptation to society, 
and of its ultimate triumph over all rival systems in the world.
The church was once united and happy on the apostolic writings,
158 
and it will be so again."
Casual reference has been made to the success of 
the experiment for unity upon the basis of "the faith", allowing 
liberty of opinions. A further study of its success, considered 
from lfr« Campbell f s own standpoint, is of interest. In giving 
emphasis to the distinction, and in defining so explicitly the 
sphere of each, he believed he had discovered the solution to 
the problem of how to obtain enduring unity, with the largest 
liberty of opinion - how to retain an authority in which .there 
could be unity, with the right of private judgement. "We have 
long since learned the lesson, to draw a well-defined boundary
158 "Oampbell-Ri^e Debate," 838.
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between faith and opinion, and while we earnestly contend for 
the faith, to allow perfect freedom of opinion, and of the 
expression of opinion, is the true philosophy of church union, 
and the sovereign antidote against heresy. Hence in our com- 
munion at this moment, we have as strong Oalvinists and as 
strong Arminians, as any, I presume in this house - certainly 
many that have been such. Yet we go hand in hand, in one faith,
one hope, and in all Christian union and cooperation in the
159 
great cause of personal sanctification and human redemption."
of the undeniable success of the Campbellian experiment 
was due, Mr. Gainpbell himself believed, not only to the rigid 
distinction made between the provinces of faith and opinion, 
"but to the further fact that when erroneous opinions are let 
alone, they die out of themselves. "It is not the object of 
our efforts to make men think alike on a thousand themes. Let 
men think as they please on any matters of human opinion, and 
upon f docttines of religion1 , provided only they hold the head 
Christ, and keep his commandments. I have learned, not only 
the theory, but the fact - that if you wish opinionism to cease 
or subside, you must not call up and debate every thing that
men think or nay. You may debate anything into consequence,
160 
or you may, by a dignified silence, waste it into oblivon, 11
He gives further testimony to the fact that the principle has 
worked in effective fashion, although those who have accepted 
his position represent almost every conceivable shade of theo- 
logical opinion. "On this ground," - the faith once for all 
delivered,- "many of us have stood for years. We have fully 
tested this principle. Men, formerly of all persuasions, and 
of all denominations and prejudices, have been baptized on this 
good confession, and have united in one community. Among them
159 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 393.
160 Ibid., 797.
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are found those who have been Homanists, Spiscopalinas, Pres- 
byterians, Methodists, Baptists, Restorationists, Quakers, 
Arians, Unitarians, etc., etc. We have onefaith, one Lord,
one,baptism, but various, opinions. These, when left to vegi-
161 
tate, without annoyance, if erroneous, wither and die." "We
indeed receive to our communion persons of other denominations 
who will take upon them the responsibility of their partaking 
with us. We do, indeed, in our affections and in our practice^, 
areceive all Christians, all who give evidence of their faith
in the Messiah, and of their attachment to his person, character,
163 
and will."
Because >J9 considered it of such fundamental im- 
portance in the whole scheme for Christian unity, Mr. Campbell 
gave great prominence in his writings to the method by which 
opinions of men ought to be received. It was his firm belief 
that had the case of Arius been let ecclesiastically alone,
the heresy which gave it birth would not have outlived its
163 
generation. The most certain way to cause a false view of
divine things to live, is to get up a debate, call a council,
164 
and the work is done. In reply to an accusation of Rice,
that his policy would tend to a light treatment of errors, he '
says, "It is opinions, and not ordinances nor faith, I let
165
alone." If this is done, false theories will not live, lack- 
ing that vitality which is the power of truth. "I have known 
innumerable instances of persons outliving their opinions, and 
erroneous reasonings, and even sometimes forgetting the modes 
of reasoning by which they had embraced and maintained them. 
This was the natural result of the philosophy of letting them
161 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 785.
162 Ibid., 785.
163 Ibid., 796.
164 Ibid., 809, 811.
165 Ibid., 809.
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alone. In this way, they came to be of one mind in all points 
in which unity of thought is desirable, in order to unity of 
worship and action. We have Hid as much experience in the 
operation of these principles, having observed them longer than 
perhaps any of our contemporaries, I feel myself authorized 
to say, that there are many persons in our communion who, with- 
in ten or fifteen years have attained to more unanimity and 
uniformity of thinking, speaking and acting upon all the great 
elements of Christianity, than is usually found in the members 
of any other community in the country. I do not think, after 
all, that,,you, sir, could find so much uniformity of sentiment, 
covering so many former opinions and doctrines, in so many de- 
grees of latitude, and amongst so many persons, as already are 
united in the ranks of reformation. This we regard as a matter
so well proved and documented amongst us, that it has already
166 
the certainty of a moral demonstration."
There are two classic oases in Bisciple history, 
in which the principle so strongly advocated by the first lead- 
ers of the movement was tested to the extreme. The first was
167
the case of Aylette Raines, a Restorationist preacher, who in 
1828, during the great evangelistic wave in Ohio became a 
convert to the movement. Some of the members of the Phoning 
Association, being suspicious of Raines, since so recently he 
had with power proclaimed his Universalist doctrines, demanded 
that he make a statement before the Association, of his opin- 
ions on the whole Restoration scheme. Aylette Raines clearly 
stated in the meeting, that when he became a member~of the 
movement for Christian Unity, he had renounced all sectarian- 
ism, and felt now that he should not be judged for opinions
166 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 797, 798.
167 "ifemoirs of Alexander Campbell, 11 Richardson, II. 243, 247.
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which he held as private property only. Thomas Campbell, as 
did also his son, defended him on the ground that he had a 
right to hold such opinions. Alexander Campbell argued that 
since Mr. Raines actually believed in the reality of the punish- 
ment of the wicked but held it as an opinion that God would 
eventu&lly eliminate from the universe all traces of sin its
punishment included, he was in agreement with them on things
168 
fundamental. He "considered thi£ to be the substance of the
divine communications on the subject, and that conjectures or
theories as to anything beyond this, were mere opinions or
169 
speculations." ifr. Raines, agreeing to hold such opinions
privately and not to teach or preach them as a part of the gos- 
pel, was cordially received, and became one of the outstand- 
ingly faithful and successful ministers of the Bisciples. Thomas 
Campbell expressed his position in defending him, when he said: 
"He is philosophically a Restorationist and I am a Calvinist, 
but notwithstanding this difference of opinion between us, I
would put my right hand into the fire and have it burned off,
170 
before I would hold up my hands against him." The wisdom of
this, at that time daring course, was demonstrated, not only in 
the fact that Aylette Raines became later one of the great lead- 
ers of the movement, but also in the further fact that in his 
attention to the fundamentals of the gospel, he gradually out- 
grew his Restorationist principles. In 1830, he wrote to Mr. 
Campbell that "my 'restorationist 1 sentiments have been slowly
and imperceptibly erased from my mind by the ministry of Paul
171 
and Peter and some other illustrious preachers."
The second case in which the principle was tested,
172 
was that of Barton W. Stone. ifr. Stone held views which dif-
168 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 37, 38.
169 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," II. 246, E47.
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fered from many, even of his own brethern, on the subject of
173
the atonement and the trinity. Sis position on the atone- 
ment was in reality, similar to the modern widely accepted 
moral influence theory. While not agreeing with the orthodox
as regards the nature of the trinity, he was certainly not
TT 174 
a Unitarian as he was so frequently accused of being. Had
he been, it is beyond dispute that Gampbell and his colleagues 
would not have received him. Since, however, he believed in 
the Christ as uniquely God's Son, and since he repeatedly 
avowed this faith, he was fellowshiped by the Disciples, holding 
his views of the atonement and the trinity as private ppinions. 
14r. Gampbell, discussing this case and others, in the Eioe de- 
bate, once more affirms his unswerving faith in the foundational 
correctness of a unity based upon faith and allowing the largest 
possible liberty of opinions. "In this sectarian age, good men 
are found labelled with these symbols of human weakness and 
human folly. We can neither justify nor condemn a man for his 
unfortuante education, for his peculiar organization, or his 
eccentric opinions. Treat him rationally, treat him humanely, 
and in a Christian-like manner, and all these opinions will 
evaporate, or die within him. Receive him not as a Galvinist, 
a Papist, a Baptist, or a Universalist; receive him as a man 
and as a Christian. Show him that you receive him in the name 
of the Lord, and upon his faith, his love, his hope, and you 
will soon allure him from his false opinions, if he have any. 
But repudiate and excommunicate him for an opinion, you wed 
him to it; he feels the attachment of a martyr to that in which
there is no value, but in his suffering for it. It has cost
175 
him something and he will not part with it for nothing."
173 "Gampbell-Rice Debate," 853. 
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In the conclusion of his great sixteen days debate 
wither. Rice, Mr. Campbell makes an appeal which is classic 
among Bisoiples for the beauty and power of its impassioned 
utterance. It will be well to close the present chapter with 
this stirring plea. "But, my fellow-citizens, there is one 
point that cannot be too deeply impressed upon your minds - 
that the union of Christians is essential to the conversion of 
the world, both at home and abroad. How, as creeds foster and 
keep alive, and transmit these parties, on this single account 
alone, they seem to me altogether worthy of a cordial repro- 
bation. Where there is no contention, the fire of strife goeth 
out; and where there is nothing to contend about, contention 
itself ceases. Hemove, then, these causes of contention; take 
God's own book; bear with diversities of opinion in things not 
revealed; and as Paul says, ! Let us walk by the same rule, let 
us mind the same thing 1 ; and, to paraphrase his words, 'if in 
anything you be of different opinions, &od will reveal this 
unto you 1 ; for in this way onl#, could he invoke peace on them, 
and on the Isreal of God.
"You might, methinks, infer the utter impossibility 
of either converting or improving the world under the present 
aspects of Christendom, I have known Lexington and its vicinity 
for twenty years, and am of opinion that it was as nearly con- 
verted then as now. T£e same may be said of this whole common- 
wealth. You have been praying for union, and the conversion of 
the world, and have been putting up all manner of excitements 
for this purpose, during this period. Something is radically 
wrong. Why have not your prayers been answered, and your efforts 
blessed? Does not the Lord say that he desires all men to come 
to repentence and to acknowledgement of the truth, and to be 
saved? You are straitened and restrained in yourselves and not 
by the Lord. He promises to open the heavens, and to pour out
172
a blessing large as your desire, provided only you will obey 
him. Let us unite upon the ancient foundation. Let us cast 
away our idols, our human inventions, and meet around the 
c Dromon altar, and there bow our knees together in cordial union 
and co-operation; then the gospel will resume its ancient
spirit and power, spread its holy influence far and wide, and
176 
bless your children's children, through many generations."
In a final paragraph, he draws the picture of the 
sad state of the country because of unchristian strife among 
brethern in the faith. "The land is full of infidelity. Your 
schools, your colleges, are full of scepticism. The great 
majority of your educated men are infidels; some open and 
acknowledged - many only show it by keeping out of your churches, 
The reason is, the gospel is blasphemed by th® discords, the 
variance, the hatred, and the strife engendered by your party- 
ism. Abandon your sectarianism, meet on the holy Scriptures, 
and bear with one another's infirmities, and then pray for a
blessing upon your offspring; and you 'shall grow up as among
177 
the grass, and as willows by the water-courses 1 ."




THE BULB OF FAITH
Any critical study of the Csmpbellian theology 
should begin with the Rule of Faith. The movement which the 
Campbells inaugurated, and of which Alexander Campbell beoame 
the acknowledged leader, makes large claims to be a Scriptural 
movement in doctrine, ordinances, discipline and life* The 
movement can be appreciated only as the Campbell!an conception 
of the term "Scripture" is understood.
The watchwords of the Disciples have always placed 
the Soriptures in a position of final authority in all things 
Christian. For more than a hundred years of their history, 
it has been deeply felt and confidently affirmed that practical 
application has been given in their communion, to the dictum 
attributed to Chillingsworth: "The BiJble and the Bible alone, 
is the religion of Protestants." But it is historically cer- 
tain that none of the Protestant reformers, nor any of the 
Protestant denominations, have ever actually used the whole 
Bible as the Hale of Faith* Of no communion is this more true 
than the Diaciples. They have employed the term "Bible" as 
though it were synonymous with the Rule of Faith; but in 
practical usage, it has not been so accepted. A second watch- 
word, one classic with all disciple writers,- "In things 
essential, unity; in non-essentials, liberty; in all things, 
charity,- a statement supposed to have been uttered by 
Bupertus Meldenius, certainly limits their conception of the 
scope and authority of the Sacred record. Certain parts of 
the Bible are essential; others are not.
The theological positions of Alexander Campbell
174
are the result of his unflinching application of the central 
principle of his father's address at the house of Abraham Altars, 
expressed in the dictum, "Where the Scriptures speak, we speak; 
and where the Scriptures are silent, we are silent." The mean- 
ing of this statement to him, was Mr. Oaoipbell's conception of 
the fiule of Faith.
I* THE BASIS OF AUTHORITY US 3JH3B SCBIPTDBBS
1* The basis of authority in the Scriptures, is 
to be found in the fact that it comes from God who is its 
author,- it is a divine revelation. That which is contained 
in the Bible, and which is binding upon the members of Christ's 
church, has all the qualities of such an assured divine origin. 
The Bible of itself, however, has been erroneously denominated 
a divine revelation* It would be far more accurate to say 
that it contains a divine revelation* "I do not believe, then,
that the book commonly called the Bible, is properly denominated
1 
a divine revelation, or communication from the Deity to man."
In another connection, Mr. Campbell states this conception: 
"That the Bible contains a revelation from God, is susceptible
of every variety and degree of evidence which guides men in
2 
the affairs of this life.*1
Having located the revelation as being intra- 
biblioal, he then proceeds to define his acceptation of the 
term. "Revelation, properly so called, is an exhibit of sup- 
ernatural things, a disclosure of things unknowable by any 
other means in the reach of mortals. Whatever can be known
by reason, or the exercise of our five senses, is not a subject
3 
of revelation at all.* "To constitute a divine revelation,
1 "Christian Baptist" 3*4
2 -"Christian Baptism-," 36
3 "Christian Baptist,? 344
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in our sense of the term, it is not only necessary that God be
the author of it, but that the things exhibited be supernat-
4 
ural, and beyond the reaoh of our five senses. 11 There art
thousands of things in the Bible whioh of themselves are true, 
but they cannot be revelations of God beoause they could have 
been known by the power of reason unaided by the divine Spirit, 
"For example; that God is a Spirit, is beyond the reach of 
our reasoning powers to discover, and could not be known by 
any human means. That a Spirit created matter, or that God 
made the earth, is a truth which no man could, from his five 
senses or his reasoning powers, discover. It is therefore a 
revealed truth. That man will live again, and be either 
happy or miserable in a future state, is another supernatural 
truth. That God so loved the world as to send Sis only be- 
gotten Son to enlighten, purify, and happify men, is a sup-
6 
ernatural truth. 1* Bat in addition to these truths which man's
reason alone could never know, there are a thousand things and 
more, which are not of this class. These surroundings of 
revelation in the Bible are, however, the means through whioh 
the revelation is made intelligible to men. There are many 
historic facts or incidents which the Old Testament writers 
knew without divine aid. The facts themselves, thus known, 
were not of supernatural character; hence, they are not 
divine revelations.
In his debate with Ifr. Owen, Campbell further 
elaborates this definition of revelation as contained in the 
Bible. "But I must tell you, while speaking of revelation, 
that perhaps I am misunderstood; and certainly I am, if I am 
supposed to use this term in the vulgar sense. I?or now it
4 "Christian Baptist," 344 
g. Ibid., 344.
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is usuaj. to oall the whole Bible a revelation from God. I 
must explain myself here. There are a thousand historic 
facts narrated in the Bible, which it would be absurd to re- 
gard as immediate and direct revelations from the Almighty. 
Eaine defines revelation very accurately, although he did not 
believe we had any, properly so called. He says, page 14, 
'Age of Reason 1 ,- 'Revelation cannot be applied to anything 
done upon earth. It is a communication of something which 
the person to whom the thing is revealed did not fcnow before 1 - 
and I add, oould not otherwise know* (That intelligence 
which could never have been derived to us through the agency 
of our senses). 'Consequently all the historical and anec- 
dotal part of the Bible is not within the compass and meaning 
of the word revelation. 1 Revelation, from the import of the 
term, must be supernatural. But the historic parts of both 
testaments, present a great variety of topographical and 
historic facts and incidents; colloquies between friends and 
enemies, of apostles, prophets, and patriarchs, and of dis- 
tinguished persons, good and evil; wars,intrigues, amours, 
and crimes of every dye. How it would be neither philosoph- 
ical nor rational to dignify these colloquies, narratives, 
geographical and biographical notices, etc., by the term 
revelation. The term revelation in its strict acceptation 
among intelligent Christians, means nothing more or less 
than a divine communication concerning spiritual and eternal 
things, a Jcnowledge of which man oould never have attained 
by the exercise of his reason upon material and sensible 
objects; for as Paul says, 'Things which the eye has not seen, 
nor ear heard, neither has it entered into the heart of man 
to conceive, has God revealed to us apostles, and we declare 
them to you. 1 How the corollary is, that, to a man to whom 
this divine revelation has never been made, it is as impossible
177
to acquire ideas of spiritual and eternal things, as for a
6 
blind man to admire the colors in a prism."
One of the most characteristically Lockian con- 
ceptions of Mr. Campbell, is that of the absolute dependence
of man upon the divine revelation in the Scriptures, for all
7 
his knowledge of God and the spiritual life. Since knowledge
comes to him only through the five senses, the revelations
must be made in such a manner as would be cognizable by him
8 
through these means. This has been done in and through the
Scriptures which are addressed to his intellect and through
the intellect to the heart* "There is not a spiritual idea
9 
in the whole human race which is not drawn from the Bible."
This astonishing statement reveals his utter dependence upon 
the Scripture for his knowledge of the Divine being and His 
will towards man. In his discussion of the work of the Holy 
Spirit, he says: "To the Spirit of God we are immediately 
indebted for all that is known, or knowable of God, of the 
invisible world, and of the ultimate destinies of man. All 
the ancient pagans and modern skeptics pretend to have known 
of these sublime topics, was either borrowed from the oracles 
of the Revealer of secrets, or were more uncertain conceits 
or conjectures of their own. Were it our design, we could 
easily prove, upon the principles of the modern skeptics, 
upon their own phiposophical notions, that unaided by the 
oracles of the Spirit, they could never have known that there 
is a God, that there was a creation or a Creator, or that
there is within them a spark of life superior to that of a
10 
brute. w °n the acknowledged principles of John Locke, "the
A "Evidences of Christianity, 11 146. See also 352,353. 
7 "Christian Baptism," 63,54.-
9 "Christian Baptist,? 344 
o ^Christian System,*-15
10 ."Christian Baptist," 82
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Christian philosopher", and of Home, the subtile soeptio, all
that the Delstlcal world claims to know about Divine things
11 
is a "plagiarism from the oraoles of the Divine One." If
we could trace the history back: step by step, we would find 
that all the knowledge in the world, of supernatural things, 
has come from the Bible* The amazing historical assumption 
which such statements involve, was made without hesitation 
because he was convinced of the absolute finality of the 
Lookian position on the limitation of natural knowledge to 
the five senses* 2o him, and to his time, such a limitation 
was considered an exaltation of the Bible, and as magnifying 
its authority.
A study of the origin of the idea of God, reveals 
the Campbell!an conception of the nature of revelation* He 
uses with force, the Lockian argument that the natural man
can never by his reason know God, or have any idea whatsoever,
1£ 
of His existence* Children are not born with an idea of
13 
God; the idea therefore, is not innate* T&is is illustrated
in the cases of many who have been born deaf and dumb. They
have testified that they knew nothing of the idea of Sod
14 
until they were taught that He is. The idea cannot come by
imagination. Mature cries out everywhere that there is a 
Grod, the heavens declare themselves to be the work of His
hands; but such declarations are made only to those who are
15 
already in possession of the idea of His existence. Nature
does not originate the idea of God. The reply of the editors 
of the flew Harmony Grasette, a paper published at New Harmony, 
Indiana, in the interest of Robert Owen's colony of commun-
11 "Christian Baptist," 88.
12 "Evidences of Christianity," 165.
13 Ibid., 166.
14 Ibid., 99,119,122.
15 "Evidences of Christianity," 138.
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istlo infidels, to Ifr. Caiapbell's three questions regarding 
God, the soul, and immortality, brought instant commendation 
from him. The reply was agnostic in nature; we can never know 
anything of such existences, because they are not cognizable 
by the senses of man. He congratulated the editors upon their 
answer; they were correct, for there is wno stopping place
between deism and atheism." They could not Imow God, or the
16 
soul, or immortality, by reason.
But the idea of God is in the world and has been 
for many centuries. How came this idea of a first cause y 
uncaused? If it came not by reason; if nature has never 
originated it, but has only declared its implications to the 
man who already possessed it; if no man was ever born with it, 
and none eould by the power fef imagination, bring it into
being; how came it to be in the world? The only answer to
17 
this question is that God has revealed Himself* "I boldly
assert here, and I court objection to the assertion, that 
every principle of sound reasoning, and all facts and doc- 
uments in the annals of time, compel us to the conclusion
that the idea and name of God first entered the human family
18 
by revelation."
The revelation of God in history and through His 
word, is a progressive revelation. It is suited to man at 
the various stages of his career) it takes into account his 
mental development and his capacity to receive it. "So much 
of the universe, its author, and plan, as man can understand 
and enjoy, as he is now constituted, God has kindly opened 
to his contemplation and apprehension. All beyond this is 
designed for future development, or for other ranks of intel- 
ligence above us. Meantime, a volume has been kindly presented




to man, containing an account of himself, his origin, present 
condition, and future destiny* It is such a revelation of 
&od and man, such a record of the past, and such an antici- 
pation of the future, as meets all the Intellectual wants and
19 
moral exigencies of the human race* 11 There is a hint here
that Oampbell might believe a future revelation possible 
when man had grown beyond his present mental capacity. It is 
only a hint, but it is significant.
The human race has had an infancy, a childhood, a 
manhood, and an old age; the revelation of the Father suits 
itself each time to the age in which the race finds itself. 
Were it to go beyond the race, using terminology £or an ad- 
vanced period, it would cease to be a revelation, for it would 
not disclose the will of God. "We have the bud and the bios-
«.
som, the green and the ripe fruit of humanity, as we have
20 
them in other departments of nature." It is for this manifest
reason that n the divinely inspired volume proceeds upon the
plan of a gradual and progressive development, adapting it-
21 
self to all the conditions of human existence. 11 Various
are the revelations through the centuries, but the plan is 
always the same,- to bring salvation to the sons of men,- 
eventually tonsum up all things in Christ. 11 "It is the same 
great mind, the same supreme intelligence, the same active 
benevolence, working everywhere and at all times in the eom- 
munication of himself to his intelligent and moral offspring."
It is in the light of the progressive nature of 
revelation that we are to understand the reasons for the em- 
ployment in the Scriptures, of the crude and incorrect term- 
inology of Impossible conceptions of the physical universe.




The inspired writers used the conceptions of astronomy and
22 
physical science which generally obtained in their time.
These conceptions of science are not in themselves the rev- 
elation from the father,- they are but the channels through 
which the true spiritual disclosures are vouchsafed unto men. 
The very fact that they used terms intelligible to their time, 
witnesses to their credibility. Had they spoken in the scien- 
tific language of our day, they would not have been understood 
by their own. The Bible is not a text boot on Science. Its 
purpose is to reveal spiritual realities. "Christianity 
does not pretend to be a treatise on chemistry, or botany, 
or mathematics; but it makes demand upbn our faith, and is 
simply belief predicated upon testimony." The whole question 
is out of the realm of Science altogether, and we should 
leave to Science those things which belong to her sphere, 
and to revelation those which are included in its purpose. 
"I am not afraid that if all the lights of Science were 
radiated upon Christianity, that any fallacy could be detect- 
ed; but I contend this is no scientific question for scien-
23 
tific men to differ and speculate upon. Only as we under* ,
stand the meaning of revelation, the purpose Grod had in 
view in making Himself known through human means, can we 
come to the proper appreciation of its beauty and power. 
The Bible is the most wonderful book of knowledge in the 
moral and spiritual realm, that man has ever known. "Though 
it teaches us not astronomy, medicine, chemistry, math- 
ematics, architecture, it gives us all that knowledge
which adorns and dignifies our moral nature, and fits us
24 
for happiness."
22 "Christian Baptist," 358.
«3 Evidences of Christianity," 200.
£4 ^Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I., 476.
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2. ^rowing out of the fact of revelation, is 
the necessity for a consideration of the channel or means 
through which that revelation comes. With all the older 
Protestant theologians, He. Campbell believed that since Sod 
is the author of revelation, He woulft "create an instrument
which is sufficient and reliable for the function which it
25 
was intended to discharge." If there is a message which
brings to salvation, the repository of that message will be 
of such a nature that it will adequately conserve the revel- 
ation, and will hand it without mutilation, to the genera- 
tions to come.
It is impossible to combine all of Ifr. CaapbeiU 
statements on the subject of inspiration, into a systematic 
view. Many of them undoubtedly slant in the direction of
the verbal theory. He refers to the Scriptures as having
26 
been "dictated" by the Holy Spirit. "Thus, the Spirit is
the author of the written Word, as much as Jesus Christ 
is the author of the blood of the atonement. The atoning 
blood of the everlasting covenant, is not more peculiarly
the blood of Jesus Christ, than is the Bible the immediate
27 
work of the Holy Spirit, inspired and dictated by ttim."
"All that i« done to us before regeneration, Grod, our
28 
effects by his Holy Spirit." He speaks of the writers of
the Scriptures as the "penmen." &od f s first method of
revealing himself to man was to speak vive, voce to Adam in
29 
the garden, and with Hoses on Sinai. Speech was thus taught
to man by the Father through audible conversation with him. 
He quotes the words of Newton with approval, "God gave man
25 "3?he Rule of I'atth," Paterson, 65.
26 "Campbell-Rloe Debate," 616. "Christian Baptism," 290.
27 Ibid. ,711. .. .
28 "Christian Baptist," £00.
29 Ibid., 37. "Evidences of Christianity," 156,159.
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30 
reason and religion by giving him the use of words." "When
God spoke to man in his own language, he spoke as one person
converses with another,- in the fair, stipulated and well
31
established meaning of $he terms." Campbell held tenacious- 
ly to the Lookian position that word and idea are inseparable; 
hence, the statement about the necessity of words being spoken 
to man if a revelation was anciently to be made. Such pas- 
sages certainly look in the direction of the dead level theory 
of inspiration, if they do not expressly affirm it.
It would be unfair to Campbell, however, in the 
light of his numerous utterances on the question, to say that 
he held to the verbal theory. In the references which have
already been made to his definitions of revelation as being
32 
contained within the Scriptures, evidence has been adduced
to show that he did not: consider the writings as being of 
uniform level in their inspiration. The distinction made 
between these disclosures which are purely supernatural, and 
the recording of the historical, biographical, and geograph- 
ical facts which were already known to the writers, absolves
him from the accusation of believing in the theory as it was
33 
held by the scholastic theology of the seventeenth century.
While with this theology, he refers to the writers of the 
Scriptures as "penmen", he did not mean at all what they 
meant by the term.
30 "Christian System," 16.
31 Ibid., 23.
32 "Christian Baptism," 51. "Evidences of Christianity," 146.
33 Dr. Paters on very clearly-de fines the verbal theory as 
held by the seventeenth century scholastics. "The theory 
is described as mechanical, in that it was supposed that 
the Holy Spirit completely controlled the action of the 
inspired subject, and employed him as a penman} and it was 
described as plenary in that the divine communication was 
believed to have included the impulse to write, the sug- 
gestion of the »aj$e,r, and also the suggestion of the 
words. The consequence which these definitions carried 
with them, was the absolute inerrancy of Scripture on all 
points on which it was its design to teach,- historical, 
geographical and chronological, as well as doctrinal and 
ethical." "The Rule of Faith," 64.
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It was peculiar to the thought of Mr. Campbell 
that the method of inspiration seemingly presented no dif-
ficulties to his mind* He classifies Scripture in a twofold
34 
manner; first, there is that which is revelation,- those
things whioh are purely supernatural and which man by the use 
of his reason could never discover* In this class, the com- 
munications of the Spirit were made in words. In the second 
place, there are historical, biographical and geographical
*
incidents, accounts of wars, etc., which the writers could 
know from reason. In this class of testimony, the Spirit 
simply strengthened the memories of the writers so that their
record of them would be accurate to the purpose of the rev-
35 
elation. Bean Garrison says of this division, that it was
"convenient as affording a way of maintaining the complete 
inerrancy of the Bible in all its parts, without holding the 
implausible theory that the Holy Spirit dictated accounts of 
events which men could write about quite accurately on the
basis of their own recollections and available historical
36 
documents. 11 It is evidsat that all Campbell considered
inspiration to be, is comprehended in this twofold division. 
"Revelation and inspiration, properly so called, have to do 
only with such subjects as are supernatural or beyond the 
reach of human intellect in its most cultivated and elevated 
state. Ifi this sense f holy men of God spoke as they were 
moved by the Holy Spirit. 1 But besides this inspiration of 
original and supernatural ideas, there was another species of 
supernatural aid afforded to the saints who wrote the his- 
torical parts of the sacred scriptures. Thfeare was a revival 
their minds of what they themselves had seen and heard;
34 "Christian Baptism," 51,53.
35 ^Christian Baptist,? 82,83.
36 ? Alexander Campbell ts Theology," 201.
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and in reference to traditions handed down, such a superin- 
tendenoy of the Spirit of wisdom and knowledge as excluded the 
the possibility of mistake in the matters of fact which they 
recorded. The promise of 'leading into all truth, 1 and the 
promise of ! bringing all things before known, to remembrance, 1
by the Holy Spirit, include all that we understand by inspir-
37 
ation in its primary and secondary import." Here is un-
mistakable evidence that Mr* Campbell did not consider the 
second class of recorded incidents to be as fully inspired 
as the first one, the revelation itself. In recording those 
things which he calls "secondary" , the writers were guided 
only to the extent that matters of "fact" which had vitally 
to do with the central message of revelation itself, should 
be accurate.
In the acknowledgement of the influence of the 
Spirit in reviving in the minds of the writers "what they 
themselves had seen and heard", we have another deliberate 
and definite break with iockian sensationalism. On the basis 
of this theory, it is impossible for the Spirit to exercise 
any general " super intendency" suoh as "reviving in the mem- 
ory" those traditions, etc., which had been known before by 
the writers, without giving them a verbal communication. The 
writer could use his own words rather than those which the 
Spirit gave to him, if he desired, but strictly, this is not 
according to the Lockian theory. It is certain that Mr. 
Campnell did not believe that the Spirit gave verbal messages 
to the writers for transmission to the sacred volume, but 
rather that he exercised some strengthening and superintend- 
ing influence, which is not defined. Deliberately abandoning 
too rigid and manifestly implausible philosophical basis,
37 "Christian Baptism," 51,58.
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he adopts one which has far more to commend it, in that it is 
more in harmony with the Master's promise to the apostles.
While the writers were under the superintendence 
of the Holy Spirit in reducing the revelation to written form, 
it is clear that they used their own words. This is probably 
a contradiction of the former position in which he affirmed 
that the Holy Spirit gave them the words. The view expressed 
here, however, is his matured thought on the whole question. 
"We regard the Apostles of Jesus Christ as gifted with a full 
and perfect 1m owl edge of the Christian institution; which 
entitled them, without the possibility of error, to open to 
mankind the whole will of their Master, whether in form of 
fact, precept, promise or threatening; and as furnished with 
such a 1m owl edge of the signs of those ideas in human language 
as to express this knowledge clearly, accurately, and infall- 
ibly to mankind. But from what they have spoken and written, 
we are authorized to think that they were as free in the selec- 
tion of words and phrases as I am in endeavoring to communicate
38 
my views of their inspiration." The differences in words
used by Apostles and Prophets on the same subject, the var- 
iations in style between the different writers, numerous 
scriptural passages in which such differences are expressly 
stated, all prove that the writers did not use words furnished 
by the Spirit, but employed their own. Paul as an illustration, 
wrote 'according to the wisdom given him. 1 Thus ' it was
God 1 s Spirit speaking in them, through such words as were
39 
natural to them from education and habit."
The whole purpose of inspiration is to give us an 
accurate and dependable record of the saving Gospel facts.
39 "Christian Baptism, 11 58. 
39 Ibid., 53.
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The facts transpired before the record of them was committed 
to writing. They were true before it, and without it. In- 
spiration guarantees us a correct record of what happened, 
and the apostolic interpretation of the facts as they came
to pass. wWe have a written revelation - this revelation was
40 
first spoken, then written." The province of inspiration is
to make it absolutely certain that the record of these facts 
shall be infallible. She authority is not in the record,' but 
in the saving facts which it infallibly attests. Through 
inspiration, therefore, "the persons who are employed to 
make these communications are so super naturally guided as to 
make them infallible witnesses in all the facts they attest,
as well as all the communications concerning supernatural
41 
things."
The result of such inspiration is to produce a 
testimony which is sufficient or adequate to the accomplish- 
ment of the object for which it was brought into being. The 
central assured content of revelation is thus uriaffsefced by 
any admixture of error in unimportant details. In his debate 
with Owen, Jfr. Campbell propounds a query concerning inter- 
polations in the Scriptures, and answers it with a quotation 
from "Internal Evidences" by the one-time sceptic, Soame 
Jenyns. His only remark concerning the, at that time radical 
statement, is that "some might think this bold assertion is 
going too far." "For I will venture to affirm that if any 
one could prove what is impossible to be proved because it
* that there are errors in geography, chronology, and
A
philosophy, in every page of the Bible; that the prophecies 
therein delivered are all but fortunate guesses, or artful 
applications, and the miracles therein recorded, no better
40 "Christian Baptism," 61.
41 Evidences of Christianity," 147.
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than legendary tales; if any man could show that these books 
were never written by their pretended authors, but were the 
posterior impositions on illiterate and credulous ages, all 
these wonderful discoveries would prove no more than this, 
that ®od, for reasons to us unknown, had thought proper to 
permit a revelation by him communicated to mankind, to be mixed 
with their ignorance, and corrupted by their frauds from its 
earliest infancy, in the same manner in which he has visibly 
permitted it to be mixed and corrupted from that period to 
the present hour. If, in these books, a religion superior to 
all human imagination, actually exists, it is of no conse- 
quence to the proof of its divine origin, by what means it 
was here produced, or with what human errors or imperfections 
it is blended. A diamond, though found in a bed of mud, is
still a diamond, nor can the dirt which surrounds it, depre-
42 
ciate its lvalue, or destroy its luster."
comment which Campbell makes in the same con- 
nection with this passage, is of interest as showing his own 
decided inclination to the view that there may have been errors 
in the record, which, being on minor matters, affects not the 
main purpose of the work at all. "All the interpolations and 
different readings, though numerous as l&chaelis, a very 
learned German professor makes them, counting all the minutiae 
of letters and points, do not affect the character of a single 
fact recorded in the whole Hew Testament. Indeed, men have 
been so much more concerned about the doctrines than the facts 
of the Scriptures, that they are much more alarmed about the 
omission or change of a term affecting some favoiite conclu-
sion to which they have come, than about the evidence upon
43 
which the great salutary facts are established." Discussing
42 "Evidences of Christianity," 355,556.
43 Ibid., 356.
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the possibility that Matthew might have used the name of Jer- 
emaih when he should have used that of 2echariah, he says, 
"But whether or not it affects no more the credibility of the 
testimony of Matthew concerning Jesus Christ, than the fact 
of Paul's forgetting how many he had baptized in Corinth,
proves that he was not inspired with infallible knowledge of
44 
the gospel."
These passages are deeply significant of the slant 
of Ifr. Campbell f s mind in the direction of the modern Protest- 
ant view. There is in Scripture an authoritative message. 
The witnesses to the facts upon which this message is founded, 
have been so supernaturally guided in their work of committing 
it to writing, that we have a message now in the form which is 
sufficient to make men wise unto salvation which is in Christ
Jesus. Even though error in unessential details be discovered,
45 
it cannot make a difference in the sufficiency or perspicuity
of the assured deposit of revelation. "The Bible is the Word 
of God, not because He brought it into being by unqualified 
miracle, but because as it now stands, it is His gift, and is 
perfectly suited for doing the work to which he designed it, 
in the economy of salvation. It may be added that a demon- 
stration that 1& contains a human element of ignorance and 
error, can no more prejudice its claims to be the Word of Gdd
than a residuflwof sin in his character deprives a believer
46 
of the title to be called a child of God." Campbell must
44 "Evidences of Christianity, 11 358.
45 In reference to the perspicuity of Scripture, Campbell 
quotes approvingly, ancotfLmired teacher, Professor Beattie 
of Glasgow. "The Christian Religion, according to my creed, 
is a very simple thing, intelligent to the meanest capacity... 
I wonder to see so many men, eminent both for their piety 
and for their capacity, laboring to make a mystery of the 
, divine institution, if God vouchsafe to reveal himself to 
mankind, can we suppose that he chooses to do it in such 
a manner that none but the learned and contemplative can 
understand him? I am perfectly convinced that an intimate 
acquaintance with the Scripture, particularly the Gospels, 
is all that is neoessajry to the accomplishment of true 
Christian knowledge." "Christian Baptist," 10.
46. "The Rule of faith,* Paterson, 67.
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thus be counted ae agreeing with the theologians of the Bo- 
formation, in insisting upon the perfections of Scripture,
and upon the truth ths/b the channel through which the saving
47 
message comes to us, has been divinely guaranteed.
II. THE SEAT 0? CHRISTIAN DOCTRIHE
What then is the Campbellian definition of the 
seat of doctrine? What is the revelation? What is the Word 
of God? As has already been pointed out, the answer to these 
questions is basic to an understanding of the whole Gampbell- 
lan theology* In the preceding discussion of revelation and 
inspiration, frequent hints have been made as to the nature of 
this foundational conception; it remains to develop it more 
exhaustively. Though there is no apparent effort to do so, 
and nowhere any avowed purpose in this direction, the conception 
of the Campbellian rule of faith is progressively and lucidly 
set forth in passages so abundant that we are embarrassed by 
the wealth of material.
The dictum first pronounced by Thomas Campbell, in 
the meeting at the home of Abraham Altars, and later enthus- 
iastically adopted by Alexander on his arrival from Scotland, 
sets forth the general position on the whole question of the 
seat of authority: "Where the Scriptures speak, we speak; and 
where the Scriptures are silent, we are silent." Here is an 
unmistakable pronouncement that the Scriptures shall be the 
rule of fai*h in tl19 Campbellian movement. But what is meant 
by "the Scriptures"? or is there in the Bible an authority 
to which all the rest must come, and by which all that remains, 
besides itself, must be judged? What is meant by the silences 
of the Scripture, which must be rigidly respected? To answer 
these inquiries, is to unfold the Campbellian conception of the 
Rule of Faith.
47 "The fiule of faith," Paters on, 67.
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1. It lias already been established that Alexander
Campbell <*id not consider the whole Bible to be a divine rev- 
elation, but rather that the revelation which has proceeded
48
from &od as its author, is contained in the Bible. He dis- 
tinguishes very carefully between that which is supernatural 
and that which man can know by his own intellectual powers, 
referring to the first as "of primary import" and to the latter 
as "secondary." What he means by the dictum, "Where the 
Scriptures speak", then, is some self authenticating message 
of divine and saving truth which is contained in the Bible, or
V ... '^
that book, the whole fif which, is popularly denominated "Scripture
2. The general definition of the Rule of Faith 
must again be modified by the conceptions which grew out 
of Mr. Campbell's Covenant theology. Nothing has more dis- 
tinguished Campbell and the Disciples as a communion, than 
their unfaltering application of the fundamental principles 
of this theology to Biblical exegesis. In his epochal 
Sermon on the Law, Campbell, after defining the law as the 
whole Mosaic institution, sets forth the things which the 
law could not accomplish* One of these was "that it could 
not be a suitable rule of life for mankind in this imperfect 
state." He proceeds, then, to show how Sod had remedied 
the defects of the law, in the G-ospel. The conclusion arrived 
at is that the disciples of Christ are no longer under the law 
but are under the new dispensation, the Gospel of Christ. 
"What a pity that modern teachers should have added to, and 
clogged- the words of inspiration, by such unauthorized sen- 
tences as the following: 'Ye are not under the law 1 as a 
covenant of works, but as a rule of life. Who ever read one 
word of the 'covenant of works 1 in the Bible? or of the
48 "Christian Baptist," 544.
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Jewish law being a rule of life to the disciples of Christ?
Of these you hear no more from the Bible than of the 'Solemn
49 
League 1 or St. Giles Bay. 11 The moral law, so called, or
that which is eternally right, underlies both the Mosaid dis- 
pensation and the Christian. The great commandments of the 
old law are not binding upon Christians because they are con- 
tained in the law, but because they are right. As a whole, 
with the exception of the fourth- remember the Sabbath day 
to keep it holy-, they are incorporated in the law of Christ, 
and there are amplified and set forth in their truly Christian 
meaning, The old dispensation is but a portico to the new; 
"still, we must enter the sanctuary of the Lord through its 
own porticos. The new covenant always presupposes the know- 
ledge of the old. The reader of the apostolic writings is 
supposed to have read or learned from Moses and the Prophets. 
The gospel presupposes the law. It was a school-master to 
introduce the ifessiah to our acquaintance. It is all letter 
and type; but we receive the spirit through the letter, and 
the reality through the type* 'The law was given by Moses,
but the grace and the reality, or the truth, came by Jesus
50 
Christ. 11* But we today are under the reality, the truth.
This, and not that which contains it, is the rule and guide
51 
to faith. "As a body to the Spirit, so stood the Jewish
to the Christian institution, in many prominent points of 
view. As the spirit dwells in the body, so the gospel dwelt
in the Levitioal institution. When that died, the spirit,
52 
or that indicated by all its ordinances, alone survived."
Applying the Covenant Theology in this manner, 
it becomes evidant that the seat of doctrine is not only to
49 "Lectures on the Pentateuch," 286.
50 Ibid., 273.
51 "Christian Baptism," 106. See also 89, 115.
52 Ibid., 105.
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"be found in the Bible, but in one section or division of 
it, 
the Hew Testament. And this was exactly the conclusion 
to 
which Hr. Campbell came* It was stated by Thomas Campbel
l 
in another passage, classic among the Bisoiples. Three o
f 
his thirteen propositions are here given in their entiret
y, 
as most fully setting forth the Campbellian conception of
 
the seat of Christian doctrine*
(1). "Nothing ought to be Inclucated upon
Christians as articles of faith, nor required of them as 
terms 
of communion, but what is expressly taught and enjoined u
pon 
them in the word of Sod. Hor ought anything to be admitt
ed 
as of divine obligation in their Church constitution and 
managements, but what is expressly enjoined by the author
ity 
of our Lord Jesus Christ and His apostles upon the New Te
st- 
ament Church,, either in express terms or by approved pre-
53 
cedent. n The rule of faith is enjoined in the word o
f Sod,
but it is further limited .to that which coiaes from him
 who 
has all authority in heaven and on earth, Jesus Himsel
f,- and 
those to whom he gave power to establish His Church*
(2). "That although the Scriptures of the Old 
and Hew Testaments are inseparably connected, making toge
ther 
but one perfect and entire revelation of the Divine will 
for 
the edification and salvation oftthe Qhuroh, and, therefo
re, 
in that respect cannot be separated; yet, as to what dire
ctly 
and properly belongs to their immediate object, the Hew 
Testament is as perfect a constitution for the worship, d
is- 
cipline, and government of the Hew Testament Church, and 
as 
perfect a rule for the particular duties of its members, 
as 
the Old Testament was for the worship, discipline, and go
v- 
ernment of the Old Testament Church, and the particular





duties of its members." This statement is so clear that no
comment is needed. The rule of faith is identified with the 
Hew Testament. This part of the Scripture and this alone, is 
"perfect" or sufficient for the purpose for which it was 
brought into existence. The Hew Testament is sufficient for 
every phase of Christian activity and experience to which a 
rule of faith could apply. The Old Testament was a suf- 
ficient rule for. the old dispensation; the Hew,Will alone 
is perfect for the new.
(5). "With respect to the commands and ordinances 
of-our Lord Jesus Christ, where the Scriptures are silent as 
to the express time or manner of performance, if any such there 
be, no human authority has power to interfere in order to 
supply the supposed deficiency by making laws for the Church, 
nor can anything more be required of Christians in such cases 
but only that they so observe these commands and ordinances 
as will evidently answer the declared and obvious end of their 
institution. Much less has any human authority power to im- 
pose new commands and ordinances upon the Church, which our 
Lord Jesus Christ has not enjoined. Hothing ought to be 
received into the faith or worship of the Church, or made a
term of communion among Christians, that is not as old as the
55 
Hew Testament." This powerful handling of the whole question
as to the distinct location of that which shall be finally 
authoritative in the Christian institution, gave direction 
to the whole Disciple movement. It was a plea to go behind 
the creeds and confessions of faith, back to Christ and his 
apostles. "Back of Philadelphia, back of Oxford, back of 
Westminster, back of Augsburg, back of Hioea," back to "those 
things which are old as the Hew Testament." It has been noted
54 "The Beclaration and Address, Memoirs of Alexander Campbell" 
Richardson, 359.
55 Ibid., I. 259,260.
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J>e£pre that Alexander enthusiastically adopted these principles 
of his father. The father furnished the ammunition which the 
son used so mightily in the later formation of the movement,
3. The definition of the tletum,-"Where the
Scriptures speak, we speak; and where the Scriptures are silent, 
we are silent",- is still further narrowed, and its signifi- 
cance more exactly expressed, in the Campbellian distinction 
between "faith" and "opinion". In no position were the Gamp- 
bells more unbending than in their insistence upon the found- 
ational importance of this distinction. To the present hour, 
it is a cardinal principle among the Disciples, and an under- 
standing of it lies at the very root of all they believe and 
teach regarding the Hule of Faith. Thomas Campbell first 
speaks of it in his'Declaration*. Begarding the proposal to 
form an association for the purpose of promoting Christian 
unity, he says: "That this society, formed for the sole pur- 
pose of promoting simple evangelical Christianity, shall, to 
the utmost of its power, countenance and support such ministers, 
and such only, as exhibit a manifest conformity to the original 
standard in conversation and doctrine, in zeal and diligence; 
only such as reduce to practice that simple, original form of 
Christianity expressly exhibited upon the sacred page; without 
attempting to inculcate anything of human authority, of pri- 
vate opinion, or inventions of men, as having any place in the 
constitution, faith, or worship of the Christian Church, or 
anything as matter of Christian faith or duty, for which there
cannot be expressly produced a 'Thus sayeth the Lord 1 , either
56 
in express terms, or by approved precedent." That which is
to be impojed as a rule of faith must be an unmistakable 
message from the Lord; it must be a divine revelation. Matters
56 "Declaration and Address,""Thomas Campbell, quoted by 
-Richardson in "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," I. 244.
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of faith are direct revelations of God; opinions are infer-
57 
ences and deductions from then* The former is based upon
clear and divinely authenticated testimony, the latter upon 
the insufficient and uncertain premises of human reason. 
Matters of fatth, those which have been divinely revealed, 
constitute the rule of faith,- that whifch is binding upon the 
souls of Christians; those of opinion have no authority what- 
soever. "Although inferences and deductions from Scripture 
premises, when fairly inferred, may be truly called the doc- 
trine of God's holy word, yet they are not formally binding 
upon the consciences of Christians farther than they perceive 
the connection, and evidently see that they are so, for their 
faith must not stand in the wisdom of men, but in the power 
and veracity of God. Therefore no such deductions can be 
made terms of communion, but do properly belong to the after 
and progressive edification of the church. Hence It is
evident that no such deductions or inferential truths ought
58 
to have any place in the Church's confession."
59 
rule of faith, then, has to do only with
those doctrines which are clearly revealed, for which there 
is incontrovertible Scriptural evidence; those for which no 
such evidence exists, must be treated as matters of opinion
which are of no authority as terms of communion and fe How-
60 
ship. Matters of faith have to do with the Christian facts,
and the apostolic or gospel explanation of them, and these 
facts are revealed for the purpose of making men wise unto
salvation. "The measure of faith, then, is precisely the
61 
amount of Scripture testimony, neither more or less."
57 "Htatdry of ta» ^taetpl&B of :XLfcri&t^Moore, 496, 499.
58 ^Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, * Richards on, I. 259.
59 ?The Message of the Disciples for the Union of the thurch " 
.Peter AinslU, 161, 162.
60 "Evidences of Christianity," 189, 228, 242, 246, 251, 321.
61 "History of the Disciples, w Moore, 497.
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4. Having located the seat of Christian docttine 
in the Hew Testament, and having differentiated "between faith 
and opinion, the Campbellian Rule of Ealth defines the content 
of the assured message of God, from another standpoint* In 
the New Testament itself, there is a touchstone, from which all 
the rest of the Scripture is viewed, and in the light of which, 
its value is determined. In his discussion with the Hew HOB* 
mony infidels, Alexander Campbell discloses the nature of 
this touchstone. "It is not the patriarchal, Tior the Jewish, 
nor the Christian Revelation in piecemeal, that I am about to 
defend against the querulous, captious Sceptic - it is the 
consummation of all the ancient revelations in the mission of 
the Son of Sod. In reference to this, I view the whole vol- 
ume; for this is the Alpha and Omega of the whole. The 
Christian religion is the corn in the ear. It germinated in
the patriarchal, it shot forth in the Jewish, and ripened in
62 63 
the Christian era." The intra-scriptural norm by which
Campbell determines that which is of authority, and that which 
is not binding, is the revelation of Sod as it finds its sum- 
mation in the worfc and teaching of Christ and His apostles. 
A further development of his position will make this even more 
evident.
The message of God as vouchsafed through Christ 
and His apostles, is the Gospel. "In the New Testament the 
phrase f 5he Word 1 , or ! The Word of the Lord 1 , or 'The Truth 1 ,
is almost exclusively appropriated to the testimony which
64 
God gave concerning the person and mission of Jesus Christ."
"That which is emphatically called the Word of Sod, the 
Word of the Lord, or the Word, in the Hew Testament, is gen-
62 "Christian Baptist, n 345.
63 "The Rule of faith, " Paterson, 21.
64 ^Evidences of Christianity," 374.
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erally, if not exclusively, the Gospel, or Good flews eonoern-
65
ing Jesus Christ." The mission* the death, burial and resur- 
rection of Jesus, and all other facts which in the Gospel are 
related to the salvation granted "by God through hie Son, con- 
stitute the word of God,- that through which God speaks to our 
redemption. But the facts alone are not the Gospel. It is 
necessary that we have the gospel interpretation of them as 
given by the Spirit-led apostles, in order to have the ^ord 
of God- in its completeness. Guided by the Holy Spirit, the 
apostles revealed the gospel meaning £>f the facts, and this 
revelation is the doctrine of Christ. "We sometimes read of 
the doctrines of demons; but it is only the doctrine of Christ. 
When this term does not mean teaching, which it often does, 
it simply denotes the meaning of the facts. Hence the mean- 
ing of any fact, such as the death or burial of Jesus Christ, 
is the doctrine of the death or burial of Christ. As is the 
moral to the tale, so is the doctrine to the fact. Hence all
who believe the facts and understand the meaning of them, have
66 
the sound or wholesome doctrine of Christ." "The apostolia
epistles, so far as doctrinal, are expressive of the meaning 
of the gospel facts. They taught the new converts the leg- 
itimate bearing and results of the facts believed. The other 
parts of these letters were exhortatory, or deductions from 
the facts, calculated to direct and comfort Christians. But
all the doctrine of Christ grew out of the facts, just as all
67 
Christian faith is founded upon the testimony concerning them."
Campbell sums up the whole purpose of the Hew 
Testament writings in one short paragraph: "Two sentences 
found in John's writings, explain the whole design of both




the historical and the epistolary parts of the apostle f s writ- 
ings. The design of the historical books is thus expressed 
by John: 'Many other signs, truly, did < Jesus, in the presence 
of his disciples, which are not written in this book; but 
these that are written, »e. written that you might believe 
that Jesus is the Ifessiah, the Bon of God; and that believing 
you might have life through His name, 1 The design of the 
epistolary part, he has clearly expressed: f These things do 
we write to you, brethem, that your joy may be complete, 1 or
that you may Icnow the t1tiJigg£that have been gifted to you
68 
from God."
Concerning the province of reason in the rule of 
faith, Mr. Campbell makes one striking statement, "We have 
the right to sit in judgement over the credentials of Heaven?.3
ambassador, but we have no right to sit in judgement over the
69
Information he gives us." It is the right of reason to de- 
termine whether or not that which claims to be revelation has 
the marks of genuineness which commends it to us, Ilf it has 
the marks of divine origin, we must accept it as true. Our 
own spirit, therefore, bears witness with the message of the 
Spirit of God.
In a quotation from his favorite philosopher, ap- 
provingly made, Campbell sums up his own doctrine of the Rule 
of Fatth. "I will read from this little book, a few sentences 
confirmatory of our views, written by the greatest patron and 
advocate of civil and religious liberty in the world 1. The 
author of the essay on toleration; the immortal philosopher 
and Christian, John Locke, the author of the first American
constitution ever ferried over the waves that part us from
70 
the fatherland. But since men are solicitous about the true
68 "Evidences of Christianity," 374.
69 "Christian Baptist," 546.
70 *Campbell-Rioe Bebate," 795,
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church, I would only ask them, here by the way, if it be not 
more agreeable to the church of Christ, to make the conditions 
of her communion to consist in such things, and such things 
only, as the Holy Spirit has in the Holy Scriptures declared, 
in express words, to be necessary for salvation; I ask, I say, 
whether this be not more agteeable to the church of Christ, 
than for men to impose their own inventions and interpretations 
upon others, as if they were of divine authority; and to estab- 
lish by ecclesiastical laws as absolutely necessary to the pro- 
fession of Christianity, such things as the Holy Scriptures 
do either not mention, or at least not expressly command? Who* 
soever requires those things in order to ecclesiastical com- 
munion, which Christ does not require in order to life eternal, 
he may perhaps indeed, constitute a society aocomodated to his 
own opinions and his own advantage; but how that can be called 
the church of Christ, which is established upon laws that are 
not his, and which excludes such persons from his communion
as he will one day receive into the kingdom of heaven, I under-
71
stand not," Those things necessary to salvation, those es- 
sential to eternal life, such comprise the Rule of Faith,- 
such sonstitute the divine, saving, revelation.
III. THE PROOF THAT THE REVELATION MSHRIHED 
WITHIN THE BIBLE IS THE WORB OF GOD
If asked to vindicate his belief in the Bible as
containing a message so unique and salutary that it is worthy
7E 
of the exalted title of a revelation from Sod, Hr. Campbell
would meet the challenge with a two-fold reply, the first 
being an argument essentially in line with the method employ- 
ed by the old Apologists, the second having a decided slant
71 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 795.
72 ''The Rule of Faith," Paterson, 7.
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in the direction of the method of the new school*
«
1. The Christian religion is based upon facts of 
which the Hew Testament is an accurate and trustworthy record. 
These Christian facts, with their gospel interpretation, when 
presented to the receptive mind, evoke faith in the great sav- 
ing proposition that Jesus is the Christ, uniquely the Son 
of the Living Orod, "Christianity is a positive institution- 
an institution built upon facts. So was Judiasm. The 
Christian facts are all matters of record. The record of 
testimony is the object of faith. Hence faith requires 
testimony, testimony concerns facts, and facts require a
witness* The historian records facts. The philosopher
73 
apeculates upon opinions and abstract truths. 11 "We have
asserted that Judiasm and Christianity were founded upon 
matters of fact - upon things done by the divine power; that 
these facts, in the first instance, were attested by the most 
competent and credible witnesses; that their testimony was 
delivered to the people orally, and that millions believed 
upon their oral testimony; that this testimony was afterward 
put into a written form, and that in this shape it has come
dowii to us; and that upon this kind of testimony our faith
74 
in Christianity chiefly rests. 11
Christianity, thus, is not something which is 
distinct and above the historical. It is not, so to speafc, 
a religion which is up in the air and divorced from the actual- 
ities of life. This is an oriental conception; it can never 
he occidental. History is not merely a picture of reality; 
it is a field on which &od is actually bringing wondrous things 
to pass. Christianity is not based upon philosophical spec-
73 "Evidences of Christianity, 11 228.
74 Ibid., 251. See also 321. -
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ulation; it is a revelation of Sod through the lives of men
 
whose battles, trials, victories and defeats, in the aggrega
te, 
make up what we call history, &od reveals himself through 
personality; and the Scripture is one vast library of biogra
phy. 
It is the record of what &od has done in and through men. H
ence 
Mr. Campbell insisted always upon facts as the basis of all 
that we may know of revelation,- the facts of God's working 
in 
the world, and the interpretation of those facts as the gosp
el 
which makes our salvation actual.
Sow the facts of Christianity are triable by legal 
and historic criteria. "I aver that the Christian religion 
is founded upon facts, upon veritable, historical, incontro-
 
vertible facts - facts triable by all the criteria known to 
the 
courts of law, in the ascertainment of what is and what is n
ot 
established in evidence - facts triable by all the historic
criteria which any respectable historian of ancient or moder
n
75 
times, has ever had for his pilots." While it is evident t
hat
such facts are triable by scientific criteria, yet there mus
t 
be the will to believe, if faith is to be produced* Man mus
t 
be willing to examine the evidence with an open mind, with a
n 
honest desire to know, or all the evidence in the world, no 
matter how conclusive it may be, will never evoke faith.
2. In agreement with the modern school of Apol- 
ogetics, Mr. Campbell also saw that Christianity "shines by 
its own light and prevails by its own might, and that its
best defense consists in a believing exposition of its inspi
r-
76 
ing and energizing truths." He freely and frankly acknowle
dges
that this type of evidence is not the best to strike with co
n- 
vincing force, the mind hardened in doubt or disinclined to
75 "Evidences of Christianity," 35. See also 190, 191.
76 ^The Bole of flaith, " Paterson, 8.
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give honest heed to truth. To the unregenerate, determined 
in his unregeneracy, it may not oome with force at all, but 
to the man whose heart is honest, and who loves the good, 
this is the most powerful of all the arguments for the gen- 
uineness of the revelation of the father. "There is a species 
of evidence, sometimes called the internal evidence of Christ- 
ianity. This is made up from the character of the writers, 
the particulars of style exhibited, and also from the nature, 
object, and tendency of the doctrine taught, or the commun- 
ications made. This is what is sometimes called the crit- 
ical internal evidence; and the moral internal evidnece. 
I am not, however, going into this matter at present. I 
only remark, that, although the internal evidence found 
within the volume, is not supposed the best calculated to 
arrest the attention of the bold, declaiming infidel, or the 
curious, speculating sceptic; yet this is the evidence 
which has ever made the deepest impression upon the mind of 
the honest inquirer; and affords a much greater assurance 
to the believer, £f the certainty of the foundation of his 
faith, than all the external proofs which have ever been ad- 
duced. The moral internal evidence of Christianity, is that 
which takes hold of the great mass of mankind, becauses it 
seizes the soul of man; it adapts itself to the whole man* 
It speaks to the understanding, to the conscience, to the 
affections, to the passions, to the ciroumstaneesobf^man, 
in a way which needs no translation.-naooomment. It pierces 
the soul of man, dividing even the animal life from our in- 
tellectual nature, and developing the thoughts and intents 
of the heart. There is an internal sense to which it addresses
itself, which can feel, examine, weigh, and decide upon its
77 
pretensions without pronouncing a word." This argument from
77 "Evidences of Christianity, 11 283.
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the exalted nature of the content of revelation itself, was 
a favorite one with Mr. Campbell. Had he strictly adhered 
to his Lockian philosophical foundation, he could not have 
made it; that he does not, is evidence of his habit, when he 
found it inadequete to explain the facts, of abandoning it 
without scruple. To him, even were there no other reason focr 
believing the revelation to have proceeded from fiod, the 
divinity of its nature was inefficient ground for relying im- 
plicitly upon it. "If we had no other proof oftthe scrip- 
tures being divine oracles, than just the contents of the 
book (Biblos), that alone would warrant us in the conclusion,
for we see the handwriting of the Almighty indelibly inscrib-
78 
ed in the pages of this volume." "The author is ioiown in
79 
his works. Sod's book is full of divinity."
Christianity has been experimentally proved to be 
divine, to every man who has cordially embraced it, and has 
been saved by it. $o argument in the world could destroy 
within him the conviction that the revelation is from God. 
"The Bible has been proved to be a divine revelation,- aaamauy 
millions of times as there are individuals who have believed
it to the salvation of their souls. But it never has been
80 
proved to be false to a single individual of the human race."
Every man who has received the Christian facts, to the saving 
of his soul, is an unanswerable argument for the divinity of 
the message which has brought about so glorious a result.
In the introduction to his debate with Robert Owen, 
Jfr. Campbell eloquently sums up this mighty argument from the 
spiritual quality of the gospel revelation. Because this type 
of apologetic is so congenial to the mind of our own time, the
78 "Evidences of Christianity," 189.
79 ^Christian Baptism," 31.
80 Ibid.* 35. See also 31 and 48.
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Campbellian appreciation of its significance should be some- 
what exhaustively considered. His thesis in the summary is 
stateiin a sentence. "In defending Christianity; or in prov- 
ing that it is a veritable, benevolent, and Divine institution, 
we have nothing to do but to develop it,- to show what it is, 
and, perhaps, what it is not. This can be done with most ef- 
fect by showing what it has done when perspicuously and faith-
81 
fully propounded, and sincerely and cordially embraced."
What are its fruits? Christianity and infidelity cannot be 
compared. The former is a positive institution; it has facts 
and documents, and it has been in the world as an actuality 
for more than eighteen hundred years. The latter has no facts 
and no documents; it is a state of mind only* It assails the 
revelation in the Bible, for it offers nothing in its place; 
it blandly assumes that nothing in place of it is necessary. 
"Jesus Christ was, and is, a person; not a thing, not a doe- 
trine, not a theory. Infidelity is not a thing, not a doctrine, 
not a theory. It is a state of mind, an intellectual or moral
imbecility. It is a spiritual jaundice, sometimes green, some-
82 
times black." The two, then, cannot be in any manner compared;
one is positive, the other is mere negation. The infidel 
stands to Christianity as darkness is related to light. Unbe- 
lief is the repudiation of evidence; it is spiritual blindness, 
it is the choosing to live in the darkness when one might live 
in the light.
"Jesus Christ was a real person, and had personal, 
positive attributes. He had a real and positive character, 
unique, original, transcendent. It was as fixed, as positive, 
and as radiating, as the sun in heaven. The originality and
81 "Evidences of Christianity," Introduction page III.
82 Ibid., introduction page IV.
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unity of his character is all-sufficient, in the eye of educated
reason, to claim for him a cordial welcome into our world, and
83 
to hail him as the supreme benefactor o^ our race, 11 To any
implication that Campbell was a legalist, external in his con- 
ceptions of Christianity and of the manner it is proven to us 
to "be from God, the following exalted utterance ought to be a 
convincing answer. It is beyond the shadow of a doubt that 
in his age, which was itself external and legal to the extreme, 
he believed that the most powerful evidences for the divine 
origin of the Hule of Faith, the revelation of the Bible, were 
those from the lofty spiritual nature of its content. "To my 
mind, it has long been a moral demonstration, clear as the 
sun, that no one could have drawn a character, such as that of 
Jesus Christ, from all the stores of human learning, from all 
the resources of human imagination. The simple character of 
Jesus Christ weighs more in the eyes of cultivated reason 
than all the miracles he ever wrought. No greater truth was 
ever, uttered than these words: 'He that has seen me has seen 
the father also. 1 No mortal ever could have said so. The 
wisdom, and science, and learning of the world, compared with 
his, was, and is, and evermore shall be, as a glimmering spark 
to a radiant star, as a glow-worm of the twilight in contrast 
with the splendors of a meridian sun. It is only in the dark 
we can admire a glow-worm. We cannot see it when the sun 
shines. But we might as hopefully lecture to a blind man on 
the philosophy of light, as address the mere sensualist, 
the visionary, or the dogmatic simpleton, on the originality, 
unity, transparency, beauty, grandeur, of the character of 
Jesus Christ. An animal man will not look, and, therefore, he 
cannot see the light; the true light which shines in the face
83 "Evidences of Christianity," Introduction page IV.
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of the Lord Jesus Christ* He affirms that he sees, but ha sees
84 
not what he affirms."
It is interesting, as shedding light on his doc-
V
trine of the Holy Spirit, that Mr. Campbell fcowhere teaches 
that the inner conviction of the truth of the Word of Sod is 
wrought by the Holy Spirit. This is the affirmation of the 
modern school of Apologetics. It was the position of the 
Protestant reformers. But when it is remembered that Mr. Camp- 
bell considered the Scriptures to be the work of the Holy Spirit, 
the organ through which the Holy Spirit actually speaks to the 
heart and conscience, it is evident that any conviction wrought 
in the heart by their inner quality, must be wholly the work 
of the Spirit. In the fact that tha Spirit is the author of 
the conviction, he agrees with, the He formers and with the 
modern Apologists; in the manner in which the Holy ^Spirit 
works this result, he is in disagreement with them. He con- 
tended that the Spirit works instrument ally only through the 
word of truth; that there is any abstract contact of Spirit 
with naked spirit, he denied. Consistent with his doctrine 
of the nature of the Word of God, he did not believe that the 
Spirit bears witness to the divine origin of every part of 
Scripture, for this would be an"assumption that the Scripture 
is a single work, and that if the hand and mind of God are
discernible in anything, they must be supposed to. have given
85 
us everything which it contains." This we know Campbell
did not hold. The Spirit bears witness to the divine authen- 
ticity of the message which speaks to us of the salvation 
which is in Christ Jesus; this is the Word of God.
84 "Evidences of Christian!ty, 11 Introduction IY^ If*
of ̂ altfti," Pater son, 70.
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IV. THE CAMPBBLLIAH RULE OP FAITH INCLUDES SOMB 
VERY STRICT RULES FOR THE IHTERPRETATIOU OF SCRIPTURE
It will "be necessary to state these rules, common- 
plaoe and obvious as they now are, in order to understand the 
significance of the influence which created them.
Rule 1. "On opening any hook in the sacred Scrip- 
tures, consider first the historical circumstances of the book. 
These are the order, the title, the author, the date, the place, 
and the occasion of it."
Rule 2« "In examining the contents of any book, as 
respects precepts, promises, exhortations, etc., observe who 
it is that speaks, and under what dispensation he officiates. 
Is he a Patriarch, a Jew, or a Christian? Consider also the 
persons addressed, their prejudices, characters, and religious 
relations* Are they Jews or Christians, believers or unbe- 
lievers, approved or disapproved? This rule is essential to 
the proper application o£ every conmand, promise, threatening^ 
admonition, or exhortation, in the Old Testament or New."
Rule 3. "To understand the meaning of what is 
commanded, promised, taught, etc., the same philological prin- 
ciples, deduced from the nature of language, or the same laws 
of interpretation which are applied to the language of other 
books, are to be applied to the language of the Bible. w
Rule 4. "Common usage, which can only be ascer- 
tained by testimony, must always decide the meaning of any 
word which has but one signification; but when words have, ac- 
cording to testimony - (i.e., the dictionary) - more meanings 
than one, whether literal or figurative, the scope, the eon- 
text, or parallel passages must decide the meaning; for if 
common usage fail, there can be no certainty in the interpre- 
tation of language. 11
209
Role 5. "In all tropical language, ascertain the 
point of resemblance, and Judge of the nature of the trope, 
and its kind, from the point of resemblance,"
Rule 6, "In the interpretation of symbols, types, 
allegories, and parables, this rule is supreme. Ascertain the 
point to be illustrated; for comparison is never to be extend- 
ed beyond the point, to all the attributes, qualities, or cir- 
cumstances of the symbol, type, allegory, or parable."
Rule 7, "I?or the salutary and sanctifying in- 
telligence of the oracles of God, the following rule is indls-
86 
pensable:- We must come within understanding distance,"
These rules, so widely accepted now, were very 
daring in 14r. Campbell 1 s day, and provoked much discussion 
and opposition. Other men had thought of the necessity for 
such laws in order to an understanding of the Scripture;
Campbell dared to give them practical application in all his
87 
teaching and work. His writings give large space to the
discussion of these fundamental laws through which the correct 
knowledge of what the Scripture teaches, is made known to the 
mind.
The rules of interpretation exhibit two powerful 
influences, tfirst, there is the influence of the Covenant
Theology resulting in a different use of the documents than
88 
was then current. Since we are not under the law, but under
the ^ospel of Christ, the Hew Testament is of far greater
86 "Christian Baptism," 61.
87 "Alexander Campbell, -in particular, was the first of the 
great Bible students of the 19th. century to sanctify 
by actual employment, the historical and literary canons 
and rules of criticism and laws of language, in the in- 
vestigation of the problem of Holy Scripture, which have 
been in vogue ever since, except among reactionary de- 
nominationalists, including some of the Disciples." 
"Debates that made History," Haley, 50,
88 "Christian System," 16, 17,
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Importance to us, and should accordingly "be studied with more
89 
care than the Old." The authority for Christians is to he
found in the book of the new dispensation and not in that 
which belonged exclusively to the Old. There can be no doubt
that this distinction between the covenants was the most im-
90. 
portant of the Campbellian exegetioal principles. The debt
which he owed to the Covenant Theologians in this regard, has 
already been considered,
The second influence, which is clearly evident in 
all Campbell 1 s writings on the subject of the rules of inter- 
pretation, is that of the Baconian empiricism. There is an 
interesting statement in the Owen debate, in which this in- 
fluence is frankly acknowledged. "The principles of invest- 
igation on which the inductive philosophy fcf Lord Bacon is 
founded, and those adopted by the Christian philosopher, 
Sir Isaac Hewton, are those which should govern us on this
occasion. 'Everything,* says this great teacher, f is to be
wost 
submitted to the^minute observation, -no conclusions are to
be drawn from guesses or conjectures. We are to keep within 
the certain limits of experimental truth. We first ascer- 
tain the facts, then group them together, and after the 
classification and comparison of them, draw the conclusion. 
There are generic heads or chapters in every department of 
physical or moral science. We are never to shrink fEPffl the 
test of these principles. 1 Any arguments, therefore, which 
we may offer, we wish to be examined by the improved prin- 
ciples of the inductive philosophy, by those very principles 
which right reason and sound experimental philosophy have 
sanctioned as their appropriate tests. But questions of 
fact are not to be tried by mathematioal evidence. It has
89 "The Living Oracles," pages
90 "Christian Baptist," -463, 470, 484, 494.
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been well observed, that the sciences are of a social dis- 
position, and flourish best in the neighborhood of each 
other; nevertheless each of them claims to be governed by 
laws which are perfectly sui generis; and none of them can be 
constrained to agree to an intercommunity of jurisdiction 
with the rest: it is held essential to the truth and dignity 
of each of them, that it is to be tried only by its own laws. 1 
When we enter into an examination of the testimony on which 
religion is founded, we have no other scientific rules to
resort to, than those which regulate and govern us in ascer-
91 
taining the weight of all historic evidence. 11
The rules which look to the meaning of each word, 
the noting of time, place and circumstances, and the purpose 
of each utterance, clearly reflect this common-sense method 
of Bacon, the method of observation and deduction. They 
simply apply the Baconian principles to Scriptural interppajs 
tation. This is illustrated in the laws of conversion. All 
the cases of conversion in the Hew Testament times are studied; 
the actions of all parties in the conversion process care- 
fully noted, and the laws resulting are deduced. In the same 
manner, the general principles of religion and the laws re- 
sulting for the Church of Christ, are discovered. Every verse 
and every fact in the Biblical record is to be treated as so
much scientific phenomena.
92 
"Sod has spoken for men, by men. 11 The language
of the Bible is human language, and all the rules which gov- 
ern the understanding of human language must be applied to 
it. If *nQ language of the Scriptures is not understand- 
able by these means, then the Bible cannot be said to con- 
tain a revelation from God. The fact, however, that God hafi
91 "Evidences of Christianity, 11 262, 263.
92 "Christian Baptism, 11 54, 55.
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clothed His revelation in language through which men converse 
with each other, is evidence of the fact that we are to con- 
sider Hia word as being of the nature of a conversation; it 
is in language which man can understand, and the same method 
he would employ in comprehending a message from a human "being, 
must be used in understanding Grod ! B message to him.
These rules of interpretation, upon which the Dis- 
ciples have insisted with such vigor, only throw more strong- 
ly into light, the Gampbellian conception of the nature of 
the Rule of Faith. God speaks through the Bible, to man, on 
the subject of salvation. When He thus speaks, a revelation 
has been made* This revelation is alone authoritative, as 
it alone contains the terms of union and communion. £t is 
a matter of faith; other things, not so clearly revealed, be- 
long to the realm of opinions, and opinions are not author- 
itative. The message of revelation is to be apprehended 
by the mind, which must of necessity, pronounce upon the 
authority of those purporting to be the bringers of the 3ivine 
and saving truth. To the spiritual man,r the man whose eye 
is single and whose will is submissive,- will the revelation 
be made. He, in a word, who has the will to believe, to him 
will the glorious truth come with saving power. "Everyone, 
then, who opens the book of Grod with one aim, with one ardent 
desire, intent only to know the will of Grod - to such a per- 
son, the knowledge of Grod is easy; for the Bible is framed
to illuminate such, and only such, with the salutary know-
93 
ledge of things spiritual and divine." "He, then, that
would interpret the oracles of Grod to the saltation of his 
soul, must approach this volume with the humility and docility
93 "Christian Baptism, w 68.
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of a child, and meditate upon it day and night. Like Mary, 
he must sit at the Master's feet, and listen to the words 
which fall from his lips. ?o suoh an one, there is an assur- 
ance of understanding, a certainty of Icnowledge, to which the 
man of letters alone, never attained, and which the mere crit- 
ic never felt."94 The seat of authority is not in the saving 
revelation alone; it is in the humble, spiritual mind which 
discriminates, and in faith receives the truth.
94 "Christian Baptism, 11 63.
CHAPTER VI
V
THE PLAN OF SALVATIOH
In no phase of their teaching have the Disciples 
"been more justly distinguished than in that which deals with 
the appropriation of the divine salvation, That which man does 
in order to enjoy the "blessing of forgiveness, they have gen- 
erally styled, in their literature, "The Plan of Salvation." 
It is certain that they have made no more permanent contribu- 
tion to modern Christianity, than their clear, Scriptural, ex- 
position of ma^s part in his own redemption. Dr. Moore, the 
best known of modern Disciple historians, agrees with this as- 
sertion, when he says: "It is probable that the Disciple ad- 
vocacy has been more satisfactory at this, point than at any 
other in ail their contentions. They certainly have taught the
way of salvation from a Scriptural point of vies% as no other
2 
religious people have done."
It has been customary for Disciple preachers and 
teachers to arrange the salient points of the Gospel in a ser- 
ies of triads. There are three great facts; the death, the 
burial, and the resurrection of Christ. There are three great 
commands; believe in Christ, repent toward Him, be baptized 
into Him. There are three great promises; the forgiveness of 
sins, the gift of the Holy Spirit, eternal life. The alien 
.sinner, to inherit the promises, must believe these facts and 
obey the commands.
1. Several Disciple teachers have written books in which the 
appropriation of salvation has been the theme. Some of 
these works are: "The Gospel Plan of Salvation," T.W.Brents; 
"The Plan of Salvation," E.V.dollars; etc. Other such books 
ooui4dbe mentioned, but-these are sufficient to show that 
the Disciples are accustomed to refer to ma^s part in com- 
ing to God as "The Plan of Salvation."
2 "Comprehensive History of the Disciples of Christ," Moore,65.
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The foundation for this analysis of the Gospel plan 
is to be discovered in the arrangement first made "by Walter Scott, 
Scott, next to the Campbells, was probably the most scholarly 
man of the early Disciple movement. Being analytically-minded, 
lie thought much in the first part of his brilliant evangelistic 
career, upon the consecutive order appropriate to the various 
items of the Gospel. The result of this pondering eventually 
manifested itself in the following arrangement! (l) faith, /" 
(2) repentence, (Zb baptism, (4) remission of sins, (5) gift 
of the Holy Spirit. This view of the divine plan immediately 
relieved him of his previous perplexities, and the Gospel ap- 
peared to him like a new revelation. He felt now that he had 
a clue which would extricate the minds of men from the laby- 
rinth in which they were involved in their mystical speculations 
regarding the subject of conversion. Erom this time forward,
he felt he could proclaim the Gospel message in all its prim-
3 
itive simplicity.
The result of Scott f s arrangement of the Gospel 
items, was immediately manifest in the unprecedented success 
of his evangelistic efforts. The whole Western Reserve was 
tremendously affected by the new movement. Converts were made 
by the thousands. The Mahoning Baptist Association came over 
to the new position with practical unanimity. Abandoning their 
articles of faith, they agreed to take the Scriptures only as V 
their rule of faith and practice. The reason for such interest
can be found only in the simplicity and power of the new message
4
so eloquently preached by Scott. The whole subject of con- 
version at this time, was much befogged by the prevalent mysti- 
cism. *fen of himself could do nothing. The Holy Spirit worked
3 "Jdemoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, II. 208.
4 "Comprehensive History of the Disciples," Moore, 184, 185.
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where he would, and if one were fortunate enough to "be in his 
path, conversion might be the result. Among the Baptists, 
"Christian Experience" was generally accepted as the only valid 
evidence of conversion. Thus, the message of Walter Scott came 
like new light from Heaven. He insisted that faith was not doc- 
trinal, but personal,- a hearty belief in Jesus Christ as the 
Son of Grod. The sinner was called upon to look to Ohrist alone 
for salvation, to believe the facts concerning Him as they 
were recorded in the Apostolic testimony, to obey the commands 
which were so plainly written, and to enjoy the promises. In 
an age in which there was so much indefiniteness as to the time 
when, and the place where, the penitent believer could be as- 
sured of pardon, this clear exposition of the Scriptural way 
came with convincing power.
There has sometimes been an undeniable tendency 
among Disciple divines, and probably because of this early in- 
fluence of Walter Scott, to distinguish sharply between the 
various steps in the conversion process. This has been done 
when these steps have been isolated for analysis and exposition. 
While substantially agreeing with Scott as to the arrangement 
of the various points in the Gospel plan, Alexander Campbell 
was wont to consider conversion as one process. The whole pro- 
cess as such, comprehending the various steps, or items, or 
points,- however they may be designated, was in his thinking, 
faith. The tendency among modern Disciples, to think of it in 
this manner, is a reaction from Scott to the position of Gamp- 
bell.
It will be impossible to appreciate the position of 
Gampbell on the "Plan of Salvation" without an understanding 
of the attitudes of Protestants of his or®n day on the question 
of conversion, and the background of that attitude. The origin 
of it is to be found in the notable controversy in regard to 
the nature of faith, which, during the eighteenth century, had
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agitated England. A member of ^ohn Lesley 1 s now famous "Godly 
Club" at 8xford, James Hervey by name, wrote the "Dialogues 
between Theron and Aspasio", in which he set forth the Methodist- 
Moravian conception of faith. As defined by him,"saving faith," 
is an emotional experience purely, in which the "sense of adopt- 
ion" is brought clearly to the soul of the one seeking salvation. 
This work also expounded the experimental processes through 
which the emotional experience^, which he identified with sav- 
ing faith, was brought about. There are two elements which 
stand out strikingly in this view: (l) It makes faith purely a 
state of feeling, rather than an act of the intellect; and (2) 
it places it at the end of the process of conversion,- in reality, 
makes it an effect of conversion.
There were many replies and vigorous objections to 
the thesis of Hervey. The opponents of his view may be divided 
into two classes; those who opposed one, and those who opposed 
both positions. Robert Sandeman, from whom the well known Scotch 
sect of the period derived its name, replied to the work of 
Hervey, opposing with vigor both parts of his thesis. He main- 
tained that faith is an act of the intellect, and that the as- 
surance of salvation is something distinct from it in conscious- 
ness, though depending upon it. The change of heart and feeling 
which constitutes the "sense of adoption" or the assurance of 
assurance of salvation, is produced by this act through which 
the truth is comprehended as the belief of testimony. In the 
order of salvation, therefore, faith is given first place. The 
position here advocated was adopted also by Archibald McLean, 
a prominent Scotch Baptist.
The acknowledged leader of the English Baptists of 
the progressive school, was Andrew Chiller. In his v/ork, "The 
Grpspel Worthy of all Acceptation", he endeavors to present a 
mediating view between these two positions. Faith is simply
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the belief of what God has said,- a cordial reception as true 
of what has been revealed to us in the Gospel. The assurance
of salvation which comes as an emotional experience, is something
5 
quite different from faith, and distinct from it. Thus far,
duller was in agreement with Sandeman and McLean, but in another 
and fundamentally important particular, he differed from them. 
Like Hervey, he believed that regeneration preceded faith.
The mediating position of Andrew duller, found but 
few supporters as the controversy went on. The rise and influence 
of the great Wesleyan revival, emphasizing in a mighty evan- 
gelistic wave, the Methodist-Moravian position, gradually gave 
currency to Hervey 1 s position, until the Baptists, abandoning 
their own Ihiller, were found, in the time of Campbell, occupy- 
ing the Methodist-Moravian ground, both as to the nature and
place of faith. Longan states their position: "Like Wesley, 
they regarded an emotional consciousness of pardon as the very 
essence of true faith. The point evermore insisted upon, in 
judging conversion, is the feeling testimony of the forgive- 
ness of sins. 'Do you, my brother or sister, feel that God, 
for Christ's sake, has pardoned you? 1 , is a question never 
omitted. It is not the consciousness of faith, so much as the 
mystic sense of salvation, which is the uniform criterion of
judgement, when the church with open doors, sits for reception
6 
of converts into its pale." Such was the Protestant mysticism
developed as a reaction against a cold formalism which gave 
inadequate recognition to the importance of the change of heart,
prevailing almost universally at the time Mr. Campbell began
7 
his work.
5. wThe Gospel Worthy of all Acceptation," Sixth American Ed- 
ition, Cincinnati, 1832; Appendix, 214, 215.
6 "Origin of the Disciples of Christ," Longan, 61, 62.
7 "Alexander Campbell 1 s Theology," Bean Garrison, 213 f 215.
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Mr. Campbell read the leading works of this con- 
troversy and acquainted himself thoroughly with the foundation- 
al principles of each of the disputants. He suocintly relates 
his experience with the literature of the whole mooted question. 
"I was once puzaled on the subject of Hervey's dialogues; I 
mean his Theron and Aspasio. I appropriated one winter season 
for examining this subject. I assembled all the leading writers 
of that day on these subjects. I laid before me, Robert Sandeman, 
Hervey, Marshall, Bellamy, GlasjEf, Cudworth, and others of 
minor fame in this controversy. I not only read, but studied 
and wrote off in miniature their respective views. I had 
Paul and Peter, and James arid John, on the same table; I took 
nothing on trust. I do not care for the authority, reputation, 
or standing of one of the systems, a grain of sand. I never 
weighed the consequences of embracing any one of the systems 
as affecting my standing or reputation in the world. Truth - 
not who says so - was my sole object. I found much enter- 
tainment in the investigation. And I will not blush, nor do 
I fear, to say, that in the controversy, Sandeman was like a 
giant among dwarfs. He was like Sampson with the gates and 
posts of Gaza upon his shoulders. I was the most prejudiced 
against him, and the most in favor of Hervey, when I commenced
this course of reading. Yet I now believe that not one of
8 
them was exactly on the track of the apostles." *-
Campbell 1 s affinities with, and antipithies to, the 
the positions of the various British divines, will become appar- 
ent as a study is made of his own writings on the plan of sal- 
vation. That, in certain of their features, his views were 
similar to those of MoLean and the Haldanes, rather than those 
of Ihiller and the school of which he was in reality the founder,
8 "Christian Baptist," 228.
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is evident. "Regarding the nature of faith, as then debated,
he agreed with Sandeman, MsLean and duller, as they confess-
9 
Qdly agreed with each other." As regards the prior relation of
regeneration to faith, he was in accord with McLean and the 
Scotch Baptists, and opposed to fuller and his followers both 
in Sngland and America.
With one question Mr. Campbell is engrossed in all 
his writings on the subject of toon's appropriation of salvation; 
when and how does salvation come? Is it before faith, or 
through faith? Does the grace of God win men through the truth 
believed? Or, is a regenerating influence necessary before the 
Sospel is believed, and entirely independent of it? Must a 
man be regenerated in order to believe, or is it possible for 
him to believe without such a miracle being performed? These 
are the questions in which the whole battle with the prevalent 
Protestant mysticism, centered.
In endeavoring to give a reasoned exposition of
what Campbell taught regarding the plan of salvation, the student 
is embarassed by a wealth of material. On no phase of the 
Christian Bevelation did he write so voluminously. In these 
herculean efforts to clear up the whole question from its envir- 
oning fog, one can understand how illogical, unscriptural, and 
confusing the prevailing mystical explanations were to his mind.
To this current Protestant mysticism, Campbell op- 
posed what he considered to be a rational and Scriptural anthro- 
pology and soteriology. One of the glaring weaknesses of the 
Calvinistic Theology was the fact that some of its most essential 
doctrines were based upon a conception of man, which was being 
constantly weakened by the growing appreciation of the dignity 
of the individual. From the time of the Reformation onward,
9 "Origin of the Disciples of Christ," Longan, 67.
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the sense of race unity became weaker while the worth and dignity 
of the individual was constantly being affirmed. With the growth 
of individualism, such doctrines as that of inherited original 
sin, in all its Calvinistio rigors, became increasingly difficult 
to explain. Those who were imbued with the modern idea of the 
freedom and responsibility of the individual, while they might 
not categorically deny the far reaching consequences of Adam's
sin, yet found themselves having little time in their thinking
10 / 
for the Fall and the inherited sin of the race. /There was,
in a word, a demand for an anthropology and a soteriology \f 
which would leave a man room to work out his mm salvation, 
and this demand Gampbell met. The influence of the Covenant 
Theology on this important Campbellian position, should be 
noted in passing. The very fact that salvation is conceived 
as something in which man himself has a part, was a fundamental 
idea in the positions of the Covenant Theologians. For the idea 
of absolute divine grace operating on a man who is entirely im- 
potent either to accept or repel its advances, they substituted 
the conception of salvation as a covenant. A covenant involves
the thought that man has a part to perform in the relationship,-
11 
that he can, therefore, make a difference in his own salvation.
When we turn more directly to the teaching of Gamp- 
bell on the plan of salvation, we are struck by the fact that 
the so-called steps in conversion, form one unbroken process. 
This is clearly set forth in his teaching concerning the nature 
of faith. Man is capable of believing the Gospel. His whole 
conception of the method by which man appropriates the divine 
blessing of forgiveness, rests upon this anthropology. With 
clarity he states his position: "The Book of God is addressed 
to the human understanding. It assumes that man, though fallen
10 "Alexander Campbell f s Theology," Dean Garrison, 127, 128.
11 Ibid., 136, 137.
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and depraved, is yet an intelligent being - that he has certain 
faculties or powers of ascertaining truth, of perceiving and 
receiving evidence   It does not, indeed, inform him that he 
has the faculty of seeing, hearing, speaking, or "believing. It 
does not explain to him that the possession of a faculty or power 
to do anything, makes it his duty to employ that faculty or 
power in any way his Creator may require. But it addresses him
as though these were matters perfectly understood and agreed
12 
upon between his Creator and himself." Squarely he takes issue
with the current mysticiam, in another unmistakable pronounce- 
ment. "We, therefore, conclude that God never would have spoken 
to man, if man could not hear him. The fact, then, that Sod 
I has given to the world a revelation, is, with me, a demonstration
I that man has the power to believe it - provided only, his heart
! 13 
and' attention are devoted to it."
Resting confidently upon such an anthropology, Camp- 
bell proceeds to define the nature of faith. He begins by call- 
ing attention to the meaning of l*act. A fact is something done. 
"The work of redemption is a system of works, or deeds, on the 
part of Eeavem, which constitute the most splendid series of 
moral facts which man or angel ever saw. And they are the proof, 
the argument, or the demonstration, of that regenerating pro-
position which presents God and Love as two names for the same
14 
idea." The facts of the life, death, resurrection, and ascension
of Jesus, and the Apostolic interpretation of these facts, while 
at first presented in oral testimony, are now mediated to us 
through the written word, the Hew Testament, tfaith consists
! in crediting these facts: "To admit the testimony to be true,
i
\ is in the sacred style, equivalent to believing it; for he
12 "Christian Baptism," 63.
13 Ibid., 64.
14 "Christian System," 111.
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that believeth the testimony of Sod has simply 'set to his 
seal that God is true 1 . Eaith, indeed, is always but the con- 
viction of the truth of testimony, whether that testimony be 
human or divine. To be convinced that any testimony or re-' 
port is true, is to believe it; to be convinced that it is 
not true, is to disbelieve it; not to be able to decide, is
to doubt. Hence there are but three states of mind as regards
15 
testimony. We believe, disbelieve, or 'doubt it." After a
vigorous discussion of the power of testimony as residing in 
the power Df the facts narrated, he concludes: "$o testimony , 
no faith; for faith is only the belief of testimony, or con- 
fidence in testimony as true. To believe without testimony is 
just as impossible as to see without light. The measure, 
quality, and power of faith are always found in the testimony
believed. Where testimony begins, faith begins; where test-
16 
imony ends, faith ends."
The Lookianism of Campbell shows itself clearly 
in this position. Since we receive all our knowledge of the 
external world, through the five senses, so we derive all our 
acquaintance with other facts, through testimony, i'aith, then, 
in its beginnings, is really equivalent to an extension of 
sense perception. It Mil be shown later, however, that Mr, 
Campbell 1 s Lockianism applies only to the beginnings of faith. 
It is not fai!T,to him to say he held to this as a comprehensive 
definition.
Since faith is the credence of testimony concerning 
historical facts, there can be but_one kind of faith - his- 
torical faith. The definitions of faith by the speculative 
theologians, into "saving faith, historical faith, the faith of 
miracles, the faith of devils", etc., are but the conceits of 
such theologians. "There is no faith worth anything that is
15 "Christian Baptism, 11 64, 65.
16 "Christian System/ 113.
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17 
not historical; for all our religion is based upon history."
The power of fatth is not to be found in the manner 
of believing, nor in the sincerity of the acceptance of the 
facts. It is not in the act of believing, but in the proposition 
believed, that the power to save resides. It is not eating that 
saves the life, but that which is eaten. Some eat and live, 
while others eat and die. So it is with faith. Its power or 
efficacy does not "depend upon the act or mariner of believing, 
nor upon the certainty of the evidence, nor even upon the as- 
surance of its truth, as upon the nature or value of the thing
that is believed. The power of faith is in the truth believed.
18 
The power of faith is in the power of truth." The saving
proposition is that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living 
God. Through him we 1mow that the Father is love and that He 
desires us to be His. The belief of this proposition and the 
hearty obedience to what it implies, will make a man a Christian.
Faith is not a shrewd transaction by which we merit 
forgiveness. It is not by accepting as true, the testimony 
regarding the Christ, that we earn salvation. If this were true, 
faith itself would become a work. And this is exactly the case 
when men rely upon the manner of believing, for their acceptance 
with Sod. It is for this reason that Campbell constantly sets 
forth the fact that it Is in what we believe, that we appro- 
priate the gracious salvation which the Father has made possible
for us. "It is through faith, and not on account of faith, as
19 
tnough there was in faith some intrinsic merit."
Since the beginning of faith is the beginning of 
testimony, it is generated in a very natural manner. Here, once 
more, Campbell comes to grips with the mysticism of his day.




were taught that faith was a gift of God in a miraculous 
sense. Hence, they could pray for it, or agonize about it, un- 
til some glad hour came in which God vouchsafed unto them, a 
glorious religious experience. The recitals of some of these 
so-called religious experiences were not only absurd in the 
extreme, but positively disgusting. One of the most potent 
causes of the wide-spread unbelief of the time, was this iron- 
clad requirement for an emotional "Christian experience" and
the relating of such, many times ridiculous experience, in con-
20
gregational meetings. In opposition to this prevelent error,
Campbell affirmed that faith comes by hearing the word of God. 
If a man wants faith, he must put aside his blinding prejudices 
and attend with open mind to the divine testimony. If the 
testimony is suffioeint, one will believe - he cannot help but 
believe. "No person can help believing when sufficient evid- 
ence is presented, and no man can believe without evidence. «\ 
Such is the constitution of the human mind that a man is as 
passive in believing as he was in receiving his name, or as the 
eye in receiving the rays of light that fall upon it from the
sun; consequently no man can help believing when the evidence
21
of truth arrests his attention." This is an extreme state- 
ment, but Campbell was driven to it in his combat with the 
extreme views of the day. It was intended to emphasize the 
fact that there is no need of an exercise of divine power in 
order to create faith within the heart, nor was any such inter- 
position to be expected. It was, therefore, useless to pray 
for faith. The fact that one prayed for faith, was itself 
evidence of some faith on the part of -the one offering the
20 Williams describes some of these experiences, and relates 
the depressing effect of them on John Smith, who was 
earnestly "seeking salvation". It has been noted that 
Smith became one of the outstanding Disciple evangelists 
in Kentucky. "Life of Elder John Smith," 63, 64.
21 "Christian Baptist," 142, 143.
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prayer. Suoh w$s the importance of a correct understanding 
of the manner of faith's coming, in the thinking of Campbell, 
that we quote him liberally, once more, on this point. "So 
true it is, that all our ideas of the sensible universe are 
the result of sensation and reflection. All the knowledge 
we have of material nature has been acquired by the exercise 
of our senses and our reason upon these discoveries. With 
regard to the supernatural knowledge, or the knowledge of God, 
that comes wholly 'by faith/ and 'faith 1 itself'comes by 
hearing. 1 This aphorism is divine, i'aith is, therefore, a 
consequence of hearing, and heating is an effect of speaking; 
for, hearing comes by the Word of God spoken, as much as faith 
itself comes by hearing. The intellectual and moral arrange- 
ment is, therefore - 1. The Word spoken; §.Hearing; 3. Be- 
lieving; 4. Feeling; 5. Doing. Such is the constitution of 
the human inind - a constitution divine and excellent, adapted 
to man's position in the universe. It is never violated in 
the moral government of God. Religious. action is uniformly
the effect of religious feeling; that is the effect of faith;22   
that of hearing'; and that of something spoken by God." Here
the familiar Lockianism of Campbell once more asserts itself, 
not only as the foundation of the meaning of faith as the 
belief of testimony, but as to the manner of its coming, as
well.
We have already hinted at the fact, that in his 
practical application of it to the religious life, faith was 
far more to Mr. Campbell than the mere credence of testimony. 
The strictures which have sometimes been directed at him, on 
the score that his definition is incomplete, have failed to 
take into account a mode of thought, peculiar to him, in which
22 "Christian Baptism," 293.
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he frequently includes effects with causes, in a manner not 
conducive to preciseness of definition. When he speaks of 
faith as the credence of testimony, he really means belief.
Modern theologians have recognized the difference "between
23 
belief and faith; they are not synonymous. Practically,
Campbell also realized this difference and frequently speaks 
of it. "Faith in Christ is the effect of belief. Belief is
the cause; and trust, confidence, or faith in Christ, the
24 
effect." The acceptance of the Gospel as true is belief, the
beginning of that whole process of trusting obedience to 
Christ, of that whole attitude of the soul to Christ, which 
is faith. "And what is Christian faith? It is a belief of 
testimony. It is a persuasion that God is true; that the 
Gospel is divine; that God is love; that Christ ! s death is 
the sinner's life. It is trust in God. It is a reliance upon 
His truth, His faithfulness, His power. It is not merely a
cold assent to truth, to testimony; but a cordial, joyful con-
25 
sent to it, and reception of it." In this passage he speaks
of both belief and faith, though he engrosses it all under the 
latter designation. It is the belief of testimony which even- 
tuates in that life of moral unity with Christ, which is the 
life of faith. Since it is trust, it is personal, and not 
alone intellectual or doctrinal. "Now the belief of what 
Christ says of Himself, terminates in confidence or trust in 
Him; and as the Christian religion is. a personal thing, both 
as respects subject and object, that faith in Christ which is 
essential to salvation, is not the belief of any doctrine,
testimony, or truth, abstractly, but belief in Christ; trust
26 
or confidence in Him as a person, not a thing." Such state-
23 "An Outline of Christian Theology," Clarke, 403.
24 "Christian System," 52.
25 "Christian Baptism, 11 893.
26 "Christian System," 53.
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ments as the foregoing ought to forever absolve Campbell of 
the charge of being purely an intellectualist, as regards faith. 
In his conception of faith as comprehending the whole conversion 
process, he rises definitely above his philosophical foundation. 
His I*ookianism was insufficient here, and, as he frequently does 
in other positions, he deliberately forsakes it for loftier 
heights. Dean Garrison's appreciation of his attitude is pert- 
inent: "When faith is isolated for definition, it is conceived 
in purely an intellectual form as the acquisition of information 
through testimony, the acceptance of certain propositions as 
true. Applying strictly this theological definition, the object 
of faith is certainly not a person but statements about a person. 
Campbell 1 s Locician conception of faith stopped here. But he 
saw at once that, considering faith not as an isolated mental 
act, but as the first step in the change of the whole man, the 
acceptance of a certain proposition about Jesus led immediately 
to a certain attitude of the person toward him as a person. 
For religious purposes, the object of faith is the person of 
Jesus in whom the believer is to trust as Saviour. But the 
theological definition seldom gets beyond the assertion that 
faith in Jesus is the acceptance of a certain proposition 
about him. It can be said, therefore, that, as regards the 
conception of faith, his theological position was a thorough 
intellectualiam, but the practical application of that intel- 
lectualism was to counteract a deteriorated Protestant my- 
sticism, and in its highest religious uses it issues in a
27 
lofty conception of faith as trust in a person."
As a further illustration of the manner in which 
Campbell transcends his Lockian intellectualism, we may note 
two passages, beautiful in their spiritual insight and power.
£7 "Alexander Campbell's Theology," Dean Garrison;, 225, 226.
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indeed is but the hand that apprehends and appropriates 
Christ as revealed to us by the Holy Spirit sent down from 
heaven. Salvation, then, is of faith, that it might "be "by grace, 
^or as the hand that plucks the fruit is not the fruit, is not 
that which either creates or sustains life, "but only that which 
ministers to its development and preservation - so faith 1 s sub- 
lime efficacy is not in itself, but in that which it receives
and appropriates to the soul of man, in which alone is the spring
28 
and fountain of eternal life." Faith is an attitude of the
whole man. It is the reliance of a sinner upon the divine person, 
for all that is salvation. "The head, the heart, the will, the 
conscience are all simultaneously exercised in the act of be- 
lieving in order to justification. The head alone believes 
nothing. Nor does the heart, the will, the conscience alone 
believe anything. The understanding simply discerns truth, the 
conscience recognizes authority, the heart feels love, the will 
yields to requisition. The G-ospfcl engages, interests, allures, 
captivates, the enlightened sinner. So that 'with his heart 1 ,
his whole soul, f he believeth unto righteousness, and with his
29 
mouth he confesses to salvation 1 ." There is nothing finer
in the theology of Alexander Campbell, than his insistence upon 
faith as personal rather than doctrinal. Salvation can never 
be by faith in Christologies; it must be in Him as personal 
Redeemer and Saviour.
The position accorded by Campbell to repentence, in 
the scheme of redemption, is unique. Hot only in his definition 
of it, but also ifc the relationship it sustains to faith, did 
he differ radically from the theologians of his time. It was 
customary to think of repentence as the first step in conversion.
28 "Christian Baptism," 73.
29 Ibid., 69.
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sinner, stirred to contrition by the preaching of the
, experienced an emotional change wnich was called a 
change of heart. After this he threw himself into the loving 
arms of divine mercy in faitn. As we have already noted, 
faith was thiis placed at the end of the conversion process. 
But, to Gampbell, this arrangement was arbitrary and illogical, 
^iewed from the standpoint of the mysticism of his day, which 
made faith a state of feeling at the end of that whole pro- 
cess which was called conversion, and something for which the 
sinner must wait.t , often through a long period of fear and 
agonizing, until it should please God (tpj)'graoiously;v grant it 
to him, repentance was a sorrow which could find no immediate 
issue in reformation of life. This attitude of his day must 
be kept in mind, if one would understand his continual insistence 
upon the importance of the relation of repentance to faith. It 
also underlies his sometimes questionable rendering of jaetdYOfetD 
n to reform", and that repentance is, therefore, a reformation 
of life.
Repentance, to Campbell, was related to faith as 
fruit to the tree which bears it. He writes of that "Repent- 
ance unto life 1 which God has granted unto the nations as the
fruit of their faith, in the divinely authenticated proposition
30 
that 'Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of God 1 ." In another
connection he speaks of the "necessity of faith as * the found-
31 
ation of repentance from dead works 1 ." Here the metaphor is
changed a little, but the meaning of the relation remains the 
same. In another unmistakable passage, he even more forcibly
employs the same illustration. "Still it is needful to press
upon
still farther^the attention of the reader that faith is truly
30 "Christian Baptism, n 76. 
Ibid., 80.
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'the foundation of repentance from dead works 1 , as testimony
32 
is the foundation of faith." "Repentance is an effect of faith:
who that believes not that God exists, can have 'repentance
33 
toward God 1 ." "Repentance, indeed, antecedent to faith, to
me, appears impossible; fur how could anyone repent of sin 
against God, if he did not believe that he had sinned against 
God I And how could the mercy of God afford any encouragement 
to repentenoe unless that mercy is reported to us and believedl 
So, then, repentence comes by faith, as faith by hearing, as 
hearing by the Word of God. As no one could hear God unless 
God had first spoken, and as one one could believe a message
which he had never heard, so no one could repent of sin, as
34 
respects God, who has not first believed in his mercy." Such
statements as these are self-explanatory. It is interesting 
to note, in passing, how he connects up the whole plan into a 
process in which it is almost impossible to isolate, for ang- 
lysis, one step from the rest. In his debate with Rice, he 
speaks of the relation, under another figure, and also emphasises 
the continuity and oneness of the various items of the whole 
Gospel plan. "Repentance is, however, but the adjunct ©fj^ith f 
as the remission of sins is of baptism. 1 In preaching repentance 
and remission, according to Lufce, the apostle must therefore
^
have preached faith, repentance, baptism, and remission; for
all these terms, or their equivalents, are found in the three
35 
versions of the commission now quoted." Repentance is of
faith; it is faith turning away from sin to accept all that the 
love of God as given in Christ and uniquely in His death upon 
the cross, means. It is faith in action. It cannot be divorced 
from faith and set off by itself; its very essence is faith, 
and the essence of faith is love. As love is the moving power
32 "Christian Baptism," 84.
33 "Christian System/ -53.
34 "Christian Baptism," 80, 81.
35 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 432.
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of faith, so faith thus constituted, is the motive power of that 
turning away from unrighteousness to God and His way of life.
With the relationship between faith and repentance 
thus defined, it is evident that a reformation of life could 
immediately follow. When we come, then, to Ifr. Campbell's de- 
finition of the nature of repentance, and kn owing his liability 
to an inclusion of effects with causes, in many of his defini- 
tions, we are not suprised to find him speaking of it as "re- 
formation of life". The etymological foundation for his posi-
tion is to be found in the meaning of the two Greek words which
56 
in our English version, are translated "repent". One ,
means a "change of mind or will which eventuates in reformation?1 
The other, fL^to^fii^fLdL^ means "a sorrow or regret for sin", but 
"without respect to a change of affections or conduct of an
individual", and "is never found in connection with faith, or
37 
any of the Gospel facts reported in the Christian records".
The proper use of this word is found in the case of Judas 
who is said to have repented. But his repentance had no respect 
to any change in his life. God never uses this word in any of 
his commands requiring repentance. No one is ever commanded to 
repent in the style of Judas. "Repentance is sorrow for sins 
committed; but it is more. It is a resolution to forsake them; 
but it is more. It is actual ! ceasing to do evil, and learning 
to do well 1 . It is not merely, BQ sorry for what, you have done 
wrong; nor is it, Hesolve to do better; nor even, Try to mend 
your ways; but it is actual amendment of life from the views 
and the motives which the Gospel of Christ exhibits. Gospel 
repentance is the offspring of Gospel light and Gospel motive,
36 In"3?he Living Oracles" which was universally referred to 
as "Campbell; s Translation", Mr. Campbell translated the 
word, jU.ttkWg'U), , "to reform". This translation, as that 
of , T3a,TJt/^u;^ by ^immerse" was not widely popular al- 
though the work had. a large influence , especially among the 
Disciples.
37 "Christian Baptism," 77.
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and therefore, it is the effect, and not the cause of belief
38 
of the testimony of God." In speaking of Peter's Penticostal
sermon and Ms command to the conscience-striken Jews to repent, 
^r. Campbell says: "The profession of repentance without re- 
formation or fruits worthy of it, they were clearly informed, 
would avail nothing. So evident is it that their contemporaries
understood by the precept 'repent 1 what we associate with the
39 
word 'reform1 . 11 Because he did not believe in the emotional
extravagances which were almost universally considered to be 
repentance, lie was frequently accused of not believing in re- 
pentance at all. Against this accusation he defends himself: 
"It is not, as often insinuated, because I have any objection 
to repentance, properly so-called; for, with me, repentance, 
or a change of mind, or regret for the past, must always pre- 
cede reformation, information both presupposes or comprehends 
penitence in its biblical acceptation. I desire to see the
broken and contrite heart as the prelude of effectual repentance;
40 
that is, reformation of behaviour."
It is evident that Mr. Campbell was influenced in 
his manifestly extreme definition of the nature of repentance, 
by the radical emotionalism which was the prevalent concomitant 
of the conversions of his time. Such emotional manifestations 
were considered as themselves constituting repentance. It was 
against this distorted and dangerous view that he loosed his 
thunders. In his eagerness to emphasize those things which count 
most - the renewal of the life, and its conformity to the beau- 
tiful divine pattern, he went to the lengths of including that 
which is the work of a lifetime, sanetification itself, with the 
change which is but the beginning. When v;e remember, however,
38 "Christian System," 53, 54.
39 "Christian Baptism," 79.
40 "Campbell^ftice Debate," 495.
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that, to him, conversion was one unbroken process, that "being 
saved" was all that is comprehended in the life of faith, sal- 
vation could be - indeed it must be, a life process.
Genuine repentance means also restitution. The 
man who truly turns away from his vain manner of life, will, 
so far as possible, make good the wrong he had done. This 
phase of repentance was much insisted upon by the earlier 
^isciple preachers. Their sermons are full of exhortations 
not only to turn from sin, but to repaid the damage done, as 
an evidence of good faith.
Opposing the current conception that God grants 
repentance and faith as a purely miraculous gift, Campbell 
shows what is meant by the Scriptural phrase. "To 'grant 
repentance 1 , is, then, to make room for the advantage of a change 
of views concerning Him - a change of feeling or heart to Him - 
a change of conduct toward Him. It is to make possible a
plenary remission of sins to all who are truly sorry for their
41 
sins, and, forsaking them, turn to the Lord." To "grant
repentance" is to provide those means which evoke repentance. 
In the sacrifice of His Son on Calvary, God has provided the 
greatest moral force in the world, to bring man to a realiza- 
tion of his own sinfulness, to stir up within him a desire to 
forsake it, for the righteousness which is the life in Christ. 
It is not that God gives repentance as one might lodge a cer- 
tain commodity in the heart. It is not something infused. He
grants it, in that he provides all the means which bring it
42 
into being.
In two eloquent passages, Mr. Campbell sums up his 
exposition of the meaning of "repentance unto life". "Thus 
we are led, step by step, up to the apprehension of 'repentance
41 "Christian Baptism," 87, 88. 
, 82.
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unto life 1 . Such a repentance implies, because it requires, 
an antecedent faith in some proposition having life in it; for 
the life is not in the repentance, "but in that to which it 
leads. The life is purposed as the end, while repentance is 
but the means to attain it. Yet are they insepeirably connected; 
for this life is not without repentance, nor this repentance 
without life. Views there are, in the faith, and motives in- 
spired by it, which, when perceived and possessed, work this 
mysterious and sublime change. It is light that makes manifest 
everything. Yet light is very different from the things mani- 
fested by it. It is the truth developed in the great pro- 
position that God is, by Christ, reconciling a world to Himself, 
not imputing to men their trespasses, but beseeching them to 
be reconciled to Him, because He has made His Son a sin offering 
for us, that we might be made perfectly righteous through Him. 
How, all this is comprehended in that cardinal proposition, on 
the belief of which the Lord promised to build His church, viz;- 
that f Jesus is the Messiah, the Son of the living God 1 . It is 
this sublime proposition, apprehended and realized by faith, that 
works repentance unto life; that subdues, softens, pacifies, and
reconciles the heart to God, and prepares it to be a temple of
43 
the Holy Spirit." In another passage closely related to this,
Campbell reaches the very heights of his conception of faith 
and repentance being a vitally personal thing, and not a mere 
reliance upon doctrinal propositions for acceptance with God. 
"This is the cardinal element in the Gospel which contains in 
it the principle* of eternal life. Christ, indeed, is our life. 
'Our life is hid with Christ in God. 1 But to us, Christ is 
first presented in the testimony concerning Him; then he is in 
the faith of him that believes that testimony; then in his heart
43 "Christian Baptism," 85, 86.
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He "becomes the f hope of glory 1 , and, finally, in his life of 
righteousness and holiness, He is manifested to the world.
, indeed, constitutes ! a reformation not to be repented
44 of 1 ."
In a discussion of the meaning of the death of 
Christ in its relation to our faith, Mr. Campbell sets forth 
the influence of the sin-bearing love of the Master in its 
power to evoke faith and penitence in our hearts. With a 
liberal quotation from this passage, it would be well to con- 
clude our consideration of his teaching on the subject of re- 
pentance. After speaking of the necessity for an understand- 
ing of the nature of the death of Christ as an atoning sac- 
rifice, he says: "That is the radiating center of the whole 
remedial system. It is in that we discover all the divine ex- 
cellencies. It is there, and only there, that inflexible 
Justice, immaculate purity, inviolate truth, and infinite mercy, 
appear in perfect harmony with each other f combining all their 
effulgence and glory in opening for us a way into the holiest 
of all. Beholding there, as in a reflecting mirror, the purity 
of God and our onto deformity; the majesty of His government and 
the dignity of His law; the malignity and hatefulness of sin, 
in contrast with the beauty and lovliness of holiness, right- 
eousness, and truth;, we are changed into the same image from 
glory to glory, by the Spirit of the Lord. Thus, contemplating 
Him whom our sins have pierced, we begin to mourn over them; 
we prostrate ourselves before His throne of mercy, and, with 
the humble and penitent publican, we say*. 'God be merciful to
me a sinner 1 . Such is that repentance unto life which God,
45 
through Jesus Christ, has granted to the Jew and to the
44 "Christian Baptism, " 86.
45 Ibid., 86, 87.
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A statement such as this is defense enough against the charge 
that Mr. Campbell was purely intellectual in his attitude 
toward the method through which the sinner appropriates for- 
giveness.
In the Disciple conception of the plan of sal- 
vation^tha plan &£ palvation faith and repentance are 
further objectified in a public confession. It has been, for 
more than a hundred years, the custom in every Church of Christ 
in America, for a Gospel invitation to be extended at the close 
of every sermon. This is true of each morning as well as each 
evening service. While this custom is not followed in the morn- 
ing service in Great Britian and Australasia, it is quite gen- 
erally observed at the evening meetings. In this invitation 
men are urged to come forward and confess their faith in Christ 
as Lord. This confession is accepted as evidence of the fact 
that one making it heartily believes Jesus to be the Christ, the 
Son of the living God, and that he has sincerely repented of his 
sins. Upon such a confession, the candidate for membership in 
the church is baptized. In a word, the confession of faith, is 
considered evidence of conversion and readiness for entrance 
into Christ's Church. The confession is primarily a confession 
of faith. It has nothing to do with opinions, but it is an 
expression publicly made, of faith in the person who alone can 
save. It is only in a secondary sense, a confession of sin. 
The Disciples have taken the references which exhort to the con- 
fession of sins to each other, as having application essentially 
to the Church. In the confession of faith there is a confession 
of sinfulness, but this is not the fundamental reason for the 
confession being made.
While the Disciples have written largely, and have 
spoken much, upon the meaning and necessity of the confession of 
faith, Mr. Campbell did not say as much about it, as he did con-
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oerning the other so-oalled steps in the divine plan. In his 
practice, he always demanded a confession from those who were 
to "be baptized. He does refer to it in several instances. The 
confession respects the dignity of the person and office of the
Messiah. Of these two ideas "the one asserts His divine relations
46 
the other His official rank and glory". The "belief of the
truth expressed in the words of the confession, and a cordial 
obedience to the one thus confessed, will make a man a Christian. 
This confession is also that upon which the Church was builded. 
It is an efficient bond of union. In it alone, can Christ's 
Church remain one. "When all socities build upon this one found- 
ation, and on it only, then shall there be unity of faith, of 
affection and of co-operation; but never, till then. Every other 
foundation is sand. Hence, they have all wasted away. Innumer- 
able parties have perished from the earth; and so will all the
47 
present built on any other foundation than this rock."
In the conversion process, faith still further ob- 
jectifies itself in baptism. The teaching of Ht. Campbell on 
the subject of baptism will be exhaustively considered in another 
connection. The only reason for attending to it here, is that 
he, and the Disciples universally, have ever considered it as 
a step in the plan of salvation. There is no blinking the fact 
that the Disciples have emphasized the teaching, that in the 
New Testament no promise of remission of sins, or acceptance 
with Sod, is given, until after baptism. In nothing have they 
been more misunderstood than in this position. As a part of 
the "plan", then, it will be considered here.
Mr. Campbell speaks of these so-called steps in the 
plan of salvation, and among them includes baptism. "It will
46 "Christian System," 58, 59.
47 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 8E1.
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again fall in our path to hear and contemplate the conn
ection 
"between faith, repentance, baptism, and the remission o
f sins, 
^antlme, it will suffice to say, that all the links of
 that
golden chain of grace which connects and binds our souls
 to the
48 
throne of God, are most intimately connected with one an
other."
The process of conversion is one process, and baptism is
 an 
act in it, through which the gracious forgiveness of the
 Father 
is appropriated. In his debate with Rice, the whole pla
n, as 
he conceived it, and as the Disciples from that day have
 pro- 
claimed it, is rapidly reviewed, "We preach in the word
s of 
that book, the gospel, as promulgated by the apostles in
 Jeru- 
salem. We use in all important matters, the exact words
 of 
inspiration. We command all men to believe, repent and 
bring 
forth fruits worthy of reformation. We enjoin the same 
good 
works commanded by the Lord and His apostles. We receiv
e men 
of all denominations under heaven, of all sects and part
ies, 
who will make the good confession of the faith, in the 
identi- 
cal words of inspiration, so that they who avow it expre
ss a 
divine faith and build upon a consecrated foundation - a
 well- 
tried cornerstone. On a sincere confession of this fait
h, we 
immerse all persons, and then present them with God's ow
n book
of faith, piety and morality. This is our most obnoxiou
s of-
49 
fense against the partyism of this age." There is no o
ther
statement in Disciple literature, which better sets fort
h the 
Disciple procedure in receiving men into the church, th
an this 
one. There is no clearer resume of what they have alway
s con- 
sidered the namward side of the conversion process.
As regards the place which baptism occupies in tide 
divine scheme of forgiveness, it is an act of faith
. It is
48 "Christian Baptism," 88.
49 "Gampbell-Hice Debate," 784, 785.
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not something which comes after man's acceptance by the Father, 
a plus, as it were; it is faith itself in action. As repentance 
is faith turning away from sin to £od, so "baptism is faith and 
repentance confessit^g before the world, in an act which at the 
same time pictures the grand saving facts of the Gospel,-the 
death, burial and resurrection of Ohrist. It is not a work of 
the law, such as came under the fierce condemnation of Paul. 
No man can earn salvation simply by complying with an outward 
act. It derives all its significance from the relation which 
it holds to faith. "Baptism without faith is of no value what- 
ever, for in truth, baptism is but the actual and symbolic pro- 
fession of faith. It is its legitimate embodiment and con- 
summation. And whatever virtue there is in it, or connected
with it, is but the virtue of faith in the blood of Christ ap-
50 
plied to the conscience and the heart." It is doubtful if
he could express his position more concisely or with greater 
clarity unless it be in another passage in the same discussion. 
"Baptism is, therefore, no work of law, no moral duty, no moral 
righteousness, but a simple putting on of Ohrist and placing 
ourselves wholly in His hand and under His guidance. It is an 
open, sensible, voluntary expression of our faith, to which,
we being thus perfected, the promise of remission of sins is
51 
divinely annexed. In one word, it is faith perfected."
The conception of Mr. Campbell regarding the so- 
called steps in the plan of salvation in their inter-relations, 
may be summed up in a sentence. IPaith is that belief in God 
through Jesus Christ, broad enough, deep enough, and high enough, 
to prompt one to do what the father would have him do. It is 
that process in which belief is transmitted into action, into
50 "Christian Baptism," 285.
51 Ibid., 284.
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conduct, in conformity with the Ghristly pattern. "It was not 
Abel's faith in his head or heart, "but Abel's faith at the 
altar, which obtained such reputation. It was not Enoch's 
faith in principle, but Enoch's faith in his wait with God, 
which translated him to heaven. It was not Noah's faith in 
God's promise and threatening, but his faith exhibited in build- 
ing an ark, which saved himself and family from the deluge, and
a)i
made him an heir of a new world, and^heir of righteousness. It
was not Abraham's faith in God's call, but his going out in 
obedience to that call, that first distinguished him as a pilgrim, 
and began his reputation. It was not faith in God's promise 
that Jericho should fall, but that faith carried out in the 
blowing of ram's horns, which laid its walls in ruins,etc. It
is not our faith in God's promise of redemption, but our go-52 
ing down into the water, that obtains the remission of sins."
Having considered the great principles in the plan 
of salvation, as they are conceived by Mr. Campbell, we may 
proceed to a brief study of the illustration of these principles, 
under the various analogical terms employed in the Hew Testament. 
Religious truth must often be expressed in terms which reflect
human relations. In such cases, no good interpreter would think53 
of considering truth, so defined, as precisely scientific." No
one would reject such terms as false or misleading just because 
they are of this character. Frequently, they are more concrete 
and realistic than more abstract language would be. Such 
terms are often employed by Paul. The word "justification11 is 
an illustration. It is a forensic term; about it there is the 
atmosphere of the law court. But into it, Paul pressed the 
Christian idea of forgiveness. His use of it, was an effective 
instrument in his mighty battles with the JuddjUers. Such
52 "Christian System,'1 23B.
53 "The Theology of the Hew Testament," Stevens, 421.
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terminology was native to their thinking. Under the form of 
this term, then, Paul brings the fundamental Christian idea of 
salvation.
To Alexander Campbell, such terms as justification, 
sanctification, adoption, etc., were analogical terms - terms 
into which as much as possible of the great Christian idea of 
salvation, might be compressed. Such expressions illustrated 
from different standpoints, the new state of forgiveness into 
which the justified or saved man had come. Since they are 
but different ways in which the happy results of the great 
salvation are analogically set forth, they are instantaneous 
and not successive acts. "Justification, sanctification, and 
adoption are instantaneous acts of Divine grace, and are sim- 
ultaneous, not successive acts, as more than half our pulpits 
and presses in Christendom, preach and teach. They are, on
the contrary, both instantaneous and concomitant, or contenroory
54
acts of Divine grace." Of course, such teaching provoked im- 
mediate and indignant protest from the theologians of Camp- 
bellls day. The majority of them held to the theory that 
these illustrative terms represented successive acts, i.e., 
that a man was first converted, and then, after a wait, through 
prayer and agonizing, he was justified, and still later on, w&s 
sanctified. Their grave error: consisted in considering these 
terms as illustrative of states of character, whereas, they 
really represent a new religious state or condition. Confuting 
such contentions, Campbell says: "Regeneration, conversion, 
justification, sanctification, etc., are frequently represented 
as component parts of one process; whereas any one of these, in- 
dependent of the others, gives full representation of the subject. 
Is a man regenerated? He is converted, justified and regenerated.
54 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume 29 for 1869, 62.
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With some system-builders, however, regeneration is an instant- 
aneous act, between which and conversion there is a positive,
substantive interval; next comes justification; and then in
55 
some still future time, sanetification."
It must be borne in mind that Mr. Campbell, in speak- 
ing as he does in the foregoing passage, refers to the religious 
change that comes with conversion. These analogical terms 
refer only indirectly to the ethical transformation which is 
one phase of sanetification. From this standpoint, we can 
appreciate his position, when he writes: "We are constrained 
to admit that a change in any one of these states necessarily 
implies, because it involves a change in all the others. Every 
one who Is pardoned is justified, sanctified, reconciled, adopt- 
ed, and saved; and so every one that is saved, is adopted,
56 
reconciled, sanctified, justified and pardoned."
The distinction between state and character, in under- 
standing the significance of the various terms which in the Eew 
Testament are used to illustrate the plan of salvation, was 
frequently and forcibly insisted upon by Mr. Campbell. Childhood 
is a state, manhood is a state, marriage is a state. A person 
in a state of childhood may sometimes act like one in the state 
of manhood, or a person in the state of manhood may have the 
character of a child. A person in the state of a son may have 
the character of a servant. Parents and children, master and 
servants, husbands and wives, etc., are terms denoting relations 
or states. A person may enter into a state of matrimony, and 
yet act unworthily of it. There is a great difference between
being in a state, and acting in accordance with that state or
57 
relation."
55 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume 29 for 1869, 6P.
56 Extra on "Remission of-Sins," July 5,1830, in "Millennial 
Harbinger Abridged," Smitk, Volume I. 502.
57 "Christian System," 187.
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A favorite illustration of how a change of state in 
one regard implies a change in all the others, was found, by 
Campbell, in the marriage relation. "A female changes her state. 
She enters into the s$ate of matrimony. So soon as she has sur- 
rendered herself to the affectionate government and control of 
him who has "become her husband, she has not only become a wife, 
but a daughter, a sister, an aunt, a niece, etc., and may stand 
in many other relations in which she "before stood not. All these 
are connected with her becoming the wife of a person who stands 
in many relations. So when a person becomes Christ's, he is a
son of Abraham, an heir, a brother, or is pardoned, justified,
58 
sanctified, reconciled, adopted, and saved."
The plan of salvation may be illustrated by a brief 
study of justification. It might just as well have been recon- 
ciliation, for under different figures, the same great process 
is analogically explained. Justification is defined as that   
state into which the forgiven man is received, in which, though 
he has offended, he is treated as if he were righteous. He is 
received back: into the cordial favor of the lather. While the 
term is juridical, yet the state is personal. Treated as right- 
eous, he is received back to the paternal heart and into the 
paternal home. God oan .justify the sinner, or treat him as
though he were righteous and had never offended against tTie law,
59 
because of the sin-offering in the person of His own Son.
The causes or means of justification illustrate 
both the .Godward and the namward sides of the conversion pro- 
cess. In the New Testament, justification is ascribed to seven 
causes. "Paul affirms that man is justified by faith: Rom. f. !  
Gal. II   16; III. 24. In the second place he states that 'we 
are justified freely by His grace 1 : Horn. II. 24; Titus II. 7.
58 "Christian System," 188.
59 "Christian Baptism," 278.
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the third place, on another occasion, he teaches that 'we are 
justified by Christ f s blood 1 : Rom. V.9. Again, in the fourth 
place, he says, that f we are justified by the name of the Lord 
Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God 1 : 1 Cor. VI. ll. To the 
Halations, in the fifth place, he declares, that 'we are justified 
by Christ!: Gal. II. 16. In the sixth place, Isaiah says, 'we 
are justified by knowledge 1 : Isa. LIII. 11. And James, in the 
seventh place, says, ! we are justified by works': Ghap. II. 21. 
Thus by divine authority faith is connected as an effect in some 
sense, with seven causes; viz., tfaith, Grace, the Blcod of Christ, 
the Uame of the Lord, Knowledge, Christ, and Works. May it not,
then, be asked, V/hy do so many select one of these only, as
60 
essential to justification."
inadequacy of any one of these causes to explain 
the whole process of salvation, is insisted upon by Mr. Campbell. 
The Protestant mysticism of his day frequently spoke of salvation 
by faith alone, meaning by this not that entire proeess of ap- 
propriation of the divine blessings, which is faith, but rather 
the initial act of belief. A sufficient reason why no one of 
these causes alone could be adequate, is found in the fact that 
the seven illustrate both the part of God and that of man, in 
salvation. God's love, and grace, and mercy; Christ's blood 
and His Name; this on the part of divintiy has created the way 
of life. But through faith, and knowledge, and works, the sinner 
appropriates this wonderful gift made possible by divine love.
Thus it is that justification illustrates the great principles
61 
as ^r. Campbell conceived them.
While he considered justification and sanctification 
simultaneous acts, regarded from the religious standpoint, he 
was careful to distinguish between sanctification, so regarded,
60 "Christian Baptism," 878, 279.
61 Ibid., 279.
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and that whioh was ethical - that which grew out of justification
 
as a new religious state. It is in this distinction that he 
attacks the problem, "How does forgiveness make a man good?" From 
the modern standpoint, his handling of this problem is one of 
his most satisfactory contributions to theological thought. The 
relation between the formal acquital of the sinner in the act 
of justification, and the new life which results in that which 
is called sanctification, was indeed a battleground of the older 
Protestant theology. This battle continued in the time of Gamp- 
bell, arid on every side, he heard the rumbles of $t. The weakness 
of the popular view consisted in its contention that justification 
was the formal act of pardon, in which the sinner was treated 
by the Father as though he had never sinned, and then after an 
interval, sometimes much prolonged, through another process 
altogether, he became sanctified.
But when the formal verdict was given in favor of 
the sinner, tie was not yet saved; sin remained with him, its 
tendencies were rooted in body and spirit. Dr. Dale rightly 
expressed the problem presented by the current conception, when 
he said that "the remission of sins, if it stood alone, would
leave us unsaved, is one of the commonplaces of Christian theo-
68 
logy." It is in his solution of this problem that Alexander
Gampbell, avoiding the dualistic error into which the majority 
of Christin thinkers of his own time had fallen, made a real 
contribution to the theological thinking of his o^n time. In 
his recognition of the indissoluble connection between justi- 
fication and sanctification, he resolves the discordant concept- 
ions into harmony. Forgiveness of sins is not merely a pre- 
liminary to sanctification; it is sanctification,- a new religious 
state which we enter through faith and obedience: it is the
52 "The Atonement," Dr. Dale, 336.
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beginning of the progress of the divine life in the soul, to- 
ward perfection.
Dr. Clarke says, "plainly sanctification is not an
65
event, but a process," But in opposing the view which obtained
in Oampbellian days -that it 1$ totally an event,.Dr. Clarice 
swings to the extreme and speaks a half truth. Campbell contend- 
ed that it is both an event and a process, an event which results 
in, or makes possible, a process. The two senses in which he 
speaks of sanctification, are religious and ethical: as religious, 
it is an immediate act simultaneous with justification; as ethical 
it is a life process resulting from the forgiven state. "Just- 
ification and sanctification, with me, are always associated. 
Paul associated them to the Corinthians; he said, 'you are 
washed; you are justified; you are sanctified, in the name of 
the Lord Jesus, and by the Spirit of our God 1 . Here then,
justification precedes in position, if not in terms, sanctifica-
64 
tion." "Grod cleanses the guilt of sin, before, or at least
simultaneously with sanctification." "Justification and sancti- 
fication - although the former is really no more than pardon, 
and the latter no more than separation to God, to his service,
to his and our glory - cover a large space in the remedial
65
economy." It is clear that in these three statements, Camp- 
bell refers to sanctification as a religious act, an immediate 
cleansing of the soul, a setting apart to the service of God,
V
in the new relation or state. The ground of this new relation 
is the sacrifice of Christ; its appropriation fat trie penitent 
believer is assured in baptism.
It is of interest in this connection, to note a 
statement of Dr. Denney, appreciating this relation between 
justification and sanctification. In his discussion of the
63 "An Outline of Christian Theology," Ciarke, 414.
64 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 497, 498.
65 "Christian Baptism," 276.
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meaning of the word.ayie^fciV, in the book of Hebrews, he says; 
"The people were sanctified - not when they were raised to moral 
perfection - a conception utterly strange to the New Testament, 
as to the Old - but when, through the annulling of their sin by 
sacrifice, they had been constituted into a people of God, and 
in the person of their representative, had access to his pres- 
ence. The word, icd^tv; in short, in the Epistle to the
Hebrews, corresponds as nearly as possible, to the Pauline
* ~ t Is the justification of the other: 
otKO-lOt/V   the sanctification of the one writer^ and the
npOCra/yoWli or access to God, which Paul emphasizes as the 
primary blessing of justification (Rom. 5:2; Bph. 2:18; 3:12), 
appears everywhere in Hebrews, as the primary religious act 
of 'drawing near 1 to God, through the great High Priest (Heb. 4:16 
7: 19-25; 10:22). It seems fair, then, to argue that the 
immediate effect of Christ's death, is religious rather than 
ethical. In technical language, it alters their relation to 
God, or is conceived as doing so, rather than their character. 
Their character, too, alters eventually, but it is on the basis
of that primary and religious act; the religious change is not
66 
a result of a moral one, nor an unreal abstraction from it."
The great Scottish theologian has stated the Campbellian posi-
tion exactly, save that he does not here mention (though he
67 
does in another connection) that act through which the religious
change is made possible. In the preface to his discussion of 
justification and sanctification, Campbell refers in the same 
sentence, both to the religious and the ethical sense of sancti- 
fication. "We shall, therefore, develop more at length justifi-
cation and sanctification; the former of which changes our state,
68 
and the latter not only our state, but our character. 11
66 "The Death of Christ," Denney, 160.
67 Ibid., 59, 60.
68 "Christian Baptism," E76.
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In the majority of his references to sanctification, 
however, Campbell refers, by the term, to both the religious and 
ethical sides of it, engrossing them into one process. The 
sanctified man is one who has been forgiven, and in the new state, 
is in the process of developing the divine life toward perfect- 
ion. State and character, than, are but other names for justi- 
fication and sanctification ethically considered. State has 
immense influence upon character; they are not to be considered 
as distinct. "There is a relation between state and character, 
or an influence which state has upon character, which makes the
state of immense importance in a moral and religious point of
69 
view." In a word, to be forgiven is to be transferred into
that condition in which the Christian life has opportunity to 
grow. The loiowledge of the fact that the soul is forgiven, is, 
of itself, regenerative. "Reconciliation to God comes through 
God's forgiveness of that by which we have been estranged from 
Him; and of all the experiences in the religion of sinful men, 
it is the most deeply felt and far reaching. We do not here have 
to measure what is, or what is not, within its power; but every
one who ioiows what it is to be forgiven, imows, also, that for-
70 
giveness is the greatest regenerative force in the life of man."
From this consciousness of forgiveness, this realization of 
reception into a new religious relation with the Father, comes 
the greatest urge to ethical and spiritual transformation. "In- 
deed, the strongest arguments which the Apostles use with the 
Christians, to urge them forward in the cultivation and display 
of all the moral and religious excellencies of character, are 
drawn from the meaning and value of the state in which they are 
placed. Because forgiven, they should forgive; because justified, 
they should live righteously; because sanctified, they should
69 "Christian System," 187.
70 "Christian Doctrine of Reconciliation," Denney,- 6.
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holy and unblamably; "because reconciled to God, they 
should cultivate peace with all men, and act benevolently to- 
ward all; because adopted, they should walk in the dignity and 
purity of sons of God; because saved, they should abound in
thetfvksgivings, praises, and rejoicings, living soberly, right-
71 
eously, and godly, looking forward to the "blessed hope,"
Sanetification and justification are not two processes; they 
are one. The Christian salvation is a complete salvation, or 
it is nothing. Forgiveness of sins does make a bad man good.
71 "Christian System," 187.
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CHAPTER VII
THE DOCTRINE Off BAPTISM
The historical development of Mr. Campbell 1 s doc- 
trine of Baptism, can be more easily and completely traced, than 
any other portion of his teaching. As a lad he had experienced 
all the "state of conviction" and its resultant conversion, 
which was supposed to be essential to membership in the church. 
He was sprinkled in infancy, as were the infants of all the mem- 
bers of the Antiburgher branch of the Seceder section of the 
Presbyterian Church, of which his father was a minister. V/ith 
more than usual fervor, Alexander enjoyed the religious exper- 
iences which were so common in Ireland in his day. But as far 
as the subject of baptism is concerned, there can be traced no 
change whatever, from the ordinary acceptation of the ordinance
among the Seceders, during the days previous to Thomas Camp-
1 
bell's emigration to Pennsylvania.
The sojourn in Scotland contributed nothing to the 
change which was afterwards so marked and influential in all 
his work. Through his association with the Independents of 
Rich Hill - that devout band of "free and unconventional think- 
ers 11 , he had received a letter of introduction to Mr. Grenville
2 
Swing of Glasgow. This acquaintance was of great influence in
his subsequent life, because, through it, he became quite close- 
ly connected with one of the most evangelistic and practical 
movements of the day, the religious movement under the Haldane 
brothers. Among these men and their co-ajutors, the subject of
1 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I, 48, 49.
2 Ibid., 59, 60.
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"baptism had oome up for discussion shortly after Alexanders 
arrival in Glasgow. Both the Haldane brothers were immersed; 
and wfoile finally, the baptisimal discussion precipitated a 
schism in the Haldane congregation in Glasgow, the close asso- 
ciation of Campbell with Mr. Swing, who held firmly to the old 
position and refused to follow the example of the Haldanes, 
probably kept him from considering the question carefully at 
this time. Although not hesitating occasionally, to side in 
with the Haldanes, against Mr. Swing, in controversies concern- 
ing matters of administration which disturbed their friendly
relations, he does not seem to have imbibed his friends invet-
3 
erate aversion to immersion.
The reasons for Campbell f s indifference to the whole 
vexing question of baptism, during his sojourn in Scotland, are 
very clearly set forth by Dr. Richardson, "It may appear some- 
what singular, at this period, that none of the questions con- 
nected with infant baptism and immersion, which had thus caused 
so many divisions in Scotland, and in regard to which Mr. Camp- 
bell became afterward so distinguished, engaged, at this time, 
his attention in the least. This may be accounted for, however, 
by the fact that immersion was not made a term of communion by 
the Haldanes, and was never urged upon any, being left as a 
matter of choice to private and individual consideration. In 
the next place, Mr. Swing and his coadjutor, the amiable and 
accomplished Br. ^ardlaw, who had left the Burghers and was now 
an Independent minister, residing in Glasgow, and who was often 
at Mr. Swing's, were both vehemently opposed to immersion, and 
earnest advocates of infant baptism, in favor of which they both 
subsequently wrote treatises, which were severely criticised and 
confuted by Mr. Swing's former classmate at the University,
3 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell, n 147, 194.
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Alexander Carson of Tubbermore. Under the circumstances, there- 
fore, this particular subject was not likely to become a matter 
of discussion at Mr. Swing's, in his family or among his guests, 
and Mr. Campbell 1 s attention seems to have been entirely confined 
to the main purposes of the reformation undertaken by the Hal-
danes, and to those principles of tfee- Independency and church
4 
order in which Mr. Swing was particularly interested.
Reference has already been made to the effect 
duced by Thomas Campbell T s announcement of the underlying prin- 
ciple of the Restoration Movement, as expressed in the aphorism, 
"Where the Scriptures speak, we speak; where the Scriptures are
silent, we are silent", and to the fact that it brought im-
5
mediate attention to the subject of infant baptism. The con- 
tention that the strict adherance to it, would result in the 
discarding of infant baptism, brought the reply from Thomas 
Campbell, that he would willingly give it up if the Scripture 
did not sanction it: he was sure, however, that it could be 
clearly established by Scriptural authority, tfhile he admitted 
that it would be difficult to frame a Scriptural argument for it, 
he urged the fact that long precedent was in its favor, that a 
mistake would be made if a hurried arid precipitate abandonment 
of it were attempted, and that the attitude of all toward it, 
should be one of toleration. The form of baptism was not an 
essential matter, since baptism was not of fundamental importance 
like faith and repentance. His only positive argument was one, 
which afterward the Reformers were to abandon, and to contend
against with success - the argument for infant baptism from the
6 
analogy with circumcision.
4 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I, 186, 187.
5 Ibid., 222, 246.
6 Ibid., 238, 239.
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Just after the beginning of the discussion arising 
from the enunciation of the principles of the "Declaration and 
Address", Alexander Campbell arrived from Scotland. His first
interest in the baptismal question, was awakened by reading the
7 
proof sheets of this document. He tells so vividly, the story
of what followed, that the recital of the experience is given 
here in its entirety. "The first proof sheet that I ever read 
was a form of my father's 'Declaration and Address 1 , in press 
in Washington, Pennsylvania, on my arrival there in October, 1809. 
There was in it the following sentences: 'Nothing ought to be 
received into the faith <or worship of the Church, or be made a 
term of communion among Christians, that is not as old as the 
New Testament, Nor ought anything to be admitted as of Divine 
obligation, in the church constitution and management, but 
what is expressly enjoined by the authority of our Lord Jesus 
Christ and his Apostles, trpon the New Testament church; either 
in express terms or by approved precedent. 1 These last words, 
'express terms' and 'approved precedent 1 , made a deep impress- 
ion on my mind, then well furnished with the doctrines of the 
Presbyterian church in all its brances. While there was some 
ambiguity about this 'approved precedent 1 , there was none about 
'express terms'. Still a precedent, I alleged, might be in 
'express terms', and a good precedent might not be clearly ap- 
proved or expressly stated by apostles or evangelists with ap- 
probation.
"While reasoning with myself and others, on these 
matters, I acoidently fell in with Doctor Kiddle of the Pres- 
byterian Union Church, and introduced the matter to him. 'Sir/ 
said he, 'these words, however plausible in appearance, are not 
sound, ^or if you follow these out, you must become a Baptist. 1
7 "Ifemoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I, 20B.
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'Why Sir, 1 said I, 'is there, in the Scriptures, no express pre- 
cept for, nor precedent of, infant baptism? 1 'Not one, Sir, 1 
responded the Doctor. I was startled and mortified that I could 
not produce one. burning around to Mr. Andrew Munro, the prin- 
cipal "bookseller of Jefferson College, Canonsburg, Pa., who 
heard the conversation, I said:- 'Send me, sir, if you please, 
forthwith, all the treatises you have in favour of infant bap- 
tism.' He did so. Disclaiming the Baptists as an 'ignorant 
and educated population', as my notions were, 1 never inquired 
for any of their books or writings. I Icnew John Bunyan's 
'Pilgrim's Progress', and often read it; but I knew not at that 
time that he was a Baptist.
"All the members of the Washington Christian Associa- 
tion, whose 'Declaration and Address' my father had then writ- 
ten, were not only Pedobaptists, but the most leading and in- 
fluential persons in it were hostile -to the Baptist views and
practice. So to work I went to maintain my position in favour
8 
of infant baptism. I read much during one year, on the subject.
"I was better pleased with Presbyterianism than with 
anything else, and desired, if possible, to maintain it. But 
despite of my prejudices, partialities, and prospects, the im- 
pression deepened and strengthened that it was all a grand papal 
imposition. I threw away the Pedobaptist volumes with indigna- 
tion at their assumptions and fallacious reasonings, and fled, 
with some faint hope of finding something more convincing, to 
my Greek New Testament. But still worse. I found no resting 
place there; and entering into conversation with my father on 
the subject, he admitted that there was neither express terms 
nor express precedent. But, strange to tell, he took the ground 
that once in the church, and a participant of the Lord's supper,
8 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I, E50, £52.
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we oould not 'unchurch or paganize ourselves 1 ; put off
 Christ 
and then make a new profession, and commence again as 
would a 
heathen man and a publican. Having the highest esteem
 for his 
learning, and the deepest conviction of his piety and 
devotion
to the truth, his authority over me then was paramount
 and al-
9 
most irresistible. We went into discussion. He simpl
y conceded
that we ought not to teach or practice infant baptism 
without 
divine authority; but, on the contrary, preach and adm
inster the 
apostolic baptism. Still, however, we ought not to un
christian- 
ize ourselves and put on Christ, having not only profe
ssed and 
preached the Christian faith, but also participated in
 its 
solemn rites. We discussed this question, and all tha
t family 
of questions, at sundry interviews for many months. A
t length 
I told him that with great reluctance, I mlist dissent 
from all 
his reasonings on that subject and be baptized. I now
 fully 
and conscientiously believed that I liad never been bap
tized, and 
consequently, I was then, in point of fact, an unbapti
zed person;
a
and hence could not consistently preach baptism to 
others, of
v/hich I had never been a subject myself. His respo
nse was:-
10 
! I have then, no more to add. You must please yoursel
f. 1 '1
On March 13th, 181E, Campbell 1 s first child, a daughte:
 
Jane, was born. The subject of infant baptism once mo
re pre- 
sented itself, and the whole baptismal question was ag
ain brought 
into discussion. The problem as to whether or not he 
should 
baptize his daughter, caused him to devote himself with
, greater
9 It is evident, although we are not told definitely 
by Camp- 
bell, that the first discussion with his father began 
almost 
immediately after his reading of the proof sheets of t
he 
"Address" and his studies of the treatises on infant b
aptism, 
The discussion with his father to which he refers agai
n, oc- 
oured after the birth of this first child and immediat
ely 
preceded his baptism. Thus he was studying the whole 
ques- 
tion for three full years before his immersion. He en
grosses 
all the experiences into the one narrative as though t
hey had 
occured in a short time. See Richardson's "Memoirs," 
I, E2E, 
247, 275, 405.
10 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 280-283.
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11 
assiduity than "before, to the whole question. Throwing aside
all human treatises, he immersed himself in the New Testament
alone, studying especially the meaning of the original terms,
12 
for a space of three months. Convinced, finally, that these terms
gave warrant for the immersion of a penitent believer, as the
only valid Apostolic or Christian baptism, he resolved to be
13 
immersed immediately. With Campbell, to make up his mind was to
act. He continues his narrative as to the experience which
14 
followed. "On leaving in the morning, he (Thomas Campbell) asked
me when, where, and by whom, I intended to be immersed. As 
to the place, I preferred to be baptized near home, among those 
who were accustomed to attend my preaching; as to the time, 
just as soon as I could procure an acceptable Baptist minister. 
The nearest, and, indeed, the only one 1mown to me, was Elder 
Hatthias i'use, living some thirty miles from my residence. I 
promised to let my father know the time and place, as soon as I 
had obtained the consent of Elder Luse.
"Immediately I went in quest of an administrator, 
of one who practiced what he preached. I spent the next evening 
with Blder Luse. Having on a former occasion, heard him preach,
11 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I, 391, 392.
12 3>uring the years 1810 and 1811, Campbell ! s attitude on the 
question is that of his first easy going tolerance. "On 
the third of February, 1810, and again on the 19th of May, 
1811, as well as on the 5th of June following, Alexander 
had delivered a sermon on Christ 1 s commission to the Apos- 
tles, Mark 16:15, 16, in which his position in regard to 
baptism, at those periods is distinctly stated, and in which 
he said in reference to it: ! As I am sure it is unscrip- 
tural to make this matter a term of communion, I let it slip. 
I wish to think and let think on these matters. 1 "
"Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, !« 392.
15 "ifemoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I, 394, 395.
14 It is interesting to note the leadership of Alexander Camp- 
bell asserting itself in this historic event. He was but 
twenty years of age when he thus takes the lead over his 
father in the baptismal question. From this time on, the 
movement ie more and more definitely in his hands. 
See Richardson's "Memoirs," I, 401.
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but not on that subject, I asked him into what formula of faith 
hQ immersed. His answer was that 'the Baptist church required 
candidates to appear before it, and on a narration of their ex- 
perience, approved by the church, a time and place were appointed 
for the baptism. 1
"To this 1 immediately demurred, saying:- That I 
knew no scriptural authority for bringing a candidate for bap- 
tism before the church to be examined, judged, and approved, 
by it, as a prerequisite to his baptism. To which he simply 
responded:- f lt was the Baptist custom. 1 'But was it, 1 said I, 
'the apostolic custom?' He did not contend that it was, ad- 
mitting freely that such was not the case from the beginning. 
'But,' said he, ' if I were to depart from my usual custom, they 
might hold me to account before the Association. 1 'Sir,' I 
replied, 'there is but one confession of faith that I can make, 
and into that alone can I consent to be baptized. 1 ' »/hat is
that?' said he. 'Into the belief that Jesus is the «»e Christ,
15 
the confession into which the first converts were immersed.
I have set out to follow the apostles of Christ and their mas- 
ter, and I will be baptized only into the primitive Christian 
faith. 1
"After a short silence he replied saying:- 'I be- 
lieve you are right, and I will risk the consequences; I will 
get, if possible, one of our Hedstone preachers to accompany 
me. "tfhere do you desire to be baptized? 1 'In Buffalo Creek, on 
which I live, and on which I am accustomed to preach. Ify Pres- 
byterian wife, 1 I added, f and, perhaps, some others will ac- 
company me.
15 The Disciple custom of baptizing converts upon a simple con- 
fession of faith in Christ, to which allusion has already 
been made in these pages, had its origin in this conversa- 
tion between Alexander Campbell and £lder Luse andc the his- 
toric events which immediately followed.
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"On the appointed day, #lder Henry Spears, from 
the ^onongahela, and Matthias Luse, according to promise, met 
at the place appointed. It was the 12th of June, 181E, a
beautiful day; a large and attentive concourse was present,
16 
with Slder David Jones of Sastern Pennsylvania. % father
made an elaborate address on the occasion. I followed him 
with a statement of the reasons of my change of views, and 
vindicated the primitive institution of baptism, and the nec- 
essity of personal obedience.
"To my satisfaction, my father, mother, and eldest
17 
sister, my wife, and three other persons beside myself, were
that same day immersed into the faith of that great proposition 
on which the Lord himself said that he would build his church. 
The next Lord's day, some twenty others made a similar confess- 
ion, and so the work progressed, until in a short time almost 
an hundred persons were immersed, ^his company, as far as I 
am informed, was the first community in this country that was 
immersed into that primitive, simple, and most significant con- 
fession of faith in the divine person and mission of the Lord 
Jesus Christ, without being brought before a church to answer 
certain doctrinal questions, or to give a history of all their 
feelings and emotions, in those days falsely called 'Christian
experience , ' as if a man could have Christian experience before
18 
he was a Christian."
16 Thomas Campbell and his wife made no reference to their 
decision to be immersed, until the morning on which the 
ordinance was performed. They, -then, simply related their 
decision and accompanied the baptismal party to the place 
of immersion. See Richardson, I. 395, 396.
17 Dr. Richardson gives a very eloquent and comprehensive 
account of the baptismal scene and relates the fact that 
the whole meeting continued seven hours. 
"Memoirs," !  396, 398.
18 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1848, 280, 283.
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The action of "baptism now being decided, it was
apparent that from this time onward, the -Reformers would be an
19 
immersionist body. And yet, in it all there was but little,
if any, influence from the Baptists. The influence was rather 
the other way, in the action of Elder Luse, in surrendering to 
the Campbellian position regarding the primitive confession of 
faith, in the case of the baptism of the Gampbells and their 
companions. It was, however, but natural that this congrega- 
tion, holding now identical views with the Baptists as regards 
the action of the ordinance, and rejecting infant baptism as
a human invention, should seek association with them. The
 
points yet to be worked out, were those of the pre-requi sites,
80 
and the design of baptism. It has already been shown that it
was at these points that differences were developed from the 
orthodox Baptist position, which eventually caused the separa- 
tion from that body.
I. THE MTOLOBMBHT 6f TM OAMBBELLIAf? BOCTBIHE 
OP THE DESIGN OF THE OKDIHAECE
With increasing clearness of explanation concern- 
ing the phrase, "the remission of sins", the doctrine of the 
design of baptism was worked out in three great periods. In 
addition to this explanation of the phrase "baptism for the 
remission of sins", the place of the ordinance in the whole 
Christian scheme of things, was increasingly emphasized and 
clarified. The two public discussions in which the new doc-
19 "Upon the whole, then, it will be seen that a very great 
progress had now been made, and that a very great change 
had been effected, at least in the external aspect of this 
little conanunity of reformers. Immersion had been unanimous- 
ly adopted as the only true scriptural baptism; infant bap- 
tism had been finally and absolutely rejected as a human in- 
vention, and the simple confession of Christ, made by the 
early converts to Christ, was acknowledged as the only re- 
quirement which o'Ould be scripturally demanded of those who 
desired to become members of the church." "Memoirs," I, 404.
20 "Momoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, I, 405,
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trine was beaten out through the sweat of conflict, were that 
with Walker in 1830, and 'that with McOalla in 1823. The third 
Period, following immediately the MoCalla debate, saw his doc- 
trine clarified in the publication of the "Christian Baptist."
s development will be noted as prefatory to an explanation
his matured doctrine.
1. In the debate with Mr. V/alker, Campbell appears
21 
as "a regular Baptist minister 11 , being at this time still a
22 
member of the Hedstone association. This discussion has been
noted in the Introductory chapter; .it must be considered again, 
in its relation to the development of the doctrine of baptism.
The sole argument of Walker, for infant baptism, was that it
23 
had come in the room of circumcision, assuming, thus, the iden-
tity of the covenants upon which the Jewish institution and the 
Church of Christ, had been built. Helying upon his Covenant
Theology, Mr. Campbell endeavored to overthrow the argument by
24 
destroying its basis. He showed that the covenants are not
identical; they are contrasted. He tried to establish the utter 
impossibility of the carnal, temporal, and national covenant
 
of the Jewish institution, being the same as the new, spiritual
and universal covenant ratified in Christ and under the economy
25 
of the Holy Spirit. In reply to the argument drawn from the
household conversions recorded in the book of Acts, he particu- 
larized the facts that "All the house of Cornelius feared God
21 See Title Page of "Campbell-Walker Debate f "
22 In refutation of the current accusation that Mr. Gampbell 
sought public discussion, Dr. Hichardson says, "When Alex- 
ander Campbell was urged, in the spring of 1820, to engage 
in a public oral debate with Mr. Walker, on the question of 
baptism, he at first declined to consent, f not regarding 1 , 
as he said, f public debates' to be the proper method of pro- 
oeeding in contending for the faith once delivered to the 
saints. He adopted this conclusion, however, more from de- 
ference to his father's feelings on the subject, than from 
his own matured convictions of expediency or from his nat- 
ural temperment." "Memoirs," II, 14.
23 "Campbell- Walker Debate," 9.
24 Ibid., 9, 14, 15, 21.
Ibid., 25, 36, 39, 51, 53, 64.
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received the Holy Spirit: Lydia's household, were comforted 
as brethern. The word of the Lord was spoken to all in the 
jailor's house and they all rejoiced believing in God. All the 
house of Grispus believed on the Lord, and all the house of 
Stephanus are said to have addicted themselves to the ministry 
of the saints. How, if these things affirmed of all the bap- 
tized, will not apply to infants, then it is plain there were
26 
no infants baptized in those houses." In reply to Walker's
argument from the antiquity of the practice, Gampbell at once 
admitted both the antiquity of infant baptism, and sprinkling 
and pouring, but objected to this as an argument, on the ground 
that many evils were introduced into the church at a very early 
day, such, for instance, as the divine right of episcopacy,
the observance of faster, the doctrine of purgatory, the cel-
27 
ibacy of the clergy, etc.
It has been noted in these pages, that in this de- 
bate, Mr. Campbell first gave utterance to the peculiar office 
of baptism which he was to develop to its final position, in
the future years. "Baptism", said he, "is connected with the
28 
promise of the remission of sins and the gift of the Holy Spirit."
This was but a general statement of the design of the ordinance, 
and was not further developed in the debate, "tfhile, however, 
he thus, in 18EO, distinctly perceived and asserted a scriptural 
connection between baptism and the remission of sins, he seems 
at this time to have viewed it only in the light of an argument, 
and to have had but faiTit appreciation of its great practical 
importance. A momentary and passing glance only seems as yet to 
have been directed to the great purpose of baptism, v/hich sub- 
sequently assumed so conspicious a position in the restoration
29 
of the primitive gospel."
36 "Campbell-Walker Debate," 72.
27 Ibid., 100, 124.
28 Ibid., 13.
29 "Memoirs of Alexander Gampbell," Richardson, II, 20.
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2. Tne debate with Mr. HcCalla, also referred to 
in the Introductory chapters; differed from that with Walker 
only in the clearness with which the arguments were formulated, 
since the second debate dealt with the same matters as those 
discussed in the first one. its interest in this connection, 
is in the fact that the doctrine of baptism for the remission 
of sins, is for the first time, definitely stated, and an ex- 
position of it given. There is also a distinction made between 
"real" and "formal" remission of sins. He says: "I loiow it 
will be said that I have affirmed that baptism 'saves us 1 , that 
it 'washes away sins'. Well. Peter and Paul have said so be-
fore me. If it was not criminal in them to say so, it is not
30 
criminal in me." "The blood of Christ, then, really cleanses
us who believe fro-m all sin. Behold the goodness of God in 
giving us a formal proof and token of it, by ordaining a bap- 
tism expressly 'for the remission of sins'. The water of bap- 
tism, then, formally washes away our sins. The blood of Christ 
really washes away our sins. Paul's sins really were pardoned 
when he believed, yet he had no solemn pledge of the fact, no 
formal acquital, no formal purgation of his sins, until he washes 
them away in the water of baptism. To every believer, therefore, 
baptism is a formal and personal remission, or purgation of sins.
The believer never has his sins formally washed away or remitted
31 
until he is baptized."
Campbell insisted, however, that the washing away of 
sins applied to the personal sins of the believer, and, therefore, 
could not be applied to infants to cleanse them from so-called 
original sin. "Our argument from this topic is, that baptism 
being ordained to be to a believer a formal and personal remis- 
sion of all his sins, cannot be administered to an infant with-
30 "Campbell- ̂ Galla Debate," 134.
31 Ibid.,
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out the greatest perversion and abuse of the nature and import 
of this ordinanoe. Indeed, why should an infant that never
sinned - as Calvinists say is guilty only of 'original sin 1 ,
32 
which is an unit - be baptized for the remission of sins?"
Progress of a very definite kind had oeen made in the time in- 
tervening between the debate with Walker and that with McCalla. 
Alexander Gampbell had often discussed the design of baptism 
with his father, during these three years, as well as v/ith
Walter Scott, who was later to have such influence on the whole
33 
question. Thomas Gampbell had, indeed, in the September number
of the "Christian Baptist", asserted that "the primary intention?1 
of the &ospel was the complete reconciliation of the sinner to 
God, through the atonement of Christ, and the effect of this was
a belief of a full and free pardon of all his sins, received
34 
in baptism. While the design of baptism was thus stated in
this polemic battle, there yet remained many things to be cleared 
up before Alexander came to his matured view of the real pur- 
pose of the ordinance. The debate is, however, epochal, in that
35 
the most distinguishing and original Campbellian doctrine in
relation to the whole subject of baptism, was announced. Camp- 
bell himself so counted this discussion. To him it was, in a




32 "Campbell-McOalla Debate," 136.
33 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, II, 83.
34 "Christian Baptist," 11, 13.
35 Dr. Longan, one of the most eminent of Disciple critics, says; 
"Gampbell 1 s view of the design of baptism, was the product of 
honest arid patient study of the Hew Testament. He borrowed 
it from no one, nor is it identical with that held by any 
party since the days of the apostles, and their immediate 
successors." "Origin of the Disciples of Christ," 67.
36 In speaking of the difficulties of those who for the first 
time, began to appreciate the design of baptism, and, refer- 
ring to the evidence of the authorities on the question, ISr* 
Campbell says: "Though we had, many years ago, read most of 
these documents, we read them as many of our readers read the 
Bible; without attending to what they read, or feeling the 
import of it. We can sympathize with those who have this 
doctrine in their own creeds unregarded and unheeded in its
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3. The period of the publication of the "Christian 
Baptist", which followed mainly the MoCalla debate, witnessed a
further and much clearer working out of Campbell 1 s ideas concern-
37 
ing the design of baptism. The final result was to give greater
prominence to those embryonic conceptions which had appeared in 
the Walker debate, and which had been more definitely stated in 
that with McCalla. The influence of Walter Scott, to which al- 
lusion has laready been made,i» fctoee ^age-i^ was perhaps just 
at this time, the most powerful force in the finalizing of the 
Campbellian idea of the design. His proclamation of the ordo
salutis in 1887, as that of faith, repentance, and baptism, and
38 
the "relation in which these factors stand to one another, not
only gave more powerful emphasis to the doctrine of baptism for 
the remission of sins, but assisted also in defining just what 
that doctrine meant.
II. THE MATURED CAMPBELLIAB DOC TRIES OF BAPTISM 
An understanding of Mr. Campbell's matured view of 
the whole subject of the design of the ordinance, may be gathered
from a study of the "Christian System" (1835), the debate with
39 
Rice (1843), and "Christian Baptism" (1852). So lucidly does he
import and utility; for we exhibited it fully in our debate 
with McCalla, in 1823, without feeling its great importance, 
and without beginning to practice upon its tendencies, for 
some time afterwards. But since it has been fully preached 
and practiced upon, it has proved itself to be all divine." 
"Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I, 567.
37 "Christian Baptist," 415, 421, 436, 438, 445, 454.
38 "Alexander Campbell f s Theology," Bean Garrison, 242, 243.
39 The debate with Dr. H. L. Rice, a Presbyterian minister of 
Paris, ^y»» was the greatest discussion in which Mr. Camp- 
bell engaged. Dr. J. J. Haley calls it "the greatest of the 
world's religious debates". See "Debates that made History," 
175. It was held in Lexington, £y., and continued for 
seventeen days. In its published form, it contains 912 pages, 
averaging 900 words to the page, or about the size of seven 
ordinary volumes* As to the position which this published 
debate still holds, especially in regard to its treatment of 
the subject of baptism, Dr. Haley writes, "All the material 
is here, nothing has been added since, little has been alter- 
ed, nothing has been better said, the seal of historic final- 
ity is still unbroken." "Debates that made History," 202.
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state his positions in these works that numerous and liberal 
Quotations will "be made from them, in an attempted estimate of 
his final doctrine,
1. A prefatory summary of his teaching.
40
(1) The antecedents of baptism may be divided into
two Glasses, objective and subjective. The objective antecedent 
is the Bible in which we loiow of baptism as a command of Christ. 
Since, under the new institution, He is the supreme lawgiver, He 
has the right to make remission of sins conditional upon obed- 
ience in baptism. The subjective antecedents have to do with 
the attitude of the soul of the sinner toward God. He must
turn to the Lord in faith and repentance before he can right-
41
fully be a subject of the ordinance.
42
(2) The action is immersion in water in the name of
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The arguments, both in the 
Hice debate and in "Christian Baptism11 , are mostly philological, 
and are worked out with a degree of exactness and comprehensive- 
ness which uuite fully exhausts the subject.
43
(3) The subjects of baptism are penitent believers,
those w>io are subjectively prepared to confess Christ publicly 
in this ordinance. The fullest discussion of this phase of the 
question is given in the Hice debate, in which Campbell denied 
the proposition defended by Hice, that "the infant of a believ- 
ing parent is a scriptural subject of baptism.
44
(4) The design of the ordinance or the change which
it is intended to effect, is "the remission of past sins." The 
clear meaning of this scriptural phrase which has caused so
40 "Christian Baptism," 23, 63.
41 Ibid., 63, 115.
42 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 49, 872. "Christian Baptism," 117,204. 
"Christian System," 55.
43 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 873, 430. "Christian Baptism,"205 ,246. 
"Christian System," 56, 57.
44 "Christian Baptism," 247, 273. "Campbell-Rice Debate,"431,566. 
"Christian System," 57.
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much contention in connection with the whole baptismal contro-
45 
versy, in its Campbellian significance, will become apparent as.
the numerous passages from his works on the subject, are crit- 
ically studied.
2. An exposition of the distinctive points in Mr. 
Campbell 1 s doctrine.
(l) The action of baptism.
(A) In regard to its action, baptism is a monu- 
mental act in which the great facts of the Gospel are sen- 
suously set forth.
It is firmly founded upon the atonement and derives 
all its meaning from what Jesus accomplished in His death. Had 
there never.been any death, burial and resurrection, there 
never would have been any baptism. Baptism is thus connected 
with what Jesus did as a finished work on the cross, as effect 
is with cause. "It is a sort of embodiment of the gospel: a 
solemn espression of it all in a single act. Hence the space 
gnd place assigned to it in the commission. It is a monumental 
and commemorative institution, bodying forth to all ages, the
great facts of man's redemption as developed and consummated
46 in the death, burial, and resurrection of the Lord Jesus Christ."
All that the death of Jesus was for, in relation to sin, bap- 
tism i£ for, because all its meaning is derived from that sin- 
anulling death. No act with such a foundation can be of small 
moment.
Both ordinances of Christ are monumental of the 
great facts of the Gospel. "Being" thus "monumental of the
45 Dean Garrison says, "He is saved (from baptismal regenera- 
tion as it was taught by the Catholic church), by making a 
distinction between the state of a man and the character of 
a man, and between real and formal remission of sins." 
"Alexander Campbell's Theology," 246. The nrst part of 
the statement is undeniable; the last is open to criticism. 
In his matured view, Campbell did not insist upon the dis- 
tinction between real and formal remission.
46 "Christian Baptism," 857.
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Christian facts - Christ 1 s death, burial, and resurrection -
and containing in them the grace of God", they should be dll-
47
igently observed in the Christian assemblies. The act is monu- 
mental because it is symbolic. The going down into the water, 
of one who has died to sin in his repentance, his burial, and 
his resurrection out of the watery grave, is itself a veritable 
picture of the foundational procuring facts of our salvation. 
It is thus a living memorial, a constant witness to the fact 
that Christ "died for our sins and was raised for our justi- 
fication." "Baptism as administered by the primitive church, 
was a monumental evidence of the three great facts of man 1 s 
redemption from sin, death, and the grave, by the death, burial 
and resurrection of Christ. On presenting himself, the candi- 
date confessed judgement against himself by admitting his 
desert of death for sin, and promising to die unto it; while 
confessing that Jesus died for our sins, was buried, and rose 
again for our justification. His immersion in water, and em- 
mersion out of it, was a beautiful commemorative institution
indicative of the burial and resurrection of the Messiah. All
48 
the world comprehends this definition of £o.Tltl£a>» There
is in such an act, not only a symbolic representation of the 
facts of the Gospel of Christ, but there is also a symbolic de- 
claration of the soul's experience in coming to Christ. As 
Christ died upon the cross, so the soul must die to sin. As 
Christ was buried in the new tomb, so the soul in picture is 
buried in a grave of water. As Christ was raised up, so in the 
likeness of that resurrection, the penitent believer is raised 
from the baptismal waters. Svery baptism is, therefore, a re- 
capiulation of the wondrous saving facts upon which we rest our
47 "Christian Baptism," 19.
48 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 234.
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hope. Baptism, as such an act, "declared and enacted the
49 
whole Gospel, and not merely an initiatory stage of it. 11
50 
It is truly "a solemn expression of it all in a single act."
A faint evidence of his kockianism, is once more 
seen in Up. Campbell' s insistence of the monumental signifi- 
cance of the baptismal ordinance. It is something which strikes 
the eye as well as the heart. It is a means through which the 
Gospel message in its mighty saving facts, is sensuously por- 
trayed. "But this ordinance is monumental also. It is always 
a monument and an attestation of the burial and resurrection 
of the iord. No one can sensibly contemplate one exhibition of 
it without remembering the burial of the Messiah, and his glor- 
ious resurrection by the power of the father; for it is the 
administrator that raises from the watery grave, the buried 
saint, ftith the vividness of a sensible demonstration, it
strikes not only the eye, but the "heart of an intelligent spec-
51 
tat or."
(B) Baptism, as regards its action, is also an act 
prospective of our future resurrection with Christ.
This is a position upon which ifr. Campbell loved to 
dwell. When life is completed, we die, and are buried in the 
grave. But as Christian men, we are not as those who perish 
without hope. There will come a day on which we will be resur- 
rected with Christ. This future resurrection with Him, is 
prospectively pictured when we rise from the waters of baptism. 
"It is not only a commemorative institution, but also it is 
prospective of our future destiny in the new relation; that 
when we die, and are buried in the earth - when the Administra- 
tor of the new and everlasting institution, revisits our earth,
49 "The Church and the Sacraments," Forsythe, 179.
50 "Christian Baptism," E57.
51 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 44E.
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he will raise from their graves, all his dear brethern, and 
glorify them with his own immortal "beauty and lovliness. How 
appropriate the symbol of the new birth, this washing of re- 
generation 1. How kind that the precept, on which man's enjoy- 
ment of salvation, rests, should commemorate the Lord's burial 
and resurrection, should prospectively anticipate our own, while
it inducts us into Christ and invests us with all the privileges
52 
of citizenship in his kingdom1." The ordinance, therefore, is
not only symbolic of our entrance into the Christian life; it 
is likewise anticipatory of our resurrection into the eternal 
life with the Lord.
Believing thus, as he did, in the symbolic nature 
of baptism, Campbell found no justification for a form which 
could not "body forth" or symbolize what he considered to be 
the foundational Sospel facts. In opposition to the current 
view, which held that baptism was symbolic of the cleansing of 
the soul from sin, and that only, he maintained that the sym- 
bolism was one which constantly pictured the procuring facts. 
Since sprinkling and pouring could not in any sense represent 
a burial or resurrection; since they were, thus, totally lacking 
in the sensuous value, which in the light of his conception of 
the Gospel facts, they should have, Tie rejected them. While, 
as has already been noted, his main arguments for the action 
of baptism, were philological, yet this conception of the com- 
memorative, symbolic, and prospective nature of the act, power- 
fully influenced his argument for immersion "as the one, only
55
apostolic or Christian baptism." Following his lead, the Dis- 
ciples generally have emphasized this phase of it, far more 
than they have the somewhat tedious arguments from the meanings
52 "Campbell-Hice Bebate," 442. See also 121.
53 Ibid., 47.
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of the original terms. His position on the symbolic meaning of 
baptism, was really one of the distinctive points in the Camp- 
bellian teaching.
(2) The subjects of baptism.
(A) As regards its subjects, baptism is an act con- 
fessional of faith, to which is attached the solemn assurance of 
the forgiveness of sins.
It has already been noted that Campbell considered 
baptism one of the steps in the plan of salvation, an act in 
which the faith of the heart is publicly expressed. It is not 
a mere meaningless performance, separate and distinct from faith; 
it is faith itself enacted in symbol, those very facts upon 
which it rests for forgiveness of sins. It is, as a modern
scholar exactly expresses the Campbellian idea, that "baptism
54
and faith are but the outside and the inside of the same tiling."
The faith of which baptism is a public confession, is not 
a belief in Jesus as simply a unique Galilean peasant teacher. 
It is not that the believer rests his hope of present salvation 
and future reception, on some etherial Gospel divorced from 
historical association, and in some manner above it; it is faith 
in the historical Christ and preeminantly in what He accomplished 
when He died upon the cross, was buried in the grave it? the 
garden, and was raised from the dead by the power of His heavenly 
father. It is faith in God through Christ who worlcs out in
history the salvation of man. To Campbell, Christianity is a
55
religion based upon facts, upon something mich actually hap- 
pened in Palestine and upon that Gospel interpretation of facts
which he believed the Holy Spirit revealed to the apostles.
56 
These men have left in the Bew Testament, their testimony; that
54 "The Death of Christ," James Denney, 133.
55 "Christian System," 110.
56 "Christian Baptism," 63.
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testimony produces faith and penitence in the heart, and this 
is confessed in baptism. "Such being the true philosophy of 
justification by faith, and of justification sought and sup- 
posed to be obtained by works of law, we need not marvel that 
the God of all grace, after having sent his Son into the world 
to become a sacrifice for us - to die for our sins, and to rise 
again for our justification - should have instituted faith in 
him, in his death, burial, and resurrection, as a means of a 
perfect reconciliation to himself, commanding us not only to 
cherish this faith in our hearts, but to exhibit it by a visible 
death to sin; and a rising again to walk in a new life, expressed 
and symbolized by an immersion in water, into the name of the 
Father, of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, not as a work of
righteousness, but as a mere confession of our faith in what he 
did for us, and of our fixed purpose to walk in him. Hence, it 
is the only suitable institution to such an indication, as being, 
not a moral work of righteousness, but a mere passive surrender- 
ing ourselves to die, to be buried, and to be raised again by
57 
the merit and aid of another." To this "visible embodiment of
faith", a faith confessed in act and "thus perfected", the pro- 
mise of remission of sins is "divinely annexed." "It is also 
a solemn pledge and solemn assurance on the part of our father, 
that he has forgiven all our offenses - a positive, sensible, 
solemn seal and pledge, that, through faith in the blood of 
the slain ^amb of God, and through repentance, or a heart-felt 
sorrow for the past, and a firm purpose of reformation of life, 
by the virtues of the great Mediator, we are thus publicly 
declared forgiven, and formally obtain the assurance of our 
acceptance and pardon, with the promised aid of the Holy Spirit 
to strengthen and furnish us for every good thought, and word,
57 "Christian Baptism," 885.
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58 
and work," In a similar vein, he writes in another connection,
and progresses to an affirmation that in the reception of this 
assurance there is the only sense in which we are saved by bap- 
tism. "Baptism, according to the apostolic church, is both 
'a sign 1 and 'a seal 1 of the remission of all former sins. In 
this sense only, does 'baptism now save us 1 . Hot in a putting 
away of the filth of the flesh, but in obtaining a good con- 
science through the death and resurrection of the Lord Jesus. 
This faith in our hearts is expressed in the sign of baptism,
our burial and resurrection with him, indicated by an immersion
59 
in water, and an emmersion out of it."
(B) A consideration of the proper subjects of bap- 
tism - and this is what Samp bell does when he discusses baptism 
as an act of the believer - necessarily involves attention to 
the design of it. In the light of the ordinance as a seal and 
sign or a pledge to the penitent believer, he exhibits the true 
relation which it sustains to the remission of sins. So where 
does he make more lucid statements on this position about which 
he was so misunderstood, than in the two which are here quoted. 
f"»Ve have now before us the special design of baptism, as the 
assurance of remission; a pledge of pardon, of our burial with 
Christ, and our resurrection to a new life. This 'is baptism 
for the remission of sins 1 . That baptism was designed for the 
remission of sins, for a pledge and assurance of pardon, thr.ough
the Messiah, our Lord and Saviour Jesus Ghrist, we shall now
60 
proceed to prove." While in the obedience to Ohrist in this
act, the believer receives his certificate of remission, the 
act itself has no power to secure this coveted blessing. Gamp- 
bell firmly objects to the implication that by some form of 
magic, the mere physical act of baptism itself can make pardon




possible. "While, then, baptism is ordained for the remission 
of sins, and for no other specific purpose, it is not as a 
procuring cause, but as an instrumental cause, in which faith 
and repentance are developed and made fruitful and effectual in
changing our state and spiritual relations to the Divine Persons
61 
whose names are put upon us in the very act."
Baptism is the means through which faith and repent- 
ance appropriates forgiveness; naore than this it can never be. 
In the light of such a statement as this, it is manifestly in- 
accurate to accuse Mr. Campbell of teaching baptismal regener- 
ation.
(C) Since baptism is an act of faith, one in which 
faith is publicly and sensuously confessed, it is evident that 
it can have nothing to do with infants who must necessarily be 
unconscious in the whole transaction. To Campbell, when the 
reason for baptism is removed, it becomes worthless and mean- 
ingless. It is only in its connection with faith and the re- 
mission of sins, that it can be of interest. Since an infant 
cannot believe and since he has no sins of which he can repent, 
even were repentance possible in him, he can not be in any sense 
a candidate for baptism. "Faith, then, being in any case, re- 
quired in order for baptism, not only according to a fair con- 
struction of the commission, as reported by all the evangelists, 
but also in particular cases - as in the case of the eunuch -
positively inhibits infants and untaught persons from Christian
62 
baptism."
(3) The design of baptism.
(A) In respect to its design, baptism is a trans- 
lational act through which the penitent believer is transfered 
from the unforgiven state into that "where the saving power
61 "Christian Baptism," 856.




A study of what Campbell conceived to be the design 
of baptism, takes one into the very heart of his baptismal 
doctrine. Nothing is more distinctive or novel in Ms theology, 
than his doctrine of baptism for the remission of sins. The 
phrase had often been used, previously, but the meaning which 
Campbell puts into it, had hardly been appreciated before. From 
his standpoint, the whole subject of baptism must be considered 
in the light of its purpose. In his comprehensive work on the 
subject, he says: "But the design of this institution has long 
been thrown into the shade because of the wordy and impassioned 
controversy about what the action is, and who may be the proper 
subject of it. Now it must be confessed that, whatever im- 
portance there may be in settling these questions, that import- 
ance is wholly to be appreciated by the design of the institu- 
tion. This is the only value of it. The question concerning 
the value of any action is incomparably superior to the question, 
What is the act itself? or to the questions, who may perform it? 
or, Upon whom may it be performed? We are, therefore, induced 
to believe that the question now before us, is the all intersstin,
important question - indeed the transcendent question in this
64 
discussion." This vigorous statement so forcefully sets forth
his cv/n appreciation of the importance of his doctrine of 
design, that it needs no comment. Bvery phase of the question, 
in his own thinking, must be settled by the design of the 
ordinance. The paramount issue is, What is it for?
(B) As transnational, then, baptism is an initia- 
tory act, one in which the believer is inducted into all the
65 
rights of the kingdom of God. It is a real act, one in which
something is done to and for the candidate for admission into
63 "The Atonement, the Heart of the Gospel," McLeod Campbell, 19(
64 "Christian Baptism," 248.
65 Ibid., 850.
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Christ's body. There is always a danger of baptism degenerating 
into one or other of two extreme positions. It may become a
mere act of magio, or, in the other direction, it may fade away
66
into a meaningless symbol. The teaching that it is an act
through which we come formally into all the blessings of chil- 
dren of God, an experience in which we are actually initiated 
into the sphere where His gracious power is effectual to our
salvation, avoids in the view of Campbell, these two extremes,67 
and conserves the truth of the ^ew Testament position. In a
comment on the language of the commission, he strikingly de- 
poses, "'Baptizing them into the name of the father, and of 
the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. 1 ^o language could more clear- 
ly indicate a change of state than the phrase just now read. 
The prominent design of baptism is thus fully expressed by the 
transition spoken of in the words 'baptizing into the name 1 . 
The subject is here represented as in some way, entering into 
the name, or into the persons represented by the -Father, Son, 
and Holy Spirit. This may be supposed to resemble the act of 
naturalization, in the fact that a person in that process is in- 
ducted into the possession of the rights of citizenship under a 
political institution. So Christ commanded the candidates to 
be immersed into the name of the whole Divinity; that is, into 
the privileges and immunities of the new kingdom over which the 
Messiah now presides, by the authority of the father through 
the Holy Spirit. It is, then, a solemn enfranchisement of a
believer, with all the rights and privileges of Christ 1 B king-
68 
dom." It is thus a tremendously solemn and dignified act, for
it "is designed to introduce the subjects of it into the parti-69 
cipation of the blessings of the death and resurrection of Christ
66 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 431, 440.
6? "Christian Baptism," 246.
68 "Campbell-Rioe Bebate," 441.
69 "Christian System," 193.
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As initiatory, it is evident that baptism is 
an act of faith, which changes the believer's state or religious 
condition toward God. Faith of itself, in the sense of belief, 
can never change any state or condition, Faith could never make 
a foreigner an American citizen; it would be only an act to 
which faith leads. Faith could never alone bring about the mar- 
riage relation; it is an act inspired by it, which maiees two 
people husband and wife, Thus it is, that religiously, "it is
not faith, but an act resulting from faith, which changes our
70 
state." This act, as has been repeatedly stated, is baptism.
"All feel the difference between 'in the name of the Lord 1 , and
'into Christ 1 . The former denotes authority, alone - the latter
71 
intimates union and relation."
(D) Carrying this fundamental idea of the change 
of state in an act, over into his exposition of the meaning of 
regeneration, Campbell taught that baptism is itself the act 
of regeneration or "Hew Birth". It regenerates or is related 
to the spiritual life, in exactly the same manner as birth is 
related to the physical life. No Campbellian position brought 
forth such vehement protest from the theologians of his time, 
as did this. In a true understanding of it, however, lies the 
very marrow of his whole position on baptism as related to the 
forgiveness of sins. "Regeneration and immersion are, therefore, 
two names of the same thing." "If immersion be equivalent to 
regeneration, and regeneration be of the same import with being 
born again, then being born again and being immersed are the
same thing; for this plain reason, that things equal to the
72 
same thing, are equal to one another." Such statements as,
these aroused astonishment and indignation, ^ere they isolated
70 "Christian System," 188, 192.
71 "Oampbell-Hice Debate," 441.
72 "Christian System," 200.
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and without explanation of what Campbell meant by them, it is 
not to be wondered at that they could cause the charge to be 
current that the "Sage of Bethany" believed in baptismal regen- 
eration as it had been held by the early Church fathers.
The whole misunderstanding rests upon a misappre-
73 
hension of Campbell's definition of regeneration. The current
view was that regeneration is entirely an act of God. Hot by 
argument or persuasion, but by a mighty act of divine power, 
is the soul regenerated. God gives faith and repentance in a 
miraculous manner. The soul, therefore, is passive in the whole 
process. It is not in any sense, an act performed by us, but 
one wrought in us by the mighty power of the Father. The sinner 
is as dead in sins as was Lazarus in the grave. The act by 
which he was quickened was the act of God; so it is with the 
newly quickened soul. The sinner is, therefore, passive, "for 
the Holy Spirit is the sole agent in regeneration, and the
sinner has no more efficient agency in accomplishing it, than
74 
had Lazarus in becoming alive from the dead."
In direct antithesis to this popular conception, 
Campbell contended that the sinner is active in his own regen- 
eration. While gratefully acknowledging the part which the 
Father plays in the whole process, he yet believed that without 
the active cooperation of the sinner, there can be no regener- 
ation at all. Baptism, since it ia the consummating act in 
that whole process by which the unregenerate becomes a new being, 
is called regeneration. Through faith and repentance, the 
sinner has experienced an intellectual and moral change; in bap- 
tism, he is to be born into a new state or relation - he is to 
experience a religious change. "We have already seen that the 
consummation of the process of gsneration or creation, is in the
73 "History of the Disciples of Christ," Moore, 193.
74 "Christian Baptist Journal," July 26, 1833; quoted by Camp- 
bell, "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, 465.
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birth of the creature formed. So it is in the moral generation, 
or in the great process of regeneration. There is a state of 
existence from which he that is "born passes; and there is a 
state of existence into which he enters after birth, This is 
true of the whole animal creation, whether oviparous or vivi- 
parous. How the manner of existence, or mode of life, is 
wholly changed; and he is, in reference to the former state, 
dead, and to the new state alive. So in moral regeneration. 
The subject of this great change, before his new birth, existed 
in one state; but after it, he exists in another. He stands 
in a new relation to God, angels, and men. He is now born of
God, and has the privilege of being a son of God, and is con-
75 
sequently pardoned, justified, sanctified, adopted, saved."
In another connection, Campbell emphasizes the sense in which 
he usually employs the term regeneration. Conversion may 
consist of several distinct acts in the one process through 
which the soul comes to God, but "it is in accordance to give 
to the beginning, or consummating act, the naiae of the whole 
process, ^or the most part, however, the name of the whole 
process is given to the consummating act, because the process
is always supposed to be incomplete until that act is
76 
formed." "In the same sense it is that most Christians call
regeneration, the Hew Bifcth; though being born is only the
77last act in natural generation, and the last act in regeneration."
"By 'the bath of regeneration' is not meant the first, second, 
or third act; but the last act of regeneration which completes 
the whole, and is, therefore, used to denote the new birth. 
This is the reason why our Lord and his Apostles unite this act 
with water. Being born of water, in the Saviour's style, and 
the bath of regeneration, in the Apostle's style, in the judgement




of all writers and critics of eminence, refer to one arid the
78 
same aot - viz: Christian baptism." "Baptism being the last
of the series of truth, faith, repentance, love, and profession, 
it is properly styled, in figure, 'being born again 1 , or being 
'born of water and of the Spirit 1 . And faith being an active, 
operative principle, containing in it all that is in the gospel
of Christ's blood, it is the vitalizing principle of Christian
79 
activity and all Christian excellence and enjoyment." The
liberal number of quotations are given here, because in nothing 
has Mr. Campbell been so inaccurately represented, as in his 
views concerning the relation of baptism to regeneration. It 
is but fair to allow him emphatically to speak for himself.
In a somewhat caustic refutation, he replies to his 
critics, in a summation so comprehensive and pithy, that it is 
here given in its entirety. "It may again be necessary in this 
fastidious age to remark, that in this essay, in order to dis- 
abuse the public mind on our use and acceptation of the term 
regeneration, we have taken the widest range which a supreme 
regard for the apostolic style could, in our judgement, allow. 
tfhile we argue that the phrase, bath of regeneration (Titus 3:5), 
is equivalent to immersion, as already explained, and as contra- 
distinguished from the renewing of the Holy Spirit, 6f which the 
immersed believer is a proper subject; we have spoken of the 
whole process of renovation, not in the strict application of 
the phrase (Titus 3:5), but rather in'whole latitude employed 
by the Apostle. It is not the first act of begetting, nor the 
last act of being born, but the whole process of conversion 
alluded to in the figure of generation, to which we have directed 
the attention of our readers. For, as often stated before, our 
opponents deceive themselves and their hearers by representing
78 "Christian System," 263.
79 "Christian Baptism," 276.
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us as ascribing to the word immersion and the act immersion ALL 
THEY GALL REGEUEHATIOU. While, therefore, we contend that 'being 
born again 1 , and being immersed, are, in the Apostle's style, two 
names for the same action, we are far from supposing or teaching




He then proceeds to a brief but vitirolic statement 
of the position of those who so often opposed him, even to the 
point of bitterness, and in it, as he states, gives this as his 
reason for the essay on the subject. "Our opponents contend 
for a regeneration begun and perfected before faith or baptism - 
a spiritual change of mind by the Holy Spirit, antecedent to 
either knowledge, faith, or repentance, of which infants are as 
susceptible as adults; and, therefore, as we contend, make the 
gospel of no effect. By way of reprisals they would have their 
converts to think that we go for nothing but water, and sarcas- 
tically call us advocates of 'water regeneration 1 . They think 
there is something more sublime and divine in 'spirit regenera- 
tion', and therefore claim the title of orthodox. This calumny 
has been one occasion of the present essay, and has occasioned 
that part of it which gives the fullest latitude to the terms
regeneration, which analogy gives to the figure used by the
81 
Apostle." In this statement, there is evidence of the prevalency
of the Hervian conception of regeneration. There was hardly 
anywhere, exception to this as the universally accepted orthodox
ground.
What Campbell believed concerning the new birth, may
82 
be gathered by following him through the analogy as it pictures
the whole process of conversion. Before there can be a birth, 
there must of necessity be a begetting. There are three agents
80 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1832, Sxtra Defended, 24 3e 
Quoted in "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I, 446.
81 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," 446, 
ftp, "Christian System/ 201.
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this begetting process; the heart in which the new life is 
to begin, the seed from which it is to come, and the father 
from whom we are begotten. The father begets a new life in the 
heart, through the Holy Spirit, for "the Spirit of God is the 
begetter." The Spirit brings the new life into being through 
the Gospel which is the seed. Life begins before birth; spir- 
itual life begins before the birth of water. "A child is alive 
before it is born, and the act of being born only changes its 
state, not its life." And, thus, also, is it in the spiritual 
birth. "Persons are begotten by the Spirit of God, impreg- 
nated by the Word, and born of the water." The reason why 
water is always placed before Spirit in the order of birth, 
is that one cannot be said to be born of the father until he 
is first born of the mother, When he is born of the mother, 
then it ma;/ be said, also, that he has been born of the father. 
Strictly, we are never born of God, but begotten of Him by 
the Spirit through the Word.
But if life has begun through the divine begetting, 
why be born? Unless that which is begotten is born, it will 
die,- it will be still-born. Unless resolution becomes action, 
unless faith is transmuted into conduct, it will cease to be. 
Without birth, therefore, that which is begotten will never 
enjoy the delights of the kingdom of God. "All means of sal- 
vation are means of enjoyment, not of procurement. Birth itself 
is not for procuring, but for enjoying the life possessed before 
birth. So in the analogy - no one is to be baptized, or to be 
buried with Christ; no one is to be put under the water of re- 
generation for the purpose of procuring life, but for the pur- 
& 83 
pose of enjoying the life of which he is possessed."
83 "Christian System," 266.
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the aot of the new birth, then, baptism is no un- 
meaning ceremony, but a solemn moral and spiritual ordinance of 
the Lord, by which, through a change of state, we come into a 
change of character. It does not give life; it translates life 
into that sphere in which the character becomes conformed to 
the image of the divine. It is no mere act of magic in the 
Bomish. acceptation of it, which wor£s ex opere operato, but the 
most sublime moral and spiritual ordinance. "lot, indeed, that 
there is anything in the mere element of water, or in the form 
of placing the subject in it, or in the person that administers 
it, or in the formula used upon the occasion, though both good 
taste and piety have something to do in these particulars, but
all its virtue and efficacy is in the faith and intelligence of
84 
him that receives it." Realizing that his position might be
construed, even by friends and followers, as being an advocacy
of the rite as but a bodily act, Gampbell taices care £e- frequent-
to
ly. emphasize its spiritual meaning. "Views of baptism as meres\
external and bodily acts, exert a very injurious influence on 
the understanding and practice of men. Hence many ascribe to 
it so little importance in the Christian economy. 'Bodily ex- 
ercise, 1 says Paul, 'profits little. 1 Me have been taught to 
regard immersion in water, into the name of the Father, the Son, 
and the Holy Spirit, as an act of the whole man,- body, soul, 
and spirit. The soul of the intelligent subject is immersed 
into the Lord Jesus, as his body is immersed in the water. His 
soul rises with the Lord Jesus, as the "body rises out of the
water; and into one spirit with all the family of God, is he
85 
immersed." It is upon this lofty plane that Gampbell always
stands, opposing any view of the sacred rite as being but an 
external or bodily act destitute of spiritual reality and power.
84 "Christian Baptism," 273.
85 "Christian System," 246, 247.
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He enforces this position with one more statement, the meaning 
of which is unmistakable. Baptism "has no abstract efficacy. 
Without previous faith in the blood of Christ, and deep unfeigned 
repentance before God, neither immersion in water, nor any other 
action, oan secure to us the blessings of peace and pardon. It 
can merit nothing. Still to the believing penitent it is the
means of receiving a formal, distinct, and specific absolution,
86 
or relaese from guilt."
It is evident that the sinner is not only born out 
of the, old sinful relation; he is also born into the new one, 
and that one which is conducive to his life and growth. He is 
born into the family. Such a change is no little thing; it is 
the most glorious and subline translation to be imagined. "Bap- 
tism, my fellow-citizens, is no mere rite, no unmeaning ceremony, 
I assure you. It is a most intellectual, spiritual, and sub- 
lime transition out of a sinful and condemned state, into a 
spiritual and holy state. It is a change of relation, not as 
respects flesh, but the spirit. It is an introduction into the
mystical body of Christ, by which one necessarily obtains the
87 
remission of sins." Such an experience is spiritually sublime,
because it is an indueti&n:; into the most wonderful spiritual 
relation in the universe, that of the family of God. "Ho one 
can understand or enjoy the sublime and awful import of a 
burial with Christ; of a baptism into death, who does not feel 
that he is passing through a most solemn initiation into a new 
family; high and holy relations to the father, as his Father 
and his God - to the Son, as his Lord and his Messiah - to the 
Holy Spirit, as his sanctifier and comforter. He puts off his 
old relations, to the world, the flesh, and Satan. Consequently, 
that moment he is adopted into the family of God, and is person-
86 "Christian System," 58.
87 "Carapbell-Rice Debate," 448.
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Contemplating the glory ofthe spiritual change, which
results from a devout and intelligent obedience in baptism, in 
a passage classic among the Disciples, Campbell rises eloquently 
into almost a mystical view. "With me, union with Ohrist is 
not mere union with a creed and a party built upon it. The king- 
dom of God is no party, no one party on earth. It is a spiritual 
kingdom, and is in the hearts of men: consisting not in meats, 
drinks, creeds, and covenants, 'but in righteousness, peace, 
and joy in the Holy Spirit. 1 Into this no one can enter with- 
out faith, and the Spirit of God. Baptism into Christ, the 
effect of faith, is a sensible introduction into this spiritual 
state, and outwardly unites us with the public profession; but 
when properly understood, spiritually, sometimes called mystic- 
ally, or under the symbol, inducts us into an intimate, near, 
and holy union with the SavioUV Of the world, by his spirit. The 
outward act, then, is but the symbol of the transition, inward 
and spiritual, by which our souls are bathed in that ocean of
t
love, which purifies our persons, and makes them one with the 
Lord. Without this, being born of water, or being connected 
with a church, is nothing - worse than nothing. Hence without 
previous knowledge, faith, and repentance, immersion into the 
name, etc., is a mere outward and unprofitable ceremony. Hence
my opposition to infant baptism; and hence my opposition to adult
90 
baptism, without a previous knowledge of the gospel."
The relation "between justification and sane tifi cat ion, 
in Mr« Campbell 1 s theology, has already been considered. A sum- 
mary may be made in a sentence, of the position of baptism in
88 "Campbell-Kice Debate," 442.
89 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I, 459.
90 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 493.
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the pro 09SB of making a bad man good. In relation to regen- 
eration, it is the act of Dirt* - the act through which the 
newly begotten soul enters formally into the Christian family 
or Church, an environment in which the new life may he nur- 
tured to Christian maturity. In relation to Ratification 
and sanctmcati-on, it is that act in which the certificate 
of pardon or forgiveness is formlly given, and the new state 




THE WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT
Nothing is more fundamental in Mr. Campbell T s re- 
ligious thinking than Ms determined opposition to the hurtful 
Protastant mysticism' of his time. 3?he Calvinian manifestation 
of the doctrine of hereditary total depravity, inherited from 
Augustine, and perpetuated by the Protestant world, bore the 
brunt of his vigorous attacks from the very beginning of his 
editorial work. To Oampbell, the doctrine that man was incap- 
able of receiving the truth of God as it is enshrined in the 
Scriptures, that he could not believe or repent until the Holy 
Spirit, by direct and irresistable agency, performed a miracle 
upon his heart, was abhorrent for three reasons, (l) It was 
a menace to religion itself, in that it made it impossible for 
a man to become a Christian of his own will; (fi) it was contrary 
to the teaching of Scripture; and, (z) it was philosophically 
unsound according to the principles of John kocke. He, therefore, 
sought to develop a doctrine of the Spirit which should be free 
from these objections,- one which would make it possible for 
a man to become a Christian by following a plain and definite 
plan,- one which should be in harmony with what he believed to 
be the clear teaching of the Scriptures, and which should square 
with the Lockian psychology which he so firmly held. The student 
of Campbellian thought can understand the time devoted to the 
work of the Holy Spirit, only by realizing the prevalence of 
the Protestant mysticism against which Mr. Campbell so constant- 
ly waged war.
I. THE 3ARLY DISCUSSIONS OF THE WORK Otf THE HOLY 
-SPIRIT
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The work of the Holy Spirit came up for consideration 
the first volume of the "Christian Baptist". Following the
method which was characteristic of Mr. Campbell 1 s 
work at this period, he states four positions to which he is 
opposed, (l) Tfcat "fcheire is some invisible, indescribable, 
energy exerted upon the minds of men in order to make them 
Christians; and that, too, independent of, or prior to, the 
word believed," The Spirit thus considered is liVte some fluid 
poured into the soul, and through this direct energy the elect 
are regenerated before they believe. Regeneration, therefore, 
precedes faith and is miraculously accomplished. Revolting 
against the absurdity of this position, Campbell instances the 
case of a devout friend who claimed that he was regenerated 
for three years before he believed ixtOfcrist, and that during 
all that time he was a saved man. (2) That all men are as 
spiritually dead as a stone, and that their becoming alive is 
purely a matter of the will of the Holy Spirit, he objects to 
with all his soul. The belief that man, tfcus dead, is utterly 
incapable of taking a step toward God until the Spirit performs 
a miracle upon him, is a doctrine wholly without foundation in 
reason or in Scripture. There is here a challenge to the whole 
Augustinian and Calvinian anthropology with its insistence upon
the fall of man and the blighting and damning effects of orig-
2 
inal sin. In almost sarcastic vein, describing an imaginary
address of a Oalvinian divine to a sinner, he says, "fellow- 
sinner, you are in a miserable condition, mired from head to 
foot. Believe me, you are both cold and hungry; and I can as- 
sure you that you are unable to help yourself out of this cal- 
amity. You could as easily carry one of these hills upon your 
shoulders, AS extricate yourself from your present circumstances.
1 "Christian Baptist," 49.
2 Ibid., 48, 50.
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Perish with cold and hunger you mast; it is vain for you to at- 
tempt an escape. Every effort you make to get out only sinks
you deeper in distress. Your Creator could, if he pleased, bring
3 
you out; but whether he lists or not, is uncertain." (3) In
the third place, he objects to "the popular belief of a regener- 
ation previous to faith, or a knowledge of the gospel", because 
it "is replete with mischief", in that it makes the sinner go 
through an awful period of sorrow and despair as "through the 
pious Bunyan's slough of Despond, before he can believe the gos- 
pel". In a word, "it is all equivalent to this; that a man
must become a desponding, trembling, infidel, before he can
4 
become a believer." The Campbellian reason for objection to
this, is found in the fact that "the gospel makes no provision 
for despondency, inasmuch as it assures all who believe and
obey it, upon the veracity of God, that they are forgiven and
5 
accepted in the Beloved". (4) That physical manifestations are
to be accepted as evidences of pardon, or that emotional ex- 
periences are to be made the criterion by which one may know 
that he has been accepted by the father, are also unwarranted 
by the facts of revelation and reason. The teaching of such 
things tends to make the people "lay themselves out for oper- 
ations and new revelations". Such an attitude conduces to bring 
the gospel into contempt, and is the fruitful source of unbelief.
In the second volume of the "Christian Baptist", Mr. 
Gampbell published a series of articles on "The Work of the Holy 
Spirit in Salvation", in which his position on the whole ques- 
tion is positively stated. The following resume of the nine 
essays in this volume, will show the position which he here main- 
tained, as compared with that denied in the first volume.




The Holy Spirit is the revealer of God. All we 
know of the father, we know because of the Spirit through whose 
agency we have the Scriptural testimony about Him. Knowledge 
of the will of Grod is the first step in salvation; therefore,
the reading of the divine testimony in the Scriptures, is nec-
6 
essary to becoming a Christian.
The Holy Spirit makes possible the acceptance of 
the testimony which is given in the divine record, not by a 
miracle through which a creative act is performed in the indi- 
vidual, but by authenticating a series of evidences which he 
has given in the facts of the Gospel. God, through the life, 
the death, and resurrection of His Son, has done wonderful 
things in the world. The record of these acts is ours, enshrined 
in the Hew Testament which has been "dictated from heaven". 
How according to the constitution of man, it is as natural for 
him to believe the testimony, as to see light, or to hear sound. 
It is not necessary that there be "enabling grace" to give a
man new faculties that he may believe, but evidence which he can
7 
grasp with those faculties which he already possesses.
The Holy Spirit has given testimony concerning God, 
but he has given more - he has given evidence of the truth of 
that testimony. Some of these evidences which the Spirit gives
ore.
in attestation of the truth of his testimony^ (1} miracles, or
the "suspension of the known laws of nature", which are proof
8 
of a power which is superior to the law itself. "Miracles
were wrought by the influence of the Holy Spirit, in confirm- 
ation of the apostolic testimony - that is, signs or proofs of
9 
a supernatural character followed their testimony." From the
6 "Christian Baptist," 83.
7 Ibid. t 83.
8 Ibid., 89, 91.
9 Ibid. t 83.
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premises that the Spirit of Grod is the great Hevealer, and that 
he attests his revelation by incontrovertable evidence, Oampbell 
deduces two conclusions. "The first is that the truth to be 
believed could never have been known but by the revelation of 
the Spirit; and secondly, that though it had been pronounced in 
the most explicit language, yet it could not have been believed
with certainty, but by the miracles which were offered in attest-
10 
ation of it." The moral character of the miracle-worker is
known in his works. The moral character of the works wrought 
by Jesus, is evidence that the signs attributed to him, were not 
done by the Prince of Demons. The benevolent character of these
miracles is sufficient evidence of the exalted nature of their
11 
author. (%) Spiritual gifts are also an evidence of the truth
of the Spirit's testimony.. These special gifts of the Holy 
Spirit, were of a miraculous character and were given for pur- 
poses of confirmation until the church of Ohrist was firmly es-
12 
tablished; they then ceased by limitation. (3) Prophecy, a
kind of spiritual gift, is also considered as a type of miracle 
which has power to evidence the truth of the divine testimony. 
This term includes all the Old Testament prophecies concerning 
the coming Messiah, which are applied to Jesus of Nazareth, and 
also those made by Jesus Himself, concerning his suffering, his
death and his resurrection, the destruction of the Temple, and
13 
the fall of the Gity of David.
Since the Bible has been dictated from heaven, the 
words in which the miracles, the spiritual gifts, arid the prop- 
hecies are described, are the work of the Holy Spirit as much 
as the signs themselves. The work of the Holy Spirit, therefore,
10 "Christian Baptist," 83, 84.
11 Ibid., 89.
12 Ibid., 102, 104.
13 Ibid., 108, 111.
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is final. It has made permanently possible, man f s acceptance 
of the truth which God has revealed in Christ, and which has 
been preserved for us in the Spirit-dictated word. The inspired 
records are so trustworthy that the reading of them now, gives 
us as clear evidence as though we had seen the events as they 
transpired. The work of the Holy Spirit may, then, "be divided 
into two parts: he reveals the nature and will of Gtea, as the
Spirit of Wisdom, the Great Hevealer; as the Spirit of Power,
14 
he gives indisputable evidence of the truth of the testimony.
The natural man which Paul describes in I Corinthians, is not 
the Galvinistic natural man who has the revelation and the 
evidence for its authenticity but lacks the "enabling grace" 
to accept it; he is the natural man with human reason and ability
to comprehend the truth and obey it, but without the revelation
15 
of the Holy Spirit or the divine evidences of its truth.
In the ninth article of the series, Mr. Campbell 
sums up his position as developed up to this period. la an elo- 
quent passage which contains the germ of all his future teaching, 
he closes his argument in the "Christian Baptist". "Thus we 
see that the whole work of the Spirit of God in the salvation of 
men, as the Spirit of wisdom, =fek3- Spirit  »£ wisdom^ the Spirit 
of power, and the Spirit of grace or goodness, is inseparably 
connected wi&h, and altogether subservient to, the gospel or 
glad tidings of great joy to all people, of the love of God 
exhibited in the humiliation to death of His only begotten Son. 
Detached from this view we know nothing of it, because nothing 
more is revealed. And to indulge in metaphysical speculations, 
or to form abstract theories of our own, is not only the climax
16 
religious folly; but has ever proved the bane of Christianity."
14 "Christian Baptist," 139.
15 Ibid., 137, 138.
16 Ibid., 139.
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As though he had an Intuition of the stream of innuendo to which 
he would "be subjected because of his position, he thus early 
defends himself against any accusation thay he denies the pro- 
vidential works of God or His Spirit. "I am not to be under- 
stood as asserting that there is no divine influence over the 
minds and bodies of men. This would be to assert in contra- 
diction to a thousand facts and declarations in the volume of 
revelation; this would be to destroy the idea of any divine re- 
velation; this would be to destroy the idea of any divine govern- 
ment exercised over the human race; this would be to make prayer 
a useless and irrational exercise; this would be to deprive 
Christians of all the consolations derived from a sense of the 
superintending care, guidance and protection of the Most High. 
But to resolve everything into a f divine influence 1 is the 
other extreme, This divests man of every attribute which ren- 
ders him accountable to his Maker, and assimilates all his actior
to the bending of the trees or the tumults of the ocean, occas-
17 
ioned by the tempests."
II. THE FINAL POSITION DM THE WORK OF THE HOLY 
SPIRIT IE" C01JVJ3RSIOH AM) SAM) T IF 1C AT IOE
The matured Campbellian doctrine of the work of the 
Holy Spirit in conversion and sanctification, is developed in 
the "Christian System"(1835), and the "Campbell-Rice Bebate" 
(1843). In his "Christian Baptism"(l85E), the arguments ad- 
vanced in the debate with Rice were revamped and published as 
his final pronouncements upon the whole subject. The method of 
considering the question as presented in the Rice debate, will 
be followed liere, with occasional references to the "Christian 
System". In his discussion with Mr. Rice, Campbell defended 
the proposition, "In Conversion and Sanctification the Spirit
17 "Christian Baptist, 11 138, 139.
See, also, Richardson 1 s "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell"
Volume II. 123, 188.
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of God operates on Persons only through the Word." This state- 
ment may be considered as embodying his last word on the inter- 
minable question of converting and sanctifying power.
In his first address, which "has been greatly and
deservedly admired for its beauty of diction, its clearness of
IS
statement, and its power of argument , Campbell takes care to
define the terms of the proposition. In these definitions he 
forestalls the objections which Rice later repeats so frequently. 
Italy objections, even of Disciple writers, would never have had 
foundation, had the position of CJampbell in these definitions 
beem more clearly scrutinized. It is observable in the vol- 
uminous correspondence which precedes the debate, that both
parties desired to commit Campbell to the proposition that all
19 
the operations of the Spirit are through the Word of Truth.
Mr. Campbell was not altogether pleased with the wording of the 
proposition, not because he considered It too sweeping or in- 
clusive, but because it seems to indicate that conversion and 
sanetification are different processes. It has been noted in 
these pages, that he did not so consider them. At the seeming
18 "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Richardson, II. 513.
In 'the same connection, Dr. Richardson speaks of the effect 
of this address upon the famous American statesman, Henry 
3lay, who was the moderator of the debate. "It was remarked 
that Henry Clay, who had been very careful to avoid, previous- 
ly, the slightest appearance of favoring either disputant, 
was so captivated by it as for a time, to forget himself. 
A gentleman well acquainted with him, noticed that, soon 
after Iflr. Campbell began, he became unusually attentive, 
and that as the subject became unfolded and successive ar- 
guments were presented, he leaned forward, and began to bow 
assent, waving his hand at the same time in that graceful, 
approving manner peculiar to him." p. 514. Dr." Haley, who 
may be taken as a representative type of scholarly Disciple 
teacher, refers to this first address as "a club of Hercules 
entwined with flowers". "Debates that made History," 211. 
An eminent Episcopal divine, writing in the "Protestant 
Churchman" soon after the debate, refers to this opening 
argument as "one of the most splendid specimens of eloquent 
reasoning I ever remember to have read." "Memoirs of Alex- 
ander Campbell," Richardson, II. 514.
19 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 21, 48.
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risk of repetition, it will be necessary to state again his con- 
ception of the relations subsisting between these terms, which 
he considered analogical thought forms expressing different views 
of the same process. The foundational difference between him- 
self and Hr. Rice is to be discovered in diametrically opposed 
views of the nature of conversion, regeneration, and sanctifi- 
oation. Understanding this to be the issue, he is at great 
pains in the opening address, to clear up the whole matter by a 
critical definition of the terms. Decrying the divisions and 
party systems which have arisen because of inadequate conceptions 
of terms-used in the Word, to express the divine revelation, he 
deposes that such divisions might be resolved into harmony were 
it but possible to accurately define the terms used. He then
adds, "to this class tof terms) belong the words regeneration,
20 
sanetification, and conversion."
There are two conditions in which all men may be 
classed; those who are in Adam the first, and those who a.S'O 
in Adam the second. These conditions are manifestly two very 
different and opposed religious states. It is evident that such 
metaphors as "dead, lost, destroyed, alien, enemy, going astray, 
condemned in law, debtor, unclean, sold to sin", etc., are 
terms descriptive of the state of those who are in Adam the first. 
It is also clear that any one of the terms, as well as all of 
them together, may adequately describe this condition. They 
are not expressive of component parts in the process of coming
to this condition, but analogical terms illustrative of the
21 
state from various points of view. This is precisely true,
likewise, as regaTds the opposite metaphors which set forth the 
condition of those who are in Adam the second, and the manner
20 "Campbell-Rice Bebate," 611.
21 Ibid., 612.
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which they were brought into that condition. "These meta- 
phors, just now quoted, give rise to a corresponding class, in- 
dicative of this new condition in Adam the second, such as - 
quickened, made alive, born again, new created, saved, reconciled, 
friend, converted, illuminated, pardoned, redeemed, etc. The 
changing of these states is also set forth in suitable imagery; 
such as - regeneration, conversion, reconciliation, new creation, 
illumination, remission, adoption, redemption, salvation, etc. 
Now the error to which I allude, primarily consists in not 
uniformly regarding each one of these as a complete view of 
man, in some one condition, or, in his whole condition in Adam 
the first, or in Adam the second; but in sometimes contemplating 
them as parts of one view, as fractions: of one great whole, and 
consequently, to be all added up to malce out a full scriptural
view of man, in Adam and in Ohrist, and of the transition from
22 
one state to the other." In the "Christian System", this same
manner of considering the terms as expressive either individ- 
ually, or collectively, of one great process, is set forth. "We 
are not to suppose that regeneration is something which must 
be added to the faith, the feeling, and the action of the be- 
liever, which are the effects of the testimony of Sod understood
and embraced. It is only another name for the same process in
23 
all its parts." Again, "Conversion is a term denoting the
the whole moral or spiritual change, which is sometimes called 
sanctification, sometimes regeneration. These are not three 
changes, but one change indicated by these three terms, regen- 
eration, conversion, sanctification." The use of these ex- 
pressions must depend upon what metaphor we have in mind in con- 
templating man as connected with the first Adam. Is he dead in 
sin? then, he is now born again, and made alive in the second
22 "Campbell-Bice Debate," 612.
23 "Christian System," 276.
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Adam. Is he, in the first, lost? he is, in the second, saved.
"Is he destroyed and ruined in the first? - he is created anew
24 
in the second Adam, the Lord from heaven."
While all of the analogical terms used are descriptive 
of the new state into which the Gliristian man enters, yet they 
are not synonymous. Certain words are expressive of the legal
and external change, and others deal with that which is inner 
and spiritual. Mr. Oampbell was careful to mafce clear that he 
had to do with that change which is moral and spiritual in nature. 
"I" therefore now, most distinctly and emphatically state, that 
with me, and in reference to this discussion, these terms, sever- 
ally and collectively indicate a moral, a spiritual, and not a 
physical or legal change. A physical change has to do with the 
essence or form of the subject. A legal change, is a change as 
respects a legal sentence, or enactment. Hence pardon, remission, 
justification, have respect feo law. But a moral or spiritual 
change, is a change of the moral state of the feelings, and of 
the soul. In contrast with a merely intellectual change - a 
change of view, it is called a change of the affections - a 
change of the heart. It is in this acceptation of the subject
of my proposition, that I predicate of it. 'The Spirit operates
25 
only through the tford.  This statement of Mr. Campbell 1 s
conception of the whole question, as decidedly spiritual and 
moral in nature, is of interest to the student of Campbellian 
thought, since it was the constant effort of his detractors to 
ma&e it appear that his whole system tended to legalism.
In further definition of i;he terms used, he states 
that in reality the term "only" isunjecessary. "The term only, 
indeed, is redundant; because a moral change is effected only
24 "Carnpbell-Rice Debate," 613.
25 Ibid., 613.
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by motives, and motives by arguments; and all arguments ever
used by the Holy Spirit, are found in the book called the
26 
of Truth."
fhe terms of the discussion having been defined, the 
Campbellian position may be stated, and the arguments which 
he advanced for it presented. With clarity, he examines in 
vigorous language, the position of the three schools, on the 
work of the Holy Spirit in conversion and sanctification. "On 
the subject of spiritual influence, there are two extremes of 
doctrine. There is the Word alone system, and there is the
Spirit alone system. The former is the parent of a cold, life-
E7 
less rationalism and formality." In this statement, there
"" ' j
is an interesting echo of Mr. Campbell 1 s experience in pub-
28
lishing in 1831, his "Dialogue on the Holy Spirit". Abandon- 
ing his usual adherance to the Scriptures, he employed abstract- 
ions and distinctions in regard to "moral and physical power", 
whiclL, instead of making himself more clear to the Baptist 
people, for whose understanding he had undertaken the exposition, 
resulted in new and greater misunderstandings. Because of the
26 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 613.
27 Ibid., 614.
28 Dr. Richardson speaks of this incident and of those who had 
so misunderstood Campbell as to advocate this "word alone" 
theory. "These persons were found chiefly among those who 
had been previously sceptical, and who were habitually dis- 
posed to rely upon reason rather than to walk by faith; and 
their crude and erroneous doctrines were well calculated to 
bring reproach upon the Reformation. They were disposed to 
resolve religion entirely into a system of moral motivity; 
to disbelieve the actual indwelling of the Holy Spirit in 
believers; to deny special providences and guidings, and, 
by consequence, the efficacy of prayer. Taking Locke's 
philosophy as the basis of their system, and carrying his 
'Essay on the Human Understanding 7 along with the Bible, in 
their saddle-bags, they denied even to its Creator, any ac- 
cess to the human soul except by 'words and arguments 1 , while 
they conceded to the author of evil, a direct approach, and 
had more to say in their discourses about f the laws of human 
nature 1 than about the gospel of Christ." .."Memoirs of 
Alexander Campbell," 356, 358.
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speculative nature of the work, and because its distinctions 
were unknown to the Scriptures, Thomas Campbell openly dis- 
approved, feeling that it was not a just and fair exposition 
of the subject. Deferring to his judgement, Alexander subse- 
quently omitted it from his "Christianity Restored". The two- 
fold result of this "Dialogue" which had appeared in the first 
edition of "Christianity Restored" along with several extras 
from the "Harbinger", was, first, to cause his enemies to raise 
a tremendous outcry against him, claiming that he did not in 
reality, believe in the operations of the Holy Spirit, and, second, 
to cause some of his co-laborers to construct the "Word alone" 
theory, which really dispensed with the gift of the Holy Spirit 
to believers. It was to counteract the influence of this earlier 
mistake of trying, by philosophical speculations, to set forth 
his position, that he so frequently emphasizes his aversion to
the "Word alone" theory. About this time, Walter Scott brought
29 
forth his "Discourse on the Holy Spirit", for the purpose of
further counteracting the spread of the error which Campbell de- 
nominated "cold and formal". The speculations of this school 
were wholly inconsistent with the principles of the Campbellian
movement, and Scott's work, just at this time, was particularly
30 
opportune. He showed that Christianity, as it is revealed in
the $ew Testament, is sustained by three missions,- that of the 
Lord Jesus Christ, that of the Apostles, and that of the Holy 
Spirit. The mission of Christ while on earth, was to the Jews;
29 "ifemoirs of Alexander Campbell," Hichardson, II. 356, 357.
50 "Concerning the effect of this timely work of Scott, Dr.
Hichardson writars, "This discourse, being widely circulated 
in pamplet form, had a powerful effect in imparting clear- 
ness and definiteness to the views of the Reformers upon 
this important subject. It was the first time it had been 
brought forward in so particular a manner, and the clear 
scriptural evidence presented in the discourse was generally 
received as decisive of the questions involved."
"Memoirs," II. 357.
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that of the Apostles, to the world; while that of the Holy Spirit, 
was to the Church. The work of each agent terminated upon its 
proper subjects,~Ghrist confining his ministry to His own people, 
the Apostles going out into the world to bring salvation to all 
the nations, and the Holy Spirit dwelling in the Church as the 
spirit dwells in the body, strengthening and comforting the saints 
and through them bringing conviotiin to the hearts of sinners. 
The popular impression that the Spirit was sent to the world, came 
in for vigorous consideration. Scott contended that the world 
could not receive him, and quoted the words of Jesus to his dis- 
ciples, in John 16:7-9, as conclusive proof of his contention. 
The union of the people of God, and their production of the fruits 
of the Spirit, depended solely upon the indwelling of that Spirit, 
actually and really, in the heart of every Christian. In closing 
his argument, he affirmed that while the mission of Christ to 
the Jews, and that of the Apostles to the world, was temporary 
in nature, that of the Holy Spirit in tfce "heart of the Christian 
and through the Christian upon the world, is permanent. The 
Holy Spirit is to abide in the Church forever. One striking 
statement from this work, so influential in the. Disciple move- 
ment of this period, sets forth the position in unmistakable 
language, and is a refutation of the unfounded charge that the 
Disciples as a body, ever espoused the "Word alone" theory. 
"There is no member of the body of Christ, in whom the Holy 
Spirit dwelleth not; for it will hold good at the end of the 
world and in eternity as it does now, and it holds as good now
as it did on the day of Pentecost and afterward - that 'if any
31 man have not the Spirit of Christ, he is none of His."
Campbell 1 s enthusiastic commendation of this work, 
immediately made known to those who in their zeal for Lockian
"Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," Hichardson, II. 357.
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philosophy had strayed into the maze of speculation, his own 
position on the mooted question. "Brother Scott, who in the 
fall of 1827, arranged the several items of faith, repentance, 
"baptism, remission of sins, the Holy Spirit and eternal life, 
and restored them in this order to the Church, under the title 
of the Ancient Gospel, and successfully preached it for the con- 
version of the world - has written a discourse on the fifth 
point (viz., the Holy Spirit), which presents the subject in 
such an attitude as cannot fail to maice all who read it under- 
stand the views entertained by us, and as we think, taught by 
the apostles in their writings. We can commend to all the 
Disciples this discourse as most worthy of a place in their 
families, because it perspicuously, forcibly, and with brevity 
favorable to an easy apprehension of its meaning, presents the 
subject to the mind of the reader. Our opponents, too, who 
  are continually misrepresenting, and many of them no doubt mis- 
conceiving, our views on this subject, if they would be advised 
by us, we would request to furnish themselves with a copy, that 
they may be better informed on this topic, and, if they should
still be conscientiously opposed, that they may oppose what we
32 
teach, and not a phantom of their own creation." These v/ords
must absolve 4r. Campbell of any hesttency in affirming that 
the Holy Spirit actually dwells in the heart of the believer. 
His faith itj. the divine indwelling, is as clear arid definite 
as that of his most determined opponent, - as that of the most 
pronounced Protestant mystic of his day. He differed from them 
on the manner of the Holy Spirit's working, but not in this.
Resuming his exposition of the positions of the 
schools concerning the operation of the Spirit, as they existed 
in his own time, it should b* noted that he not only condemned
32 "Memoirs of Alexander Oampbell," Richardson, II. 357.
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the attitude of those who believed in the impossible theory of 
the V/ord alone, but that he was as determinedly opposed to that 
which advocated the theory of the Spirit alone. In reference 
to the results of this theory, he says that in some temperments
"it is the cause of a wild, irrepressible enthusiasm; and, in
33 
Other cases, of a dark, melancholy despondency." With some,
there is a sort of compound system, claiming both the Spirit 
and the riord - representing the naked Spirit of God operating 
upon the naked soul of man, without any argument, or motive, 
interposed in some mysterious and inexplicable way - incubating 
the soul, quickening, or making it spiritually alive, by a 
direct and immediate contact, without the intervention of one 
moral idea, or impression. But after this creating act, there 
is the bringing to bear upon it the gospel revelation, called 
conversion. Hence, in this school, regeneration is the cause;
and conversion, at some future time, the result of that abstract
34 
operation."
In the teaching of this school, and in its influence 
in America at the time, we find the whole reason for the Campbell- 
Ride Debate. The Protestant mysticism of the day has already 
been considered in these pages. Reference must be made to it 
again, to understand the reason for the time and energy spent on 
the subject of how the Spirit works in cnnversion and sanctifi- 
cation. The issue is to be found in the prevalent Calvinism 
which affirmed the doctrine of hereditary total depravity,- that 
man is wholly incapable to think a good thought or do a good 
deed; that he cannot believe the Gospel of Christ, or repent of 
his sins, until an abstract and miraculous operation of the 
Spirit of the living God makes it possible for him to accept the 
divine conditions. To MX. Campbell, this dogma of the current
33 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 614.
34 Ibid., 614.
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Calvinism, hung like a pall over the country. Believing as it 
did, that man is responsible for the mariner in which he receives 
the Gospel; believing, also, that he can receive it without a 
miracle on the part of God; this doctrine which made men indif- 
ferent to their own salvation, and that of others, until the 
Divine Spirit by direct impact regenerated them, was, to him, 
the greatest hindrance to the progress of the truth of God. It 
was for this reason that he was willing to debate the subject, 
and also that he placed the little qualifying adverb "only" in 
the proposition. In reality, it is the biggest word in the 
whole debate; in it is the issue of the whole discussion.
The lengths to which the theology of the day was 
willing to go, may be illustrated by the position of Rice. The 
doctrine that it is necessary for the Spirit to regenerate a 
man before he can believe and repent, was the very crux of his 
position, "tfhy, then, will it be asked, is it necessary that 
th^re should be an influence of the Spirit, in addition to that 
of the *Vord, and distinct from it? The necessity arises simply 
from the depravity of the human heart - its pride, its love of
sin, and its deep-rooted aversion to the character of God, to
35 
His pure law, to His soul-humbling gospel." This depravity of
human nature is so inveterate that the Gospel cannot change it; 
it is necessary for a miracle to be performed on the part of 
God, in order that this nature be subdued and a new heart created, 
God can present motives to angels and they will obey, for they 
are holy. Motives, however, will not move the sinful nature of 
man. "It is, then, perfectly clear, that every individual must 
experience a radical change in his moral character, before he 
will ever love God or embrace the gospel of Christ. But are the 
truths of revelation sufficient to effect this change? They are
35 "Gampbell-Rice Debate," 630.
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36 
not." "Through the light of revelation we have presented to
our minds the character of &od, his law, his gospel, heaven 
and hell. This revelation presents these objects in their true 
character; but men, because of their depravity, feel a strong 
aversion to them. They are not averse to the gospel of Ghrist 
through mistake, but they dislike these glorious objects in 
their real character. How when a man whose heart is enmity to 
^od in his true character, has that character presented to his 
mind by the light of divine truth; will the light cause him to 
admire it and love it? Or w£ll he whose proud heart rises in 
rebellion against the pure and soul-humbling gospel, be induced 
to love and embrace it by ftavlng It very clearly presented to 
his view? Surely not. It is clear, them, that man must ex- 
perience a radical moral renovation - must be greatly changed,
37 
or he will never love &od or obey the gospel of Ghrist."
Holding to such a doctrine of regeneration, it 
would be necessary for Mr. Rice to affirm the Hervian position
that regeneration precedes faith. This he unhesitatingly does.
38 
"Regeneration is the cause of which faith is an effect." "Faith
is certainly the act of a being who is spiritually alive, and 
he must be quickened before he exercises faith," "The faith 
that works by love and overcomes the world, is consequent upon 
regeneration," -^an is really converted without the tford of 
God at all; after his conversion, saving faith comes through 
the Gospel. "We believe and teach that the n'ord is ordinarily 
employed in conversion and sanctification. Yet there must be, 
and there is, and influence of the Spirit on the heart, in
addition to the Word, and distinct from it; and by this influence39 ' 
especially, man is converted and sanctified."
36 "Oampbell-Rice Debate," 633.
37 Ibid., 634.
38 Ibid., 704.
39 Ibid., 669. See also, 756.
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A second result of this doctrine of the Spirit f s 
working, Mr. Rice accepted with equal alacrity; that infants are 
regenerated by the Spirit without faith. Since the whole race 
is totally depraved, infants who die in infancy, "unless regen- 
erated, must go to hell. This no man can believe. The only 
conclusion, therefore, is that since they are in the grip of 
hereditary, total depravity, they must be made new by direct im- 
pact of the Spirit of &od. John the Baptist was thus regenerated 
while he was yet in his mother 1 s womb. Since, without salvation, 
infants will be forever lost, it is evident that "they are sanc- 
tified by the Spirit without the Word. This is our doctrine; .
40 
and it is the doctrine of the Bible."
It was in opposition to this current doctrine, so 
well represented by -Mr. Rice, that Gampbell developed his posi- 
tion of the method of the Spirit f s working to convert man from 
his sins and to sanctify the Christian. To him, the most deadly 
obstacle to the evangelization of his generation, was this theory 
which attributed to the Spirit the work of making the soul new 
by overwhelming and irresistable power. Men's minds were direct- 
ed "not to the evidences and assurances furnished by the word
of God, but to the varying moods of the mind and the fitful feel-
41 
ings of the heart." On such feelings and moods, when judged by
some mystical standard to be genuine, men were taught to rely, 
and the place which baptism had held in the early church, as the
seal and assurance of pardon, was usurped by this so-called
42 
"religious experience". To the average man, this experience
was the very essence of the Christian religion. In a very point- 
ed statement, Gampbell tells why he objects so determinedly to 
this teaching. "The doctrine which I oppose, so far as it is
40 "Gampbell-Rice Debate," 755.
41 "Ifemoirs of Alexander Gampbell," Richardson, II. 105.
42 "Debates that Made History," Haley, 215, S16.
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really believed and acted upon, neutralizes preaching, annuls 
the Bible, and perfectly annihilates human responsibility. I 
know of no doctrine more fatal. For if God, by some mysterious 
power, without light, knowledge, a new idea, view or reflection, 
touch the soul of A, B, or 0 , and. make it holy by 'infusion of 
a holy principle 1 , if he does this without any thought, motive, 
or argument, instantaneously and immediately, what comes of the 
doctrine of human responsibility? Of what use Is preaching, or 
the name of the Lord Jesus, or any instrumentality whatever 1. 
While, then, I believe and teach, and rejoice in the presence 
and power, and. positive influence of God's Spirit in the work 
of conversion and sanctification; I do repudiate a doctrine full 
of desolation - which makes man a mere machine, annihilates all 
rational liberty, destroys human responsibility, and makes the
of God a mere superfluity, of no essential importance, of
43
no salutary instrumentality in the great work of regeneration*"
In another vitriolic passage, the deep-seated aver- 
sion which he felt toward the doctrine defended by Rice, is set 
forth. "I will insist that Hr. Rice explain to us why preach 
the Word; why print the Bible; why send missionaries to foreign 
lands; why set on foot any human instrumentalities whatever, on 
the assumption that God makes men and infants holy as he did 
Adam1. I never objected to a spiritual religion. Nay, I love 
it, - I preach it, - I contend for it. I never would have jeop- 
ardized my reputation in questioning the popular notions of 
spiritual influence, but to aim a blow at the toot of all fanat- 
icism, and of a wild irrepressible enthusiasm. I believe not 
only in the Holy Spirit, but in a religion in which this Divine 
agent is both the substance, origin, cause, and reason. But, 
sir, in my humble opinion this metaphysical abstraction, this
43 "Campbell -Rice Debate," 644.
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theological speculation, this electric, immedial operation, that 
makes an infant or a pagan holy in a moment, has been the most 
soul ruining dogma ever invented, preached, or propagated. It
has slain its tens of thousands. It has made sceptics, fanatics,
44 
despondents, and visionaries without number, and without limit."
The reason for the Oampbellian doctrine's development and the 
absolute horror with which its author objected to the popular 
view of the Spirit's working, is summed up in one other scorching 
paragraph. "These elect infants, eleat pagans, elect idiots, 
on whom Grod acts when, where, and how he pleases, but makes them 
holy in a moment, without light, knowledge, faith, or love (for 
though these may be called by them, the effects of regeneration, 
the thing, the work, the operation itself, is anterior to them, 
above and independent of them, without any, human agency what- 
ever) , are figments of distempered brains, the creatures of 
religious romance, the offspring of a metaphysical delusion, for
which there is no cure, except in the rational reading and study
45 
of the Book of &od."
The position of Mr. Campbell himself, on the whole 
vexed question of the work of the Spirit in conversion and sancti- 
fication, is stated with Sucli vigor and clarity that nothing is 
necessary to understand it, save to quote the classic passages 
in which an exposition of it is given. After defining the posi- 
tions of the school of word alone, and that of Spirit alone, or 
Spirit followed by tford, he .says'. "There yet remains another 
school, which never speculatively separates the Spirit and the 
Word; which, in every case of conversion, contemplates them as 
co-operating; or, which is the same thing, conceives of the 
Spirit of God as clothed with the gospel motives and arguments - 
enlightening, convincing, persuading sinners, and thus enabling
44 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 664.
45 Ibid., 654.
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them to flee from the wrath to come. In this school, conversion 
and regeneration are terms indicative of a moral and spiritual 
change - a change accomplished through the arguments, the light, 
the love, ohe grace of God, expressed and revealed, as well as 
approved by the aupernatural attestations of the Holy Spirit. 
They believe, and teach, that it is the Spirit that quietens, and 
that the Word of God - the Living Word - is that incorruptible 
seed, which, when planted in the heart, vegitates, and germinates, 
and grows, and fructifies unto eternal life. They hold it to 
be unscriptural, irrational, unphilosophic, to discriminate be- 
tween spiritual agency and instrumentality - between what the 
Word, per se, or the Spirit, per se, severally does; as though 
they v/ere two independent, and wholly distinct powers, or in- 
fluences. They object not to the co-operation of secondary causes- 
of various subordinate instrumentalities; the ministry of men; 
the ministry of angels; the doctrine of special providences; but, 
however, whenever the Word gets into the heart - the spiritual 
seod into the moral nature of man; it as naturally, as spontan- 
eously grows there, as the sound, good corn, when deposited in \
the genial earth. It has life in it; and is, sublimely and di-
46 
vinely called 'The Living and Effectual Word 1 ."
The view thus taicen of the method of the Spirit's 
working is itself, according to Campbell, a deeply spiritual 
conception. Because it does not agree with the current mysticism, 
does not mean that it is cold and materialistic, This was frequent 
ly charged against him, and it is in £ka refutation of such im- 
plications that he constantly emphasizes his faith in Christian- 
ity as preeminently the religion of the Spirit. "I would not, 
sir, value at the price of a single mill, the religion of any 
man as respects the grand affair of eternal life, whose religion
46 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 614.
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is not begun, carried on, and completed by the personal agency 
of the Holy Spirit. lay, sir, I esteem it the peculiar excel- 
lence and glory of our religion, that it is spiritual; that the 
soul of man is quickened, enlightened, sanctified, and consoled 
"by the indwelling presence of the Spirit of the eternal God. 
But, virile avowing these my convictions, I have no more fellow- 
ship with those false and pernicious theories that confound the 
peculiar work of the father with that of the Son, or with that 
of the Holy Spirit, or the work of any of these awful names with 
that of another; or which represents, illumination, conversion 
and sane tificat ion as the work of the Spirit without the know- 
ledge, belief and obedience of the gospel, as written by the
holy apostles and evangelists, than I have with the author and
47 
finisher of the book of Mormon; V The exposition of the place
of the Spirit in the work of the Godhead, presented by Walter 
Scott, and already considered in this study, was employed fre- 
quently by Campbell. It is one of the many illustrations which 
might be given of the influence of these who labored with him, 
upon his own teaching. In the debate with Rice, after very defin- 
itely drawing the lines of demarkation between the work of the 
father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, he says: "3?he 
Father originates all, the Son executes all, the Spirit con- 
summates all. Sternal volition, design and mission belong to
the Father; reconciliation to the Son; sanctification to the
48 
Soirit." °ne aa7 no ~t agree with Mr. Campbell 1 s conclusions as
to the manner in which the Holy Spirit brings men to conversion, 
and sanctifies the Christian, but that he was thoroughly a be- 
liever in the spirituality of all that may be called the religion 
of Christ, no one who has made an exhaustive study of his writings
47 Tt Oampbell-Rice Bebate," 616.
48 Ibid., 615, 616.
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deny. The passages already quoted abundantly establish this 
, "but one more may "be noted, a classic in Disciple literature, 
for its beauty and spiritual power. "I do, sir, most sincerely 
regard the Spirit of God as the author of every spiritual and 
noble desire in the human heart; the author of every pious af- 
fection, of every holy aspiration of our souls. His mysterious 
but certain power, is in, and with the gospel, and he makes it 
the power of God to salvation to every nne that believes it. He 
sanctifies us through the truth. He works in us to will and to
do his good pleasure. He is the Spirit of grace, because he is
49 
the Spirit of truth."
Because of the adverb "only" in the proposition which 
^r. Campbell defended, he was frequently accused of denying any 
influence of the Spirit in any manner whatsoever, other than that 
exercised directly through the Word. It was easy for his oppon- 
ents to jump to the conclusion that he denied all providential in- 
fluences; that God had the power so to move on conditions that a 
man could be brought under the influences which are ordained for 
the purpose of conversion, or, that God ever had used that power. 
ISany of the Disciples, themselves, have fallen into error con- 
cerning Mr. Campbell 1 s true views. In numerous strong state- 
ments, he not only vigorously defends himself against this ac- 
cusation, but very positively states just what he means when he 
contends that "in conversion and sanetification the Holy Spirit 
operates only through the «iord of God, 11 In reply to Kice's oft- 
repeated implication that he does not believe in providential 
influence, he says: "The question is not about total depravity. 
I believe man is depraved. I believe that God presides over the 
worfc of his hands. But that is not the point of debate; nor is 
the question about what God can or cannot do - \vhether or not he
49 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 701.
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turns the hearts of kings and mortals, as the channels of the rivers 
or seas are turned.. Whether he disposes the hearts of men, v;ith- 
out words, is not the question; for were it proved that he can 
move Icings and princes, and men of all ranks and degrees, as I 
believe, without.the Bible, and without words, that reaches not
this issue at all. The question before us is about sanctifica-
50 
tion, and conversion." "The question is whether God converts
men to Christ, or sanctifies Christians without the truth of 
the Bible," i.iany of the objections to the Gampbellian doctrine 
of the Holy Spirit, would manifestly be abandoned, were the real 
issue which he defended,kept in mind. In another brief state- 
ment, he calls attention to the limits of the word "only" in 
his proposition. Whether or not God may work in mysterious way§, 
is not the question; "whether the ever-living and ever-present 
Spirit of our God may not through the truth, in ways unknown to 
mortals, affect the soul of man, by fixing the attention upon it,
or removing, providentially, obstructions, etc., is neither af-
51 
firmed or denied." That God could, and that he does, do these
things, Mr. Campbell held as an opinion; as a fact which he could 
unhesitatingly affirm, he would not state it. In a very pointed 
paragraph, he sums up the issue* "The legitimate point of dis- 
cussion in this proposition, is not whether the Spirit .operates, 
"out whether the instrumentality of tne Word be necessary, accord- 
ing to the words, only through the Word. I never said, nor wrote, 
that the Word was the original cause of man's salvation, nor even 
the efficient cause. All that has been offered by Ifr. Hice upon 
the subject, in any other view of the matter, is gratuitous and 
irrelevant. It is to change the proposition, and hide the point 
in this system, which I repudiate. The proposition is, in its
50 "Campbell-Kice Debate," 641.
51 Ibid., 712.
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own language, a refutation of all these insinuations. It affirms
that the Spirit of God operates. The question is not upon oper-
ation, but upon instrumentality - 'only through the Word 1 ." "What
the Spirit of God does is not the question; out by what means the
52 
Spirit of God operates in conversion and sanctification."
i'rom the numerous passages already quoted, it is ob- 
vious that ISr. Oampbell believed firmly, in an actual indwelling 
of the Spirit in the heart, and that the special work of the Spirit 
thus indwelling, is that of sanctification. While it was a peculiar- 
ity of his thought to make sweeping definitions, it is yet clear 
that he often considered sanctification as a continuation of that 
process of which conversion is the beginning. "We know very well, 
and so teach, that conversion but ends the sinner's life and state, 
and introduces or begins the Christian's; that, from that time 
forth, he is to feed upon the bread of life, until he grows to the 
fulness of the stature of a perfect man in Ghrist Jesus, and to 
go on to perfection and sanctification of the Christian life; which 
is an absolutely essential prerequisite to his eternal happiness 
in the heavens, 0?his truth it is necessary to have constantly 
impressed upon the mind, and that, v/ithout tnis living character, 
our conversion will avail us nothing in the great day of reckoning. 
It must be confessed, and also corrected, that a vague impression 
exists on the minds of some, who have not grown so rapidly in 
knowledge as the Scriptures and their necessities require, that 
the great object was secured in their conversion, and that nothing 
more was to oe done. Such persons need to be taught the very
rudiments of Christianity - principles that lie upon the very sur-
53 
face, cognizable to all who will open their eyes." While the
52 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 673.
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Campbell 1 s life. They show how clearly the relation of 
conversion and sanctification had become fixed in his
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terms conversion and sane t if i cat ion, each comprehend all that the 
new state means when considered simply as a change from that of 
the old man of sin, they are not in Campbellian thought, synon- 
ymous. The misapprehension of this fact has "been a fruitful cause 
of much misunderstanding on the part of Bisciple writers, on the 
real Campbellian position. "It is a truth very clear that it 
scaroely requires repetition, that the work of sanctification 
commences with our spiritual birth - the sanctification of our 
Christian life with the beginning of that life. As in nature, 
so in grace, we enter into life by a birth, and the growth and 
development of the man and Christian begin there. These truths, 
being so self-evident to the independent thinker and careful 
student of the Bible, the apprehension and comprehension of all 
their harmonies, are facile in the extreme; and no question can 
arise, involving either the conversion of the sinner or the
sanctification and perfection of the saints, but what is capable
54 
of ready and easy solution."
That the Holy Spirit is shed abroad in our hearts as 
the means of sanctification, but that :his power is exerted in 
doing that work through the Word of God, is undoubtedly the
Gampbellian teaching. In a much debated passage in the "Christian
55 
System", Mr. Campbell says: "Being born of water and the renewing
of the Holy Spirit are not works of merit or righteousness, but 
only the means of enjoyment. But this pouring out of the in- 
fluences,, this renewing of the Holy Spirit, is as necessary as
54 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1854, 373.
55 The contention of Bean-Garrison that in this passage, we have
evidence of the fact that Mr. Campbell acknowledged an influence 
of the Spirit on the heart of Christians, which could not 
be accounted for on strictly Lockian principles, is open to 
question. If it were isolated from all that he has else- 
where taught on the subject, it might imply that he did be- 
lieve in an influence in sanctification, apart from means. 
Nothing is affirmed in the statement, however, more than 
that the Spirit does actually dwell in the heart. It makes 
no affirmation as to the method of his working. 
See "Alexander Campbell ! s Theology," 272.
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the "bath of regeneration to the salvation of the soul, and to 
the enjoyment of the hope of Heaven, of which the Apostle speaks. 
In the kingdom into which we are "born of water, the Holy Spirit 
is as the atmosphere in the kingdom of nature; we mean that the 
influences of the Holy Spirit are as necessary to the new life, 
as the atmosphere is to our animal life in the kingdom of nature. 
All that is done to us before regeneration, God our Father effects 
"by the word, or gospel as dictated and confirmed by the Holy 
Spirit. But after we are thus begotten arid born by the Spirit 
of God - after our new birth - the Holy Spirit is shed on us 
richly, through Jesus Christ our Saviour; of which, the peace of 
mind, the love, the joy, the hope of the regenerate is full proof;
for these are among the fruits of that Holy Spirit of promise of
56 
which we read."
.As to the manner of spiritual operation, save that it 
is exerted through the Word of truth, Mr. Campbell did not claim 
to know. He ciould believe that the Spirit actually accompanies 
the Word, that it is always present with the Word, even though he 
could not understand the nature of spiritual operations. "I be- 
lieve the Spirit accompanies the Word, is always present with the 
tford, and actually and personally works through it upon the moral 
nature of man, but not without it. I presuma not to speculate 
uoon the nature of this power, nor the mode of operation. I be- 
lieve the Holy Spirit sheds abroad in our hearts, the love of 
God, and dwells in all the faithful; that it sanctifies them
through the truth; that 'it works in them to will and to do 1 , and
57 
that it comforts them in all their afflictions." In another
lucid paragraph, he declares his unswerving faith in the operation 
of the Holy Spirit through means, though he does not understand 
the nature of the power put forth. "There is no debate upon
56 "Christian System," 267.
57 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 745.
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spiritual operations. They are of an abstract nature and quality. 
It is not possible for man to conceive of spiritual operations. 
Who can grasp the idea of a Spirit? Who can apprehend the idea 
of its nature, its identity, its form, its person, its modes of 
living, moving, and operating? We can neither have a consistent 
idea of a spirit nor of any of its operations. That the Spirit 
of God operates on the human understanding and heart, is just as 
certain as that a man has an understanding and affections. Our
spirit is allied to the spiritual system, to the Great Spirit.
58 
God can commune, and does commune with man, and man with God."
As far as trie Scriptures speak on the subject of the manner of 
the Spirit's working, Campbell is willing to speak. Where they 
are silent - where revelation ends, he is content to be silent. 
In this position, he is absolutely consistent with the ground 
occupied in the Bule of 3?atth. This really is the key to the 
Gampbellian position. That the Spirit operates in conversion and 
sane tificat ion, and that its operations are confined to the 'Word 
of Truth, is a matter of revelation. Beyond this he would not 
venture, for beyond this assured truth were the realms of spec- 
ulation. He believed that God can and does work to "dispose the 
hearts of ^ings and Princes to hear the truth 11 , but this belonged 
to the realm of his own opinions, and was not a part of his teach- 
ing on those things that were to him, matters of fatth. "That 
the Spirit operates through the instrumentality of the Word, I 
doubt not; but if asked to explain the modus operandi , I confess
my inability. The fact of the power, 1 admit; but how it works,
59 
I presume not to comprehend." It was the wild and fanatical
speculations which Gampbell abhorred, and against which he battled 
so untiringly. Because he would not affirm with finality, where 
the Scriptures made no affirmations, he was often accused of
58 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 708.
59 Ibid., 641.
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entirely rejecting the Holy Spirit. In a letter to Mr. Lynd, he 
defends himself in no uncertain words, against such accusations. 
"In rejecting these speculative traditions of the alders, I am 
very far from rejecting the Spirit himself as necessary to our 
sanetification and salvation. God our Father gave his Son for 
us, and He gave His Spirit to us. The promise of His Son was 
the peculiar glory of the Old Testament, while the promise of 
His Spirit is the distinguishing excellency of the Hew. By 
the sacrifice of His Son, the guilt of sin is taken from us;
by the power and grace of the Holy Spirit, the power of sin is
60 
subdued in us." It is necessary that we should speculate upon
the manner in which the Spirit exerts his converting and sancti- 
fying power. Especially does this hold good of the Christian, 
in whom the Spirit dwells, and fur whom the blessings which He 
has for him, originates. We do not need to know all about Him 
to enjoy Him as an indwelling guest. "ITor do we think it nec- 
essary to inquire how, or in what manner, the Spirit operates 
through the truth, on our spiritual nature, before we confid- 
ently ask for His presence, power, and comfort. It is enough 
to know that the Holy Spirit has been promised, and that we 
have been commanded to ask for it. We have a command to ask, 
to seek, to knock, and the promise of receiving, finding, and 
obtaining all that we ask in faith, and all that we could wish 
on the subject. Our duty is plain, however .mysterious our
philosophy; our privileges are clear, however dark our meta-
61 
physics may be." While this passage anticipates what shall
60 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 719.
51 In 1838, Gampbell conducted a written discussion with a Ur« 
S.W.Lynd, a very talented Baptist minister of Cincinnati, 
on the subject of converting power, In this discussion, 
Gampbell opposed "the popular doctrine of regeneration be- 
fore faith, or the necessity of special spiritual operations 
to enable sinners to believe the gospel." "Memoirs of 
Alexander Gampbell," Richardson, II. 434, 435.
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later be developed concerning Mr. Gampbell's doctrine of prayer, 
it is quoted here to illustrate his position, that the fact of 
the Spirits indwelling, and his work in sanctification through 
the truth, may be apprehended without speculation on the manner 
in which he does that work. It also directly states his belief 
in the necessity of prayer, for the Spirit's work in the Christian.
III. THE ARGUMENTS BY WHICH THE CAMPBELLIA1J POSITION 
IVAS ESTABLISHED, MAY BE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZED
(l). The first argument is from the constitution 
of the human mind. The Holy Spirit, in conversion and sanctifi- 
cation, has respect to the rnind as constituted. This constitu- 
tion is never violated on the part of the Creator. Ideas are re- 
ceived only through sensation and reflection. Thus, in doing 
his work, the Spirit makes no changes in man as he has been created, 
by the Father. "Ho new faculties are imparted - no old faculty 
destroyed. They are neither more nor less in number; they are 
neither better nor worse in kind. Paul the Apostle, and Saul 
of Tarsus, are the same person, so far as all the animal, in- 
tellectual, and moral powers are concerned. His mental and 
physical temperment were just the same after, as before, he be- 
came a Christian. The Spirit of God, in effecting this great 
change, does not violate, metamorphose, or annihilate any power 
or faculty of the man, in making the saint. He merely receives 
new ideas and new impressions, and undergoes a great moral, or
spiritual change - so that he becomes alive wherein he was dead,
62 
and dead wherein he was formerly alive."
Mr. Gampbell's Lockianism is, in this argument, 
clearly to the fore. It is based directly upon the Lockian pos- 
ition that "all knowledge comes through sensation and reflection," 
Again, it embodies a purely intellectual view of the nature of
62 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 617, 620. See also, "Christian 
Baptism," 291, 295.
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faith. There is also an implied protest, elsewhere pointedly and 
vigorously stated, against what he calls "metaphysical regeneration/ 
In this objection there is an echo of Lock 1 s turning away from 
the realm of metaphysics, and limiting philosophy to a consider- 
ation of the powers of the human mind, with special reference to 
the problem of knowledge. With this general position basic in 
his own thinking, Campbell, in this argument, defined salvation, 
not in terms of mysterious changes made in the soul of man as 
the current Protestant mysticism defined it, but in terms of 
knowledge which the Holy Spirit brings to man through the Word 
of truth. It has been shown elsewhere in these pages, that this 
one view cannot adequately set forth the whole of the Campbell- 
ian attitude on the question. Were these the only terms in 
which his foundational beliefs are stated, he must be convicted 
of being a strict Lockian. It is probable that this philosophical 
argument, and others, which he at times made from this starting 
point, is the least consistent with the general position v/hich. 
he had adopted in his conception of the Rule of #aith, n^here 
the Scriptures speak, we speak; where the Scriptures are silent, 
we are silent." That he did rise above his Lockian foundation
when the religious necessity demanded, has been abundantly es-
63 
tablished.
(2) The second argument "is deduced from the fact, 
that no living man has ever been heard of, and none can be found, 
possessed of a single conception of Christianity, or of one
spiritual thought, feeling, or emotion, where the Bible, or some
64 
tradition from it, has not been before him." The first part of
this contention, that which refers to Christianity, is obvious- 
ly true; the second is manifestly so sweeping that is is imposs- 
ible of proof. The Lockianism of it is also apparent, for it
63 "Alexander Campbell 1 s Theology," Dean Garrison, 267, S71.
64 "Campbell-Rioe Debate," 619,
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is really but a further development of the one which precedes. 
^an receives his material for ideas through sensation. No sen- 
sations furnished from the purely natural world, could produce
spiritual ideas. The conclusion, then, is that such sensations
65 
must come audibly or visibly through revelation. This argument
is open to the same general criticism as the first one. It par- 
takes of the speculative, and this very thing Mr. Campbell was 
most determined in condemning.
The remaining arguments may be summarized in a
paragraph. (3) It is impossible for anyone to express a correct 
idea of the Christian Religion without the tford of God, though 
they may profess to have been converted by direct agency of the 
Spirit, without the V/ord. All such so-called knowledge, turns
out to be, in reality, no knowledge at all. In each case, the
66 
cause of the conversion may be traced to the word itself.
(4) Whatever is essential to conversion or regeneration in one case 
is essential in all cases. If it is necessary for the Word of
Grod to be preached to convert one man, it is essential in the
67 
conversion of every other man, (5) The Holy Spirit 1 s method,
as illustrated in the Scriptures, in addressing the minds of men 
through all the ages, has been that of using intelligible "signs
addressed to the sense, and words to the understanding and
68 
affections." (6) The name which Jesus gives to the Holy Spirit,
Paraclete or Comforter and Advocate, is indicative of the method
which He will use in doing the blessed work which he has been
69 
sent to do. (?) The gift of tongues, through which the Advocate
commenced his work in the new age, is significant. Nothing was
65 "Christian Baptism," 294, 295.
66 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 620.
67 Ibid., 620, 621.
68 Ibid., 621, 622.
69 Ibid., 622, 623.
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more essential than that men should be able to understand in the 
language in which they were born. Through the apostles on Pentecost
the Holy Spirit spake to the multitude in words, the words they
70 
had known all their lives. (8) Peter contends that we are born
again, "not of corruptible seed, but of incorruptible seed, the 
Word of God which liveth and abideth forever (I Peter 1:23)." 
The means employed by the Spirit in conversion and sanetificat ion
are, in these words explicitly stated, as in several passages
71 
which are here quoted (James is 18; I Gor. 4:15; etc.). Arguments
nine to fourteen are chiefly scriptural declarations of the fact
72 
that the Spirit works through the Word. The fourteenth deals
with all the cases of conversion in the book of Acts, and shows
that the Spirit 1 s work in each instance was done through instru-
74 
ments,- men speaking the words of the Gospel.
IV. OBJECTIONS TO THE OAMPHELLIAN DOGTRIE3 GOHSID- 
ERBD
Two objections only, of the many that were first 
offered against Mr. Gampbell's doctrine that in conversion and 
sanctification, the Holy Spirit operates only through the Truth, 
may be considered, because of their influence in modern discuss- 
ions of the question. These objections were forestalled by his 
careful definitions in the first address of the Rice Debate. A
superficial reading of the argument has made many, even among
75
Disciple writers, do his thought an injustice, where a more care- 
ful study of his first principles, so painstakingly laid down
70 "Gampbell-Rice Debate," 623, 625.
71 Ibid., 664, 668.
72 Ibid., 699, 701.
73 Ibid., 720, 725.
74 Ibid., 746, 748. See also, "Christian Baptism," 295, 312.
75 Dr. J- J» Haley, one of the most distinguished of Disciple 
scholars, according to his own confession considered these 
objections of greater force than a later critical study of 
the whole question, proved them to be. In his "Makers and 
Moulders of the information", referring to the debate with 
Rice, on the work of the Holy Spirit, he says: "The argument
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in his introductory speech, would have resulted in a less crit- 
ical attitude being taken.
(l) The first objection is that the position limits 
the power of God. Mr. Bice urged this repeatedly. "I can never 
subscribe to the doctrine that God can exert over the human mind 
no more power than I, except that he may employ stronger arguments; 
that the Creator can influence men morally, only as they may "be 
pleased to listen to his arguments. I can never consent to place 
the Holy Spirit on a perfect equality with man, except that he is
a better preacher. This doctrine, which thus limits the power
76 
of the Spirit, is most unreasonable as well as most unscriptural."
It has already been noted that Mr. Gampbell did not teach any 
such doctrine. He believed that God presides over the work of
His hands. That He may, through providentially arranged circum-
the
stances, influence men toward^right, was a matter of firm con- 
viction with him. In a pointed statement, he acknowledges such
in support of this thesis is perhaps the most eloquent to be 
iound in the literature of the Spirit 1 s relation to saint and 
sinner, but it fails to carry conviction to the religious 
mind of today. Mr. Bice agreed with Mr. Gampbell, that the 
Spirit operated through the truth, but denied that it oper- 
ated through the truth only. He said, in criticism of the 
adverb in the proposition, f lf the Holy Spirit operates 
through the truth only, why-does Mr f Gampbell pray for the 
conversion of sinners? 1 Why not preach the Word and leave 
the truth to do its work without the invocation of an in- 
fluence outside cf both? If this affirmation is true, said 
the Presbyterian divine, that the Spirit is shut up in the 
Word of Truth, the devil is more resourceful and powerful than 
God, for he reaches the minds of men without the intervention 
of words. Mr. Gampbell did not answer these objections, but 
the Disciples, for more than a generation, have answered them 
by the elimination of the word ronly f ." In his last book, 
he confesses that this conclusion was "hasty and not sus- 
tained by the facts." He continues: "A careful and critical 
re-reading of the discussion, has convinced me that Mr. Gamp- 
bell made no mistake in the use of the word "only 1 . The two 
points about praying for the conversion of sinners, and the 
devils abstract and mystical operations in carrying on his 
work, needed no answer, because all such objections had been 
forestalled by the definitions and qualifications of Mr. Gamp- 
bell's first address." "Debates that iJade History," 213 214 
76 "Campbell-Bice Debate f n 634, 635.
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influences and sets forth the issue in unmistax
able manner. "I 
said in the commencement of this discussion, th
at I did not affirm 
nor deny as to other operations of the Spirit, 
save in conversion 
and sanctification. What he may do in the way 
of suggestions or 
impressions, by direct communication of origina
l ideas, or in 
bringing things to remembrance long since forgo
tten, I presume 
not to discuss. I believe he has exerted, and 
can exert, such 
influences. Nor do I say what influence he may
 exert, or cause 
to be exerted, in bringing men 1 s minds to consi
der these matters;
but I confine my reasonings and proofs to conve
rsion and sancti-
77
fication." Here is evident a clean break wi
th the extreme Lock- 
78 
ianism, which characterized his first two arg
uments. It has been
noted before, that he did this when the relig
ious necessity de- 
manded.
In direct reply to the objection that his posit
ion 
limits the power of God, Campbell says: "He arg
ues against my 
views, because they T limit the power of God 1 . 
That is, of course, 
in confining the operation to the instrumentali
ty of the Word. 
It limits, but it does not deny the operation. 
He is right here. 
This is the issue, and the objection was made i
n a just view of 
it. Well, now, I meet the objection as a legit
imate one. We 
shall try its merits. The Universalian says, t
he Unitarian, the 
Galvinist, and especially the Presbyterian, lim
its the power of 
Grod, because he makes salvation depend upon fai
th and a holy life. 
When Mr. Rice defends himself from that charge,
 his defense shall 
be mine from his charge of limitation. The Uni
tarian, too, talks 
about limiting the great God, in extending salv
ation beyond the 
precincts of Bible influence. But all this is 
idle talk. I do 
limit the power of God, only because he him&alf
 has limited it.
77 "CaraDbell-Rice Debate," 641.
78 Ibid*., 722.
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God can only do by his power, what his wisdom and benevolence ap- 
prove. He has no power beyond that, though almighty do do what 
these two perfections approbate. Therefore, 'he cannot lie 1 ; he 
cannot deny himself. Therefore, he cannot make a wicked man 
happy; and, therefore, he can convert men only through the gos- 
pel. There are physical as well as moral impossibilities. God 
cannot make two mountains without a valley. He cannot make light 
and darkness co-habit the same place at the same time. He cannot 
lie. This is another ad captandum argument. God can do many 
things he will not do. I say again, he can only do what is in 
harmony with all his perfections. There are, also, moral impos- 
sibilities. A virtVOtttand kind father could *4-*4 kill all his
K>0t
children, and yet he could^ Be "has physical but not moral power. 
His arm could, but his heart could not; and, therefore, the
moral sometimes triumphs over the physical. God can only save
79 
through the means his wisdom, justice, and benevolence dictate."
This statement is so clear that comment upon it is needless. 
Refuting the implications which were drawn without warrant from 
his ground position, he acknowledges that he does limit the power 
of Grod, but only as God himself has limited it, in using intel- 
ligible means through which to speak to man.
(E) The second objection was urged with seemingly 
greater force than the first. It has doubtless had more influent 
especially upon the modern mind, than the one just considered. 
If the Holy Spirit converts sinners and sanctifies saints only 
through the tford of Truth, then, of what value are prayers of- 
fered for the salvation of the non-Christian world? Mr. Rice 
offers this objection with apparent effect. "This doctrine makes 
it both useless and improper to pray for the conversion of men. 
I know, he will deny, that it is the duty and privilege of
79 "Gampbell-Rice Debate," 674.
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Christians to pray, that God would convert sinners; for we have 
both precept and example authorizing and requiring it. But whilst 
the duty is perfectly clear, if we regard precept or precedent,
or both, that doctrine of Mr. Gampbell makes is wholly unnecessary,
80 
if not improper." Strictly speaking, there is, in the Lockian
philosophy, no place for prayer, for help in time of temptation 
and trouble. Since the Spirit can influence men only through 
the senses, there is no need to pray for influence other than
i
this. But in this regard, Mr. Gampbell was not a rigid Lockian. 
A thinker always reaches the highest altitudes when he finds his 
system cramped and too small to contain him. Realizing that God, 
through the Spirit, does influence men providentially, and know- 
ing the spiritual necessity for prayer, he promptly forsook his 
Lockian foundation, and stated religious truth simply as religious 
truth. He did not understand it always, but if the Scriptures 
affirmed it, he unhesitatingly ranged himself with the Word and 
against the philosophy. This is exactly his situation in regard 
to prayer. Answering Mr. Rice's objection, he says:"The best 
philosophy of prayer is, that God has granted the privilege., 
enjoined the duty, and given a promise. We, therefore, violate 
no decree, and sin against no revelation in praying for all men. 
I believe, practice, and preach the necessity and propriety of 
praying for the salvation of our children, families, friends, etc.,
as much as I believe, preach or practice any point of domestic
81 
and social duties and privileges." Though he claimed not to
understand all that prayer signifies, he was yet happy to follow 
the divine leading, to pray both as a duty and a privilege. 
Whatever the Word teaches concerning prayer, he is willing to 
teach; whatever has been definitely revealed, he without hesitation
80 "Campbell-Rice Debate," 729. 
31 Ibid., 745.
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win proclaim} beyond this he could not go and "be consistent with 
the great principles he had adopted. In another connection, he 
deposes; "With regard to the operation of the Spirit through the 
Word, on sinners and on saints, while we strongly affirm the fact 
of his sanctifying, reviving, cheering, and saving efficacy through 
the word of prophets and apostles, we ought to teach no new terms, 
phrases or dogmata - preach good news to sinners and teach holi- 
ness to the converted - teach the Christians to pray for the 
Spirit in all his holy influences, and to lift up their voices to 
the Lord f&p all his promised aids, ^hus the love of God will be 
poured out into their souls "by his Holy Spirit that dwelleth in
them, and they will learn to love his children and to rejoice in
8£ 
hope of the coming glory." Here are distinct expressions of
faith in the indwelling of the Holy Spirit; that he exerts upon 
the Christian, in sanctification, "holy influences", and that 
Christians should be taught to pray for such aids.
Instead of the legalist, which he was painted by
those who misunderstood him, there are passages in which I8r. Camp- 
bell almost approaches the position of the mystic. By this it is 
not meant that he had any love for the absurd mysticism of his own 
day. It is not only Christian to pray for the indwelling of the 
Spirit, and for his holy influence in us, but we must also pray 
according to his promptings. "We must be led by the Spirit; for 
we Icnow not what we should ask without his teachings. In other 
words, we must pray according to the suggestion of the Holy 
Spirit, or its promptings in us. For example, we cannot pray 
for worldly riches and honor in faith, in repentance, in the Holy 
Spirit: not because we have no promise of these things, but be- 
cause such requests are not compatible with repentance, nor with
82 Letter to -Slder J. M. Peck, 1841, quoted by Hi chard son in 
"Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," II, 488, 489.
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the teachings of the Holy Spirit. Vfe may, indeed, pray for com- 
petence, for wisdom, for influence, for the salvation of our
families, etc., because such desires are prompted by the Holy
83 
Spirit." In his discussion of the Gift of the Holy Spirit, in
the "Christian System", he forever settles the question about 
his faith in the Spirit as actually dwelling in the heart of the 
Christian, to sanctify him through the Word; that Christians 
should pray for his work and in him. Our sanctification, which 
begins with a religious setting apart when we obey the Gospel, 
is a continuous process through life. "Sanctification in one 
point of view, is unquestionably a progressive work. To sanctify 
is to set apart; this may be done in a moment, and so far as mere 
state or relation is concerned, it is as instantaneous as bap- 
tism. But there is the foundation of a holy character as well
as a holy state. The formation of such a character is the work
84 
of means." That means, as has already been shown in the present
study, is the Holy Spirit of God working through the truth.. But 
he actually dwells in the heart of the child of God, and is to 
be prayed for in all his power of helpfulness. "Assistance is 
to be prayed for; and it is promised. Uow as the Spirit of God.
under the administration of Christ, is the author of all holiness
85 
in us - he is called the T Holy Spirit 1 , the 'Spirit of holiness 1 .!1
The Holy Spirit is, then, the author of all our holiness; and in 
the struggle after victory over sin and temptation, f it helps our 
infirmities 1 , and comforts us by seasonably bringing to our re- 
membrance the promises of Christ, and 'strengthens us with might, 
in the new or inner man 1 . And thus God works in us to will and 
to do his own benevolence, 'while we are working out our own sal- 
vation with fear and trembling 1 . Christians are, therefore,
83 "Millennial Harbinger, Abridged," Smith, II. 60.
84 "Christian System," 65.
85 Ibid., 66.
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clearly and unequivocally temples of the Holy Spirit; and they 
are quickened, animated, encouraged, and sanctified by the power
and influence of the Spirit of God, working in them through the
86 
truth."
If, after such statements, there could be any further 
doubts as to Mr. Campbell 1 s faith in the actual indwelling of the 
Spirit, two other utterances should forever allay them. "God 
gives his Holy Spirit to tkem that ask him, according to his re- 
vealed will; and without this gift no one could be saved or ul- 
timately triumph over all opposition. He knows but little of the 
deceitfulness of sin, of the combating of temptation, who thinks 
himself competent to wrestle against the allied forces of the 
world, the flesh, and the devil. Hence, the necessity of 'sup- 
plications, deprecations, intercessions, and thanksgiving 1 , "of
praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Holy
87 
Spirit. 11 "To those, then, who believe, repent, and obey the
gospel, he actually communicates his Good Spirit. The fruits of 
the Spirit in them are ! love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentle- 
ness, goodness, fidelity, meekness, temperance 1 . The attributes 
of character which distinguish the new man are each of them 
communications of the Holy Spirit, and thus we are sons of God
in fact, as well as in title, under the dispensation of the Holy88 
Spirit."





THB KINGDOM Off HEAVEN
There oan be no appreciation of the position of 
Alexander Campbell in the theological world, without an under- 
standing of his teaching concerning the kingdom of God. This 
idea holds a central place in his theology, and around it group 
the other doctrines which, in the aggregate, form his systematized 
view of the Christian institution. Since the reunion of the 
scattered forces of God, is to be accomplished by a restoration 
of primitive Christianity, it is essential to know just what 
Campbell considered primitive Christianity to be. Since, also, 
as we shall note later, the real basis for this unity is to be 
found in those terms, which in the New Testament are laid down 
as conditions of membership in Christ's church, it is necessary 
that the significance, in the Campbellian thinking, of citizen- 
ship in the kingdom of Heaven, should be clearly set forth. The 
ordinances of Christ, to which Mr. Campbell devoted so much time 
in all his writings, derive their meaning, in his theology, from 
their relationship to the kingdom of Heaven. jProm a purely 
modern standpoint, the fact that the left wing of Disciple thought 
tends to emphasize the restoration of Mew Testament Christian- 
ity even more than the plea for unity, makes imperative a 
restudy of Mr. Campbell 1 s position as regards the Kingdom of 
Heaven.
The influence of the Covenant Theologians in the 
formulation of the doctrine of the -Kingdom, is most strikingly 
apparent. While these men influenced practically the whole of 
Mr. Campbell 1 s thinking, yet that influence is exerted through 
his final positions regarding the Kingdom of God. Dean Garrison
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points out the two implications which necessarity accompany the 
doctrine of the Covenants: (1) the idea of successive dispensa- 
tions, as being stages in the history of the salvation which 
God has granted,- a sharp distinction being made between the 
Christian dispensation and the Covenant of the £aw which has been 
transcended; and, 12) the conception of the relationship between 
man and God, as that of a Covenant or agreement into which man 
enters voluntarily by the acceptance of certain specified con- 
ditions on the basis of definite promises. This influence of 
the 3>utch Theologians has been noted before; it is referred to 
here because of its fundamental importance in the formation of 
the Campbellian conceptions regarding the nature of the King- 
dom.
I. TH3 KINGDOM OF HBAVM DBF USD
In opposition to what he considered erroneous posi- 
tions, Campbell developed his definition of the church or King- 
dom of Heaven. In the main, it agrees with that adopted by the 
older Protestant theologians, that the church is an assembly of 
persons united by the profession of the same Christian faith, 
and the participation of the same ordinances.
1. It may be defined from the nature of its mem- 
bership, or the "materials for its construction11 . "The mater- 
ials for a church or congregation of Christians, must, in the 
necessity of things, exist before a church can be formed. We 
have the stones quarried before we can put them together in 
the house. The Lord's house is built of living stones, closely 
laid together and well cemented. Figure apart; the materials 
for a church are regenerated men and women - disciples of Christ. 
B# regenerated persons, we mean those born of water and the 
Spirit - those who, believing that Jesus is the son of God on
1 "Alexander Campbell 1 s Theology," Garrisom, 161, 162.
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the proper evidence, according to the witness of the Spirit, 
penitent for their sins, understanding his blood as the only 
procuring cause of remission, and determined to obey the Lord 
in all things according to his Word; such persons having con- 
fessed the Lord by being immersed into the name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, according to His com- 
mandment, are the proper materials for the congregation of the
2 
Lord." Gampbell clearly differentiates between the church, and
a church. In answer to the question, "What is the church of
Christ?", he cryptically replies, "the congregation of saints
3 
on earth and in heaven". The church, thus, is composed of all
living and dead, who in faith have obeyed the Christ, and to 
the best of their ability have tried to serve Him. Though he 
does not use the phrase, it is evident that he believed in the 
church militant and the church triumphant. In defining "a 
church of Clarist", he affirms that It is "an assembly of persons
meeting statedly in one place; built upon the foundation of the
4 
Apostles and Prophets, Jesus Himself the chief corner-stone".
An assembly of regenerated persons, however, is not 
an accidental coming together. Gampbell very clearly sets forth 
the fact that a church is an organization, the members of which 
have come together upon a solemn pledge to each other. "The 
simple existence of such persons, or their being thrown together 
by accident, does not make them a church or house of God. There 
is some form of coming together as a church. There must be an 
agreement expressed in some way. They pledge themselves to one 
another in the name of the Lord, that they will walk together 
as becometh saints in the relation of a Christian congregation. 
How this is to be done, or in what form, is not prescribed in
2 "Millennial Harbinger," 1835, $xtra on Order, quoted by Ben 




the way of a positive statute, or by special formalities. It is 
enough that they give themselves to one another by some token or
pledge - 'the right hand of fellowship 1 , or some significant
5 
action, the unequivocal token of accord."
2. Mr. Campbell also defines the church as a divine 
creation. Jesus Christ, through His Holy Spirit, is the author 
and finisher of it. By providing the facts through which faith, 
repentance, and obedience are evoked; by the choosing and train- 
ing of the apostles through whose efforts its establishment was 
made possible, Christ is the author of His church. In an elo- 
quent passage, he says, "so Jesus, in the new creation, by His 
Spirit sent down from heaven after his glorification, did, by 
a positive, direct, and immediate agency, create one congregation, 
one mystical, or spiritual body; and, according to the consti- 
tution or system of the kingdom of heaven, did give to that 
mystical body created in Jerusalem, out of the more ancient 
earthly kingdom of God, the power of reproducing and multiplying 
to an indefinite extent. But still this new and spiritual life, 
is transmitted, diffused, and sustained by the Spirit of Grod,
operating through the constitution, or system of grace ordained
6 
in the kingdom of heaven. 11
This divine creation of the kingdom of heaven, or 
church, produced an organization in which the Holy Spirit of 
God should dwell as long as time lasts, and through which His 
power for the conversion of the world should be exerted. Gamp- 
bell glorifies in the fact, also, that this establishment of 
the kingdom was a wonderful display of divine power. "In set- 
ting up the kingdom of heaven, as in setting up the kingdom of 
nature, there was a display of divinity, compared with every- 
thing subsequent, properly supernatural. Hence the array of
5 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II, 111.
6 Ibid., I, 263, 264.
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apostles, prophets, extraordinary teachers, gifts, powers,
7 
miracles, etc., etc., etc." It is thus clear that the Church
of Christ is a body - the mystical body of Christ on earth, the 
dwelling place of the Holy Spirit, and the medium through which 
the work of God in the world is to be accomplished. It's first 
and greatest purpose is to reproduce other churches of Christ, 
and for this work it is spiritually prepared, becaue it is the 
abiding place of the Spirit of God. "But after this new mys- 
tical body of Christ was created and made, it had, and yet has, 
according to the system of grace under the present administra- 
tion of the kingdom of heaven, the power of multiplying and re- 
plenishing the whole earth, and will do it; for as God breathed 
into the nostrils of Adam the spirit of life after he had raised 
him out of the dust; and as he bestowed on His beloved Son Jesus, 
after he rose out of the water, His Holy Spirit, v/ithout measure; 
so on the formation of the first congregation, figuratively 
called the body of Christ, Jesus did breathe into it the Holy 
Spirit to animate and inhabit it till He come again. The only
temple and habitation of God on earth, since Jesus pronounced
8 
desolation on that in Jerusalem, is this body of Christ."
There are many by-products of the gospel, but to 
Campbell the church has done its work in the world, when it 
reproduces other churches. Everything else beneficent for man- 
kind, is implicit in the establishment of the kingdom of heaven. 
"How this first congregation of Christ, thus filled with the 
Spirit of God, had the power of raising other congregations of 
Christ; or, what is the same thing, of causing the body of Christ 
to grow and increase. Thus we see that other congregations were 
soon raised up in Juflaea and Samaria, by the members of the 
Jerusalem body. Many were begotten to God by the Spirit of God,
7 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I, 264.
8 Ibid., 264.
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through the members of the first congregation. And since the 
Spirit himself, ceased to operate in all those splendid displays 
of supernatural grandeur, by still keeping the disciples of 
Christ always in remembrance of the things spoken by the holy 
Apostles, and by all the arguments derived from the antecedent 
blessings bestowed, working in them both to will and to do ac- 
cording to the benevolence of Sod, He is still causing the body 
of Christ to grow .and increse in stature, as well as in knowledge 
and the favor of God. T^s the church of Christ, inspired with 
His spirit, and having the oracles and ordinances of the reign
of heaven, is fully adequate to the conversion of the whole
9 
world if she prove not recreant to her 3jord. n
3. Mr. Campbell also defines the church in relation 
to the kingdom of God. 5?he old kingdom of Sod was to be found 
in the Jewish institution. It was a temporal earthly kingdom - 
a theocracy. In this old kingdom, the new kingdom of heaven 
was implicit. He did not believe, as did some of his followers 
later, that the term "Church of Sod" and "kingdom of God" are 
synonymous. Neither did he believe that the terms "Kingdom of 
God" and "Kingdom of Heaven" refer to the same government. The 
kingdom of God had long been the possession of the Jews; the 
kingdom of heaven was not to be, in any sense of the term, an 
earthly reign of Christ, but rather a wonderful new spiritual 
institution, His own divine creation. "When compared with the 
earthly kingdom of God among the Jews, it is certainly the 
kingdom of heaven; for Jesus alleges that His kingdom is not of 
this world; and Daniel affirmed that in the days of the last 
worldly empire, the God of heaven woulcl set up a kingdom unlike 
all others then on earth; in which, as Paul teaches, men are 
blessed with every spiritual blessing in heavenly places in
9 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I, £64.
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Christ (%h. 153); for he has raised the Jews and Gentiles, and 
'has set us down together in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus 
. 2:6)'. "
There are many elements in a kingdom, such as the 
territory, the King, the Constitution, subjects, and laws. It 
is evident that the church and the kingdom, therefore, cannot be 
exactly the same. "The communities collected and set in order 
by the Apostles, were called the congregations of Christ, and 
all these taken together, are sometimes called the kingdom of 
God. But the phrases f Church of God 1 or 'Congregation of Christ 1 , 
and the phrases 'Kingdom of Heaven 1 or 'Kingdom of God' , do not 
always nor exactly represent the same thing. The elements of the 
kingdom of heaven, it will be remembered, are not simply its 
subjects, and therefore not simply the congregations, of the 
disciples of Christ, *btLt as these communities possess the 
oracles of God, are under the laws and institutions of the King, 
and therefore enjoy the blessings of tne present salvation, they 
are, in the records of the kingdom, regarded as the only consti- 
tutional citizens of the kingdom of heaven; and "to them exclus- 
ively belongs all the present salvation. Their King is now in
heaven, but present with them by His Spirit in their hearts,
11 
and in all the institutions of His kingdom."
Membership in the church of God is equivalent to that 
in the kingdom. Campbell believed the church to be but a part 
of the kingdom. In a word, the term "kingdom" to him, had a 
wider meaning than the term "church". "&very immersed believer, 
of good behavior, is, by the constitution, a free and full citi- 
zen of the kingdom of heaven, and entitled to all the social 
privileges and honors of that kingdom. Such of these as meet 
together statedly in one place, in obedience to the King,
10 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged." Smith, I, 241.
11 Ibid., 260.
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Ms ambassadors, the Apostles, for the observance of all the 
institutions of the King, compose a family, or house, or con- 
gregation of Christ; and all these families OT congregations, 
thus organized, constitute the present kingdom of God in this 
world. So far, the phrases kingdom of heaven, and the congre- 
gation or body of Christ, are equivalent in signification.
12 
(Rom. IE: 4-8; I Cor. 12:27; Heb. 3:6). w
II. THE COMING OF THE KINGDOM OF HSAVEN
1. Preparation for the kingdom.
(l) In the Patriarchal age of the world, God made 
preparation for the coming spiritual kingdom. Family worship 
was the first religious institution. At the head of this prim- 
itive worship, stood the father, who was prophet, priest, and 
king. As the prophet or teacher, he instructed his family in 
the knowledge of God and the history of man. As the priest, he 
officiated at the family altar. As king, he commanded his 
children and servants, and rewarded or punished them for their 
obedience or disobedience to his regal authority. This was the 
first social worship, and, during the primary ages of the world, 
 "it was the only social worship of divine authority. Though 
other institutions have since been added, this has never been 
superseded. Having its foundation in the matrimonial compact, 
the most ancient of all religious and political institutions, 
this being founded on nature itself, it never can be superseded. 
While the forms of this worship have always been adapted to the 
genius of the various revelations of God, vouchsafed to man- 
kind, it has continued through all the changes of six thousand
years, and will continue until the day when men, llKe the
13 
angels of God, shall neither marry nor give in marriage." So
12 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I. 260.
13 "Christian System/ 128.
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long as this family worship continued as a social worship, it 
underwent no material change, and this is the period that may
be known as the Patriarchal Age of the World. Moral and re-
14 
ligious institutions were developed during this infant age.
3?hese were the Sabbath, the service of the altar, oral instruct- 
ion,,- prayer, praise, and benediction. There was but one high 
or general priest during the beginning age, Melchisedeck, "Sing 
of Salem and Priest of the Most High God". He was of an order 
sui generis, having no predeoessor, successor, nor equal. To 
him, Abraham gave tithes of the spoils taken in battle, and the 
High Priest blessed him. During this dispensation, also, prop- 
hets were occasionally raised up to bring the people back from 
their wanderings, to the ways of God, "to the primitive sim- 
plicity of the patriarchal institution, as well as to lead them
forward to the future developments of God's purposes in refer-
15   
ence to the work of redemption. 11 ^noch, Hoah, Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob, were the most conspicuous of these teachers of God.
From gleanings in the book of Genesis, "one may learn 
that the family worship institution, which was divinely insti- 
tuted in the first age of the world, embraced the observance of 
the Sabbath, the service of the altar, oral instruction, prayer,
intercession, thanksgiving, and benediction. It contemplated
IX
no other bond of union than the marriage covenant and the re- 
lations springing out of it. Doing justly, loving mercy, and
walking humbly with God, were enforced in all its maxims, and
16 
in the examples of those whom God honored and approved." In
all these dim primary ages, there was no community separated 
from the world, larger than a single family; consequently, there 
were no temples, no ioublic altars, no established order 
of public teachers of divine things. Ihere was no rite of cir-




oumcision for the infant and no washing of regeneration for
the instructed. "These institutions of later times, had respect
to public professing communities; and therefore, for two thousand
17 
years, there was no initiating rite or ordinance amongst men."
an eloquent paragraph, Gampbell summarizes the essential 
characteristics of the Patriarchal Institution. "Wheifc ever 
the family curtains were spread and a tent erected, the devout 
father built his own altar to the ^ord, gathered his own chil- 
dren and domestics atound him, instructed them in the knowledge 
of God, the Creator and Preserver of all; and in the history of 
man, his origin and destiny, as far as revealed to them. 'I'hey 
offered their thank offerings, acknowledgement of favors received; 
and, when conscious of sin, they presented their sin offering, 
with confessions, and, in faith of God's promises, supplicated 
pardon. Such are the essential attributes of the patriarchal
institution, and of the family worship, as learned from the
18 
writings of Moses."
(A) following out his purpose which was to consumate 
ultimately in the Reign of the Kingdom of Heaven, God calls one 
of these patriarchs, Abraham, and makes him two promises- (l)' that 
he should be made a great nation; and (E) that in him and in 
his seed, should all the families of the earth be blessed. In 
these two promises are to be found the two great kingdoms of
the future, that of the temporal kingdom of God among the Jews,
19 
and that of the final reign of heaven. In pursuance of the
first promise, the covenant of circumcision was established, 
'in which God f s word was demonstrated to be faithful, and the
separation of the elect people through whom the Messiah was to
20 
come, was emphasized." After the death of Abraham, the pro-
17 "Christian System," 133.
18 Ibid., 134.
19 Ibid., 134.
20 Ibid. t 135.
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is ma^Q again to his son Isaac, the first part being 
largely amplified, while the second is repeated in almost the 
same words. Four hundred and thirty years after these promises 
were so solemnly made, the first one was literally fulfilled 
in the Sinai tic Covenant. In this covenant, God constituted 
the descendants, "a Kingdom of God, a holy nation, a peculiar 
people. All the blessings contemplated in the first promise 
to Abraham, or that could grow out of the relation to God 
which it contemplated, were in full detail carried out into
this transaction and secured to the whole nation. The relation
81 
was, however, temporal, and its blessings temporal, and earthly.?1
The family worship of the patriarchal institution was retained 
in the covenant, but enlarged and improved, and translated now 
into a national institution. "Whatever spiritual privileges 
was enjoyed by the Jew, was enjoyed upon the same principle 
with the patriarch - by faith in the second promise, and by an 
intelligent and believing attendance upon all the appointed 
means which either prefigured the coming redemption, or realized 
the blessings which were to be derived through the promised 
seed." The seed which was to bless all the families of the 
earth, was in the nation, but only in the same sense in which it 
had been in the people of God while they were yet in Sgypt, or 
in the patriarchs before their journey to that land. They all
had faith in the second promise made to their father Abraham
22 
and lived conformably to it. There were thus two seeds of
Abraham, the natural seed, those of the circumcision, ana. those, 
who like the Gentiles, were to become his children by faith in 
the promised Messiah. The blessing of Abraham, which was to 
come upon all the nations of the earth, was brought nearer to
21 "Christian System," 136.
22 Ibid., 137.
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fulfillment in the Sinai tic Covenant, in that here was estab- 
lished the first kingdom of God, which must now he considered.
(2) The Jewish Institution.
%. Campbell objects to the dispensations as ac- 
cepted in his own age. "In this age of improvement of divine 
institutions, we hear much of 'two dispensations of the covenant 
of grace 1 ; thus making the Jewish and Christian institutions, 
dispensations of f one covenant of grace 1 . Why not make the 
patriarchal (still more venerable for its antiquity, and which 
continued a thousand years longer than the Jewish) also a dis- 
pensation of this covenant of grace, and then we should have
23
three dispensations of one covenant?" The Christian institu- 
tion is not a mere modification of the Jewish; these are two 
covenants, and are so denominated by the Holy Spirit. They are 
also established upon different promises (Jeremiah 31:31).
In the Jewish kingdom of God, we have family worship 
retained as the custom, much amplified, however, although in 
the house of the Israelite the family altar was still to be found 
The Jewish nation now becomes a great family composed of many 
families. It has its central meeting place, its High Priest 
through whom a united worship is offered to God. God consents 
to be their national king, and to make the nation a kingdom of 
God, preparatory to the coming of His Son, who is to be the 
£ing, and to have a kingdom which shall embrace all the king- 
doms of the world. "A constitution, political, moral, and re- 
ligious, was submitted to the people; and upon their adoption 
of it, they became a covenanted people of God. This constitu- 
tional kingdom was built upon precepts and promises; and its 
worship, when fully developed, was little more than the family 
worship extended to one great national family. They had one 
king, one high-priest, one national altar, one national house
"Christian System," 138.
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of God, one morning and evening service, one great national
24 
sacrifice, and one great animal atonement,"
Jewish institution prepared for the reign of 
Heaven, in three ways, (l) It kept the people of God a distinct
and separated race -until the promised seed should come. This
E5 
was one of the principle objects of its establishment. (2) It
was preparatory, also, in its prospective and figurative char- 
acter. Its object was M to picture out in appropriate types, the 
spiritual worship of the kingdom of heaven, and to exhibit the 
great doctrines of faith, repentance, remission, adoption, and 
inheritance, by picturesque images, ingeniously devised to ad-
umbrate the whole doctrine of reconciliation and sanctification
26 
to God." Hot only the tabernacle, the temple, the articles of
furniture in both, but also the priests, the sacrifices and the 
festivals, were figurative of the work of the coming Messiah, 
and of the institution which was His to establish. The great 
personages who arose in this institution, were also prospective
and typical of various phases of His life and work in the reign
27 
of the kingdom of heaven. (3) A third object of the Jewish
kingdom in preparing for the one to come, was to furnish a new 
language and dialect in which the ideas of the spiritual realm 
might be proclaimed to the world. "No one can understand the 
dialect of the kingdom of heaven, who has not studied the dialect
of the antecedent administrations of heaven over the patriarchs
28
and the Jews."
v/hen the preparatory character of the Jewish kingdom 
is considered, it is evident that no one can properly approach 
the new and final realm, without an intimate acquaintance with 
the old. "So full of the doctrine of the new institution, was
24 "Christian System," 139.
25 Ibid., 139, 140.
26 Ibid., 140.
27 Ibid., 141.
28 Ibid., 141, 145.
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the old, that we find all the Apostles and Christian writers,
29 
unceremoniously applying everything they quote from the law,
the prophets, and the Psalms,,tt) tlie Messiah, his kingdom, and
the fortunes of his people; as if the Jewish writings had no
30 
other object than to unfold the kingdom of heaven." "Every
one, then, who would accurately-understand the Christian insti-
31
tution, must approach it through the Mosaic; and he that would
32 
be proficient in the Jewish, must make Paul his commentator."
2. The Time and Place of the kingdom's Coming.
(l) One manifest reason for an understanding of the 
time and place of the coming of the kingdom of heaven, is to 
be found in the fact that upon false theories of its establish- 
ment, erroneous doctrines have arisen. Those who hold the 
position that the kingdom is an eternal covenant between God 
the father and QhBist the Son, and that these two held high 
council in heaven, have evolved the theory that in this council, 
certain people were elected to be saved and others were forever 
condemned. The theory of the origin of the church, or kingdom, 
has much to do with the truth or falsity of this doctrine. Those 
who hold to the identity of the covenants, and believe that the 
kingdom of heaven is the same kingdom as that which, remained in 
the Jewish nation, derive from this unwarranted theory of origin, 
their strongest argument for an infant membership in the new 
kingdom, therefore, for infant baptism. There are still others 
who believe that John the Baptist was the founder of the church 
or kingdom, and that, in reality, Jesus and His disciples, be-
29 Cf. "The Doctrine of the Infallible Book," Bishop Gore, E9. 
There is a hint that Campbell would probably agree with the 
position, that the Christian writers sometimes gave meanings 
to the Old Testament texts, which they did not really possesa 
What else could he mean by the word "unceremoniously"?
30 "Christian System," 140.
31 Cf. the very interesting and similar discussion of this point 
by Dr. Cave, "The Scriptural Doctrine of Sacrifice," 276, 289
32 "Christian System," 140, 141.
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caine members of John's organization. Some, zealous for immer- 
sion, would have John in the Kingdom, and for this reason, also,
would have its beginning co-incident with his appearance in the
33 
wilderness.
(8) It is evident that the kingdom could not have 
been established before the ascension of tfesus. It could not 
have been founded until the old kingdom has passed away "for 
will anyone suppose that there were two kingdoms of God on earth
at one and the same time? Certainly the one ceased before the
34
other began." For five reasons, it is apparent that the king- 
dom established by Moses among the seed of Abraham, did not 
cease during the personal ministry of Jesus, (a) He was to 
have appeared, and did appear ?in the end of the world", or 
last days of the first kingdom of God. "He appeared, then, not
in the beginning of the gospel age, but in the end of the Jew- 
35 
ish age." (b) The Temple was the house of God to the trery
close of the life of Jesus.   It was not till the Jewish ministry 
conspired to kill Him, that He deserted it. At the last festival 
of His life, and immediately before He fell into their hands, On 
walking out of the Temple, He said, 'Behold, your house is de- 
serted, for you shall not see me henceforth till you shall say,   
Blessed be he that comes in the name of the Lord (Luke 19:11-15)'
It was His Father's house, the house of God till that moment.
36 
Then, indeed, the glory depatted." (c) Jesus lived under the
law and observed its provisions during His lifetime. The sacri- 
fices He kept and He taught the people to have regard for its 
primitive import until His own condemnation. It was not until 
the cross that He cried, "It is finished." (d) That the kingdom 
was still in existence during His lifetime, is evidenced by His 
statement to the Jews on the occasion of His last visit to the





city,- "the kingdom of God shall be taken from you." (e) At 
the death of Jesus, the veil of the temple was rent, and the 
middle wall of partition was broken down. "From the moment 
of His death, there was no life in the old kingdom of God. 
The Temple was deserted, its veil rent, its foundations shaken, 
the city devoted, the ritual abolished, and as after death, the
judgement,- the temple, city, and nation waited for the day of
37 
his vengeance."
While it is clear that "the kingdom of God was 
evidently in the Jewish institution until Jesus diei", yet 
its principles were preached before that time. This is always 
true of any new reign or revolution, before the actual time 
of its establishment. A party is formed around such principles, 
before the leader appears, whose coming inaugurates the new 
order. So John the Baptist, the Twelve, the Seventy, and Jesus
himself, preached the great foundational things of the kingdom,
38 
before its real establishment.
Before the day of Pentecost, the kingdom is always
39 
spoken of as being yet in the future. John had preached that
it was "at hand". The same message was repeated and emphasized 
by Jesus. In the prayer which He taught His disciples, the 
kingdom is referred to as future; "Thy kingdom come." To Peter, 
He had promised the keys of the kingdom; th&t power to open the 
doors of the Qiiurchiofi'God, to all men, by being the first to 
preach the divine conditions of acceptance (Matt. 16: 16, 18). 
Luke says that "repentance and remission of sins", the distin- 
guishing promise of the new institution, were to be preached in 
the name of Jesus, "beginning from Jerusalem(Luke 84: 46, 47)". 
After His resurrection, Jesus commanded His disciples, in order
37 "Christian System," 166.
38 Ibid., 166, 167.
39 Ibid., 168.
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that they might he adequate for the great work unto which He had
called them, to "wait in the city of Jerusalem, until they shall
40 
be invested with power from on high (Acts 1:3)".
The day of Pentecost fulfills every prophecy, and
41 
meets every condition for the establishment of the kingdom.
Jesus had died - therefore, remission of sins could be preached,
in His blood. He had been raised from the dead, had ascended to
42 
heaven, and had been coronated "king of kings and Lord of Lords".
His first act, after His crowning, is to send the Holy Spirit 
to dwell in the new mystic body, the Ohurch. "The Holy Spirit 
thus sent down by Jesus from heaven, on Pentecost, after his resur- 
rection, to the disciples in attendance in Jerusalem, informs 
the Apostles, of all that had been transacted in heaven during 
the week after His ascension, and till that day. Peter, now 
filled with that promised Spirit, informs the iasaense concourse 
assembled on the day of Pentecost, that God had made that Jesus
whom they crucified, both Eord and Christ - exalted Him a Prince
43 
and Saviour to grant repentance to Israel, and remission of sins."
Peter used the keys entrusted to "him by his Master, nfhen he 
answers the cry of the heart-stricken multitude, "Men and breth- 
ern, what shall we do? 11 , by commanding them to "repent and be 
baptized in the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of 
your sins (Acts 2:36,38)." The conditions of entrance into the 
kingdom, were thus promulgated, and "repentance and remission 
of sins" was preached from Jerusalem. In his debate with 3>r. 
Rice, Mr. Campbell vigorously speaks of Jerusalem as the place, 
and Pentecost the time of the beginning of the Reign of Heaven, 
"tfe begin at the righ time, and at the right place - Jerusalem,





and the descent of the Holy Spirit. One party begins at Rome, 
another at Constantinople, another at Geneva, Amsterdam, or 
Westminster. We begin at Jerusalem. Others begin with Luther, 
with Calvin, or with Wesley. Some with this synod, and some 
with that. But we begin with the twelve apostles assembled in 
Jerusalem. iilTe must, Mr. President, go beyond the reigns of 
Henry VIII, Prince Bdward, the mighty tyrant Elizabeth. We
must, sir, go beyond St Athanasius, St Augustine, and the council
44 
of $ice. We must go up to Jerusalem and the holy twelve."
After the day of Pentecost, the kingdom is -always 
spoken of as an actuality, as already being in the world. Peter, 
defending himself before his brethern in Jerusalem, for his 
actions at the household of Cornelius, refers to the "Holy Spirit, 
which fell on us at the beginning (Acts 11:14)." #rom this 
time forward, also, we read of the churches in the various 
parts of the world. As in the old institution, so in the new, 
it took some time to complete and erect the new temple of &od. 
"The Apostles, as wise master builders, laid the foundation - 
promulgated the constitution, laws, and institutions of the 
king, and raised the standard of the kingdom in many towns, 
cities, countries, for the space of forty years. Some of them 
not only saw the 'Son of Man enter upon his reign 1 , and the 
kingdom of Sod commence on Pentecost, and carry his conquests 
over JuteflL, Samaria, and the uttermost parts of the earth; but 
they saw the Lord 'come with power and awful glory 1 on the de- 
serted and devoted temple. Thus they saw a bright display of 
the golden sceptre of his grace, in forgiving those who bowed 
to his authority, and an appalling exhibition of the iron rod
of his wrath in taking vengeance on his enemies who would not
45 
have him to reign over them."
44 "Campbell-Bice Debate," 609.
45 "Christian System," 171.
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The influence of the Covenant Theology in Mr. Gamp- 
bell's conception of the kingdom of &od, is readily apparent. 
The earlier exponents of this theology, with the idea of inher- 
ited original sin in mind, made the line of cleavage at the flail, 
tfith them, this division was the most important in the history of 
God's salvation. Campbell, however, oaring but little for the 
doctrine which had influenced them, relegated the i'all to a 
comparitively unimportant position, making the division point 
between the covenants, at Pentecost. Helying on his Lockian 
conception, he accorded to the .fall an intellectual rather than
*
a moral limitation, in that it circumscribed man's knowing powers
and made revelation necessary. "Original sin "becomes, therefore,
46 
an inherited and perpetual guilt."
III. THE LAWS OJ1 TES KIHGDOM
1. The laws of the kingdom of heaven are to be found
47 
in the constitution which is the foundation upon which it is built.
This foundation is the Word of God, revealed to the world in Christ 
His Son, and vouchsafed to men in the Scriptures. The Church
is not founded upon the Bible, save in a secondary sense. Christ
48 
himself is the foundation, but the Scripture reveals him to us.
In a word, Jesus Christ, as He is revealed in the New Testament, 
is the foundation of His Church, and the New Testament itself is 
the Rule of tfaith. The constitution sets forth two sets of laws,
one for the induction of the alien into the kingdom, and the
49 
other for those who are already citizens.
2. The laws of induction or naturalization, are those
50 
which compose the plan of salvation. The same acts which make
a man a saved man or a Christian, at the same time, make him a
46 "Alexander Campbell f s Theology, 11 Garrison, 169.
47 "Christian System," 151, 154.
48 Ibid., 155.
49 Ibid., 157, 158.
50 Ibid., 160, 161.
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member of Christ's church. An alien sinner becomes a saved man 
through faith - faith which manifests itself in turning from sin 
unto God, by a whole hearted public confession of that faith "be- 
fore men, and by obedience to Him in the new birth. "This second 
or new birth, which inducts into the kingdom of God, is always 
subsequent to a death and a burial, as it will be into the ever- 
lasting kingdom of glory. It is, indeed, a literal death and 
burial, before a literal resurrection into the heavenly and eter- 
nal kingdom. It is also a metaphorical or figurative death and 
burial, before the figurative resurrection or birth into the
kingdom of Heaven, tfater is the element in which this burial and
*~ 
resurrection is performed, accoring to the constitutional laws
of the Kingdom of Heaven. Hence Jesus connects the water and the51 
Spirit, when speaking of entering this kingdom of God (John 3:5)?
"In naturalizirg aliens, the commandment of the King is first- 
submit to them the Constitution, or preach to them the doctrine
52 
of the kingdom." ihen they believe this and desire to enter
into the Realm, taking upon themselves the vows of allegiance to 
the £ing - baptize them, ttovr while this act of baptism brings 
the alien to the remission of sins, it, at the same time, brings 
him into the body (Gal. 3:27). The body of Christ is the Church 
or Kingdom (Col. 1:18,24). In one spirit we are all baptized 
into tne one body - which is the church (I Cor. 12:12,13). Disci- 
ples never speak of being converted, and then joining the Church. 
That process which is termed conversion, and which brings a man 
to salvation, at the same time makes him a member of the king- 
dom or the church.
3. Those laws which are obligatory only on the cit- 
izens of the kingdom, are also discovered in the constitution. 
There are but two of these which are positively commanded. "The
51 "Christian System," 160, 161.
52 Ibid., 161.
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weekly celebration of the death and resurrection of Jesus, and 
the weekly meeting of the disciples of Ghrist for this purpose,
and for the edification of one another in their most holy
53 
faith, are the only positive statutes of the kingdom." The
supreme law of the kingdom is love - love to the £ing, and love
to each other, "ffrom this law all its religious homage and
54 
morality flow."
IV. THE POLITY OJ? THE CHURCH
1. As regards the government of the church, Mr. 
Campbell always considered it as an absolute monarchy. It is 
a kingdom of which Christ is the &ing. To the hypothetical 
American objection that the realm of God in the world, should 
be called a republic, he replies that "Monarchy is the only
^zS^zzn-'*-'™*"-"- •
form of government which nature recognizes. It was the first, 
I and it will be the last." (l) A monarchy would always be 
the best government, the most efficient, and the cheapest, and 
the most dignified, provided only that the crown could be 
placed upon the "wisest head, and the sceptre wielded by the 
purest hands." The obvious conclusion which Campbell leaves 
for the reader to draw from this, is that since Jesus Christ 
is the wisest and purest of the universe, the government can 
be safely left in His hands. (2) A second reason for the mon- 
archial form of government, is that it is the best suited for 
war; the church is an army; a war to the death is on. The 
kingdom of Christ is, however, but temporary. It had a begin- 
ning, arid it will have an end. He must reign only until he 
has put all enemies under His feet. "But the transition of the 
sceptre into the hands of Emmanuel, has not changed the nature 
of the government. He is now the hereditary monarch of the
53 "Christian System," 158.
54 Ibid., 157.
55 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I. 336.
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universe, as well as the proper £ing of his own kingdom. He 
now reigns as absolutely over all principlaities, hierarehs, 
and powers, celestial and terrestial, as did the great God
and father of the universe, before He was invested with the
56 
regal authority." Jesus, therefore, is £ing now. He needs
not to wait until some future time when fiis kingdom shall be 
established. It has already been founded and He has been crown- 
ed.
2. The present administration of the kingdom of 
Heaven or Church. Before the ascension of the Lord, he, to 
whom the father had given all authority in heaven and on earth 
(Matt. 28:18), delegated that authority to his apostles. Thus, 
"the Apostles were plenipo^entaries and ambassadors for Jesus, 
and had all authority delegated to them from the Sing. Hence, 
everything was first taught and enjoined by them. They were 
the first preachers, pastors, overseers, and ministers in the
kingdom, and had the direction and management of all its affairs
57 
( II Cor. 3:6; 5:18-20)." Hext in rank to those whom the -Sing
has left in charge of affairs of the kingdom during his personal 
absence, are "prophets; next, teachers; then, assistants, or 
helpers; then directors or presidents, all furnished with gifts, 
knowledge, and character, suited to their respective functions. 
Besides these, many persons possessed ot miraculous powers - 
gifts of healing and speaking foreign languages, were employed 
in setting up and putting in order the communities composing the 
kingdom of Heaven. Angels were also employed, and are still em- 
ployed, under the great King, in ministering to them that are 
heirs of salvation. I?or Jesus now, as Lord of all, has the Holy 
Spirit at his disposal, and all the angels of God; and these
56 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I* 238.
57 Ibid., 259.
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are employed "by Him in the affairs of His kingdom (I Cor. 12:28;
58 
Bpn. 4:11; Heb. 1:14)."
In gathering together the communities, which in the 
aggregate compose the divine kingdom, the Apostles appointed 
Bishops or Elders in each congregation or church. The author- 
ity which Christ had delegated to them, they still retain. They 
held it personally during their lifetime, and still hold it in 
the documents which they wrote, and which are now held by the 
church as the containers of the precious deposit of divine re- 
velation. It is not according to human nature, nor is it so 
contemplated by the will of Christ, that his people should be 
governed by a written document alone. #or this reason, the 
Apostles in each community, appointed Bishops or Elders to labor 
in the word of the Lord, and to oversee the affairs of the new 
spiritual organization. In addition, also, were appointed the 
Deacons, who were the ministers or stewards of the congregation.
In opposition to the almost universally held view, 
that the Bishops were the successors of the Apostles, and that 
there is, therefore, in the church, an elect order of priests - 
an order in succession from the Apostles, Hir. Campbell develop- 
ed his doctrine of the nature of the true apostolic succession. 
"The right to ordain is,.then, in popular esteem, a right in- 
vested in an order of men, now of eighteen hundred year f s con- 
tinuance, transmitted through many hands; and is, therefore, to 
us, indirect from Jesus Christ. We, however, for many reasons, 
are constrained to reject the idea of an elect order in succession 
in the Christian Church, possessing vested rights, derived not 
from the community as such, but from Jesus Christ, through a 
distinct class in the community, as essentially papistical in 
its tendency, and contrary to the letter and spirit of the Christ- 




One of the reasons for rejecting the po
sition held 
"by those who believe in such an elect "
body of rulers within the 
ohuroh, is the fact, that were their cl
aims true, and could the 
succession "be traced "back in an unbroke
n line to the Apostles, 
and through them to the Master himself,
 it must be traced through 
hands that have often been stained with
 the blood of the saints 
of Jesus. If this is true, then the Lo
rd has left the Churah, 
to seek for her authority to preach, te
ach, and administer the 
ordinances, from the hands of her worst
 enemies. "Or has the 
grace of ordination descended to us, pu
re and unoorrupt, through 
hearts and hands stained with Christian
 blood? It cannot be.
We must look for authority from the Lor
d more direct and less
? - 
, . . .
' liable to deterioration than that of w
hich many Catholic and 
\ 60 
\Protestants make their J>oast." Ordin
ation, or the setting
apart of the Bishops or Elders to their
 holy office, is not 
thus conferred; it is an appointment fr
om those who are to be 
governed. In answer to the question, "
What is ordination as 
respects the Christian Church?", Mr. Ca
mpbell replies: "It is 
the solemn election and appointment of 
persons to the oversight 
and service of a Christian community. 
To ordain is to appointj 
and all appointments, from that of a su
ccessor of Judas as a 
witness of the resurrection, from an ap
ostle to the messenger
of a church, or an almoner, was in the 
beginning, by election
61 
of the whole community (Acts 1:83; 6:3,5
; II Cor. 8:19)."
While it is true that ordination is a s
etting apart 
 by the whole community, in reality, it 
is the work of the apos- 
tles themselves, in that they, through 
the Holy Spirit, have 
set forth those qualifications which mu
st ever be the possessions
59 "lailennial Harbinger Abridged," Sm




of all true Bishops of the flock of Ohrist. Since the citizens 
of the kingdom are all free men in Christ, "they all have a 
voice in the selection of the persons whom the Apostles ap- 
point to these offices. The Apostles still appoint all persons
so elected, possessing the qualifications which they, by the
62 
Holy Spirit, prescribed." Thus it is "the Holy Spirit, and
not the congregations, which creates Bishops and Deacons. The 
Spirit gives the qualifications, both natural and acquired,
and, speaking to the congregations in the written oracles, com-63 
mands their ordination or appointment to the work." The Holy
Spirit, through the laying on of hands of the whole community,
or its chosen representatives sets apart the Overseer to his
64 
ministry.
The triia apostolic succession, is that a church 
shall be in the way of the apostolic churches. In his debate 
with Rice, Campbell plainly spates this as his own conception 
of the whole mooted question. "When ever then, a Christian 
community legitimately arises out of such circumstances, as al- 
ready described, sanctioned by the Hew Testament - that is, 
holding the same doctrines and ordinances, customs and usages, 
when it appoints officers, and when they dispense ordinances,
they are as divine and authoritative as any other officers and
65 
i ordinances in any Christian community on earth." Authority
received through the imposition of the hands of the whole com- 
munity of saints in any given place, is authority direct from 
Heaven itself. "It may not be out of order to observe, that 
if any particular congregation thus elect and ordain its of- 
ficers by the authority of the Lord, and according to the sug- 
gestions of the Holy Spirit, then, in that case, the right and
62 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," I, E61.
63 Ibid., 261.
64 Ibid., II, 117, 119. See also, 284, 285.
65 "Oampbell-fiice Debate," 583.
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authority of such officers to administer the affairs of the 
church, is directly derived, not by succession, through ignor- 
ant and blood-stained hands, but directly from Heaven. To 
such Elders, it may in truth he said, 'Take heed to yourselves
and to the whole flock over which the Holy Spirit hath consti-
66 
tuted you bishops (Acts 20:28) . ln
. Gampbell acknowledges that there is neither a 
specific command for the ordination of bishops by the whole 
congregation, nor is there a direct example in the $ew Testa- 
ment, of where this was done. He is positive, however, that it 
may be proven by analogy. The general principle of popular 
election, can be fully sustained without any such command or 
example. The deacons were chosen by all the disciples. Other
representatives of the church were also appointed in this man-
67 
ner (Acts 15:22; I Cor. 16:3; II Gor. 8:19: 8:23).
In the Uew Testament, the highest office in a local
» / 
church, is described by two designations, fcflKrtfonos - bishop,
and npfc<r/fc/t£P0S- elder. The same persons who in Acts 20:17, are 
denominated elders, are in the twenty-eighth verse of the same 
chapter, called overseers -£fflO~K01\OL> Paul left Titus in 
Crete to ordain elders in every city; but in describing their 
qualifications, he calls them bishops or overseers. The reason 
for the use of these various terms is obvious. "No one of them 
expresses all the attributes, properties, and accidents of the 
other. Slder simply signifies an old man. An overseer is a 
superintendent - one who has the care and oversight of some- 
thing. The word bishop is a mere Anglo-Saxon corruption of 
kfll&KbrfOS J the same that is commonly and correctly rendered 
overseer, &ence, when contemplated with reference to their age, 
they are called elders, because they are selected from among
66 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II, 120.
67 Ibid., 291.
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the old men. But when regarded with respect to their official
relation, they are called overseers or bishops, because their
68 
was to watch over the flock.
In every properly organized New Testament congre-
69 
gation, there was a plurality of elders. Paul and Barnabas
ordained elders in every church. In the debate between Jewish 
and Gentile converts, the subject was considered by the apos- 
tles and elders of Jerusalem, The elders or bishops were all 
officially equal, Each one, .legally ordained, had the right 
to participate in all the duties and privileges which his of- 
fice comprehended. There is no record that one bishop was 
ever appointed over two or more churches. We read of the 
elders or bishops of the church in %hesus; of the church in
Jerusalem -"of elders ordained in every church, but never of
70 
one bishop over two churches."
The distinction between the term bishop and elder,
71 
began early after the death of the apostles, and had its rise
in the appointment of one from among the number, to the position 
of presiding officer in the deliberations of the body, and his 
gradual exaltation into a separate office. Thus by "translating 
this influence and presidency towectti church authority, and not 
distinguishing between moral influence and ecclesiastic power, 
before the end of the second century, they called the president 
bishop, 'the bishop 1 , and others were commonly regarded only 
as the eldership; and finally the bishop became the only bishop, 
and his jurisdiction was extended, first over the city -then, 
over its suburbs - then, over its vicinity - then, over the
province - then, over the world, until it ended in ! His Holiness,
72 
the Father universal 1 , or ' ttoe Pope 1 ."






following striotly the statements of the Hew Test- 
ament, Mr. Campbell considered the duties of the bishops to be 
three in number. Law giving is no function of theirs, because 
no legislative power was given unto them by.Christ or the Apos- 
tles. "The Messish was careful to repeat that He taught only 
what He had heard and learned from the Father. The Apostles 
were peculiarly attentive to inculcate that they had received 
from the Lord whatever they taught the disciples; and the prim- 
itive elders and bishops gave all attention to inculcate only 
the commandments of the Apostles of the Lord and Saviour; and
James says there is but one law giver, who is able to .save and
73 
destroy." d) The first duty of a bishop is that he-must be
74 
able to teach "the whole council of God". In doing this, he
must consider the congregation as composed of children, young 
men, and fathers - he must take into consideration the fact that
all are not of the same mental or spiritual capacity; that there
75 
are degrees and conditions imposed by birth. Regarding the
manner of his teaching, it is the duty of the Bishop to direct 
the minds of the floclc to the faithful study of the divine word, 
to see that it is read constantly in the assembly of the Church, 
and that it is applied in every contingency. As teachers, the 
elders are, also, to see that all the talents of the congregation 
are developed, that all may serve the Lord effectively. It is 
not presumed that they are to be the only teachers, exhorters, 
singers, or intercessors in the church. Others there are who 
are able to do these things, and they must, under the direction 
and by the permission of the bishops, be encouraged ,to engage in 
them. But no one should, for a moment, presume to undertake such 
service without the permission of the bishops, or under the guid-





anoe of the "bishop who presides for the day. 77 
(2) The bishop mast also "rule well". The work
of presiding and that of ruling, while akin, are not exactly 
the same. Presidency may have regard simply to the work of 
presiding over a worship meeting of the church or an assembly 
met to transact business. To "rule well", has respect more 
immediately to those disorders and divisions of opinion which 
necessarily arise in every congregation - for even the Church 
of Christ, since it is a human organization as well as divine, 
has never been fully exempt from such disturbances. The doc- 
trine of the church is not more important than its discipline, 
for no congregation can be prosperous and happy, no matter how 
zealous it may be for the great doctrines of the gospel, if
it be remiss in its discipline, and allow flagrant transgress-78 
ions of the law of Christ, to pass by without rebuke. "To
rule well, is one of the most difficult attainments. It calls 
for meekness, candor, firmness, patience, and indefatigible 
attention to the first indications of remissness or delinquincy. 
So peculiar is the assemblage of attributes requisite to ruling
well, that they are more rarely to be met with than the gifts of79 
eloquence and the highest didactic powers."
Mr. Campbell wisely deposes that one of the finest 
qualifications in the bishop who rules well, is that he shall 
have the ability to anticipate and prevent transgression, de- 
linquincy, or actual apostacy. This is far better than sternly 
to rebuke such, when it has actually occurred. That one who 
best rules his own household according to this method, is more
fully qualified to occupy the exalted position of overseer in
80 
the flock of God.
76 "milennial Harbinger," Volume for 1838, 127.
77 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II. 126.
78 Ibid., 287.
79 Ibid., 125, 126.
80 Ibid., 126.
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(3) Besides the duties of teaching and ruling well, 
there is a third class comprehended in pastoral visitation for
the purpose of edification, good order, and the growth of a
81 
congregation. The siofc should be visited, the erring should
"be exhorted - and private teaching and exhortation in such cases, 
is always preferable to that delivered in public; personal ex- 
hortation for sinners to become members of the body of Christ; 
all these are duties of the true elder or bishop in the church. 
How far short modern Christianity has fallen of this ideal, is 
evidenced by the fact, that in reality, all these duties have
been imposed upon the one teaching elder, the preacher or ndn-
82 
ister of the local church.
The office of deacon is very sparingly discussed in 
82 
the writings of Alexander Campbell. He defines the office in
one brief sentence: "the deacon, as the name imports, is the 
minister or servant of the congregation. He is the steward, 
the treasurer, the almoner of the church. The seven, chosen 
and ordained in the congregation at Jerusalem, were set over 
the business of supplying the tables of the poor saints and
widows. They are a standing institution in the Christian House
83 
of God." Very clearly, it was the custom to commit the care
of the Lord's table, the bishop's table, and the tables of the 
poor, to the diaconate. The teaching regarding their office 
as it is set forth in the Epistles, and the qualifications de- 
manded of them, makes it clear that they must be regarded as 
were the deacons in the synagogues - "the public servants of 
the church in all things pertaining to its internal and ex- 
ternal relations - in all matters of temporal concern (Acts 6:1-3;
84 
Phil. 1 J 1; I Tlm- 3:8-12; Rom. 16:l)." It is apparent from
81 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II. 127.
82 Ibid., 287.
83 "Millennial Harbinger1; Volume for 1838, 127.
84 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II. 127.
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two of these passages, also, that there were deaconesses in 
the primitive church, as well as deacons. There are many dut- 
ies to women, in the membership, which demand this. As in the
office of bishop so also in that of deacon, there should be a
85 
plurality in every congregation.
3. The church is not only a monarchy: there is a 
sense in which it is a democracy. In an exposition of order, 
as respects voting in the church, Mr. Campbell interestingly 
differentiates between those things which are the legitimate 
subjects upon which a congregation itself may have a decision, 
and those over which it has no authority. #very thing which 
is a matter of unquestioned revelation, is entirely out of the 
sphere in which the church may make any decision concerning 
it. These things have to do with faith and morality - in a 
word, with the divine salvation. As regards those items con- 
cerning which, no clear revelation has been vouchsafed, the 
church may make her own decisions - she is a democracy. In 
answer to the question, "on what occasion and for what pur- 
poses, are Christians authorized to vote?", Mr. Campbell says: 
"they are not to vote on questions of faith, piety or morality. 
Truth is not to be settled by a vote, nor is any divine insti- 
tution, respecting the worship or morality of the Christian 
church, to be decided by a majority. These are matters of 
revelation, of divine authority, and to be regulated by a 
'thus saith the Lord 1 , and not by a 'thus saith the majority 1 . 
But in all matters not of faith, piety or morality; in all 
matters of expediency, and sometimes in questions of fact per- 
taining to cases of discipline, there is no other way of de-
86 
aiding but by vote of the brotherhood."
No principle in the religious thinking of Campbell,
85 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II, 127, 128.
86 Ibid., 132.
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Is more important than the differentiation which he constantly 
makes "between the moral law and the law of expediency. Moral 
laws, indeed, are immutable, because the center and heart of 
them is love, and this can never cease to "be the only rational 
way to human happiness. "Positive precepts, however, prescribing 
the forms of religious and moral action, emanating from God
himself, have been changed, and may again be changed, while all
87 
the elements of piety and morality are immutable." further
defining the sphere in which the law of expediency operates, 
he says: "Still, there are many things left to the law of ex- 
pediency, concerning which no precepts are found in the apos- 
tolic writings. They are then, in one sentence, those things, 
or forms of action, which it was impossible or unnecessary to 
reduce to special precepts; consequently they are not of faith, 
piety, nor morality; because whatever is of faith, of the wor- 
ship, or of the morality of Christianity, was both possible and 
necessary to be promulgated; and is expressly and fully pro- 
pounded in the sacred scriptures, ^he law of expediency, then, 
has no place in determining the articles of faith, acts of 
worship, nor principles of morality. All these require a f thus 
sayeth the Lord 1 in express statements, and the sacred writings 
have clearly defined and decided them. But in other matters 
that may be called the circumstantials of the gospel and of the
church of Christ, the people of God are left to their own dis-
88 
cretion and to facilities and exigencies of society."
Many things of vital importance to the progress of 
the kingdom, are left to the law of expediency. Mr. Campbell 
illustrates this by reference to the manner in which the sacred 
writings have been preserved, the various translations made, 
the grinding toil of those, who tfcarough the years, have copied
87 "Christian System," 90.
88 Ibid., 91.
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and edited the manuscripts which are ours now. The message is 
ever the same, the manner in which it comes down to us is re- 
gulated "by the law of expediency* The Lord's Supper also fur- 
nishes an illustration for his definition. There is no divine 
rule, nor even an undisputed precedent, for the observance of 
the I*ord f s Supper - how much bread each communicant shall eat,
how much wine shall be consumed, who shall partake first, or89 
how the cup shall be conveyed from one to the other. "These
are all discretionary matters, and left to the prudence and
good sense of the Christian communities - in other words, to
90
the law of expediency. In further illustration of those mat- 
ters which properly belong to this law, he says; "Hext to these 
are meeting houses, baptisteries, Lord's tables, the emblamatic 
loaf and cup, times of convocation, arrangements for the day, etc 
Acts of parliment, decrees of synods and councils, but no 
apostolic enactments, statutes or laws, are found for any of 
these important items. There is neither precept nor precedent 
in the Hew Testament for building, hiring, buying, or possess- 
ing a meeting house; for erecting a baptismal basin, font, or
bath; for chancel, altar, table, leavened or unleavened bread,91 
chalace, cup, or tanfcard, and many other things of equal value,"
Nothing has more frequently caused dissention, in 
one case even to the point of division among the Bisciples, than 
a failure to understand this principle of Ifr. Campbell. The 
schism which arose over the question of instrumental music in 
the worship of the church, resulted from a failure to realize 
that the whole question belonged to the realm of expediency, 
and not to that of divine revelation. The opposition of many 
of the best leaders of the Bisciple movement, to the tightening
89 "Christian System," 9B.
90 Ibid., 9E, 93.
91 Ibid., 93.
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organizational lines in the furtherance of missionary endeavor, 
has arisen largely as a result of a misunderstanding'regarding 
the sphere to which the whole question belongs. Since the 
Master and his Apostles have not left explicit directions as 
to the manner in which missionary funds may be assembled, it 
is the consensus of most Disciple opinion, that the entire 
matter belongs to the law of expediency, and has, therefore, 
been left to the enlightened common sense of the people of Gro&. 
The law of expediency which deals with opinions and methods of 
procedure, must never be made to apply to those things, which 
because they are clearly matters of divine revelation, belong 
to "the faith".
In answer to the inquiry - one which in modern times 
is agitating Disciple ranis - "Who shall ascertain and who shall 
interpret this law of expediency?", Mr. Campbell falls back upon 
a principle which is uniquely Gampbellian, his unswerving faith 
in the correct judgements of the enlightened common mind. In 
a ward, the majority of those who love the Lord, mast always 
decide such questions, and the minority, as in all social compacts 
must quietly bow to its will. There is no other "principle of 
co-operation, no other law of expediency, which can secure the
interests, the union, harmony, and strength of any people ? but
92 
that of the few submitting to the many." The very nature of
the law, and of those matters with which it deals, makes such 
decisions imperative. "The law of expediency is the law of 
adopting the best present means of attaining any given end. 
But this is a matter which the wisdom and good sense of indi- 
viduals and communities must decide. This is not, this cannot
93 
Toe, a matter of standing revelation." The church has never
been unanimous in matters of opinion, as in matters of faith,
92 "Christian System," 93.
93 Ibid., 93.
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and the time will never come when it can he. The only rule, 
then, which may be followed without dissension, is that those 
who constitute the enlightened majority, shall prevail. Camp- 
hell means by enlightened majority, that this shall be composed 
of those who are seniors in Christ - seniors in the sense that 
they are not immature spiritually. "The law of expediency enacts 
that a majority of the seniors shall decide in all cases, what 
is most expedient to be done in attaining any of the ends com- 
manded in the Christian Institution, the means to which, are 
not divinely ordained in the written laws of that institution;
and that the minority shall cheerfully and conscientiously
94 
acquiese in such decisions." Love must be the very heart of
the law of expediency, as it is the heart and soul of the whole 
Christian Institution. When the members of the church love 
each other, methods of procedure will be settled according to 
the law of love, through the will of the enlightened majority. 
Without this, there can be no church of Christ in any sense of 
the term.
4. In discussing the "Body of Christ", MX. Campbell 
emphasizes the necessity for co-operation. Such necessity 
grows out of the nature of the kingdom. "This institution, 
called the congregation of God, is a great community of com- 
munities - not a community representative of communities, but 
a community composed of many particular communities, each of 
which is built on the same foundation, walks according to the 
same rules, enjoys the same character, and is under the juris- 
diction of no other community of Christians, but is to all 
other communities as an individual disciple is to every other
individual disciple in any one particular community meeting in
95
a given place." While one congregation ha& no authority over
94 "Christian System," 93, 94,
95 Ibid., 93.
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another - while all are equal, yet in the aggregate, they form 
one kingdom of &od or Church, and should co-operate with one
another "in all measure promotive of the great ends of Christ*1 s
96 
death and resurrection. To the end that this co-operation
shall be actual, frequent meetings of churches whould be held,
in order that the members of the various congregations may know
97 
each other. While they may thus co-operate in the promotion
of the kingdom, they have no more authority to legislate on 
matters of faith or morality, as a co-operative body, than have 
the elders or bishops of a local congregation, for "whatever 
is a part of the Christian faith or Christian hope - whatever 
constitutes ordinances or precepts of worship, or statutes of
moral right and wrong, like the ark of the covenant, is not to
98 
be touched with uninspired and unoommissioned hands." Thus,
as regards matters of faith, worship, righteousness, or the doc- 
trine, the piety, and the morality of the gospel, the church
may not legislate, for these matters are not legitimate subjects
99 
of human legislation, alteration, or arrangement.
Co-operation is one thing;   it is Christian and
necessary, and belongs to the very nature of the Christian in-
100 
stitution; the manner of co-operation is quite another. As
to the districts into which churches may be grouped, as to the 
manner of their collecting and dispensing missionary funds - 
these things are circumstances of Christ's kingdom, and are the
legitimate subjects of legislation arid arrangement, on the part
101 
of the churches acting as one great body. In this distinction
between the Christian necessity for co-operation, and the method 
of co-operation, Campbell harks back to the difference between







faith ana opinion, or between matters of revelation and the law 
of expediency. This is a principle which many of the Disciples, 
in the late years of their history, have failed utterly to ob- 
serve. An understanding of it, would have gone far in elimin- 
ating some of the unhappy discussions which have occurred re- 
garding their organized missionary program.
V. THE MINISTRY OF THE CHURCH
102
1. Mr. Campbell recognizes two classes of ministers
in the history of the Kingdom: those extraordinary, whose busi- 
ness it was to establish the church, and to whom, in order that 
this work might be completed, extraordinary gifts were vouch- 
safed; and the ordinary ministry which serves after the kingdom 
has been founded. The Apostles and Prophets belonged to the first 
class, tfhen their work of establishment was completed, the 
miraculous gifts with which they had been endowed, ceased by 
limitation. The ordinary ministry, that which is standing and 
immutable, is composed of Bishops, Deacons, and Svangelists. Tha 
duties of Bishops and Beacons have already been considered. 
Campbell thought of them, always, as officers or ministers of 
the local church. The teaching and exhortation was done by the 
Bishops, and the temporal froms of service were executed by the
Deacons. These ministers of the church "all belong to one order,
103 
though possessing great diversity of gifts". The idea that
because the miraculous gifts, frequently possessed by Bishops 
and Deacons and generally by Evangelists, have passed away, the 
offices themselves have lapsed, is erroneous. As long as there 
are offices, or services to be performed, there must be officers.
2. Evangelists do not belong to a local church as 
such, but are sent to all the churches. Their work, as the term
102 "Christian System," 77.
103 Ibid., 77.
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itself implies, is to devote themselves to preaching the Word, 
to the making of converts, and the planting of churches, ^o 
office in the ancient ohurbh required such a variety of gifts. 
Often the gift of tongues was conferred, although this quali- 
fication was not immutably fixed. The gift bestowed, depended 
upon the field in which the Evangelist might be called to labor. 
"His worlc is to proclaim the word, intelligibly and persuasively 
to immerse all the believers, or converts to his ministry - and 
to plant and organize churches wherever he may have occasion;
and then to teach them to keep the commands and ordinances of
104 
the Lord." Concerning the origin of the name by which this
minister was called in the early church, Mr. Campbell says, 
"Evident, then, it/is, that he obtained the title of Evangelist,
from his itinerant labors in the gospel, and in the converting
105 
of men."
The Evangelist is not only to gather his converts 
into communities, but he must superintend such infant congre- 
gations until they are able to care for themselves. He must 
"set in order the churches", and see to it that a local minis- 
try is appointed and trained, before he leaves for another 
field of labor. While every Christian has the right to teach 
and baptize on certain occasions, it is far better that this 
be done by the regular ministry of the church. "A Christian 
is, by profession, a preacher of truth and righteousness, both 
by precept and example. He may, of right, preach, baptize, 
and dispense the Supper, as well as pray for all men, when cir- 
cumstances demand it. This concession does not, however, either 
dispense with the necessity of having evangelists, bishpps, and 
deacons; nor, having them, does it authorize any individual to 
assume to do what has been given in charge to them, liberty




without licentiousness, and government without tyranny, is the
106 
true genius of the Christian Institution,"
Evangelists, as well as the other members of the 
ministry of the church, are to he solemnly set apart to their 
sacred office, by the imposition of the hands of the presbytery
or eldership. "The whole community chooses - the seniors ordain.
107 
This is the apostolic tradition (Acts 6:2-6)." This law is
unehangable. "The qualifications for any office are always 
found in the nature of the office." When one possesses these 
qualifications, and has been thoroughly proved, then, and not 
until then, should he be set aside to the labors of this office." 
"We say the seniors or elders always ordain. Popery says, f none 
but those on whom the apostolic hands have been laid, can of right 
ordain 1 . Such an idea is not in the Christian system. The 
seniors always lay on hands, whether hands have been laid on
them or not. This is trua Protestantism. Better still, it
108 
is true Bibleism. Nay, it is the Christian system." As
regards the meaning of "holy hands", Campbell repudiates the
notion that they are officially so by a Jure divine. He ad-
109 
mits that "they are sometimes, but not always". Hands become
holy when they have long served the Lord in his holy cause. 
"Christian elders (for I do not mean mere old men) who have 
long walked in the ways of the Lord, have holy hands, and much
more power with and from the Lord, than ever dwelt in any pon-
110 
tiff or pretended vicar of Christ." Such men, elected or
appointed to their office, by the whole community of the faith- 
ful, can 1&y ^8ir hands on fcnf persons, for any office to 
which the church elects them, for the "community, the church, 
the multitude of the faithful, are the fountain of official






power. The power descends from the body itself - not from its
111 
servants." In a somewhat caustio statement, he sums up his
whole position on the authority through which the ministry of 
the church, receives its. office. "But the body of Christ, under 
him as its head, and animated by his Spirit, is the fountain 
and spring of all official power and privilege. How much surer 
and purer is the ecclesiastic authority thus derived from Christ 
the head, immediatley through his body, then when derived through 
a long, doubtful, corrupt, dynasty of bishops and pontiffsl 
The church is the mother of all the sons and priests of God; 
and to look: for authority to her servants or creatures, as do 
all sorts of Papists, whether Catholic or Protestant, is to 
worship and serve the creature more than the Creator - a spec- 
ies of idolatry worthy only of the darkest night or the darkest
11S 
day of the dark ages."
VI. THE ASSEMBLY OF THE CHURCH
1. The purpose of the assembly of the church, Mr.
Campbell conceived to be that she may worship her exalted Re- 
113 
deemer, through certain ordinances delivered to her by Him.
Songs of praise, prayers, supplications, and thanksgiving, are 
to be preserved before the throne of grace, in the name of the 
great High Priest; the Soriptures are to be read; the Word of 
God is to be inculcated, exhortations tendered by those ap- 
pointed for the purpose; the Lord's death is to be commemor- 
ated; the poor saints are to be remembered; and discipline, 
whenever necessary, is to be attended to. These elements be- 
long always to the worship of every true church of Christ. They 
"are so fully and authoritatively delivered to us in the apos- 
tolic epistles as to leave no doubt on the mind of any devoted
111 "Christian System," 83.
112 Ibid., 84.
113 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II, 129.
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and diligent disciple concerning the duties encumbent on every
114 
church."
2. While all the above elements logically enter 
into the worship of the church, and constitute the meaning of 
her assembly, yet there is one of these ordinances which re- 
ceives more consideration in the writings of Mr. Campbell, his 
co-adjutors, and his followers, than the others. This is the 
ordinance of the Lord's Supper. It is not possible here to 
give all the arguments which Mr. Campbell makes for the obser- 
vance of this memorial supper, in the manner which he conceived
115 
to be taught in the New Testament. He frankly acknowledges
that Jesus left no command as to the time of its celebration. 
The Apostles, however, were accustomed to meet, for the pur- 
pose of keeping the feast, each Lord's Day. This Campbell 
believed to be evident from such passages as Acts 2:42; 20:7.
The fact is, also, overwhelmingly substantiated by the testi-
116 
mony of the Apostolic fathers and the historians of the church.
The Disciple custom of meeting each Lord's Bay to break the 
loaf and drink of the cup, is founded not upon an express com- 
mand of the Lord, but upon apostolic precedent.
3. In regard to the time of meeting, it was, as 
has already been intimated, on the Lord's Day. This day is 
not the Christian Sabbath. "There never was but one Sabbath - 
the seventh day - the commemoration of the creation in six 
days. This was in the Jewish institution, made a type of rest 
which remains for the people of God. Jesus is the Christian 1 s 
Sabbath. The Lord's Day is by no apostle, prophet, scribe, or 
wise man, called a Sabbath. The day of the resurrection and 
the day of the assembly of the Christians, is a day of rest,
114 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, II. 129.
115 "Christian System," 301, 331.
116 Ibid., 320, 331.
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of peace, of joy, a festival sacred to the Lord; but not a
* 117 
Jewish nor Patriarchal Sabbath," The denominational teachers
of Mr. Campbell f s time, were wont to speak of the Lord's Day, 
as the Christian Sabbath, and to argue that with the organiza- 
tion of the church, the Sabbath was changed from the seventh to 
the first day of the week. Against this manifestly unsoriptural 
position, 14r. Campbell reacted strenuously. "He that keeps the 
Sabbath of the Jews, is debtor to do the whole law. It is not 
the sanctification of the seventh part of time, but the seventh 
day, which God enjoined. The Sabbath could not be changed 
from the seventh day to the first day, for the reasons given 
for its observance; nor can the first day of the week be changed
into a Jewish or Patriarchal Sabbath, for the reasons which con-
118 
secrated it to the Lord." These reasons are epitomized in a
short statement. The day is sanctified to the Lord, because 
it is the great triumph day of Christ. On this day He arose 
from the dead. The church met on this day to remember all He 
had do.ne for their salvation. "Prom the Acts of Apostles and 
from other Epistles, we clearly learn that the first Christians 
consecrated this day to the Lord in all their communities, by 
assembling in one place, by breaking and partaking of the monu- 
mental loaf and cup, by songs of praise and hymns triumphant, 
by public speeches, exhortations, and addresses of every sort,
by prayers for one another and for mankind, -and by donations
119 
for the poor, the ignorant, or the afflicted." Since the Lord f s
120
Day was one of solemn celebration, it differed in every poss- 
ible manner from the old Jewish Sabbath. The Sabbath was a day
of absolute inactivity; the Lord ! s Day is one of celebration
121 
and of service. "It was, therefore, a day of pure, holy, and
117 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1837, 279.
118 Ibid., 880.
119 Ibid., 280.
120 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1854, 231 ff.
121 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," Smith, I, 222.
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celestial joy - a day of social bliss - a day of grateful com- 
memorations - of training children, servants, and all under 
Christian: influence for a better world - and of showing forth 
the excellencies of Him who has called us out of darlcness to 
His marvelous light. Thus to regard the day in the sense of 
the Apostles and primitive saints, was to regard it to the Lord."
A brief resume should be given, of the tremendous 
consequences which -Mr. Campbell 1 s clear distinction between the 
dispensations, involved.
(1) The argument that Baptism has coine in the place 
of circumcision, that the church has been one, through all the 
dispensations, and all other arguments advanced by Pedobaptists, 
from the Kew Testament, are irrelavent and fallacious.
(2) The Christian does not obey the moral law found 
in the ten commandments; he is under the law of Christ, and the 
law of the old dispensation is dead. His morality is that of 
the new dispensation, the law of Christ.
(3) The ministry of the Church is not, in any sense, 
a substitute for the priesthood of the Jewish religion. The 
priestly function is now performed by Christ himself, who is 
the great High Priest, and by all members of the kingdom of God, 
who are themselves priests.
(4) The Sabbath is dead. The Lord's Day is not a 
substitute for it. There is no such day as a "Christian Sabbath 
$o Disciple preacher or teacher ever speaks of the Sabbath, 
the Sabbath School, or in any sense applies this word to the 
Christian institution. The Lord's Day is not to be observed 
as was the Sabbath, nor because it was commanded in the Beca- 
logue. The Sabbath was a national religious holiday of the 
Jews, given to them because Jehovah had taken them by the hand 
to lead them out of Bgypt. It never applied to Gentiles, and 
there is, in the ^ew Institution, no command for its observance.
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The old covenant was the ten commandments - there was nothing 
in it save these commandments of God (Beut. 4:13, 23; 5:1-22). 
In the death of Christ, the old was done away, and the new, 
promised by the Prophet ( Jer. 31:31), was ushered in (Heb. 7:22; 
Gal. 3:5; 4:21-31; Heb. 8:6; 13:19; 7:18; 10:9). While nine of 
the ooinnandments of the old covenant, are repeated and ampli- 
fied in the new, one is never repeated - the fourth, "Remember 
the Sabbath day to keep it holy." The distinctions between the 
moral law and the ceremonial, are fallacious and unscriptural. 
These divisions are never made in the Scriptures themselves. 
The position that the ceremonial law was done away, while the 
moral law was retained, is without foundation. The moral law 
itself, as a code or law, was done away in Christ. The strict- 
ly moral portions of the Becalogue are not binding, because they 
are a part of the law; they were binding before it was enacted, 
because they are morally right. They are binding upon Christ- 
ians now, not because they had ever belonged to the old ten-
122 
commandment-law, but because they belong to the law of Christ.
Christians are to do all things, whatsoever He has commanded
them (Matt. 28:30; Heb. i:i); He has nowhere commanded them to
123 
keep the Sabbath day.
122 "Christian Baptist," I, second edition, 121, ff.
123 It is of interest to note that the Bisciples have been 
most successful in confuting the Adventists, by the ar- 
gument on the covenants, which was first given by ifr. 
Campbell. The greatest book on the subject is "Adventism 
Renounced" by B. U. Canright. This book was written after 
Mr. Canright had been defeated in a debate by Br. B. R. 
Bungan, professor of Hermeneutics at Brake University. 
Br. Bungan was a Bisciple. His argument, following the 
lines Of ;tftat of Campbell, is virtually repeated by Can- 




In the best of the earlier philosophical treatments 
of the Campbellian theology, Longan, speaking of Alexander Gamp- 
bell's conception of the priority of faith to regeneration, says,
"It was the most fundamental conception of what may be called
1 
his theology." Dean Garrison, while admitting that Longan is
probably correct if the process of entering the Kingdom of God
2 
is considered, disagrees with him in the prominence which he
accords it. He finds it rather in Mr. Campbell 1 s conception of
3 
the kingdom itself. If Garrison's position is sound, there can
be no doubt but that the Disciples have gone far afield from the 
teachings of their great leader. It must seem clear from the 
study which has been made in the present work, that a principle 
which received much careful consideration from Campbell himself 
and all of the early leaders of the movement, today bulks more 
largely than any of the others by which they were actuated. It 
is so prominent that it deserves the designation as the funda- 
mental principle of the Campbellian teaching. It is undeniable 
that the dominant passion in all the Gampbells taught and did, 
was the desire for Christian Unity. This led them, step by step, 
to the discovery of the only basis upon which that unity might 
be consumated,- the foundation upon which the early Church was 
one,- Jesus Christ Himself. After more than a hundred years 
of history, the realization that faith is personal rather than 
doctrinal, stands out as above all others the central principle
1 "Origin of the Disciples of Christ," 73.
2 "Alexander Campbell 1 s Theology," 817.
3 Ibid., 161.
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of the Campbellian theology.
It is interesting to note the concurrence of Dr. W. 
N. Briney with this view. In summing up what he considered to 
"be the heart of the Disciple plea, he makes the following ar- 
resting statement: "If we should be requested to name the one 
prominent, conspicuous, outstanding thing for which the Restor- 
ation movement stands, perhaps our answers would differ some- 
what in verbiage, but analysis would doubtless show that the 
Disciples are agreed that loyalty to Jesus Christ, to His person, 
to His spirit, to His program, and to his word and gospel, is, 
and from the first has been, the matter of greatest concern to
those whose endeavor it is to promote simple evangelical Ghrist-
4
ianity." Dr. Moore, the recognized modern historian of the Dis- 
ciples, himself a student of Alexander Campbell at Bethany Col- 
lege, also agrees substantially with this position. "The Bis- 
ciples made a splendid contribution to the faith of the nineteenth 
century by their insistence that the faith of the gospel is not 
doctrinal but personal. It has already been seen that they 
eliminated all doctrinal matters, that are purely lohilosophical, 
from their basis of fellowship. This at once compelled them to 
find a basis that would be sufficient without the divisive
elements which had so long dominated the Christian world. They
5 
found this basis in the personal Christ. The Doctor would have
been a little more accurate had he said that the discovery of 
faith as personal rather than doctrinal, led to the discarding 
of matters purely speculative or philosophical. In another con- 
nection, he fully recognizes this definition of faith as funda- 
mental to all Disciple teaching and practice. "In this contentior 
the Disciples, as a religious body, stood practically alone
4 "The v/atchword of the Restoration Vindicated," BO.
5 "History of the Disciples of Christ," 793.
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during the nineteenth century. There were individual Christians 
who saw the folly pf philosophical statements, or even doctrinal 
statements, as bonds of union or communion, but the Disciples 
were the only religious body, which as a whole, made this con- 
tention for faith in the personal Christ, as fundamental, both
6 
as regards Christian life and Christian union."
Out of Mr. Campbell's principle of faith as personal 
rather than doctrinal, grew all the rest of his teaching. His 
understanding of faith as related to regeneration, was clearly 
an outgrowth of what was more foundational to his purpose, that 
principle through which alone trie unity, so much the possession 
of his soul, could become actual. The same is true of what he 
believed to be the kingdom of God; his conception of it was 
created by his plea for unity, and the method through, which he 
hoped to. see it accomplished. It is only the same to say that 
his teaching regarding the restoration of Mew Testament Christ- 
ianity was evolved from his desire for the reunion of the Church.
The history of the Disciples has demonstrated one 
thing: wherever this principle has been followed, unusually 
rapid growth has attended their teaching; wherever the upper- 
most idea has been the restoration of the Ohurch of the Hew 
Testament to the very letter, stagnation has ensued. The found- 
ational principle of unity in the faith once for all delivered, 
allowing the largest possible liberty of opinion in those things 
concerning which no clear revelation has been vouchsafed, leads 
to marvelous expansion, both numerically and spiritually. That 
attitude, however, which sees only the Hew Testament Church as 
is was,- which fears to venture into new paths lest some mistake 
be made,- eventuates in legalism and external!sm, which can end 
only in spiritual decay and death. It must, therefore, be
6 "History of the Disciples of Christ," 794.
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evident to the serious student of Disciple teaching and history, 
that every problem which confronts the great virile communion 
at the present hour, must "be solved in the light of this basic 
principle, or aclcnowledged insoluable.
I. THE CONCEPTION OF FAITH AS PERSONAL RATHEiR THAW 
DOCTRINAL, AS THE FUHDAlfflTAL PRINCIPLE OF THci CAMPBBLLIAN THEO- 
LOGY, 
i
1. From the very first, the Disciples have consid- 
ered this their noblest contribution to modern Christian thought.
It has been noted that Thomas Campbell first announced
7 
it in the "Declaration and Address." His son and biographer
relates the joy which cans to him upon the discovery that Christ 
Himself as the Lord, is the foundation of the Church. "His 
search ere long is crowned with success. A person, yes, a per- 
son, and not a theory or system of doctrine, is the one .and
only true foundation of that against which neither earth nor
8 
Hades shall prevail." After almost half a century of active
participation in the work of the new movement, Alexander ack- 
nowledges this as perhaps the finest contribution which he 
and his fellow-laborers had made to the Christianity of his day. 
"It is to the honor of the present Reformation, that it was the 
first to develop, in clearer terms than had ever been done before 
the primitive age, and to present, in a bold relief to the 
world, the grand and sublime truth, that the faith of the gos- 
pel is a faith in the personality of the Lord Jesus Christ, 
and that a union to him is the very life of the gospel; that 
He, and not doctrines, is the centre around whom all parts 
of the system revolve; that faith in him, and obedience to all 
he has commanded, is the sum and substance of the whole scheme. 
And this central and absorbing truth, ;:hich had lain so long
7 "Overture," Kershner, 89.
8 "History of the Disciples of Christ," 175.
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entangled under the rubbish of ages, and smothered by the spec- 
ulations of men - this effort to return to the primitive gospel, 
and to the Bibl® as our only source of religious knowledge, has
most fully developed and ieinionstrated its transparency upon al-
9 
most every page of the Sacred volume." The distinction between
Christ Himself as the object of £aith, arid doctrines about Him,- 
a distinction decidedly agreeable to modern minds,- is here 
clearly made. Christ as the revelation of the Father's love, is 
the gospel; this gospel is mediated to us through the Scriptures.
Dr. Richardson, while admitting that individuals,
10 
notably Luther, had realized the importance of faith as personal,
contends that the Disciples have been distinguished in that, as 
a communion, they have emphasized it as central. In this he 
echoes the attitude of Campbell in the paragraph just quoted. 
Acknowledging the unity of all evangelical bodies, in making a 
distinction between "the faith" and a general belief of the 
Divine testimony in the Sacred writings, he continues: "But we 
differ from all parties here in one important particular, to 
which 1 wish to call your special attention. It is this: that 
while they suppose this Christian faith to be doctrinal, we 
regard it as personal. In other words, they suppose doctrines, 
or religious tenets, to be the subject matter of this faith; we, 
on the contrary, conceive it to terminate on a person - the 
Lord Jesus Christ himself. While they, accordingly, require an 
elaborate confession from each convert - a confession of a 
purely doctrinal and intellectual character, studiously elabor- 
ated into an extended formula - we demand only a simple con- 
fession of Christ - an heartfelt acknowledgement that he is the 
Messiah, the Son of God.
9 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 1854, 374.
10 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged, 11 II. 335.
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"The Christian faith, then, in our view, consists 
not in any theory or system of doctrine, "but in a sincere be- 
lief in the person and mission of our Lord Jesus Ghrist. It 
is personal in its subject, as well as in its object; in regard 
to him who believes, as well as that which is believed. It con- 
sists of simple facts, directly connected with the personal 
history and character of Jesus Ghrist as the Messiah and promised 
Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the world. It is personal 
in its object, leading to personal regard and love for Ghrist,
»
and a personal Interest in his salvation. It consists not in
definitions; neither does it embrace the litigated questions of
11 
sectarianism." Heferring further to such a faith as that which
is alone suitable for the whole world, he continues: "The gospel 
of salvation, indeed, were ill-fitted to be preached to every 
creature, illiterate or learned, if it consisted, as some imagine 
of those ponderous bodies of divinity, and intricate systems of
theology, which have oppressed the energies and entangled the
12 
movements of the Protestant world."
Nothing is more characteristic of modern Christian 
thought than its insistance upon Christ Jesus as uniquely God 1 s 
Son, and at the same time a manifest impatience wi th any con- 
tention that this faith or loyalty is bound up with an accept- 
ance of inherited theologies about him. Dr. James Denney ex- 
presses the Campbellian idea of what faith is, when he discusses 
it as "the Christian attitude of the soul to Christ." i'rom the 
very beginning of the Christian age, to the present moment, 
Jesus has held a place in the affections of those who know him, 
which in every sense is unique. 2hey all accord to him the 
same place, and it is one which no other could fill. Sot only
11 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 334. 
IE Ibid., 334.
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is it evident that there was through the Hew Testament age, 
this unity of the soul's attitude to Him, hut in the self- 
consciousness of Jesus as we may enter into it in the Gospels, 
there is the indisputable evidence that he accepted this atti- 
tude; he assumes the place naturally and spontaneously as His
13 
own. "When we open the New Testament we find ourselves in the
presence of a glowing religious life. There is nothing in the 
world which offers any real parallel either to this life, or 
the collection of books which attests it. The soul, which in 
contemporary literature is "bound in shallows arid miseries, is 
here raised as on a great tidal wave of spiritual blessing. 
Nothing that belongs to a complete religious life is wanting, 
neither convictions nor motives, neither penitence nor ideals, 
neither vocation nor the assurance of victory. And from be- 
ginning to end, in all its parts and aspects and, elements, this 
religious life is determined by Christ. It owes its character 
at every point to Him. Its convictions are convictions about 
Him. Its hopes are hopes which He has inspired and which it is 
for Him to fulfill. Its ideals are born of his teaching and 
His life. Its strength is the strength of His spirit. If we 
sum it all up in the one word faith, it is faith in God through 
Him - a faith which owes to Him all that is characteristic in
it. all that distinguishes it from what is elsewhere known
14 
among men by that name." From the Disciple ranks, Dr. Rcihardson
affirms that this is precisely what all who have understood 
the Campbellian plea, have considered faith in Christ to be. 
"AlasI it is a sad mistake to suppose that Ohristianity is a 
theory, or that it consists essentially in accuracy of intel-
i
leotual conceptions. Christianity is not a theory. It is a
13 "Jesus and the Gospel," Denney, 330.
14 Ibid., 1, 3.
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life - an inner and an outer life. Christ came to implant this 
inner life in the soul that the outer life might be fruitful in 
good works. Henoe, his teachings are not theological disquis- 
itions. They address themselves to the conscience and the heart
reveal, indeed sublime truths but these are as simple as
15 
they are sublime, and as practical as they are simple."
V/hen faith is thus defined as personal, it follows 
logically that it is evoked by the facts of the gospel as they 
are set forth in the New Testament records. It was for this 
reason that CJampbell and those associated with, him, constantly 
insisted that faith has to do with facts arid not with inter- 
pretations. Interpretations must differ endlessly, but there 
will ever be a unity in the attitude of the soul to Christ, as 
evoked by the gospel story, JTaith is the response of the soul 
to the good news. Dr. Richardson, who is by far the best of 
the first interpreters of Campbell, his co-worker and personal 
friend for almost half a century, sets forth the very heart of 
his doctrine in this important matter: "To believe in Christ, 
is to receive Him in all the glory of His character, personal 
and official; to trust in Him in all the relations which he 
sustains to us, as our Prophet, our Priest, and our ^ing; to 
behold in Him our only hope and refuge; and renouncing our- 
selves, our own self-confidence, our righteousness, and every 
vain device, to lean on Him as our stay, and to look to Him 
as the T iord our righteousness, 1 as our salvation and our life. 
It is not merely to believe what is said of Him as the Son of 
God; as the Son of Man; as living, dying, rising, reigning, 
returning; but, believing this, to trust Him as OUR Saviour, 
to walk with him as OUR teacher, OUR friend; to realize His 
gracious presence with us, and to discern his footsteps in the
15 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 357.
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path we tread. It is to "be "brought into direct relation and 
fellowship with Him; to think of Him as of a person whom we 
know, and to whom we are idiom; to speak to Him as one who 
hears, and to listen to Him as to one who speaks. Such in our 
view, is the Christian faith; not a trust in definitions; in 
doctrines; in church, order; in apostolic succession or official 
grace; in opinions or dogmas, true or false; but a sincere be- 
lief of the testimony concerning the facts of the personal 
history of the Lord Messiah, accompanied by a cordial reception
of Him in His true character as thus revealed to us, and an16 
entire personal reliance upon Him for our salvation." There
has probably never been a clearer statement of the IHsciple 
position regarding the nature of faith and its distinctness 
from the convictions which rise out of it, than this. Br. Benney 
concurs, not only in what faith is, but in the manner of its 
production in the heart, "tfhen we preach, we mast certainly 
be able to tell men things about Christ which, justify the 
Christian attitude to Him. But these faith-producing things 
are not dogmatic definitions of His person; they are not doc- 
trinal propositions, such as those of the Kicene Greed; nor 
are they less formal expressions of essentially the same char- 
acter. I'hey are such things as vie have been in contact with 
all through our study of the gospels: they are the life, the 
mind, the death, the resurrection of Jesus. If the exhibition 
of these does not evoke the Christian attitude of the soul to
Him the soundest metaphysical doctrine ot His person is
17 
worthless." '^he evil results of failing to recognize the
personal nature of faith, and the manner in which it comes
to the heart, were manifest, in Campbell 1 s day, in the prevalent
idea that the doctrine of Christ was designed to malce men
16 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 337, 338.
17 "Jesus and the Gospel," Denney, 347; See also 14.
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think right,when its evident intention was to make them do
18 
right.
2. It is only in the light of the Campbellian 
definition of faith as personal rather than doctrinal, that 
it is possible to understand his unchanging aversion to human 
creeds and confessions of faith.
Since faith terminates upon the person of Jesus,- 
since it is that Christian attitude of the soul to Him which 
is evoked by the facts of the gospel, it must be distinguished 
from the historic creeds which are essentially bodies of divin- 
ity containing much theological and philosophical speculation. 
In a word, since salvation does not depend upon an acceptance 
of the creeds, since it was enjoyed by thousands before creeds 
were composed, they should not now be made terms of union and 
communion. LIr. Campbell never objected to any man holding 
personally, a body of doctrine,- such a doctrine or theology 
he held himself, and much of it '.is written out in the works 
he gave to the world; it was the making of any compendium of 
theological ideas a test of fellowship in Christ's Ghurch, 
which he deprecated. Dr. Denney has more clearly expressed 
the Gampbellian attitude on this point, than any modern 
scholar. "What Christ claims and what is His due is a place 
in the faith of men - in other words, it is an attitude of 
the soul to Himself as He is presented to us in the gospel. 
V/e are bound to Him, in that wonderful significance which He 
has for the life of the soul, that unique and incommunicable 
power which He has to determine all our relations to God and 
man. r̂ o ^e true Christians, we are thus bound to Him; but 
v;e are not bound to anything else. But for what He is and 
for what He has done, and our sense of infinite obligation to 
Him as we realize the cost at which He has done it, we could
18 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 358.
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not tell what Christianity means. But we are not bound to any 
man's or any Church's rendering of what He is or has done, v/e 
are not bound to any Ghristology, or any doctrine of the work 
of Christ. Eo intellectual construction of what Christ's pres- 
ence and work in the world mean, is to 'be imposed beforehand 
as a law upon faith, or a condition of membership in the Church. 
It is faith which makes a Christian; and when the Christian 
attitude of the soul to Christ is found, it must be free to raise 
its own problems and to work out its own solutions. This is the
point at which 'broad 1 churchism is in the right against an
notr
evangelical Christianity which has^learned to distinguish between
its faith - in which it is unassailable - and inherited forms
19 
of doctrine which, have been unreflectingly identified with it."
It is certain that Mr. Campbell would have but little 
interest in the attempted solution of the creed problem as put 
forward by many earnest advocates of Christian unity at the 
present time. It is but natural that the first steps of churches 
holding to time-honored confessions, toward revision or abolish- 
ment, should be hesitant. The age of such documents, the author- 
ity v/hioh they have so long wielded, the reverence in which they 
have been held as expressions of the faith of great and glorious 
epochs in ecclesiastical history,- these considerations, and 
others, deter all but the hardiest minds from tampering with
them .
nothing is more apparent in modern Christian life, 
than that there is a changed attitude toward the ancient creeds. 
It is undeniable that the increasing realization on the part of 
tne vast majority of evangelical Christians, of the independence 
of the mind in other realms of knowledge, has resulted in an 
almost universal indifference to the Christian confessions. It
3_9 "Jesus and the Gospel," Denney, 537.
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is not so much that there is an active disapproval, or even a 
deliberate dissent from them; there is simply no interest in 
them. There is a feeling that traditional theology is alien 
to the modern mind: it comes from another age, o.'TV age cabined 
by a much smaller view of the world, than that which is the 
proud possession o:C modern man. It is common experience that 
a vital Christian life depends not a whit upon these ancient 
documents. Christians in every communion are loyal to Jesus 
Christ as Lord and Saviour; their attitude is definitely in 
line with that of liew Testament Christians; they are not con- 
cerned about many of the established intellectual constructions 
which are enshrined in the historic creeds. This certainly 
does not mean that modern men are destitute of any body of con- 
victions about Christ; they do possess such, and there .can be 
no doubt that they equal in depth and power, any that Lave been 
held by their fathers before them. However, it is being in- 
creasingly realized that such convictions must be held as pri- 
vate possessions, and not imposed as a law upon the faith of 
others. As the truth has become more widely understood, that 
men who are^with their brothers in other communions in their 
faith in the Master, are separated from them by different theo- 
logical traditions which they have inherited and for which they 
have but slight regard, they look with unconcealed approbation 
upon any effort to malce of none effect these speculative bar- 
riers, to which they know in their souls, they are jiot bound 
as they are bound to Christ.
This attitude of the modern Christian, is well ana- 
lyzed by Professor Curtis: "There can be no doubt that, whether 
the world is becoming anti-confessional or not, these documents 
are being given a greatly altered position in religious life. 
It is certain that in all the Churches, Boinan Catholic and even 
Greelr Orthodox included,- an attitude of quiet personal inde-
384
pendence, reverent but firm, towards them, is being adopted in- 
creasingly, alike by the clergy and by the people, in spite of 
every effort to arrest the movement. Particular confessions, 
among them the most time-honored, even the (Ecumenical Greeds 
themselves, whose gradual evolution has become matter of common 
knowledge, are studied and appreciated in the light of our know- 
ledge of their time, the controversies that led up to them, the 
vocabulary of current thought, and the limitations of the scholar- 
ship of their day and of the minds that framed them. And it is<
a feature of the change, that those who are most dissatisifed 
with oar inherited dogmas are also the least eager to provide 
substitutes for them." Whatever the reasons which may be as- 
signed for this change, "it is not more certain that excommun- 
ications and anathemas have lost their terrors, then that the 
documents to which they were appended, have lost their interest 
and power." One evident cause for this declension in interest 
in theological traditions, and one which is enthusiastically 
welcomed by Disciples, is the modern devotion to a critical 
study of the Bible. "Probably the most reasonable explanation 
is that Christian thinkers have been preoccupied with a fresh 
investigation and defense of the theistic foundations of the 
faith, and in particular with a fresh examination of the Bible, 
most of all the Gospels arid their Gentral I'igure, by means of 
an apparatus of textual and linguistic and historical informa- 
tion which no previous age possessed. If we are working at 
the sources with a solemn sense of tfta momentous issues that 
confront us, it need not be marveled that we forget these lower 
and lesser authorities. Till we have reached conviction on 
the questions raised by the new study of the Gospels, traditional 
systems once reared on older conceptions of their meaning,
20 "History of Greeds and Confessions of tfaith," 427, 428.
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must needs seem hypothetical and provisional."
Keenly appreciative of modern indifference to o
reedal 
inheritances, Disciples have not reacted with a
ny enthusiasm 
to proposals for Christian unity through a modi
fication of 
existing Confessions, or a return to earlier fo
rmulas of like 
kind. Q?his is the possibility most frequently 
ventilated "by 
commissions on Christian Unity, and the1 latest 
writers on this 
ever-fascinating subject. It is but logical th
at those who are 
heirs of complex and elaborate systems of theol
ogy extant in 
the historic creeds, should think that reunion 
will be accom- 
plished by a reduction or simplification of suc
h confessional 
formulas, or by a return to much earlier ones o
f the same nature. 
This is the solution advanced by the Bishop of 
Gloucester, in 
his Bampton Lectures. "I think that experience
 has shown that 
a religious society requires a somewhat more de
finite standard 
of union than the Bible gives, that we require 
a doctrinal 
basis of Christian unity. 2hat may, 1 believe, 
be found for us
in that one Creed which has undoubted oecumenic
al authority,
22
that whioh we call the Bicene."
Such a solution of the Creed problem would have
 been 
unacceptable to Mr. Campbell, and would certian
ly be so to the 
millions who are today sympathetic with his att
itude toward 
Creeds as bonds of union and communion. It is 
not a solution, 
in the Disciple view of the whole question, bec
ause it is based 
upon the old error that faith is doctrinal, whi
le the supreme 
Disciple contention is that it is personal, ^'
hat is wanted is 
not a creed of the same, but of an absolutely d
ifferent kind. 
Dr. Denney has clearly set forth the failure of
 this suggestion 
to meet the Bxigencies of the situation. It is
 because he has 
given words to the position in this matter, pre
cisely as the
gl "History of Creeds and Confessions of Faith
,'1 Curtis, 428. 





disciples hold it, that he is quoted liberally here. "To simplify 
merely by going back from the seventeenth century to the fourth, 
is certainly an easy matter, but what contemptuous censure it 
passes on the Christian thought of the centuries between. When 
a man speaks of giving up the Westminster Confession for the 
Micene Creed, one can only think that he has no true appreciation 
of either. The Westminster Confession contains everything that 
is in the Uioene Creed, but the writer has no hesitation in say- 
ing that this is the least valuable part of what it contains, 
and that which has least prospect of permanence. The valuable 
parts of the Confession, those which still appeal to the Christian 
conscience and awaken a response to it, are the new parts,- 
those which represent the gains of the Reformation revival and 
the insight into Christian truth acquired there; they are the 
parts which treat of the work of Christ and its consequences - 
of justification, adoption, and sanctificati on; of saving faith 
and repentance u$to life; of Christian liberty and liberty of 
conscience; of Holy Scripture, or the Word of God, as the supreme 
means of grace. 'To simplify the creed by omitiing everything 
7/hich can be verified in experience, and then to expect men to 
unite in the purely metaphysical proposition - for whatever 
religious interest it is supposed to guard, it is a purely meta- 
physical proposition - that Christ is consubstantial with the 
Father, is only to show that one has not diagnosed the situation 
at all. Very few people Can tell what Athanasius and the 
Uicene bishops meant by this term. Ho one knows whether all who 
use it now use it in precisely the same sense; or rather, is 
is as certain as anything can be, that they do not. Everyone 
feels that it is on something else than the understanding of 
such metaphysical propositions, that the life and union of 
Christians depend; and it is this something else, and not what 
anyone regards as its metaphysical basis or presupposition, 




The confession which Christians make, must he a
declaration of faith and not of opinions. It must be a confession 
of their soul's attitude to Christ, who determines everything 
in life for them. This can "be expressed in trie simple language 
of religion alone. The psychological and speculative impli- 
cations of the experience of which such a confession is an ex- 
pression, are proper material for theology, but they have no 
place in the confession itself. It must be a declaration which, 
while maiding vocal the universal faith of all who belong to 
the i^aster, at the same time leaves the individual ma'cing it 
free to think out its implications for himself. It must be, 
in Biseiple language, a confession in which there shall be 
unity of faith with liberty of opinions.
3. jPor the theological Creeds the Campbells sub- 
stituted the Hew Testament confession, couched in the simple
language of religion, as the foundation of Christian union and
24 
communion.
The Disciples, for more than a hundred years, have 
contended that this confession commends itself, for three ob- 
vious reasons.
(l) It is apostolic and catholic.
There can be no dispute about its antiquity, while
•
^ £ 0 es not always appear in the same phraseology as that em- 
ployed by ^eter, in its simplicity of form and as a declaration 
of tne attitude of the soul to Christ, it is characteristic of 
of the Hew Testament. It is catholic in that it was the con- 
fession made by every one who becaue a follower of the Master. 
It antidates the creed of Hicea and the so-called Apostle's 
Creed. "Peter's Confession, which, after examination of the
23 "Jesus and the Gospel, 11 Denney, 545, S46. 
"Christian Baptism," 18.
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New Testament, Thomas Hobbs, the philosopher, found to be the 
only form it authorized, is the true and only Apostle's Greed 
in the strict sanse of the expression, not simply apostolic in 
itself but on the Master's own view divinely inspired. Paul f s 
Jesus is Lord, and John's Jesus is the Christ, are but variants 
of Peter's utterance already become current forms in the prim- 
itive Church. The earliest Gentile name for believers, the 
term 'Christians' coined at Antioch, shows that from the first, 
it was recognized that the distinctive note of Christian pro- 
fession was not simply following Jesus but owning Him Christ,
25 
being baptised literally into His name."
(2) It is the only confession which may lay claim 
to inspiration.
The impetuous utterance which His life with the 
disciples evoked from Peter, was immediately approved by Jesus. 
The faith then declared - that faith upon which, like a moun- 
tain of rock, the Church was to be built,- was, on Jesus 1 own 
word, divinely revealed. The Campbells, and the Disciples after 
them, have believed that it is always divinely revealed. Hot 
that it is a gift of God in the sense that it is some intangible 
commodity miraculously lodged in tne heart; it is inspired in 
that God, tfcrOugh Christ,has provided those divine acts which 
call it forth. It is tne response of the soul to the grace of 
God, which is revealed with assurance through Christ. The 
spontaneous and often-times impetuous confession, is the loving 
declaration of that new attitude of the soul, toward God, evoked 
by the raster himself in his life and death and resurrection. 
Such faith was not begotten by tne study of a speculative Creed. 
but by seeing Jesus as He is. Dr. Harry i'osdick has sensed the 
difference between the religion about Jesus and the religion of
25 "History of Creeds and Confessions of i'aith," Curtis, 403.
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Jesus, which is the fundamental verity of Christianity. "Christ- 
likeness is the central criterion of Christianity. There is just
one thing in Christ ianitv from which by no devices of thought
26 
can I escape, and that is Christ Himself." Dr. Mackintosh, after
discussing the fact that the speculative nature of the Creeds 
and tiie consequent difficulty, which the beginner in the adventure 
of faith, experiences in dealing with them, concludes: "The Hew 
Testament, as usual, is wiser, when to the seekers question, it 
returns the answer, "Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ and thou 
shalt be saved. 1 That is, it goes on the clear and sufficient 
principle that what alone can awaken and satisfy the faith of
sinful man, is a 'Person, instead of the creed it soeaks of
27
Jesus Christ."
(3) It is, above all others, the comprehensive con-
fession.
The Disciples have felt that it includes just what 
the Christian's declaration of faith, should include, and no more. 
Robert Hichardson well states the position which they have con- 
stantly maintained from the beginning. "It is the characteristic 
feature of the present reformation, to endeavor to disentangle 
the Christian faith from doctrinal controversy, and to restore 
-it to its original character, as a simple reception of the facts 
concerning Christ - a heartfelt personal reliance upon Christ 
alone. Hence it is, that we plead so earnestly for the original 
formula of confession, by which the true nature of the faith 
is so clearly exhibited. We propose to the whole religious 
community, a return to the simple confession of faith, made by 
the converts under the apostolic ministry - a confession which, 
while it affords no legitimate ground of controversy, is yet
26 "liotes of an Address at the Central i.U.C.A., Cairo"
"The Egyptian Gazette* December 31st, 1925w vn Christian World."
27 "The Divine Initiative," LJackintosh, 70. tu
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sufficiently comprehensive to include all necessary truth, and
28 
suffioiently definite to exclude all fatal error." Faith in
Christ makes a man a child of &od and a member of Christ f s 
Church. The Disciples have ever firmly insisted that more than 
this has no place in the confession. It must be a declaration 
of personal faith in the personal Lord, and that alone. It 
was always Lir. Campbell's teaching that cordial reception of
the truth to which Peter's confession gave utterance, would
29 
ma::e a man a Christian. With him, to be a Christian meant, at
the sane time, to be a member oi! the Church. Richardson sets 
forth the Disciple position regarding the relation of the 
creed to Church membership - the position which we have found 
Thomas Campbell earnestly advocating in the "Declaration and 
Address." But I need not multiply quotations, to show that 
a sincere belief in Jesus as the Christ, the Son of God, is 
emphatically and truly the Christian faith, and the only faith 
7.rhi3li can lawfully be demanded in order to admission to the 
Christian privileges and to church fellowship. This is the 
Christian's Creed, and the only creed to which any one may be 
justly called upon to subscribe. A<nd this being so, all other 
creeds and confessions are at once nullified and repudiated 
as v/ithout Divine authority, as mere inventions of men, lead-
*
ing the mind away from Christ, and a direct and personal re- 
liance upon Him, to mere intellectual conceptions, abstract 
propositions, and human opinions; or, if not wholly to these, 
at least to subordinate truths, collateral questions, remote 
conclusions, which belong not immediately to what is proper- 
ly called the Christian faith, but to the subsequent chapter 
of Christian knowledge. Hence even upon the hypothesis that
28 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 357.
29 "Campbell-Hice Debate," 822.
30 "Overture," Kershner, 87, 89.
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the religious formularies of doctrine, now in vogue, contain 
nothing but truth, we deny the right of any one to complicate 
the simplicity of the Christian faith in this manner, and to 
demand, in advance, a degree of knowledge and experience in 
the child, which, in the very nature of things, can be expected
only in one who has attained to the stature of a man in Ghrist
31 
Jesus."
tfhile admitting that it may be necessary to have 
some basis of agreement, such as the Apostle's Creed or the . 
iiicene Creed, in order to accomplish the coming Christian unity, 
Principal Hobinson eloquently writes of the Hew Testament"con- 
fession as expressive of that faith which is alone essential to 
membership in the Church of Christ. "In any case nothing but 
the Shema can be demanded of individuals who seek to unite them- 
selves to the Great Church, whatever special measures may be 
necessary to cope with the extraordinary circumstances in which 
v:e find ourselves through our divisions. And after all, the 
Shema is infinitely superior; for we can never get beyond it. 
It stands for all time - eternal like Him of whom it speaks - 
simple, yet so profound that we can never fathom its depths and 
never exhaust itn storehouse of treasures. Heither does it 
pander to merit making and the tendency to claim salvation on 
the grounds of intellectual subscription. James saw the folly 
of making it a creed. To do so is to limit it in its application^ 
As an oath of allegiance it has no limits, vie can never ex- 
haust its demands on our life. It stands as a perpetual barrier 
to self satisfaction. To take Him as 'both Lord and Christ 1 is
to set out on a task which can find consummation only when we
32 reach Him and are like Him - when we see Him as He is."
31 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 340.
3E "Assays on Christian Unity, Hobinson, 98.
^
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II. Ill THEIR EMPHASIS OF FAITH AS PERSONAL RATHER 
THAN DOCTRINAL, THE DISCIPLES BELIEVE THEY HAVE FOUND THE ONLY 
BASIS UPON WHICH CHRISTIAN REUNION MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED.
1. The Campbellidn conception of the nature of au- 
thority in Christianity, grows out of the principle that faith 
is personal.
The only religious authority to v/hioh the Christian 
is bound, is Christ Himself. The true Christian is possessed 
of one desire - to know the will of Christ. The Christian 
Scriptures are authoritative in Christianity only in so far as 
they conduct us into the mind and spirit and will of the Master. 
The authority of the New Testament is really but a secondary 
authority. All authority has been given unto Him. We know 
what that authority is only through the Sacred Writings which 
reveal Him to us.
To Mr. Campbell, there was but one big question re- 
garding the mediation of the authority of Jesus, through the 
Word: Does that Word correctly represent the mind of Christ? 
Is it infallible, in that it gives us an accurate picture of 
Him, and a true setting forth of His will towards us? In com- 
pany with all devout men of his day, he answered this question 
in the affirmative. There can be no doubt that he believed in 
the absolute inerrancy of the Christian Scriptures. Even with 
all the qualifications which we have found him making concerning 
the Word as the Rule of Faith, it is yet undeniable that he 
believed the Scriptures to be inerrant in what they have been 
brought into existence to accomplish, "To the Book of God 
there can never attach aught of uncertainty or delusion. Its
teachings are above all suspicion. Hence there are no false
33 
facts; no sophisms; no mere rhetorical devices." "It is a
33 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," I. 191; Of. "Overture," B7.
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delightful reflection that we have thus no fallacy to fear in
34 
the Book of Grod, as we have ever in the books of men." "The
Word of Grod, being inspired, is, of course, infallible as its
Author. He who f can not lie 1 dictated it, and it cannot deceive
35 
us." Very few Disciples would go this far with Mr. Carapbell,
and from the tenor of his writings and the methods which he 
employed, it is improbable that he would make these statements 
himself If he were living today.
The deep reverence in which the Carnpbells held the 
Bible, is not shared by modern men. It is not probable that 
Christians will ever again think of the Book as devout souls 
considered it, during the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Mr. Gampbell did his work in the years just preceding the dis- 
covery of the linguistic, scientific, and historical apparatus 
which has revolutionized Biblical study, The critical facilities 
which were to his hand, were used by him with, a courage and 
resolution which can leave no doubt in the minds of those who 
best know his work, regarding what his own attitude would have 
been toward modern Biblical Criticism. That all the subjects 
which in any way helja to make the Scriptures clear, must be 
ransacked by the Biblical scholar, was his firm belief. As 
early as 1840, he approvingly quotes ^rnesti, in support of 
this view: "While it is of prime importance for the inter- 
preter of Scripture to form a just estimate of his natural 
faculties, and never to attribute supremacy to Ms own under- 
standing, or the judgement of any mere man, it is obviously 
his duty to apply those faculties in the use of the various 
meatis with which he is furnished for understanding the Scrip- 
tures. Subject to those restrictions, which a sense of the 
supreme authority of the oracles of God, and the natural
34 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," I. 198.
35 Ibid., 195.
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darloiess of the mind cannot but inspire, human reason and 
science may, without hesitation, be allowed their full share 
in the interpretation of those oracles, though incompetent 
themselves to the discovery of spiritual ioiowledge, yet, when 
discovered, they are competent to discern, to examine, to com- 
pare, to illustrate, and to confirm it by means similar to those 
which, in every other pursuit, lead most certainly to improve- 
ment and perfection. Hot only must the interpreter render him- 
self familiar with the contents of the sacred volume, by a con- 
stant and unremitting reading; but he must spare no pains in 
finding out, and appropriating to his use, all the accessory 
means by which his acquaintance with it may be facilitated and 
advanced: endeavoring to maie himself master of every subject 
in any way connected with the work in which he is engaged; and
guarding against every temptation to precipitation and rash-
36 
ness in drawing conclusions on matters of such." That Mr.
Campbell did use every critical means at his disposal, is cer- 
tainly evident from his works; that he would continue to do so 
were he living ."wovy, is beyond question, though unpossessed 
of the scientific equipment which Biblical scholars have today, 
his spirit and method were scientific. The same attitude of 
mind which must characterize the scientist, he thought should 
also be that of the student of the Scriptures. "There is re- 
quired, then, in the student of the Scriptures, the same con- 
dition of mind necessary to the successful student of Mature. 
Both must have a just reverence for the common Author, and an 
unwavering confidence in the reality and genuineness of the 
things whether of Nature or Heligion. Both should have the 
same freedom from prejudice and prepossession, and both exercise 
the same care in observation, and observe the same justness and
36 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," I. 200.
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accuracy in their conclusions, si/i-ch such prerequisites, there 
could be no fear of the results. Truth, thus diligently sought,
would always "be found; and new discoveries would constantly re-
37 
ward pursuit." The discovery of truth was Mr. Gampbell's only
aim. tfith unsurpassed fearlessness, he followed its leading, 
never hesitating to discard old beliefs when proved to be un- 
sound, or to act when new light demanded. If he did. not go as 
far as modern men have gone, it was only because he had not the 
means to do so.
Hot only did Mr. Campbell cordially accept the formal 
principle of the He format ion, the supreme authority of the 
Scriptures; but he was emphatically in accord wi th the other 
distinguishing Protestant principle, the right of private judge- 
ment. He frequently states his reliance upon it as basic to 
the success of the reformation in ?;hich he believed himself to 
be engaged. "In attempting to restore the ancient order of 
things, the right of private interpretation is of the highest 
importance. It is the exercise of this right which has elicited
and maintained the present effort at Hef orroation, and this alone
38 
which can carry it forward to its legitimate results." Empha-
sizing the impossibility of scriptural interpretation without a 
suitable preparation of the mind, he continues: "One of the pre- 
requisites to which we have already adverted, is the conviction 
that we nave a right to search and interpret the Scriptures 
for ourselves. A firm conviction that we possess this right is 
essential to our success. If we doubt our authority to search 
the Scriptures, we will scarce venture to consult them; or if
we do, v:e will hardly trust ourselves to tne conclusions to
39 
which the:/ seem to lead us." Like his father in the "Deolaratior




and Address," he contends that the right of private judgement
 
is not only, a precious right, but a solemn duty to be most 
faithfully performed. "In the. pursuit of divine knowledge, w
e 
must neither doubt nor tamely surrender our right to examine 
and judge for ourselves. On the contrary, we must fully real-
 
ize our true position in respect to the divine communications,
 
and not only feel perfectly assured of our right to hear and
consider them, but regard this as an imperative duty and a
40 
most precious privilege."
It is perennially asserted that the two great 
Protestant principles upon which the Gampbells relied with 
such confidence, are diametrically opposed to each other. Bot
h 
the Scripture text and the personal judgement of the individua
l 
interpreter, cannot be authorative, for the perfectly obvious 
reason that one contradicts the other. Since each man must 
interpret the Scripture for himself, only his interpretation 
can be authority for him. ilach individual, therefore, has his
 
ovm Bible which, though authoratitave for him, is not so for 
any one else, as long as all have the right to interpret it 
for themselves. V/e are thus driven back upon the fact that 
the only authority is within; the inner consciousness must 
speak tne final word. The conclusion, then, secerns to be that 
we must frankly give up one or the other of these principles; 
if we affirm the right of private judgement, we must renounce 
the authority of the Scriptures; if we adhere to the authority
 
of tae Scriptures, tne right of private judgement cannot be 
granted.
It is interesting to note the earliest method by 
which Protestantism endeavored to escape from the dilemna 
created by the apparent antagonism between her two fundamenta
l
40 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," I. 191
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principles. It nay be called the symbolical,- the attempt to 
resolve Scripture interpretation into harmony, through the 
creedal formulas and confessions of faith. In opposition to the 
Homan Oatholic dogma of the supremacy of the Ghurch, the He- 
formers had asserted that the Scriptures alone are the infallible 
authority, but, at the same time, each individual has the right 
to interpret them for himself. Very soon aware of the contra- 
diction thus created, they sought to bring about reconciliation 
by a return to tae ancient Greaco-Christian method of formu- 
lating a Creed. This was the actuating reason why the period 
of the Protestant Heformation became the most prolific creed- 
making epoch in Christian history. Through this method the 
primacy of private judgement was thought to be guarded and re- 
tained, in that the creed was supposed to set forth the consen- 
sus of the private judgement concerning the authoritative truths 
of Scripture, or tnose who subscribed to it. Thus the creed 
as the written constitution or foundation of the Church, was 
defiantly opposed to the Homan Catholic dogma of ecclesiastical 
supremacy. As a practical theory, however, there can be no 
doubt that the Homan Catholic solution was superior to that of 
the Protestant churches. The adaptability, at least in theory, 
of Papal infallibility, made far better provision for the 
changes which time brings than that provided by crystallized 
dogma in the form of a static and absolutely authoratitive 
creed. The Protestant theory of authority was, therefore, far 
less workable and efficient than that of Home.
</hat had. "been asserted in theory, with, such confi- 
dence by the Protestants, was immediately repudiated in practice. 
The method which had been employed upon tae Scriptures, was 
now turned upon the Creeds. The members of the various denomi- 
nations, while subscribing to tne creeds, exercised the right 
of private judgement, and interpreted these documents for
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themselves. The effort to establish a uniform method of inter- 
pretation was thus proved to be valueless. Exercising, upon 
the Scriptures and the Greeds alike, the right of private judge- 
ment, Protestants were consequently brought back to the place 
from which, they had started,- the position that taere can be no 
external authority, but that the last word lies with the judge- 
ment of the individual.
The souljtion of this problem, offered by the Camp-
p
bells, was unique. It lies at the very heart of their program 
for Christian Unity through a return to the Hew Testament 
Christianity as best expressive of what was in the mind of Christ 
That they did s«4 hold to the authority of the Scriptures with 
the right and duty of every individual to interpret them for 
himself, we have seen. It is evident, also, that they were 
seemingly unaware of any antagonism between these principles. 
By what means did they bring them into harmony? The answer to 
this question is that both Thomas and Alexander Campbell be- 
lieved in the substantial accuracy of "the common mind. 11 They 
believed in unity of thought on the part of the individuals, 
through universal reason, which is always ultimately correct
in its conclusions. While repudiating any one man's interpre-
totation as binding, they were willing £e» unhesitatingly^accept
the pronouncements of the intellectual or learned majority, 
for they were convinced that the universal reason or common 
mind could not be mistaken, if asiced how thi s common mind is 
to be known, they would reply that it is composed of those in 
each sphere, who are best prepared to know on any given sub- 
ject. In a word, it might be defined in the modern academic 
phrase, "the consensus of scholarship." Dean Jxershner, con- 
cerning this important Caopbelltan doctrine, interestingly 
says: 'Vhatever the great bulk of thoughtful men agree upon 
as touching the interpretation of Scripture, is doubtless an
399
expression of the common mind upon the subject. Alexander Camp- 
bell was rather addicted to quoting the expression v_ox
vox del in his debates and public addresses, t/hat he meant by 
this quotation was simply that the voice of human intelligence 
as a whole, expresses the voice of universal reason, -and, there- 
fore, the voice 'of God. It was to this common mind that the
Gampbells always made their appeal with regard to the various
41 
theological positions which they occupied." It may be summed
up in a sentence: Heason is from God, and v/nen given a free 
field and a fair opportunity, it expresses the divine nature 
in one of its highest forms. Dr. ^ershener points out that 
while the individual reason is often obscured and distorted by 
individual passions and prejudices, so that it is circumscribed 
and hemmed in by petty and local considerations, the common 
mind of the larger group is not subject to these limitations. 
«Vhen the larger group is talcen into account, the petty parti- 
cularities of the individuals which constitute it, drop out of
sight or negate each other, and the conclusions of the common
42 
mind stand out with clear unanimity. Since the Scriptures
are God's v(ord given by revelation, they can be interpreted 
correctly, only by the universal reason which is God's gift 
to humanity for guidance through the world. The conclusions 
of this reason, a3 reached by the reverent common mind in its 
interpretations of the Scripture, constitute, therefore, the 
highest possible standard of accuracy.
It is important; to note that the position here 
advocated, is practically the scientific spirit at its best 
in the realm of religion. V/hile it cannot "be denied that the 
Disciples have not emphasized the mystical elements in Christian 
experience as they nay do in the future, it is also true that
41 "Overture," Kershner, 44, 45.
42 Ibid., 45.
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no modern Church "in its fundamental genius and character, is
43 
more closely allied to the scientific spirit." Scientific
materialism run riot on one side, and legalistic, externalistic, 
traditionalism on the other, cannot cope with the problems of 
the age. They are both doomed to destruction. But the great 
devout co nan on mind, the consensus of enlightened, thoughtful 
piety, in the spirit of the true scientist, following truth, 
for truth's sake, will help the longing soul of our own stren- 
uous time, to that light arid freedom which belongs to the sons 
of God. It can be affirmed without contradiction, that this 
was the ideal of the Gampbells and those who followed them. 
"Union in the truth" has ever been the motto displayed upon 
their banners, The application of this underlying philosophy 
of the substantial inerrancy of the common mind, to the program 
which the ^isciples have espoused, will be noted in another 
connection; it is sufficient to observe it here as the funda- 
mental principle by which they worked in their effort to solve 
the knotty problem of authority in Christianity. This spirit of 
the scientist, the honest searcher after truth, is manifested 
by Thomas Campbell, when after submitting this program for 
unity in the "Declaration and Address," he asks his readers
that his propositions shall be "examined with rigor, with all
44
the rigor that justice, candor, and charity, will admit."
It is interesting to observe that the Garapbelllan 
philosophy as to the question of authority, is closely akin to 
the conception of infallibiltiy, as held by the itoman Gatholic 
modernists. These Modernists, notably father Tyrrell, in his 
"Letters," repeatedly maite the claim that the Protestant and 
Roman Catholic conceptions are identical. The Pope, according 
to this interpretation, is simply th© spokesman of the united
43 "Overture," Kershner, 100. 
Ibid., 97.
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Church, riinoe it is not merely his own sentiments as one indi- 
vidual, but the faith of uniteu Catholicism, which he voices, 
his decisions are as neatfjy infallible as it is possible for 
any decision to be. If this were true, we could not ask for 
greater infallibiltiy. Such a position is exactly that of the 
Campbells, except, of course, they would not have agreed that 
the Pope should be the mouthpiece of the Church. The weakness 
of Father Tyrell 1 s view, and one which he is forced to admit, 
is the fact that the Pope does not represent a united Catholic- 
ism. The irrefutable evidence of this, was the excommunication 
of the Modernists by the Vatican's own decree. It is a very 
significant tendency, however, that such brilliant protagonists 
of more liberal things, as were Tyrell and LoiseV, should have 
confirmed the basic philosophy of the Campbells, even in the 
face of ecclesiastical autocracy. If the time ever comes that 
the Papal power shall take a position on infallibility, such 
as that advocated by the Modernists whom they have so determin- 
edly thrust out from themselves, a basis of unity will be pro- 
vided, which, will at least evoke sympathetic interest from the 
Christian world. Basically, the Campbellian philosophy of the 
infallibility of the common mind, is just about the same, also, 
as the conception that authority rests with a General Council 
of the Church, .before this authority was transfered from the 
General Council to the Pope, the belief that the Council re- 
presented the common mind of Christendom, was almost universally 
held. However, the weakness of the view consisted in the fact 
that all too often, the best representatives of the common mind 
were not admitted to the Council. There can be no doubt that 
at bottow, th« idea that the conclusions of the reverent 001x1 on 
mind are final, is relatively sound. The Campbells would not 
have agreed vtith Carlyle, that history is made up of the bio- 
graphies of a few mighty personalities. Their faith in demo- 
cracy was unshakable. It is rather the voice of collective
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reason, the voice of the common rnind as thus expressed, which 
must be heard. The progress so conceived is slov/er, but it is 
sure.
If the underlying philosophy of the Gamp "bells, the 
principle which history must proclaim as that for which they 
were most distinguished, is conceded, there is no reason why 
the authority of the Scriptures and the right of Private judge- 
ment, should not be compatible, That the Oarnpbells so held 
them, we have seen; indeed, upon this principle one is but the 
necessary correlative of the other. Dean Kershner malces a pert- 
inent comment upon this point: "If the doctrine uf the universal 
reason is accpted, there is no reason why the Scriptures, as 
interpreted by this principle, should not be regarded as the 
ultimate authority in religion. Such a viewpoint means something 
far more than simply the assertion of the 'infallibility of 
private judgement. It rises from the separateness and parti- 
cularity of the 'inner consciousness 1 theory to the broad 
field of prophetic revelation interpreted and made clear from 
age to age by the ever living and universal reason v/ith guar- 
antees all civilization and progress. That reason itself is"
indeed not the last word. The last word is revelation inter-
45 
preted by reason." If Roman Catholicism failed to apprehend
the significance of trie theory set forth by their own Modern- 
ists, it is clear that Protestantism as a whole has equally 
failed to understand its meaning. It is just as certain that 
many of the Disciples have never truly understood the impli- 
cations of these very foundational conceptions through-which 
their fathers came to their distinguishing theological positions. 
Truth is truth, however, and the time will come when this 
great philosophy, that the common mind - the universal reason,
45 "Overture," Kershner, 47.
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in its searchings, must eventually discover those basic posi- 
tions upon which, alone, God's oeo-ole can find reunion, will
~* T y ->-•*"
"be recognized. Through this principle only, will it be possible 
for Christianity and Science to walk hand in hand to the making 
of a better and a nobler world.
2. The application of the Carnpbellian philosophy 
of the substantial inerrancy of the common mind, to the problem 
of Christian Unity, resulted in the method, so often discussed, 
and expressed in the words,"unity in the faith with liberty of 
opinions."
The Campbells believed that the common mind had 
spolcen, and that from the very beginning to the present time, 
all evangelical Christians have been one in their acceptance 
of the essential things, or "the faith." This unity in the 
faith already possessed by all, was a favorite topic with both 
Thomas Campbell and his son. The Christian world, therefore, 
is not divided over those things which, from the first, have 
been considered essential to salvation, but concerning opinions,
speculations, explanations of the divine facts - those tilings
46 
"in which the kingdom of Sod does not consist." Dr. Richardson
sets forth the Disciple's position in a pointed paragraph. 
"It is, indeed, this simple faith in Christ, accompanied by 
its appropriate fruits, which constitutes that 'common Christian- 
ity' which is admitted to exist in all parties, independent 
of party peculiarities; 0.10. admissi on, by the way, which at 
once assigns to these peculiarities their true character, as 
mere excrescences upon Christianity; as having no power to 
save, and as the very means of perpetuating divisions Happy 
would it be for the world, if all could be induced to rest 
content with that 'common Christianity, 1 which is the very
46 "Overture," Kershner, 60.
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object of the present Reformation to present to the religious
47
community as the only means of securing unity and peace." 
There is in Disciple literature, no more comprehensive para- 
graph, as regards the real purpose of the movement. Those 
things which divide, have no power to save. A man may be a 
Christian and never subscribe to anything which differentiates 
a member of one Christian denomination from another. That alone 
which has saving power, is that f common Christianity 1 which, 
through the Christian centuries, has been determined to be es- 
sential, by the common thoughtful mind of the Church. This is 
precisely the thing which Dr. Denney contends for, all through 
his epochal book, "Jesus and the Gospel." It is the message 
of that brilliant Christian scholar, Robert J?llnt, when he 
says: "We ought to distinguish between those eternal verities 
a realization of which is directly and immediately necessary 
to the welfare of our spirits, and all questions regarding
religion, which may be interesting, but the solution of which
48 
is not indispensable." Professor Curtis recognizes this great
fact, so essential if Christian unity is ever to become an 
actuality: "Under all the diversities of faith and government, 
v/hieh divide the surface of Christendom, and sometimes seem to 
strike down to the very foundations, there is a common basis of 
believing loyalty, a common intent to obey and serve the sama
Lord according to the dictates of his Spirit, whose gifts have
, 49 
always been manifold."
IJQW since there is a ground of belief, "the faith," 
which all Christians hold in common, and without which there 
would be no Christianity as it has been known through the cen- 
turies, and since division has been occasioned not by this
47 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 356.
48 "Agnostic ism, "406.
49 "History of Creeds and Confessions of tfaith," 401.
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faith, but by the explanations of it,- the theologies v/hioh 
have grown out of it,- the way to reunion lies in the recogni- 
tion of this faith as alone essential to membership in the 
Church, allowing every man to have his own opinions, so long 
as these are held as private property. This is what Mr. Gamp-
hell meant br unity upon the facts with liberty of opinion re-
50 
garding their explanation. It is the position, also, which he
took in the debate with Kice, in his continual re affirmations 
that tbt plea he advocated was catholic • "Indeed, there is 
nothing strictly sectarian in our views. i1here is no opinion- 
ism in our system of operations. The facts we believe are ad- 
mitted; the ordinances we practice are admitted; the piety and 
morality we inculcate are admitted - universally admitted by 
all Christendom. There are none excluded from our communities 
but those who deny the faith, those immoral or unrighteous, and 
those who are schismatics. These three are by divine authority 
to be severed from the faithful. The schismitic is excluded,
not for his opinion, but for the unrighteous use he makes of
51 
it." Dr. Richardson contended that while unity in the faith is
essential, unity in opinions is neither possible nor desirable. 
"It is preposterous to expect that men will ever agree in their 
religious opinions. It is neither necessary nor desirable that 
they should do so." "As well expect to conform the features 
of the human face to a single standard, as to secure a perfect 
agreement of men's minds. Hence there can be no peace, unless 
there be liberty of opinions. Bach individual must have the 
perfect right to entertain what opinions he pleases, but he 
must not attempt to enforce them upon others, or to make them 
a term of communion or religious fellowship. Tliey can do no 
harm, so long as they are private property, and are regarded
50 "Christian System," 124.
51 "Oampbell-Hice Debate," 798, 799; 3ee also 784, 785, 808, 809
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in their true light, as human opinions possessed of no divin
e
52 
authority or infallibility." The Christian faith alone is
essential, that faith wMch has been universally recognized b
y 
the common Christian mind through the years. "Every one wil
l 
agree, that the true basis of Christian union is the Christi
an 
faith. All parties assert this, but unfortunately, each one
 
adds to that faith, or, rather, substitutes for it, human op
in- 
ions, and matters of doctrinal knowledge not immediately con
nect- 
ed v;ith salvation; and they refuse to receive each other, be
- 
cause they do not happen to agree in these opinions and doc-
 
trines, while, at the same time, they may hold in common wha
t 
really constitutes the Christian faith. This Christian fait
h, 
as we have seen, is simply belief in Christ, as he is presen
ted
in the gospel, and is concisely engrossed in the great iDrop
osi-
53 
tion, that Jesus Christ is the Son of G-od." Only that which
the common Christian mind has decreed to be the Scriptural r
e- 
quirements f.br salvation, can be bound upon the souls of men
; 
this is "the faith" and the only basis of Christian unity.
In the light of the application of the principle of 
the substantial infallibility of the common mind to the prob
lem 
of Christian reunion, it is evident that two modern objectio
ns 
are answered.
(l) The first one may be stated in a question: 
"It is all very well to talk about unity in the faith, but h
ow, 
are you going to determine what the faith is? 1" The Disciple
s 
would answer that there is to be but one way - the answer w
hich 
is given by the universal reason applied to a study of the 
Scriptures. As has already been stated, they believe that 
the 
common mind nas already expressed itself, and is a unit in 
declaring what "the faith" is, as opposed to theological an
d
52 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 327.
53 Ibid., 341.
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philosophical explanations of it.
(2) The Bisoiples also agree that the second objectic 
is answered by the same principle. It has been stated in a 
sentence: "The division between faith, and knowledge about Jesus, 
is arbitrary. It is impossible to have a saving faith in Christ, 
without holding some very definite convictions about him." ^o 
this the Disciples agree, tfaith and knowledge are not unrelated. 
That faith, however, which is evoked by the revelation of Christ 
in the Hew Testament, leads to a body of convictions about Him, 
in which the Christian is one with all others who, through ths 
same faith, have been inducted into the same experiences. This 
is exactly what the Campbells meant by their contention that, 
in the fundamentals of Christianity, Christians ar© 'one. Every 
doctrinal position which they embraced, was determined by this 
unwavering conviction. In a word, they tried to hold only 
those things which the common mind had held as indisputable, from 
the beginning. The faith evoked by Jesus himself is not mere 
assent to the fact of his unique relation to God; it is trust, 
it is obedience. Professor Mackintosh has well stated it: 
"dhen I see Jesus Christ - living, dying, and risen - as the 
revelation of God, then I know that I have found my Master. I
cannot set my faith upon Him without being thereby aware that
54 
I must obey Him unconditionally." Those who have such faith
in Christ, have never been far apart in the convictions which 
they have held concerning Him.
III. THE DISCIPLE PLEA J1 OR THE RESTORATION OP 
PRILIITIVE CHRISTIANITY GROWS OUT OF THEIR CONCEPTION Oi1 ffAITH 
AS PERSONAL RATHER THAN DOCTRINAL, AND THE PRINCIPLES TO V/HIGH 
THIS CONCEPTION GAVE BIRTH.
54 "The Divine Initiative, 11 Liackintosh, 66
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1, It is probable that there exists at the present 
time, more misunderstanding in regard to this phase of Disciple 
advocacy, than any other position which they have preached. 
There is manifestly a modern indifference to the plea for a re- 
storation of primitive Christianity, if a restoration of the 
Hew Testament Church exactly as it was, is contemplated. The 
fact of the matter is that the modern man does not want to re- 
produce the -Church just as it v/as in the beginning. If tMs 
is what the Disciples have meant, it is certain that they have 
been committed to the static conception of the Church,-that it 
is an unchangeable organization, the plan of which was ordained 
by the Lord, executed by the Apostles, and thus, being divinely 
constituted, an institution to be forever the same. It does 
not seem to admit of reasonable doubt that this v/as the position 
at first held by both the Gamp "bells. That a restoration of the 
organization and the forms of worship which obtained in the 
first Ghurch, would bring about Christian unity, seems to be 
the solemn conviction of the "Declaration and Address." It 
soon became apparent that a return to these original forms 
would not accomplish the results so confidently expected. It 
is significant that, at the present time, those churces which 
which have contended for this as the essence of the Campbellian 
-olea, have failed, net only to bring about Christian unity, but 
also to make any appreciable progress. That this, however, 
was not the true genius of the plea, is evidenced by the example 
o± Ur. Campbell himself. The evolution in his own positions 
is well established. His bitter opposition to missionary or- 
ganizations in the early numbers of the "Christian Baptist," 
and his eventual advocacy of a missionary organization and
acceptance of the presidency of it, is an illustration in point.
 
The position which he took, also, regarding the character of
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the ministry, underwent a mar lied change. In his early preaching 
he was definitely opposed to tne one-man ministry; before his
death he writes of the work of the pastor of the local church,
55
contrasting it with that of the evangelist. His vigorous in- 
sistence upon the law of expediency, in the "Christian System," 
in contrast to his father's almost timid handling of it, in 
the "Declaration and Address," and his own first views of it, 
evidences this evolution.
It is in this very law of expediency, that the
Disciples have found their escape from the inevitable stagnation 
and death to which a purely static conception of the New Testa- 
ment Church, would have consigned them. The gospel is clear; 
we must preach it; we must be united upon it; the manner of our 
taking it to the world, is left to the good sense of the people 
of God. Methods belong to the realm of expediency, and must 
be decided by the majority of tne congregation. Thus it is 
that the dictum of Thomas Gampbell, so solemnly pronounced at 
the meeting in the home of Abraham Altars, "i'iThere the Scriptures 
speak, we speak; and where the Scriptures are silent, we are 
silent," has been, in practice, absolutely reversed, as with 
increasing clarity, the lav; of expediency has been understood. 
The modern Disciple recites it in other words: "Where ttee 
Scriptures speak, we are silent (it is ours to obey); (where 
the common mind has spoken as to the indisputable truth of 
revelation, we accept it, and follow it) where the Scriptures 
are silent, we may speak." This view of it, alone, has made 
vital the principle "in faith unity, and in opinions liberty." 
It is significant that the only division which the Disciples 
have ever experienced, was occasioned by a failure to understand 
the difference between faith and expediency. A small band of
55 "Millennial Harbinger Abridged," II. 3E3.
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"Antis" or "Non-Progressives," as they are called in the United 
States, seceded from the Disciples because they were opposed to 
the introduction of instrumental rnusic into the worship of the 
Church, and because they did not believe Missionary Societies 
to be Scriptural. These two things, belonging to the realm of 
expediency, should have been treated as such, and division 
averted. The "Antis, 11 however, refused so to consider them, 
and, making the whole issue a question of faith, withdrew from 
the main body. Their gradual disappearance as a communion, 
is evidence that a misapplication of the Campbellian principles, 
eventuates in stagnation and decay.
It is a long road from the small country churches 
of Mr. Campbell f s day, to the great congregations, with some- 
times two to four thousand members, of which the Disciples are 
now so proud. »*'ith the development of organizational life, 
new offices in the Church have been created, such as that of 
"Director of Religious Education" or "Secretary of the Board 
of Church Erection." The changing age demands a change in 
methods, it k& s been in these, that the Disciples have departed 
farthest from the platform of Mr. Campbell 1 s day. The main 
contentions for which he battled, are still held to be valid, 
b-r the majority of those who have accepted his teachings.
o
The true meaning of the plea for a restoration of 
Hew Testament Christianity, must be found in the Campbellian 
emphasis upon the inerrancy of the devout common mind, and the 
consistency with which this underlying philosophical principle 
was applied to the problems of the Church. Motivated by the 
passion for Christian Unity, the conviction was borne in upon 
the minds of the Campbells, that it could be accomplished only 
as a ground common to all followers of the liaster, could be 
discovered. It was soon clear that this universally acknowledged 
common ground was that which had baen plainly revealed in the
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New Testament. In a word, it was found that the great funda- 
mental things, those which all Christians acknowledged to "be 
fundamental, were the glorious Christian facts \vhich had created 
the New Testament Church. This courageous acceptance of the 
pronouncements of the common mind, resulted in a very definite 
body of convictions regarding primitive Christianity. This 
method through which they came to their present accepted doc- 
tri^aL oasis, may be illustrated. The Campbellian position on 
baptism, was reached through a conviction, after years of 
study, that the overwhelming consensus of scholarship was on 
the side of the immersion of a penitent believer, as the un- 
doubted form of baptism which the Hew Testament sanctions. The 
universal reason had spoken on the subject, and the only thing
they could do, committed as they were to this principle, was
to
^& unhesitatingly^accept its conclusions. It was not because
he had come to this position himself, that Alexander was im- 
mersed, but because he v/as convinced that this was what the 
common mind of the Church believed the .Uew Testament to teach 
on the subject. The same thing may be illustrated by the ac- 
ceptance of congregational government, by the Disciples. They 
did not stress this as absolutely authoritative, but followed 
it as preferable to others, and as most probably having the 
weight of Hew Testament authority behind it. They practiced 
the Lord's Surrper weekly, because they believed the Hew Test- 
ament precedent v/as in favor of it. Since the common mind had 
not spoken with the same unanimity, upon this ordinance, as it 
had on the question of baptism, they did not lay the same 
stress uvon it as upon other points of their advocacy. The 
opposition to human creeds and confessions, and their insistence 
upon the Hew Testament baptismal confession as sufficient, 
 ;;as dictated by the belief that the overwhelming consensus of
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scholarship had agreed that the simple confession of Christ as 
Lord, was the only form laiown in the New Testament era. The 
names they wear, "Disciple," "Ohristian," etc., are worn he- 
cause they ara common to all who love the Lord Jesus, and are 
the undoubted names which were worn by His followers in the 
Mew Testament Church.
It is manifest that what the Disciples mean by a 
restoration of New Testament Christianity, has its roots in 
their great "basis conception, that faith is personal rather 
than doctrinal. There can be no gainsaying the fact, that for 
a hundred years and more, there has been the increasing reali- 
sation that what the Campbell s were striving for, was a return 
to the position which would best express the mind and spirit 
of Jesus. In name, in confession, in baptism, in all they 
plead for, there is the ever growing conviction that all the 
honor and glory should be given to Him. They would restore the 
New I'estament Church, because they have believed that it best 
expresses the will of Christ. But, as we have been trying to 
say, it is not to be the Church as the Apostles left it, in 
the sense that no progress is to be made, with the shifting 
years. It is to be a restoration of the Church of the New 
Testament, in its faith, in its zeal, but free to proclaim its 
never changing message, through ever changing methods, to the 
swiftly changing years.
IV. tfOUR OBJiiCTlONS TO THE GAMPEELLIAL' THEOLOGY 
1.IAY ^ ITOTUD, IN CONCLUSION.
1. Is not trie Disciple plea for Christian Unity, 
vitiated by the fact that those making it have themselves 
formed a new party or division?
It must be confessed that the advocates of the 
Gaiirobellian principles find themselves in an anomalous position;
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they have ever been pleading for unity, yet they have formed a 
great new communion, with all the machinery of a modern denomi- 
nation. We have noted, however, that from the first, there has 
been no desire to organize a new Ghurch. The proclamation of
their principles forced them into a separate organization.
 
kVhile the "Declaration and Address" called men out of the exist- 
ing Churches, it offered nothing to which they could come. The 
weakness of this position was soon manifest, and the formation 
of a Ghurch illustrating the principles preached, and as a fold 
into which those who left denominationalibm could corne, became 
an imperative necessity. The history of the Disciples, therefore 
illustrates the impossibility of the accomplishment of a great 
ideal, \vith out a practical method of achievement. The estab- 
lishment of churches on the new platform, was a demonstration 
of the practibility of the plan. This we have found Alexander 
Gampbell frequently affirming. They knew that the plea which 
they made would work, because they had tested it out. They 
found that, united in the faith, they could hold together and 
work together for the extension of the kingdom of Ghrist, even 
though they had in their communion, men of such widely diver- 
gent opinions as Stone, Kaines and Campbell.
E. It is further objected that the catholicity of 
the Disciple platform, is invalidated by the position which 
they hold on the question of baptism.
The Disciple answer to this, is that the very
reason for their stand, is that they wish to be catholic. They 
believe that all Christians accept the immersion of a penitent 
. -, iever, as baptism. They contend that the debate has not 
been or. this, but on whether or not sprinkling and pouring are 
valid. Their conviction that Jesus Himself was immersed, that 
immersion v/as the customary, if not the universal practice of
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New Testament times, has oonfirmad them in the continuation of 
the practice. Since, in the Disciple teaching, baptism is 
always an act of faith,- an act in which personal loyalty to 
Jesus is confessed,- they believe it should be practiced as 
consecrated by His example and command. The conviction, and 
it is almost universal among them, that baptism is sacramental, 
that it does have to do with the foundational things in the 
plan of salvation, has made them react with determination, 
against any effort to relegate the ordinance to trie realm of 
the non-essential.
The American churches have found themselves in a 
dilemna from which it is difficult to escape. They are open- 
communionists, they invite unimmorsed Christians to their fel- 
lowship in the observance of the Lord's Supper. The question 
consequently arises, "If you accord to those who have never ex- 
perienced what you call baptism, all the privileges of Christian 
fellowship, why do you refuse them membership in your churches?" 
A few congregations, to solve this difficulty, have adopted 
the so-called plan of open membership. The movement, however, 
has never made headway against the prevailing custom. The 
Churches of Christ in Great Britian and those of Australasia 
are, without doubt, more logical in that, practising immersion 
alone as baptism, they invite only immersed believers to the 
Lord's Supper. It is notable, also, that they have not been 
-oer-olezed with trie open membership problem.
The accusation that the Disciple position on bap- 
tism unChristiariizes the members of all other communions, is a 
misapprehension of their real position, ^rorn the beginning 
they nave cordially recognized all devout followers of fee Lord 
Jesus as Christians. Alexander Campbell rjade this clear in 
his famous .uuxenburg letter. "But who is a Christian? I 
answer, iivery one that believes in his heart that Jesus of
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^azareth. is the Messiah, the Son of God; rebuts of his sins,
and obeys him in all things according to the measure of know-
56
ledge of his will." "Should 1 find a Pedobaptist more intel- 
ligent in the Christian Scriptures, more spiritually minded 
and more devoted to the Lord than a Baptist, or one immersed 
on a profession of tbe ancient faith, 1 could not hesitate 
a moment in giving the preference of my heart to him that 
loveth most. Did 1 act otherwise, I would be a pure sectarian, 
a Pharisee among Christians. Still I will be asked, How do I 
know that any one loves my Master but by obedience to His 
commandments? I answer, in no other way. But mark, I do not 
substitute obedience to one commandment, for universal or even 
general obedience. And should I see a sectarian Baptist or 
Pedobaptist more spiritually minded, more generally conformed 
to the requisitions of the Messiah, than one who precisely ac- 
quiesces with me in the thoery or practice'of immersion as I 
teach, doubtless the former, rather than the latter, would have 
my cordial approbation as a Christian. So I judge, and sol 
feel. It is the image of Christ, the Christian looks for and 
loves' and this does not consist in being exact in a few items, 
but in general devotion to the whole truth as far as known." 
"Jith me mistakes of the understanding and errors of the affect-
G i
ions are not to be confounded."
>/hile cordially recognizing Christians of every other 
denomination, and working hand in hand with them in the exten- 
sion of tiie kingdom of &od, the majority of the Disciples are 
convinced that weretto^xto relax their conception of immersion 
as -jhe ideal so far as "the from of baptism is concerned, they 
would, at the same time, destroy the ideality of their plea.
3
f$6 "Millennial Harbinger," 1847. 411. 
57 Ibid., Volume for 1857, 411, 412.
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It is significant that where the wholeness of thi s platform, 
including the postion of baptism, is preached, the Disciples 
continue to grow amazingly, and their work generally to go 
forward with great strides. kVnen chey renounce the positions 
which they have held for a hundred years, they make no appre- 
ciable progress. If it should ever be indisputably established 
that there is clear Hew Testament evidence for sprinkling and
pouring as baptism, the Disciples will be among the first
to
entnusiasticallyA accept it: but up to the present time, there
is the feal.ing that such evidence is insufficient, whether or 
not the open-member ship plan will be accepted by the Disciples, 
is yet to be seen. From the present tendencies among them, it 
does not seem probable.
3. One objection which has been urged with force 
against the Oampbellian theology and the Disciple position as 
a whole, is that it is intellectualistic,- that it does not 
give adequate place to the mystical elements in religion.
It must be frankly acknowledged that the Disciples 
have not tended much to mysticism: as a matter of fact, they 
have generally been afraid of it, believing that it leads in 
one direction to fanaticism, and in the other to spiritual in- 
activity, ^he Disciple plea has found its largest measure of 
success in Anglo-Saxon countries, where men are practical rather 
than reflective, i'his has been decidedly the case in the mid- 
dle west of America, where the matter-of-fact, practical 
^merican lives. It is significant that the only exception to 
this seemingly universal rule, was the period in which, the 
Gamobells lived. For the one time in history, America was 
s"rept by a might wave of Protestant mysticism, manifesting 
* tself in the "Great Revival" which came as a reaction from 
the immorality and spiritual lethargy immediately following
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the Hevolutionary War. fihe clear, practical message of the 
Campbells and their followers, found a ready Hearing from those 
who had been deluded "by the excesses of this great awakening.
It must be confessed that Alexander Campbell is 
not a follower of Schleiermacher. He is more a disciple of 
Abelard than of Anselm or Bernard, ilore strikingly still he 
is pre-Ritschlian. -L'here are some truly startling affinities 
between these two men who lived almost at the same period, 
although Kitschl's work was done a few years later than that 
of Campbell, ^hey share in their almost extreme aversion to 
mysticism, and are alike in the reasons which tlBy held for 
the incessant war which both waged against it. She Protestant 
mysticism of America, against which the Campbellian theology
rose as a protest, was paralleled in Germany by the Pietism
58 
which evoked from xtitsohl some of his most vitrolic criticisms.
 Jhen for instance, Hitschl denounces it because it makes of
59
none effect, justification, he but echoes Campbell in his con- 
tention that the theories of the Spirit's working nullifies 
the Gospel and renders unnecessary the saving work of Christ. 
Cacrobell and Ritschl were agreed, also, in their teaching that
-^or^iveness is mediated only through the Church which is the
60
community of believers. It has already been shown that Camp- 
bell and the Disciples have always taught that the same faith 
which brings a nan to the forgiveness of sins, at the same time, 
makes him a member of Christ's Church. By the Church, both 
men meant not tne hierarchy but the Christian community. In 
their teaching concerning the relation of faith to repentance 
and tne whole subject of conversion, they are strikingly in 
accord. Hitschl, with Campbell, believed that repentance is
58 "Justification and Reconciliation," Kitschl, 112, 113.
59 Ibid., 113.
60 Ibid., 110, 112, 607.
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the result of faith, it is included in faith, it is faith itself
61 62
turning to God. 2he heart of faith is love, '.They were in cor-
dial agreement in regard to the manner of faith's coming. It
63 
is evoked by the gospel, and does not depend upon a preceding
'conflict of penitence, 1 which the sinner experiences as he
64 
realizes his condemnation under the law. In regard to the work
of the Holy Spirit, the war which they both carried on with the 
prevailing mysticism, brought them to practically the same 
position. vVe have seen that, in the teaching of Campbell, the 
Holy Spirit dwells in the Church, and does his work in conversion 
and sanctification through the Word of God and the body in which 
he dwells. While confessing that he could work in other ways 
if he so desired, it may be maintained that we have no adequate 
evidence of his operating in this manner, irne words of Hitschl 
are almost identical with a score of passages from Campbell,
which have been quoted in this work, ^hus when he speaks of
65 
it as the attribute of the community of believers, that it
dwells in the thus regenerated community which Christ has
66 
formed- when he objects to t;.e belief that the Spirit is a
67 68 
"hyperphysical natural force 11 or a "resistless natural force"
\vhich regenerates immediately, he is employing almost Camp- 
bellian language. In the conception that "the unity of the
Church is essentially bound up with the pure preaching of the
69 
0 os-o el anol " n̂e P r °P er administration of the two sacraments,"
Hitschl accords with the Campbellian view that the Church is 
one in its work of proclaiming the Christian salvation to the
world*
AT. "Justification and de conciliation," Hitschl, 166, 167.
6£ Ibid., 591, 593.
63 Ibid., HO.
64 Ibid., 164, 165.
65 Ibid., 472.
66 Ibid., 605.




While it must be confessed that the Disciples have 
not been inclined toward mysticism, there is nothing in their 
plea which precludes an appreciation of those deeper things in 
religious experience, which the mystics have sometimes thought 
to be peculiarly their own. ^he conception of faith as personal 
rather than doctrinal, of itself opens the door to a realiza- 
tion of all the experiences one ought to have, who feels that 
Christ is personally his Saviour and Lord. It has been pointed 
out that there are passages in Carapbell and Richardson, which 
equal in spiritual insight and power, anything which the mys- 
tics have produced.
4. A final objection to the Canrpbellian theology, 
related closely to the one .just considered, is that the empha- 
sis which the Disciples have placed upon the Church and the 
plan of salvation, especially baptism as related to the plan, 
eventuates in legalism and external ism.
If this emphasis were the whole of the Disciple
-olea, the validity of the objection might be acknowledged. It 
is undoubtedly true that in the hands of ignorant men, or 
those v-/ho have not penetrated to the very heart of its meaning, 
it has often degenerated into a legalistic and externalistic 
presentation. ri'hat the Campbells themselves so conceived it, 
pu Q t be denied. .Pheir fundamental conception of the meaning 
of faith in Christ, led them to think of their plan for Christian 
n* on through a restoration of primitive evangelical Christ-
 pjiity, as thoroughly ethical and deeply spiritual. It la^s 
not only the form of the Hew Testament Church, which they 
v/ished tojjproduce, but its life and spirit, as well. In one 
of his fittest paragraphs, Alexander Campbell sho;vs his appre- 
ciation of the significance of the restoration which all 
through the years, he had desired to see realized. *Jhile de-
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ploring defeats, and keenly sensitive to the dangers which his 
plan provoked, he yet believed in its basic soundness and its 
ultimate success. "The attempt to restore to the world the 
primitive order of things, involves something more than a re- 
vival of the faith of the l^ew Testament disciples. The effort 
is to restore Original Christianity; and this is something more 
than to have a correct view of its theory and practice. While 
correct views are essential to a full, and rational, and Spirit- 
ual enjoyment of what God has so graciously given us in his 
holy word, yet this is not all; nay, it is riot the vital part. 
While a correct theory leads us to a lucid intellectual appre- 
ciation of the beauty and grandeur of the scheme, and of our 
relations to, and dependence on God, as our Creator, Redeemer, 
and bountiful Benefactor; still, something more is requisite 
to place us in a proper relation to God - to place us in a 
state of union and communion with him, as the Source and Author 
of our spiritual life. If we fail in this effort for a restor- 
ation of Original Christianitgr - to revive primitive life, 
devotion and zeal - it is problematical whether or not we may 
do more than heighten our cwn condemnation, and that of the. 
world, also, by increasing our light, and laiowledge, and op- 
-oortunities. The enlightenment of the mind must be followed
j-
by a corresponding vitality of the heart. It must be icnown, 
and must not be forgotten, that Christianity is more than in- 
tellectual enlightenment; that the conviction of the mind is 
but the means to the great end, object, and cksign of the mission 
of the Llessiah - the regeneration of the entire man - the 
enewing of the life and character to an assimilation of the
at type and model presented tfc us in the life of the Son of 
God. ^ld ^is assimilation is, itself, but a means to the 
rrand ancl ultimate conception of God in the introduction of 
the remedial system - namely, the restoration of man to the
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society of Sod In the heavens, This be
ing the grand and ulti- 
mate object of the remedial plan, all i
ts provisions are sub- 
ordinate to, and in harmony with, this 
design. In all our 
efiorts in teaching and preaching, this
 design must be contin- 
ually kept before the mind; and any one
 who builds upon any 
other foundation, or with reference to 
any other design, is 
building upon the 'baseless fabric of a
 vision. 1 Christianity 
having for its object, first and last, 
the improvement and 
sanotifioatlon of the life of man, with
 a special reference to 
the glories and honors which shall be r
evealed to him as his 
own hereafter, it is evident that if th
is purpose be not kept
in view, both of the teacher and taught
, the very object to 70 
which all that God has said and done is
 antecedent - is ignored."
In a final paragraph, he confesses that
 the accu- 
sation against his message, that it ten
ds to legalism, has often 
had just foundation, and reminds his pe
ople that only as life 
is consistent with teaching, will their
 reformation come to 
victory. "In our effort to restore pri
mitive faith and measures, 
we seem, in some instnaces, to have ove
rlooked, for the time 
being, when assailed and pressed on all
 sides by the incumbents 
of an effete and perverted Protestantis
m, the necessity of in- 
sisting upon all things our Lord has co
mmanded, and impressing
-n-oon all ninds that conversion is but t
he first step in the
1 71 
divine life." -^he sudden breaking'in 
of the new light which
car.ie with the teachings of the restorat
ion movement, caused men 
to seize upon the cardinal points of th
e Gospel with avidity. 
'Jhe first days were, therefore, charact
erized by a great zeal 
for holiness of life, as well as correc
tness in doctrine. 'EfeiBn 
cams the period of warfare, in which th
e new principles had to
70 "Millennial Harbinger," Volume for 
1854, 375.
71 Ibid., 373, 374.
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"be defended, v/ith a consequent stressing of the externals of 
of the faith. "How that the battle is won," and "the enerm.es 1 
batteries are all silenced," it is time to turn our guns upon 
our ovm hearts. "i/hen this warfare is began in earnest and 
prosecuted to a successful issue, then will Original Christ- 
ianity onoe more appear among men, revived in faith and life- 
then ,vili every phase of religious apostacy and corruption be 
driven from the earth, and 'righteousness, and peace, and joy 
in the Holy Spirit, 1 prevade and fill every heart, and unite
every soul, and mankind realize the mighty truth, 'Thou in me,
72
I in thee, and they in us. 1 " The Gampbellian theology is
practical, but this does not mean that it lacks ethical con- 
tent, or that is is, therefore, legalistic, concerned only 
with externals. When its true purpose and aim is realized, 
it is sssn to be ethical and spiritual, through and through.
72 "Millennial Harbinger,'1 Volume for 1854, 373, 374.
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